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Preface

With the rapid development and introduction (if new technologies in moderm aircraft design and structures, such as po~wered
lifting systems with blown flaps or deflected jets, supersonic configurations with their well-known problematic thenno-
acoustical phenm~mena. the promising advances in the field of nonmetallic materials (CF-RP. ceramics), there is at strong teed
to concentrate onl the wide band of "new structural fatigue problems" resulting therefrom andi to ascertain %tate-of-the-an
expertise in the fatigue area.

Meeting c( intributions focus onl topics dealing with the acoustic environment Inl Sub-. supcr. and hyper-sonic flow regimecs,
iiinovatiive structural design techniques and materials allowing the layout of fatigue resistant structures as well as with
ciipitrimcntial and analytical tools for evaluation of the bethaviour of structures Iin anl acoustically and thermally adverse
ensironinent.

Ani additioinal session of the Meeting is dedicated to topics retatod ito the field oft structural -acoustics. 'Thereby at broad band oti
dlt erent acti sitics is addressed. e~g the prediction of noise Iin closed compartments, the identificationi of strsictural-bonie
lise~ paths as well ats the acoustic diagnosýis ofl aircraft disasters.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

J.J. Kacprzynski
Institute for Aerospace ResearchNational Res-arch Council of Canada

approximation for estimation of induced
stress and strain caused by acoustic

The AGARD Structures and Materials excitation. These methods assuming linear
Panel has been concerned with activities in behaviour and normal mode approach.
acoustic fatigue since 1960 and had achieved validated for simple aluminium structures.
a considerable success in coordinating and are still used extensively. For the present
encouraging acoustic fatigue research in the state-of-the-art military aircraft and
NATO countries. By 1968 Panel's Specialists particularly for the short take off and
group on Design in Acoustic Fatigue vertical landing (STOVL) aircraft, the
identified six subject areas in which acoustic impact on the structure becomes
suiffcient research results had been more severe. Also new materials are being
accumulated of suitable kind to warrant their used and therefore the data of References 28
immediate consolidation and presentation in and 31 are not longer adequate. Since the
design data,. heet form, Arising from this a mid seventies a significant progress has
project was initiated under which been made in the evaluation of acoustic
Engineering Science Data Unit (ESDU) effects, both in America and in Europe
revised and extended the existing data sheets where a large cooperative activity dealing
with the support and collaboration of with acoustic effects has been organized in
AGARD. The subjects chosen for this project a form of collaboration on Acoustic Fatigue
were: and Related Damage Tolerance of Advance
- jet noise near field prediction: Composite and Metallic Structures. called

stress response of flat stiffened panels: ACOUFAT. has been organized. This
stress response of curved stiffened panels: programme is described in Reference 16. In

- natural frequencies of flat and curved spite of the achieved prngress. the present
honeycomb panels: Specialists Meeting demonstrated. that the

stress response of honeycomb panels: currently available methods still do not
random SN curves for light alloys, allow for accurate latigue life assessment

(Ref. 1).
The data sheets coverin" the above

topics were Issued in 1972 as AGARDograph Although the acoustic generated
162 Part I and i1 (Ref. 291 and as ESDU Data strains/stresses are relatively small
Sheets. A symposium on Acoustic Fatigue comparing to strains/stresses induced by
was held during the 35th SMP Meeting, in other aircraft's loads, they are for more
Toulouse. France in September 1972 (Ref. 301. numerous and usually at high frequency.

In consequence, the acoustic fatigue
Since that tine the acoustic aircraft cracking (or delanunation) may occur after

loads became more severe and the developed a vety short period of aircraft usages.
in the sixties and seventies methods for
solution of acoustic problems became not To avoid fatliue damage caused by
longer adequate, Therefore the Structures the acoustic loads. the design process
a Materials Panels organixed the present should be able to tackle the following
Specialists Meeting on the Impact of Acoust*i problems:
Woads on Aircraft Structures, which was held . cvaluation of acoustic loads (acoustic
on May 2 - 4. 1994 In Ullehanuner. Norway. environment):

- estimation of structural response to
During the meeting 25 papers were acoustic loads'.

presented. In four sessions. covering the • estimation of the fatigue life under the
general review of the state-of-the-art. acoustically Induced strains (stresses)}
Acoustic Environment. Materials and
Structure Design Techniques and Structural • i li --- t
Acoustics.

Durin the meeting ten papers were
The developed in the late sixtWs and presented In the session on Acoustic

m imd seventiesn methoca lRef. 28 and 311 were Environmoen (RMd. 4 - 12 and 24). The
based on simple r.ethods for rsonse acoustic loads from engine and
predicion•. uhr,* fundamental mode aerodynamic sources depend on aircraft

A vmof m - 'war qA •wwu Lee* m Akv. % " k Lahamum,. A- up 1m
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flight conditions. It appears that the most separated flow. Recent results of the test of
critical aerodynamic acoustic loads are due to shock wave/turbulent boundary layer
flow separaUon and due to shock waves. interaction are included. A technique is
There are stil, difflculties in accurate presented. based on the Houbolt spectra
predictions of the aerodynamic acoustic data. assumption, that appears to prcvide
The state-of-the-art numerical analyses are engineering solutions to the design
still very costly and their reliability is resolution of complex flow problem.
questionable. The results depend on the used
turbulence models, mathematical flow Paper (5) describes the general
models and the Idealisation of the aircraft philosophy and methodology in engine
geometry. During a project development and nacelle acoustic design, particularly intake
design phases, when the flight test data are and exhaust ducts, necessary to satisfy the
available, loads estimates are obtained based noise certification requirements. A general
on experimental procedures, past experience description of conventional acoustic liners,
and read-across from other aircrafts with currently in service, and being developed
similar mission and performances. innovative liners is also enclosed. The

Alenia developed software package
The wind tunnel results, although (ALNOIS) for complete engine nacelle

very useful, due to a different than in flight acoustic design and acoustic panel
turbulence level. do not predict correctly the manufacturing was presented.
acoustic loads. The PWT (Progressive Wave
Tubes) also do not represent correctly flight Aircraft dynamic loads produced by
conditions. Hence, almost inevitable, the engine exhaust plumes were examined (Rrf.
flight measurement of acoustIc loads, are 6) for a class of configuration of fighters
required for a verification of the predicted and bombers in model and full scale, The
acoustic fatigue life. presented results are for USAF F- 15 and B-

IB aircraft and for US F- 18 HARV (High
One paper (Ref. 4) was devoted to Alpha Research Vehicle) and ASTOVL

Acoustic Environment of weapons tay. The (Advanced Short Take-off and Vertical
definition of the cavity types was made. Landing) programs.
together with the description of the
phenomenon. The predictions of acoustic Currently USAF F- IS air'rafts are
loads, their frequency and amplitude have flying without ext"rnal nozzle flaps IRef
been made both with the simple empirical 11). due to the ctntinuous structural fatigt,,
equations and with the complex numerical .xperienced by the flaps and the cost of
flow analyses. Both active and passive replacing them. Although the Aft region of
suppression concepts have been discussed. It the aircraft is known to experience high
appears that the passive suppression systems aerodynamic loads due to massive unsteady
are effective only over the small range of flow separation, there is the evidence. that
Mach numbers. Thus in the future, smore type the severe acoustic loads contribute to the
of active control will be needed to be adaptive observed structural damage. These acoustic
over the entire speed range, loads are attributed to a phenomenon

known as Jet screech . it is essentially a
Transfer path analysis methods resonance feedback loop in the jet

preented in paper (241 allows to Investigate flowfleld. that can se up between the no*zle
the contribution of individual sources and tip and the jet shock cells It is most severe
source tranmnission paths, The current for medium spaced twin jet raircraft and ratii
retearch focuases on validating the accuracy occur during subsonic flight with non-
of this method for the solution of industrial perfectly expanded supersonic jet. Screech
problems and on mxtending it to other has been meaured at levels of 10 dB. high
prublems. The extensions of the method enough to exceed the fatigue limit for
Include the use of reciprocity techniques to metallic aircraft struictures. Paper (i l
nwasure vibro-acoustic effects, the deribes an initial engineering
qualifi'ation of air-borne source workstation tool to predt occurrence of
contributions, the transfer of stincture-borne aceech. ultimately allowing the design a
sound though connected substructures and conr4gurations which will not result in
the physical interpretation of the screech.
transimisson path phenomena.

Three papersjgave the description of
Paper (101 gIves a review of therfnoacoul.ic test facilities (Ref. 7, 8 and

engineering prediction techniques for power 14). The American facility (R•f. 7) is
Intensity (mis fluctuating pressure) and designed to operate at temperatures fromn
power spectral density (PSD) for attached and -250 F to 3000 *F at sound pressum levels
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up to 180 cIB and heat flux of 1000 Btu per The main objective of this paper was to
square foot per second. The German facility develop a method for prediction nonlinear
(Ref. 8) have maximum sound pressure level response of simple structures. Both
of 160 dB with surface temperature of 1300 °C aluminum alloy plates and CFRP plates
and heat flux of 100 W/see. were studied.

Paper (14) describes thermo-accustic AMZ m
test facility capable of 171 dB acoustic
loading with simultaneous cross flow. Stress levels in rms form for

particular flight cases are used together
with rms stress endurance data to estimate
fatigue damage for each case. These

For the former approach (Ref. 28. 3 1) damages are then accumulated, assuming
the structure was idealised to determine the Miner's rule. according to the mix and
fundamental mode frequency. Stress levels duration of flight cases in the life of the
were predicted at the critical stress location, particular aircraft. Overall damage can
assuming uniform static pressure loading of then be used to estimate the fatigue life of
the panel and that the static deflected shape the component. Life estimates have not
and mode shape were identical. All these been particularly accurate - there are
assumptions contributed to the significant several reasons for these discrepancies, and
difTerence (by as much as a factor of 2) particularly:
between stress predictions and measurements - the use of rmn levels in the damage
(Ref. 32). analysis (they do not represent

properly the more complex
Finite element analysis methods behaviour of the range of stresses

enable more complex structures, with they are representing):
detailed acoustic loading characteristics, to - the presence of other loads acting
be analyzed- Higher order modes. in addition simultaneously with acoustic loads:
to the fundamental, can also be included. The - the limitation of endurance data
analysis process involves assessing the to simple geometries.
frequency response of the structure across the
relevant frequency range to derive the power
spectral densities of stress response. The
probability density function of stress levels Acoustic fatigue testing Is performed
involved are usually represented by a single .or two reasons:
equivalent rms (root means squarel level. . to provide design acoustic data front test

coupons;
Two presented papers (Ref. 12 and 14) •i test thecomplete structure or the

discussed in details finite element analysts of componret for design
the response of the structure to acoustic loads. verification/certification.
Paper (12) describes the Power Spectral
Density (PSI)) technique for acoustic fatigue The design data are usually obtained
evaluation. The sound pressure levels are under random loading but at constant input
converted to acoustic presures PDS and rms acceleration levels using shaker tables
applied to a finite element model exciting the simple coupon test pieces at
representation of the substructure. The remonance. Usually there are tested plain
technique can cover cmwnplex structural coupons or simple elements representing
geometries and contribution of several structure, skin fasteners, lay-up. changing
normal modes. in sections or joints.

The method based on NASAN for The endurance life is usually taken
the linear analysis and on specially as the time to when cracks or delamination
developed code TAPS (Thermal Acoustic are Rs detected or when the degradation
Response and Fatigue of Pre-Buckled and in the fundamental frequency falls by a
Post-Buckled Structures) for nonlinear specific amount.
analysis were presented in paper (14). TAPS
contains extenive material data base The usefulness of the coupon testing
(Including composaeal and automated flight is somehow limited. Firstly. it is
profile fatigue life prediction. questiloable how rTresentative of real

structures are simple coupons tinder
The effects of nonlinearity on the inertal loading. The corr.ec mede shape*

dynamic rsponse of airtraft structures to ar not represented. The poim of failure is
acoustic exctatlon were studied In paper (9). dhfleuk to determine and estimating the
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duration to that point often requires the Internal Aircraft Noise
somewhat dubious practice of allowing a
time for *setting in" of the coupon - Paper (20) describes the applicable
particularly for composites. concepts for cockpit noise verification in

military aircrafts. A design-to-noise
Four -,rers were dealing with procedure is outlined and the overall

coupon/matkrlal testing (Ref. 13. 14. 15 & 17). requirements for medical, ,ntelligibflity
Paper (13) describes a comparative study of 29 and operational aspects are discussed.
different coupons covering eight different Guidelines for cockpit noise control, to be
designs and six dfiferent materials tested by applied during aircraft des4n phase, are
excitation of 30 g2/Hz on a shaker, It given together with the expected benefits.
concluded that although the scatter of results Advanced noise control measures and noise
was very large, the tests showed clear measuring techniques are also dealt and
tendencies. All the new materials allow cockpit noise verification is described.
lighter structures with higher
eigenfrequencies. Most of the damping values A new reciprocal technique for
found were smaller than values given in study of noise transmission and reduction
ESDU, It concluded that deeper in turboprop aircraft is described in paper
investigations for the definition of qualified (21). A capacitive scanner is used to
failure or safety criteria are necessary. measure the fuselage response due to an

internal noise source. The approach is
Paper (15) describes some of the validated by comparing this reciprocal

problems of acoustic fatigue of carbon fibre noise measurement with the direct
structures investigations obtained within measurement. The fuselage noise
ACOUFAT program. The Investigation have transmission information is then
been carried out with respect to: combined with computer predictions of the
- nonlinealities in the measurements for the propeller pressure field data to predict the
calibration of the dialerent transducers. internal noise.
- effect of residual strength fPr the coupons;

-flects of moisture and tenmperaturt in the ulmitler ld9
material due to storage and testing in humid
rnvironmont. Helicopter ir' nal noise (RefK 2)
111e sum of these elievts for one tested coupon contains a high an, ,nt of discrete tones
required the reduction of the allowable strain which are more annoying than a
In the range of high y-"d•es by a factor -4 broadband noise spectrum. This Is mainly
compared to the value obtained originally at due to discrete frequencies by the main
roon temperature with 2% failure criteria. transmission system, and also fromn other

comnponents like main and tall rotor.
Paper (17) describes the acoustic engines and cooling fans. Up to now,

latigue behaviour of GLARE composites. 'The mainly passive systerm have been used for
influcnce of the laminate lay-up ,Iuld i~tertor noise reduction with high welght
temperature on the acoustic fatlgue was pk hatlies, particularly in the low frequency
inveatigated from the shaker tests. The I est ral4,. The active panel noise conilol.
included also stifTencd GLARE skin panels having mechanical actuators exciting the
showing the linportarice of the ,ectirndary cabin walls and active control of gearbox
%tructure in the acoustic environnment, struts with actuators in the load path

between gearbox and fuselage are
9mMIsUa.I.,•1A~ potentially useful techniques for reduction

of the internal noise to a level of about 85
Unlike Ihe conventtiosal latigue dBl or even lower, The paper describes

esting., the (tall scale acoustic fatigue testing RHINO project (Reduction of llellcopter
is normally not perfonmed Aerodynamic Interior Noise) of Conmnission of European
and engine acolstic environment would need Communities. For contemporary
to be generated simultaneously by wind composite laminate strucl'res oa
tunnel and engine sourtcs, or in flight helicopters the noise problem is more
conditions, to represent intrractions. Insteal severe than for metallic structures,
the acoustic test are performed on relatively
samall components or asemmblies whe-v the
localiwed acoustic pre•s*ure i•id can be
simulated in a more practical manert , No Snmt difficulties r4 the solutiots of
papers were presented on this topic. problems of the acoustic Wad of space

structures are presented in paper (3). where
as an ewmnple, the study of the Hermes

.1
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Space shuttle shingles is presented. The separated from each other by other SEA
qualification of shingles was based on sub-systems. ASEA is interpreted as a
aeroelasticity analyses and on ground testing series of mathematical models, the first of
in wind tunnels, propesstve wave tubes and which is identical to standard SEA and
on shakern. It was demonstrated, that none subsequent higher order models are
of these means can alone satisfy the needs of convergent to the desired results. The real
structural dimensioning and qualification. structure will have to be broken up into the
Particularly the calculation of the turbulent subsystems available within ASEA.
flow is not reliable. The: simulation of the possibly requiring hundreds of subsystems
actual loads of the structural parts in ground similar like the elements in finite element
testing is very difficult. A strategy for methods codes.
aeroacoustic dimensioning and qualification
of structural space parts is proposed. The usefulness of ASEA methods

will be determined by availability of the
Thermo-acoustic fatigue design of transmission and reflection coefficients.

hypersonic vehicles skin panels is discussed ASEA method will hopefully guarantee
in paper (18). Aerothermal analysis shows, accurate predictions, but is usefulness may
that impingement of the bow shock wave on be limited by the magnitude of
the vehicle and engine noise produce high computations needed.
fluctuating pressures and local heat fluxes.
The maximum temperatures will exceed 1500 MuRmUStuy h Lh imL teg
'C at the top of the ascent trajectory and
,•ngine sound levels will exceed 170 dB at A spectrogram diagnosis method ol
takeoff. As a result, loads due to engine examination of aircraft disasters is
acoustics and shock impingement dominate presented in paper (26). It is known, that
the design of many transatmospheric vehicle impulsive forces applied to an aircraft
skin panels, The paper contains results af fuselage generate radial vibration waves. It
NASTRAN analysis and high temperature has been found. that these waves are
(%,0 1C0 shaker tests to establish high cycle detected by the cockpit area microphone,
fatigue allowable f nmaterial coupons and and that spectrogram analysts of the
juint subelements under randomn loading, microphone recording can provide

information on the nature. origan and
A method simitulating the acoustic strength of the source, whether an

vibration effects. in tentis of peak nudl rmi explosion or a sudden decotmpressiotv.
acceleratios response of the spacecraft Results of analysis of se erl aircraft
external panels is ptrirnted ti paper (27) It crashes we-re presented,
allows to identify the suitable desiit
soluationa By using modal approach in the I,
frctiueny ckdmaln, the structire has to be
de,,ribed through a minite eletent nodel and
the acoustic field throulgh Green's fuocton The application of superplastk-aliy
The presemn-e of air leads to addition to the formed and diffusion bonded components
nmss matrix and to the dasppr'g matrix The in high intensity notie envtronments is
trifer function is then applied to the case of discussed in paper (19) Two speimen,,
ralminm inputs. for which an analytical represevving aliruaf cotrol surfiac- and
"xpmsion is provided. S•w numerical an acces door, have been manufacturrl
examples show the ellect of the additional and tested under high intensity acoaosti
ietits on the spectral distribution and on the excitation, The aecei door ws also
relevant rmis value. sbjected to an elevated temperature of 150

"C Tee specimens were mantfactured as
M!DU- M bIMFL,&,h af._ Mi multi-cell box confiturutions by

superpliaik fonmini and dilfuslon bonding
Paper 123) dectribes Advanced (SPFI13) to n *Anilar structural w"ight as

Siatu•mtal EtnrlW Analysi s ASEA. which existing aircraft cmnponents produced by
does no( cotain somi r drawbacks of the alternative means o construct on. The
known Statistical Enev-& Analyi ISPAJ It inrluenre of the Vpanidrel-lshaped void.
its shwn that the erroms, that sotemitrnes foaned at the skn/s•tnrger Inltertcion on
octur when pred'ctie SEA is applied to acouslic fatigue perfornance was
tirmiplex sirtictunri assendile are mainly examined.
due to not modelled power transor•t
nechantsmi This 'tunnelin(W mechanism
occurs when diret mouplig exists between
two SEA sub-systenv that are physically
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CUENT AND FUTURE PROBLEMS IN STRUCTURAL ACOUSTIC FATIGUE

P.D.Green
British Aerospace Defence Limited,

Military Aircraft Division,
Warton Aerodrome, Preston

Lancashire, England

1. SUMMARY the introduction of new materials. There
Acoustic fatigue failures can be caused by is a corresponding need for development in
the dynamic response of aircraft acoustic fatigue design methods and data.
structures to unsteady pressure loading The need becomes particularly acute with
from aerodynamic and engine acoustic current STOVL (short take off and vertical
sources. The life of structures is often landing) developments which tend to
difficult to assess accurately and may be increase the severity of acoustic loads.
greatly affected by steady thermal,
in-plane and out-of-plane panel loads. Such is the interest in this subject
Furthermore, currently available methods across both the military and civil
do not enable fatigue life assessments of aerospace sectors, that many European
the substructure to be made, despite these airframe manufacturers and research bodies
failures occurring regularly in service, recently collaborated on the subject of

Acoustic Fatigue and Related Damage
This paper discusses current problems Tolerance of Advanced Composite and
associated with structural acoustic Metallic Structures[3]. However, despite
fatigue and extends upon this to account producing an immense amount of extremely
for likely clearance philosophies and valuable data, the programme has probably
configurations for future aircraft. raised more questions than it has

answered.
2. INTRODUCTION
In the late 60's to mid 70's, aerospace This paper surveys acoustic design
companies and research establishments were practice as it is today, seeking to
involved in the development of dynamic identify current shortcomings, and goes on
response methods and generation of to look forward towards the likely
endurance data, culminating in the requirements that will be introduced by
publication of the ESDU data sheets[lJ and future aircraft projects.
AFFDL design guide[2].

3. ACOUSTIC FATIGUE - CURRENT DESIGN RULES
A major part of the work was based on
simple methods for response prediction, 3.1 The Phenomenon of Acoustic Fatigue
using fundamental mode approximation, for Engine efflux, boundary layer and
the estimation of induced stress or strain separated aerodynamic flow are all typical
under the action of random acoustic sources of acoustic pressure fields. Any
excitation. Such methods assume linear structure along the path of this broad
behaviour and a normal mode approach. frequency range, random load, environment
These methods, validated for simple will respond by vibrating. Although the
aluminium alloy structures, are still cycles of stress so produced are small,
extensively used today. often much smaller than the stresses

induced by aircraft manoeuvres, they are
However, the airframe manufacturer is far more numerous and usually at high
required to meet ever more stringent frequency. In consequence, fatigue
performance and mass targets, being cracking can occur after a very short
achieved through developments in optimised period of time.
and efficient design of structures, and

Pre.IeAtCd ItII Sympoisiull /i ,Inpactr f Acousti'l n ads on Aircraft Structures'held it Lillehanimer, Norway, MaY 1994.
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Acoustic fatigue damage may be evident in Almost inevitably, predictions have to be
various forms, e.g., cracking or refined at a later stage by flight
delamination of skin, stringer, rib or measurements. The consequent risk of
frame, or inter-connecting cleat elements. demonstrating the inadequacy of the design
Typically, damage is found at the edges of at this stage is obviously undesirable.
panels, bays and cleats, emanating from
fastener holes and changes in section. 3.4 Structural Response

Once the acoustic environment has been
3.2 Basic Design Process defined, the response of the structure to
To avoid acoustic fatigue cracking, it is it is currently evaluated using simple
clear that a design process must be able equations or proprietary finite element
to tackle the following aspects: codes.

(i) evaluation of the magnitude and In the former approach, e.g. ESDU or
character of the acoustic environment; AFFDL, the structure is idealised to

determine the fundamental mode frequency;
(ii) estimation of the structural response this involves taking into consideration
to that environment; the effective size of the panel, edge

fixity and curvature. Stress levels are
(iii) estimation of the fatigue life under predicted at the critical stress location,
the induced stresses. assuming uniform static pressure loading

on the panel, with the assumption that the
To support design prediction, suitable static deflected shape and the mode shape
testing must be carried out both to derive are identical. It is further assumed that.
the design data from which the predictions the pressure field is in-phase across the
are made and to confirm the final design. panel and there is little difference

between maximum response levels at normal
An efficient process also requires rules and grazing incidence to the panel in the
defining where complete and detailed fundamental mode, and that the damping is
analysis must be undertaken (e.g. covering small. Further, analysis is confined to
critical structure in close proximity to very simple idealisations.
acoustic sources) and where it can be
omitted, i.e. zoning. With all these assumptions, it is not

entirely unexpected that significant
These aspects are dealt with in more differences (by as much as a factor of 2)
detail below. emerge between stress predictions and test

measurements[4].
3.3 Acoustic Environment
Acoustic pressure levels from engine or Finite element analysis methods enable
aerodynamic sources obviously depend on more complex structural features, with
engine settings and aircraft flight detailed acoustic loading characteristics,
conditions. Currently, where there is no to be analysed. Higher order modes, in
appropriate data for future projects, addition to the fundamental, can also be
empirical or semi-empirical methods[l] are determined. The process involves
used to estimate the levels, which are assessing the frequency response of the
accumulated over the range of conditions structure across the relevant frequency
needed to represent the life of the range to derive the power spectral
aircraft. densities of stress response. The

probability density function of stress
These methods, although adequate for levels involved are usually represented by
simple situations, are increasingly found a single equivalent rms (root-mean-square)
to be insufficiently accurate for modern level.
optimised design at high jet pressure
ratios and temperature. In addition, However, for both the above methods, the
occasionally, factors have to be added stress prediction assumes that the
where uncertainty exists as to whether response of the structure is linear; from
predicted levels are large enough to tests performed on thin metallic and
reflect actual aircraft conditions. composite panels at high sound pressure

levels[3,5J, non-linear membrane effects
are evident.
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3.5 Acoustic fatigue life estimation A number of problems have been encountered
Derived stress levels in rms form for with shaker table testing. Firstly, it is
particular flight cases, are used together questionable how representative of real
with rms stress endurance data[il,2] to aircraft structure under acoustic loading,
estimate fatigue damage for each case. are the simple coupons tested under
These 'unit' damages are then accumulated, inertial loading. The ability to induce
assuming Miner's Rule, according to the correct mode shapes and types of failure
mix and duration of the flight cases which is fairly limited. The point of failure
go together to reflect the complete life is also very difficult to determine, and
of the aircraft. Overall damage can then estimating the duration to that point
be used to estimate the fatigue life of often requires -he somewhat dubious
the component. practice of Lllowing a time for 'settling

in' of the coupon.
However, life estimates have not been
particularly accurate and factors Qualification testing - proving the design
correlating prediction with test have - involves the use of noise ducts and
occasionally been large. Of the possible reverberation rooms as well as shaker
reasons for these discrepancies, three tables, depending on component size, the
stand out as being particularly important. characteristics of acoustic pressure field
The first is the use of rms levels in ýhe and magnitude of levels required. Unlike
damage analysis; they cannot be expected conventional fatigue testing, full scale
to reflect the more complex behaviour of acoustic fatigue testing is not normally
the range of stresses they are performed; it is both impractical and
representing. The second concerns the costly. Aero- or engine-acoustic
presence of other sources of loading environments would need to be generated by
acting simultaneously with the acoustic wind tunnel and engine sources, acting
loads. At present, there is no simultaneously to enable interactions to
satisfactory way of introducing these be simulated. Instead, testing is
effects into the analysis. Thirdly, the performed on relatively small components
applicability of available endurance or assemblies where the required localised
design data to cover a wide range of acoustic pressure field can be simulated
geometries is questionable. in a more practical manner.

3.6 Acoustic testing Noise ducts employ electro-pnuematic
Acoustic fatigue testing is performed for transducers to generate the acoustic
two quite distinct reasons. The first is pressure field, exciting the component at
to provide data, usually fronm tests on grazing or direct incidences. Problems
coupons, from which design curves can be with this type of testing include
generated. The second is to confirm the unrepresentative non-linearity of the
design, by test on a complete component or pressure field at high acoustic levels,
assembly. limitations in simulating the correct

pressure variations within the duct,
Data for design curves are usually together with the potential unwanted
obtained, under random loading but at a interactions with the acoustic behaviour
constant input rms acceleration levels, of the duct itself.
using shaker tables exciting the simple
coupon test pieces at resonance. Plain A reverberation room would tend to be used
coupons or simple elements representing, where acoustic excitation is expected to
tor example, substructure, skin, be extremely diffuse (i.e. where the
fasteners, lay-up, changes in section or excitation is random in direction). So
jointing compounds can be tested in this far, these have not been extensively used
way. The endurance life is usually taken within BAe MAD and experience is limited.
as the time to when cracks or
delaminations are first detected or when The use of shaker tables for qualification
degradation in the fundamental frequency testing is beset with the same problems as
falls by a specified amount. noted in the previous section.
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Whichever method is used, the testing designs with higher response
situation is complicated slill further by characteristics all increase the
the impracticability of applying a full aggressiveness of thermal acoustic
life time of typical aircraft acoustic environment acting on the structure.
loads. The test time is usually shortened
to a more realistic duration by factoring In addition, higher performance requires
up the acoustic levels. However, there more optimised structure where compromises
ate obvious questions as to how large the between weight and material and structural
factor should be and whether the resulting properties lead to more marginal
accelerated testing induces the correct clearance. There is also an increased
stress levels and modes of failure, emphasis towards structures which are

damage tolerant and durable. At present,
3.7 Zoning thermal acoustic methods and data are not
It is not practical to perform detailed sufficiently aeveloped to provide
acoustic fatigue analysis for all parts of confidence in clearing such critically
the airframe. At present, those parts of designed structure.
structure near the source, or along the
patn of significant acoustic pressure 5. WAY FORWARD
field intensity are given particular It is apparent from the previous sections
attention. that much development needs to be done to

achieve proficient acoustic fatigue design
At present, for guidance in military for the future. It is important that all
applications, BAe consider detailed aspects of the process are improved. Some
analysis essential in areas where acoustic under active investigation are given
levels are 150dB (OASPL) or above. This below.
does not prevent attention being given in
other zones if the specific situation In particular:
demands it. In fact, there is still some
doubt as to whether the level of 150dB is development and investigation of
sufficiently low to identify all improved methods of accurately
significant problem areas. predicting fluctuating pressure levels

and associated spectral content for
4. ACOUSTIC FATIGUE - FUTURE REOUIRE4DITS engine efflux, boundary layer and
It is highly likely that in future, separated aerodynamic flow;
specific military projects will require
STOVL capabilities. Whatever the form of development and investigation of
propulsion chosen to produce this, it is improved methods of accurately
inevitable that the system will exhaust predicting the structural response to
closer to the structure when compared with acoustic environments, covering more
more traditional designs. Structure will complex structure and also non-linear
have to withstand much higher levels of effects;
acoustic and thermal loading, and for
longer periods. investigation of the representation of

acoustically induced stress spectra
In this respect, a great deal of (rms) leading to more accurate fatigue
experience has derived from the Harriet analysis;
programme nut only in setting out the
rules for design but also assessing where development and investigation of
rules have been insufficient and satisfactory means of assessing the
identifying aspects of acoustic fatigue fatigue performance under combined
which could not have been foreseen. But acoustic and manoeuvre induced
it is fair to say that the future aircratt structural loads;
will be more advanced in terms of
performance and a more severe thermal investigate the application of acoustic
acoustic environment is likely to exist. fatigue endurance data across a wide

range of structural geometries;
Deployment of stores from internal
cavities, buried engines, and panel
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- continued development of acoustically
resilient sandwich panel structural
design to meet high stiffness to weight
requirements;

- optimisation of substructure design to
meet the integiation of the above panels
and satisfy types of panel edge fixation
and minimise vibration transmission;

- development of techniques to determine
the thermal acoustic response of damaged
and repaired structure;

- development of mechanisms for absorbing
thermal acoustic energy.

6. CNC•USIONS
This paper has reviewed current acoustic
fatigue design practise and identified
current shortcomings. Further, it has
Identified the areas where development and
improvement is required, to meet future
aircraft tequirenents, some of which are
being addressed today.
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Summ.•y propeller driven aircraft, the helicopter interior noise
Compared to fixed wing aircraft, helicopter interior contains a high amount of discrete tones which are

noise is higher, and subjectively more anr'oying. This more annoying than a broadband noise spectrum.

is mainly due to discrete frequencies by the main In addition to pure tones, there are interactive
transmission system, and also from other components effects of noise and vibrations which cause an even
like main and tail rotor, engines, or cooling fans. Up more stressful environment for passengers [1].
to now, mainly passive measures have been used for Especially in rescue helicopters it is often not possible
interior noise reduction. Despite intensive experi- to wear ear protectiun for medical sonnel and
mental and theoretical investigation to improve injured persons because of communication reasons.
acoustic treatment, their weight penalties remain high For pilots and medical personnel, performing
especially in the low frequency range. responsible and high sophisticated work, a suitable

Here, active noise control offers additional environment with acceptable levels of noise and
capacities without excessive weight efforts. Loud- vibrations is necessary.
speaker based systems are sufficiently well develo- 2. Satus ofnjkgpter Internal Noise
ped for implementing a prototype system in the
helicopter. Two other principles are in development: Most flying helicopters are in general not

Active panel control which introduces mechanical designed for low interior noise levels. Therefore, all

actuators to excite the cabin walls, and active control existing helicopter with low interior noise are penalized

of gearbox struts with actuators in the load path by the additional weight of the interior trim.

between gearbox and fuselage. ............................................
1. Introduction an. .' .... .... ...... .... .. ..

Helicopters serve many markets and perform . .. a . ......
various functions: from military and police missions to
oil rig supply, emergency tasks, executive transports o .... ......
and commuter operations, Therefore, unlike for
commercial fixed wing aircraft, the helicopter design ....
has to meet many functional, and economic
requirements and is not optimized for single use. The 7 t0 i - d fired W Goal: Qu6et
interior noise of existing helicopters is unacceptable twlclpto aircraft helicoptu
high and may even affect the hearing integrity of (v 126 kt3) Imedo

passengers without ear defenders. The effect of noise Ieo A 100
on passengers and pilots is reflected in spontaneous - -%/
complaints reported to the manufacturers or as results OK 117
of physiological studies. .... ... .SU t

In light helicopters, major noise sources are near . , ,
the passengers' heads. However, the effectiveness of 70 ...... ......

noise control measures such as sound absorbing
materials and damping sheets, is limited not only by ..

weight but also by space constraints, especially at the 50 .....
ceiling. The weight penalty of conventional acoustic
treatment Is severe, it degrades performance and in 40 - ,

most cases, the residual noise levels still remain * 128 250 No0 k 2 *

relatively high. In contrast to other aircraft, for example Fmquwnc.y I tz

resented at the 78th meeting of the AGARD Figure 1: Interior Noise Levels of VIP-sound.
resetedat he 8thmeetng f te AARDproofed Helicopters Compared to Fixed

9tructural and Material Panel, Lillehammer, Norway, Wing Aircraft
May 1994

Presenterd dl a .at is Nerli fll em on 'hllat Aw,,eetii' iA•eAId on Airt nsii S jtructur es' he ld Iallhtvieehfn er, NMe)waev, Moiv /UW4.
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Cabin noise levels for untreated helicopters are The internal noise problem will even increase,
higher than 100 dBA, although this level varies bet- when new composite materials are introduced to
ween helicopters of different size, performance, helicopter design. Figure 3 shows transmission loss
gearbox construction, etc. Most standard helicopters measurements of a conventional aluminium structure
with minimum noise requirements have levels of about and a honeycomb structure, both in a configuration as
90 to 95 dBA. Soundproofed versions for passenger used in helicopters. The poor performance of the
transport show interior noise levels of about 85 dBA, composite panel is caused by the lower weight of the
in some cases like VIP helicopters even lower. The structure itself and due to the reduced number of
weight of the additional treatment is at least 2% of the stringers and spars necessary to provide the same
helicopter take-off weight. stiffness. It can be foreseen that new helicopter

designs with composite materials will be faced with
S...increast nterior noise problems.

// 3. Reaulrements for Interior Noise

Often noise considerdtions during helicopter
cabin design are of no necessity, since part of the
helicopter missions does not require exceptional low
interior noise levels, On the other hand, interior noise
reduction plays an important role in passengers'
acceptance for future helicopter transport.

Nowadays helicopter design takes care of
acoustic constraints already in the early design stage.
The design goal of an advanced helicopter with low
interior noise level has to include the following
considerations:

Figure 2: Typical Interior Treatment for High
Comfort Passenger Transport 9 Human hearing characteristics including hearing

risk criteria: Up to now there is no generally
Figure 1 provides a general overview of interior accepted limit which defines the comfort threshold.

noise levels inside soundproofed helicopter cabins In some countries, there is an requirement for a
compared to fixed wing aircraft. The main difference maximum noise level inside the cabin which should
to the noise spectrum of an airliner, here represented not exceed an 8 hr equivalent continuous noise
by ar Airbus A320, is given in the frequency range level L, of 85 dBA.
below 1000 Hz. The interior noise level of passenger transport

Figure 2 shows an example of a high insulating helicopters is more and more oriented towards
interior treatment for VIP transport. For corfwort and fixed wing aircraft. However, to reach this goal the
design considerations, the interior panelling is very level must be considerably reduced compared to
heavy to ensure adequate transmission loss. existing helicopters. The airliner standard is about

40 '75 dBA. Modern turboprop aircraft also show noise

eiminlum uttucture levels below 80 dBA.
(0.6 mm thik) Speech Interference Level (dB(SIL)): The method

30 ,commonly used tn estimate speech intelligibility is

based on the measurement of the noise at the
. , listener's ear and a comparison of this value with

maximum allowable noise levels for undistorted2o ......... !.... ".... ...... ....... speech, Hereby, only the frequency range fromn

"350 to 5600 Hz is considered. Modern helicopters
* . honeycomb

structure is mm ick) are aiming to a SIL value below 75 dB(SIL) which
10 ; ; I I I allows communication with normal or slightly

too 200 -D 5W lk 2, ,k increased voice effort.

Frequency (HzI 9 Comfort considerations (frequency analysis):
More than the integral noise level, pure tone

Figure 3: Transmission Loss of Pure Aluminium components degrade the comfort inside the heli.
Structure and Honeycomb Structure copter, Especially, as the main gearbox is attached
(8 mm)
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directly to the cabin deck of the helicopter, a large The rotor noise in the cruise flight regime is
amount of discrete frequency components are generated mainly by two mechanisms. The first one
emitted into the cabin, is a monopol source called thickness noise, which is

As the A-weighted dB-sound pressure level often due to the fluid volume displacement of the moving

does not represent the subjective impression of rotor blade and becomes a major contribution at high

noise as accurately as necessary (Figure 4), advancing blade Mach numbers. This component is

alternative noise measurement systems are highly directionally. The second type is a dipole source

recommended which model the noise reception of named rotational noise which is generated by the

the human ear more realistically. An example is aerodynamic lift and drag forces excerted by the rotor

the Zwicker method for calculating loudness levels blade on the surrounding fluid. Due to the relative low

([2], [3]), based on frequency noise spectra mea- frequency range, the rotational noise has very little

sured in 1/3-octavebands, This calculation method influence on the A-weighted noise level inside the

is also used by ECD. cabin.

- Rotor Noise
10 loudness contour ... ............... - -....

.40 . ... A .w . ...... .... .... ... . . . . . .

curve-

-50 : ....

32 63 125 250 500 100 2000 4000 BOW Figure 5: Helicopter Internal Noise Sources
Fiequency Rizl

The most annoying rotor noise is blade slap. ThisFigure 4: Comparison of A-weighted Curve with

Loudness Sensitivity Curve for 90 dB(A) highly impulsive sound is generated by blade vortex
interaction and is emitted due to its impulsiveness at

More advanced measurement systems use higher rotor harmonics. Thus, it can becomo a major
artificial heads with a detailed modelling of the contributor to helicopter interior noise as shown in
human ear, Existing systems include fluctuating surface pressure measurements on the

modulntion of tonal effects roof of a 80 105 helicopter conducted by the DLR (4].

relation of higher frequency parts of the During blade slap condition, the surface pressure
spectrum to lower frequency parts levels were 20-30 dB higher compared to normal
scrumony (ration owr f enalcympats) horizontal flight. Furthermore, the measurement

marmony (felatio of tol componen) showed for this specific helicopter type, that the
dmsinret cty of the human ear transmission loss of the cabin wall is a minimum in the

frequency range of highest rotor induced noise levels.

4. Htllcapter Noise Sources wj ~ ~ i

There are numerous sources which contributes ' - . . X I] q
to the noise level observed in the helicopter cabin. The -' 6 a
main sources and their location with respect to the ,,
passengers is given in Figure 5. Those which domi- 3
nate a typical spectrum (se o Figure 6), are both rotors, I i '
the engine and auxilliary equipment, airframe noise,
and the main transmission. Generally spoken, the
spectrum of helicopter cabin noise comprises a I. Halo, 1161"W"11%
complex series of harmonically related discrete tones, o ,o ,• ,. •
superimposed to broadband noise. The sound is iequAIcY IHII
transmitted into the cabin either by airborne or struc- Figure 6: Typical Interior Noise Spectrum in an
ture-borne paths and in some cases by both. Untreated Small Size Helicopter
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Another aerodynamic source is the boundary passengers seats. In small helicopters, effective noise
layer noise along the fuselage. Especially in the door reduction measures are often limited at the ceiling due
region, the sound level increases with flight speed to the head clearance of the passengers (see

because of broadband noise generated by the air Figure 5).
streaming along the helicopter fuselage. Further

sources for internal noise are auxilliary power units,
heating systems, pumps and fans which contribute Noise reduction at the source of existing heli-

more or less to a frequency spectrum, depending on copters offer some specific problems because each

the type of helicopter. In the BK 117, for instance, it is modification is associated with performance penalties

the oil cooling fan which transmits a discrete tone at and safety reasons. The palliative measures for

1900 Hz into the cabin by an airborne path. passive noise reduction are dependant on the trans-
mission paths. If the structure-borne path dominates,

The most annoying noise source, however, is the structural modifications at the airframe/cabin interfacegear noise of the main transmission which propagates become necessary. If, however, the air-borne path is

on a structure-borne as well as airborne path into the shownetoebesdominant, aounterofng sch is

cabin. The meshing frequency, giving rise to high level n to b e tant a son ceng thes

discrete tones, is equal to the number of gear teeth treatments where they are needed most in order to

times the rotational speed. The sound enters the cabin

directly by acoustic transmission of airborne noise keep the weight penalties as low as possible.

through the cabin wall and also due to structural For future helicopter development, the reduction

radiation by the gearbox struts, the airframe, and of interior noise is one of the major challenges. There

finally the interior surfaces such as the floor, doors, were several company related interior noise reduction

windows, and trim panels (Figure 7). The frequency efforts over the last decade ([5], [6] and [7M). A

of this noise ranges from about 500 to 3000 Hz and promising programme for interior noise reduction is

matches exactly the peak responses of the human seen in the current BRITE/EURAM project RHINO

ear. The n'arrow band sound is subjectively more (Reduction of ijelicopter Interior NfQise). The project

annoying than broadband noise of the same sound is supported by the Commission of the European

pressure level. Communities (CEC), Directorate for Science,
Research and Development. Based on the experience

The position of the main transmission relative to ofeth AN d v an ed oft ie Noie

the passengers is a major factor regarding the mag- Control of Aircraft) project RHINO represents a

nitude of annoyante, The worst case is, when the balanced and integrated approach to the solution of
the closely linked problem of noise and weight control

[8]. The noise control strategy within RHINO deals with
four different areas:

Gearbox Gearbox
Vibrations Sound noise reduction at the source: Gearbox noise

source .trength description, and reduction of

Mounting Acoic gearbox noise,
Peatures Radiation noise transmission path: Identification of the noise

transmission patths and reduction of struc-
Structural Acoustic ture-borne gearbox noise by an active strut,exciatio of excitation of

cabin frame cabin structure propagation of noise to the receiver: Optimization
of passive noise reduction, active panel control,

and active control by loudspeakers,

Vibration of Acoustic leaks development of an interior noise prediction code.

surfaets on cabin roof 5.1 Interior Noise Prediction

coSlcTheoretical predicon of internal noise is an
Radiation esseotial prerequisite for the design and optimization

Noise field of noise reduction measures of futuro, helicopters,

Inside the cabin Besides Finite Element (FEM) and 8outidary Element
Methods (BEM) for the lower frequency range, the

Figure 7: Noise Transmission Paths from the Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) is a prediction tool
Gearbox to the Cabin useful for the higher frequency range.
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A new approach to SEA is currently developed statistical model to derive effective medium
under the BRITE/EURAM Research programme parameters taking into account the variation of pore
RHINO in an attempt to overcome the difficulties in sizes and connection areas within the foam.
the gearbox related frequency range where the other The basic physical model for the porous medium
prediction methods are impracticable. This Advanced is a three dimensional grid of spherical Helm-
Statistical Energy Analysis (ASEA) is based on a hoitz-Resonators which are interconnected. The pore
travelling wave approach which allows a consistent size determines the volume of the resonators and the
mathematical description for the vibrational and connection areas correspond to the neck areas of the
acoustic energy flow into different coupled sub- resonators. Energy losses are due to the frictional
systems avoiding as much as possible empirical losses of the compressed air to the walls consisting
coupling coefficients required by conventionally SEA of foam material. Both effects can be calculated for
methods. Sofarthe mathematical subsystems consist the assumed geometry without empirical assumption.
out of plates and beams and plates with beams for
whichthe reflexions and the transmission coefficients In the second step the effective frequency

can be calculated exact for ideal connections. Even- dependent sound velocity is calculated by a numerical

tually the real helicopter structure will be broken up integration over the statistical fluctuating geometrical
into the subsystems available within ASEA possibly parameters of the pores. To determine the effective
requiring hundreds of subsystems similar like the medium parameters a method is adapted which allows

elements for present FEM codes. to calculates the effective impedance for three
dimensional networks with local disturbances. Applied

In the context the effect of sound absorption in tothefoamingeneraltheresultdiffersfrom calculating
porous media is investigated for to include suitable the sound velocity for average pore size.
physical/mathematical models in the ASEA environ-
ment. Sound absorption measures will influence the Figure 8 shows a comparison between measured

dynamic and acoustic behaviour of a complex absorption coefficients for the impedance tube ar'd

structure like a helicopter cabin in different ways. For calculated ones for the new model. Compared to

a foam fixed to a homogeneous panel the increase in conventional models the agreement is reaso'iable
weight and stiffness can be taken into account by well enough to take advantage from the fact that only

modifying th3 elastic parameters of the plate. Acoustic geometrical parameters of the foam were used for the

effects of the foam are changed to the radiation calculation and no additional empirical parameter3

efficiency for the plate and changes to the reflexion of had to be introduced.
incident sound waves from the panel. This will influ-
ence the calculated sound pressure levels fme cavities Soo

as well as the transmitted sound through double walls
containing absorption foam, which is common
construction for helicopter cabins with trim panels. ~

In general the acoustic effects are taken into
account by replacing the porous medium by a fluid 6o ':
layer with effective compressibility describing the
energy loss for the sound wave traversing the layer. 20
Common models are based on a number of empirical
parameters related to pore shapes, tortuosity, friction 0
loss, etc increasing the difficulty to calculated the Frequcy IHz

absorption and the transmission of sound with a
consistent model. Figure 8: Comparison of Measured (9) andCalculated (') Absorption Coeffici.•nts

A new model for the absorption of sound has been

developed (91 requiring only geometrical parameters 5,2 Noaie Transmission Path IdentIfIcatIlon
of foams with open cells which can be determined The noise reduction strategy which is most
completely from microscopic pictures. The geometri- effective for internal noise, depends fundamentally on
cal parameters required are the pore size, the area of whether the acoustic energy Is transminted to the cabin
connection between the pores and the statistical mainly by an airborne or a structure-borne path. Up
distribution of these parameters within the foam. The to now, only experimental path identification methods
model basically consists out of two steps. One step is are feasible to answer this fundamental question for
the mathematical description of the sound pro- each individual helicopter.
pagation within the pores and the other step is the
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DRA has developed a method for the identifi- Within the RHINO programme, the potential of
cation of the noise transmission paths [10]. During sound intensity is investigated as a measuremerit
flight tests, the acoustical and vibratory excitations are technique to optimize a typical helicopter trim package

measured with a number of differently oriented for minimum noise and weight. Sound intensity
interface response transducers which register the measurement is used to calculate the sound power
magnitude as well as the phase. In a subsequent radiated from discrete trim areas fitted into a curved
ground test, mechanical exciters are used at the helicopter test structure. It will be sublected to a

gearbox to reproduce the in-flight response. Finally, a combination of mechanical and/or acoustic exci-
linear superposition is done to numerically simulate tations. Interior trim panels coated with various
the in-flight response at the interface by using an damping layers will be tested. Ranking the radiated
adequate fitting process. sound power will enable a localized trim distribution

and thus a weight minimisation. The capabilities of the
5.3 Optimization of Soundproofing sound intensity method to determine local noise

In the development of any new aircraft, it is radiation and acoustic leakage can be seen from

necessary to optimize the interior trim in order to meet Figure 9.
noise and weight targets. In the past, this has been
accomplished by using sound pressure measure- Other subjects for application of sound intensity

ments and a combination of experience and ad-hoc are feasible and would increase the knowledge of the

modifications which often ended in an iteration acoustics of helicopter cabins:

process of measurement and modification, This can detailed analysis of the amplitudes and phases
be costly and inefficient, and the final solution is not of the sound pressure inside the cabin,

necessarily the optimum one. analysis of noise transmission pathes by mea-

Irrespectative of the potential benefits of active surementofthesoundintensityinsideandoutside
noise control, there will always be a requirement for the cabin combined with vibration intensity flow
passive measures, especially since many of the active measurements
noise control systems are restricted to certain fre- real time source location with a three dimensional

quency ranges or merely to some discrete frequen- vector probe.
cies. With regard to the surface area and due to
structural consid,)rations, this trim will be a substantial
proportion of any noise control strategy. To ensure a 5.4 Passive Means for Interior Noise h.ductlon
maximum of noise reduction with a minimum of Within the scope of optimized passive noise
additionalweight, it is important to achieve an optimum reduction, multilayer trim panels were tested with
trim distribulion. This is of special importance for respect to global and discrete frequency damping.
modern fuselages made out of reinforced composites. Several test structures, similar to helicopter structural
since these helicopters are facing severe noise pro- components, were arranged in a test window between

blems compared with conventional aluminium struc- reverberation room (excitation) and anechoic room
lures. (measurement).

Stringers

dlu

Figure 9: Sound Pressure level of the RHINO test
structure (238 points, 2000 Hz 1/3 octave Figure 10: Test Set-up for Improvement of Cabin
band) Dooc Transmission Loss



Figure 10 shows as an example the test set-up plate (1) and the Glass-fibre- rei nf orced-com posite
for the SO 108 (EC 135) cabin door improvement (GFRP) plate (2) show the same transmission loss,
programme. In addition, a flat and A curved whereas the 6 mm Nomex honeycomb plate (3) has
honeycomb structure, and an aluminium structure significantly lower values.
were tested. All the test structure were manufactured An increase in transmission loss was achieved by
similar to real helicopter structural parts. The sound filling the 25 mm space between fuselage structure
field data acquired with the intensity measurement and panel with foam (4). The transmission loss
technique was used to determine the distributions of increased by 3 to 10 dB at frequencies above 250 Hz.
radiated sound power. A further noise reduction is achieved by adding of a

The transmission loss of the 80 108 (EC 135) light-weight third soft layer (Nr. 5 of Figure 12).
door components - window, spars and honeycomb 5. Resnaor for Additional Absorption
structure - was measured at 31 points. Based on the
local sound power radiation, modifications to the cabin In the lower frequency range, the sound e-nergy
door'-. .. -e implemented in order to reach an adequate can not be absorbed sufficiently due to the relative
damping characteristic of all door components. Figure large wave lengths compared to the thickness of
11 shows the transmission loss values before and absorption materials. Here, resonance absorber
after modification. systems offer an additional sound reduction,

windo 'I''W'. especially for light helicopters which normally cannot
*,flOW _________ -provide the space required for conventional mnea-

sures.
Ti, r~, ~ Resonance absorbers like the Helmholtz reso

Mmthik -1h W,,, nator are mass-spring systerns. The air in the hole of
- ~ . -the resonator can be regarded as the oscillating mass.

The chamber volumne located behind,.s equivalent to
the spring. The attenuation bat-dwidth of a these

5 resonators is relatively nar'ow. By sel.tcting differently

tuned resonators, the bividwidth cnb pedt

designs imply mnore and t more hioneycomib strucfures
which can eiasily te converted to H"tlmholtt rtesona
ltos (Figure 13) By perforating the cover '.iyer of th.

Figuie 11: Souind Transmission Loss of the 80 18 honeycomb wall. frequontially tunesd r"%omtlor% art,
cabin door before and ailler Modification otitainect

J-4

-~Fvjure 13 Hmwnycornb Corets Converted 1,

Figure 12 lnveshgtiqtoi of ltransmiss~io loss of A yo b.-nlwsttrwti01.ad

25%i of the hoineycomb chambers uspd as re~rw.rutors
Figure 12 shows meaasuremnwrts of the trans. Thvy were toned to the most vnn""n gea'box

missionlios ovatiota Ittm panwos, Tho mmt.'rrnl wert, fiequency of !~1 W Ht The ab~soriptioiw coeffiiewnt of
dufiprenit in thickuiess. mass and sitrfness The the wagl without teson. st is lowpr thani U itý W
transmiassion I-ss kncieusses woth weight, as expecied 1900 Hz AS Lan be %"en in Figure 1 4. abs.otrpton wnd
Normakizedto the same weqNh. tWe Po"carbowurt (PC) bandwidth wwcreasptO strongly wit thir resonator



density. An abLorotion degree of 0.98 has been For investigations with a 8 bladed radial fan, a
achieved it every forth honeycomb core was con- ring was fixed to the air inlet containing three rows of
verted to a resonator. It should be noted, that this kind Helmholtz resonato, s. which were tuned to different
of absorption inside the cabin requires no additional frequencies. The frequency spectrum with open and
weight. closed resonators is shown in Figure 15. This desiqn

of an inlet silencer provides a rather broadband and
not only a discrete frequency damping characteristic

04. with considLrable high sound pressure level reduc-

15. .. tions. As the volume flow of the fan changed only by
1 ' .. . 1%, the efficiency of the fan will not be influenced. By

0 7 12 % - , " a c lo s e a rra n g e m e n t o f th e re s o n a to r la y e rs , it is
:I . possible to integrate the resonator ring in the air inlet

6% 
structure,

0A non. .......... 5.6 Gearbox Noise
.The transmission system of a helicopter gene-

S".rates a discrete frequency noise w hich is m ainly
0 o ....... ........ . ........ -A A .. ... transmitted into the cabin by the gearbox struts. In

gene•al, there is very little structure-borne noise

attenuation througi any path between gearbox and

0 • cabin because there are only small impedance
changes to cause major losses. As an example, in

Frequency ItIil Figtire 16. a simUltaneously measured gearbox

Figure 14: Absorption of the Honeycnmb Plate with vibrat:on and a cabin sound spectrum is shown. T, ie

Different Number of Cores Converted to transfer of the accele'ation levels intu the cabin is
Resonators (6%. 12%, 25%) very inmrivressively illusthated in this Figure.

Resonators ate also able to reduce noise at the
source. for example at An oil cooting tans Faln noise
mary be divided into a rotationtal anrd a volrtex
comnponent, The rotational par is it series of discrete
tuo r .s ,•1 th e •u rn d anm e nta l bla d e p a s sa• ge ft .u.ufr y -

and it % harmonics Because. of the constan. t ro1t1tao•Sn

pruvded by t10 h a.ln (Oai . rt'sVon rs are
aF;noptrate irans otn reducing the rotatio0nal noruo

ooanrc w ring

F II

Figure If Aicera'ratuon at the Li~mnvbox Mount andl
s~ ~a- ~Cabom Sound. Li-vet M-.asured sn It*

Fku'ue tIS Ncxso Roduction by a Resonators Rung
on an 0. .co'lur Fanr
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;t is highly desireable to decrease the noise adjus .lble resonance vibration absorber fixed to the
emission of the gearbox itself because a reduction at struts and tuned to the gearbox frequency absorbs
the source is more effective and less weight con- some of the acoustic eniergy. As an example,
suming than passive measures in the cabin. Themajor Figure 17 shows the point impedance measurement
designgoal ofa helicopter gearbox is minimrnumweight of one gearbox strut with and without absorbers. All
combined with high reliability and an adequzte service four vertical struts show similar frequency responses.
life. Consequently, the toothing and bearing With absorbers - each one weighs about 0.8 kg -
characteristic of the gearbox is optimized in a way the impedance increased dramatically. The position
which is often acoustically unfavourable. where the absorber is fixed to the helicopter, is

A significant noise reduction was achieved by essential for its design. The schematic diagram of the
EUROCOPTER Frarce (forirer Aerosý: tiale heli- test set-up is shown in Figure 18. Figure 19 shows the
copter) in the modification of a Dauphin SA 365 acceleration transmittedbythegearboxleverwithand
gearbox. Hereby the input spiral bevel gear toothing without absorber during ground tests. The excitation
were redesigned to ensure a better meshing (by shaker) was at the gearbox side while the
continuity, which led to a reduction of the g.,arbox vcceleration was measured at the attachment point of
meshing noise by about 15 dB and the internal noise the gearbox strut to the cabin structure. The vibration
by 6.5 dB SIL (Speech Interference Leve:1 Further- transmission was decreased by afactorof 1000 atthe
more, the noise transmission characteristic of the desired discrete frequency.
gearbox mounts have been modified by adding local
weights to the bars. The comparable low weight
penalty of 1.3 kg resulted in a reduction of the internal g SIIut

noise by 4.2 dB(SIL)

A further reduction is expeced by a noise oriented luselage structure
layout of the gearbox casing. By adding damping
materials to the casing or, even better, by using casing
materials that offer a large internal damping, the
vibration itself and the coupling effects between the
transmission excitation and the casing response will
be reduced.

F Figtiire 1: Schernratic Diagram of the Test
"Arrangement Inside the Helicopter

Figure 17: Impedance Measurements on one of the
Four Vertical Gearbox Lvers With and -" , ' :"
With;)ut Absorbers " l

Since design changes of the gearbox itself nre Figure 19 Vrblion Tton-w .mn Frequency
often impossible, it is convenient to chanrige the Resp-nse of a Genrtmnx Strut Wdh and
transmission characteristics of the gearbox struts An Wditout Absortber
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6. Noise Reduction by Passive Measures on 8. Active Control of Noise and Vibrations
Helicopters Conventional passive noise reduction methods

As an example of an improvement of the interior for interior noise like constructive modification of the
noise without large weight penalty, a BK 117 has been fuselage, gearbox mounting, or additional damping
equipped with some of the previously examined and absorption often lead to an impairment with
damping and absorptive measures (improved double respect to other design goals. Especially at low
wall system with additional soft layer, improved door frequencies, passive measures are inadequate
and window sealing, resonators). Compared with the (heavy and space consuming) to provide the required
original equipment which also represents a noise acoustic effect for low noise levels in the helicopter
treated interior standard, the noise level could be cabins. Here, active noise or vibration control may
considerably decreased (Figure 20). At a flight speed contribute significantly if discrete tones deteriorate the
of 110 kts, the noise level reduction was 5 dBA. At a passengers comfort. Active vibration control can be
higher flight speed, the internal noise level is applied to the gearbox itself, at the interface between

dominated more and more by boundary layer noise gearbox and cabin, and at the radiating interior trim
especially in the cabin door region which hnited the panels itself. Active noise control directly by
noise reduction to 4 dBA at 130 kts. Still, these values loudspeakers is applied to the interior noise field.

do not reflect the real improvement in comfort, since
very annoying discrete tones in the 2000 Hz Active Gearbox Strut
1/3-octave band were reduced by 12 dB at 110 kts
arid 7 dB at 130 Hz. In the past, active gear box struts were developed

by several manufacturers in order to reduce the 4/rev
cabin vibration levels. These systems were based on

-o 90 .hydraulic actuators and therefore restricted to low
Basic Noise Tre~aiment : frequencies. Figure 21 shows a principle scheme of

an active gearbox vibration control system. Active
-•l 4 dB systems with application to noise relevant frequency

5dB ranges will use eiectrodynamic or magneto-restrictive0 55dB
actuators.

Srtor=

80 Addftioe Noise Treatment:

W0 70 S go 100 lto 120 130 140

Flight Speed (K1TAS]

Fiture 20. BK 117 Measureitment •esults Before
arnd After Additional Passive Noise
Treatment

7. Isolated Inner Shell

The problem of reducing strutoratul raliation t:ian

be solved to a certain extent by use of n isolateid inner
cabin This concept cofnsists essentrially in hmiting the,
ntumber of vibration transmisstion patties by using a Fiilore 21 Functional Scheme of an Active Gear
sepatlate fr anre tot the cabin. which is m(ounted box Strut
vibraltionally isolated to the Ir, airdtne, by use of high Even in case' of small helicOpters. fluICtuating
mass tn arisrsiosion bat prets The cot r|ect method of tomoces on the gearbox sr uts at e extremtnely high The
mounting is essential to enmure tmat the. high vibialion rienrgeltic disadvanrtae by comptenisatioin of these

hevels of the oaetraine kt not trirnsmnittem( to( this inn•r forces is obvious. Furthermitre, thie geoarbox is con
t'tabin This isolated inrwn ciabin concelpt wits nected to the cabiirn by several *e h..n, rts lto trarisint

%uccessfully applied by Westlan(l Helicopter on a VNAP forces and moments AA oit thtern transmit

Comnmanido (If However. the innee shell cornct-1t siro tore-borne rinese and thle~ifieore imru:tu be provided
reali-ed up to now were a vety weight intensive arid with ý)v an active system

expensive solution
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Active Noise Control by Loudspeakers

Active noise control uses an array of loud-
speakers to minimize the sound pressure level at anumber of error microphones inside the cabin. The atao.

technology has been successfully applied to cars and Interior,°

propeller airplanes [121, [13]. With respect to the first trim ,a-e-
three propeller blade passage frequencies, a
reduction potential of 10 to 20 dB were indicated. Sensor

Active sound control systems may be configured to m

produce noise reductions at Ioca; regions or globally pcontroller rotllnal Signat

throughout the entire cabin volume. The necessary -

effort of the system is dependant on the complexity
and extension of the sound field. Feasible systems Figure 22: Principle Scheme of Active Panel
include one loudspeaker and two microphones for Control
each passenger seat. The theoretical and experimental investigation

For helicopters, active noise control by loud- will lead to an adapted instrumentation for active
speakert isthoughtto reducethe discrete frequencies control experimentation. The resulting prototype
of the main and tail rotor up to 200 or 30. Hz at the system will be applied and tested on the laboratory
maximum. However, t, i sysiem is not able to r-op) test structure. The embedding conditions and the
with tonal components of the main t ransmission which excitation sources will be chosen in a way to simulate
start to La significant above 30C ,I-. Active vibration asclose as possibleto real helicopter flight conditions.
contol is here a more promising method to reduce Conclusions
cabin i,oise. In the pas!, cabin noise was often judged only by

, tJ~L.QL13U&o~t.ED its A-weightLd sound pressure level. The result was
WifhJi tt'e BRITF,,EURAM project HHINO, active a global noise reduction strategy, but in marty cases

panel controlwi be investigated to reduce structurally only with minor improvement in annoyance level. In
radiated sound by application of active forces directly order t! optimize the relation of noise reduction to
. vibrating panels. Figure 22 shows a principal wiight of the interior trim, subjective noise
scheme of an active panel control system. B'sic measurement systems are very helpful to specify the
investigation of the global layout of an ac*ive panc.- most annoying spectral components of the cabin
control prototype and the control algorithmn develop- noise.
ment will be performed on a flat honaycomb sandwich The cabin noise level of passenger transport
structure. The implication of an active panel control helicopters must be considerable reduced if they are
system by interaction of helicopter fuselage, panels, oriented towards fixed wing aircraft. However new
actuators and sensors will be evaluated by use of a helicopter design with composite materials are facing
realistic helicopter test structure. even mere noise problems which are caused by the

Both tests will be used tor the definition or low'r surface weight itself as well as the reduced
appropriate sensors and actuators. The test structures numoer of stringer and spars necessary to provide the
will be excited with airborne and structure-borne same stiffness. Consequently, additional sound-
noise. The resulting structural vibrations will be proofing material is required to compensate for it.
suppressed by directly applying active forces to the Passive soundproofing design is mainly based on
panels. High noise reduction is expected for single past experience. However, there are possibilities of
modes by using point force idtuttors like electro- improving the existing interior ;rim. The sound
dynamic stakers. As thsP actuators are heavy, intensity mapping technique Ooes help to find acoustic
voluminous, and need a suppiting structure, leaks and thus enabling a localized trim distribution
distributed actuators based on piezo.electric with a minimum of weight. Acoustic resonators and
materials will also be taken into consideration. The absorbers as well as an optimized double wall system
main disadvantage of piezoelectrical materials is their should be Included in a fully integrated passive
small displacement, however, research on new installat:on.
materials like plezo.electric materials based on ctive noise control systems offer advantages in
bimorph principle are expected to overcome this
disadvantage, the low frequency range, where passive measures arelimited in efficiency. A careful analysis of the
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performance of the active system on the global noise /6/ H.J. Marze and F.N. d'Ambra, "Helicopter
reduction and annoyance improvement must be Internal Noise Treatment - Recent Metho-
conducted. dologies and Practical Applications", 11th.
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DIMENSION'NEMIENT ET QUALIFICATION -

AEROACOUSTIQUE DES TUILES HERMES

AEROACOUSTIC QUALIFICATION OF HERMES SHINGLES

par

C. PETIAU*
ct

A. PARET-
Dias~ult Aviation

RESUMIE ABSTRACT

Les problemcs gdndraux dc l'analysc acroacoustiquic General problems of acroacoustic analysis are pre-
sont prcsentes ici en prenant exemplc dc retude des sewted here, taking as an example shingle studies of
tiwics dc la Navettc Spatiale HERMNES Le dessin HERMES space shuttle, Analysis of shingle behaviour
particulier des wiles et leur environnement meets this problem in a particularly difficult wsay
acroacoustiquc trts severe rendaicnt la cette anaIvse (very hard emironmeist, specific difficulties due to
particultbemenrt diffici Ic. design of' shingles).

Les outils d'analyse disponibles sont passds en re-vue Available analysis tools are listed
* Movens dc calcul, qui sont globalement ccux dc e Calculation means. wAhich WrC mainly those of

l'adroelasa~cite, aeroelasticity,
o Nloyens decssais au sol (soulflries. tubes a ondes * Ground test means hivind tunnel, progres.sile um c

progressives, tablei vibrantes. .)ý tulbes. shakers..

Aucun dc ces movcns ae pewi W1e suffisant. Ai lut seul. Nonei of these means can alone s:ýaisf t;,.; needs of
pour valider Ic dimcnsionnement des structures, en structural dimiensioning and qu.alifKatio'n. in pafllcu-
paritculier Ia modilisation des sources tufbulcrntes lar the calculation or turbulent sources is not possible
n'cst pas possible aujourd'hui et la simulation erpdri- today. and they are %ver difficult to simulate with
mcniaile de Icurs cffet sur les structures sem-ble tres ground test of acttial structural parts
diffictic

In spite of these difricultics, arid rcfcmng to the pre-
En &epit de ces difficultes. en S'appuya2nt stir let cal- liminary tests and calculations of HER-MES stunglcs.
cuts et Ics essais prdliminaires des tuiles HERMES. a ratnal strategy is proposed for acroacoustic dimeri-
unc stratdgic ritionneclle est propos&e pour le dimen- stoning and qualificatio of structural parts
sionnemen:ri et Ia qualification .is-A-%is dc rafto-
acoustique This leads to a succession of tests, the cor~ditons of

which are determined by- calculations calculation
On lboutit a un enchainement dessais dont les condi- models being themselves va2lidated b-, comparison
tions sont dcermitnes par calcul. Its mockles de cal- with test results
cul dtant cux-m~mcs viltides par comparaison aux
rdsultats d'cssais

*DASSAULT AVIATION -Ccdex 3100 - 92552 St Cloud Cedex -Tel I3 Ii 1 '8 -Fax ',1(1)47 It 14 00

~DASSAULT AVIATION - Direction Technique Espace B P 21- - 11'01 BLAGNAC Cedcx

Presenterd at a Svmposiwn on 'Impact of Acoustic Loads on Aircraft Sntrcniires' held in Lillehamnier, NVor..ay, May 1994.



1. INTRODUCTION bassc trequncrce1 10 h/) ducs an\ miousrnients
d'ondcs dc: choc

On :ippcllc plhenomcnes 'aroacousrzqscis Incm
des fluctuation% dc prcssions c: &-s sibr-ations dle Les dimenwris Ics plus sollIcues par cct ens ronnerncnt
sinjcucsrc criocndrccs pair Ics, ccoslcmcnts acodina- neroacousttsquc sont Ics tusics de protection thctmiqisc
miqsics rssrbiksiis ct Ics moulcmcni.s d'ondc de ::hoc auxqucis nous nous intcrcssons ici elkcs cons rent
Positr lcs as'ion% le plus class-.qsac dcs pbcnomcnes r'cnscmblc dc: r'untrado du %ehicizic et la panic asant

i~t.I~iItilti ct Ic srcmbicmicnt (BtfszT.ino du fuselage (oost plancbc 1) Elics sont conssssuccs de
panncaux minces (cpassscur cnvsrton I mm) cn comn-

D)ins la g.uniiic des moscnnc,. frcqucnccs icque-1lquc positc ccramnique C-SiC protegeant un bloc d'tsolant
di/.isscs a qiteiqucs centai..-S dc ticrt/i IC's phcno- ultra Icgcr flit dc multiples ccrans rdfficccurs scpares
iiicflcs acroa;Koiitiqti(~Jc- Sr1 pt ctit ý 'irc ace dc dom- par d-es feuttes isotant. Ic's principaics cziractcrisstques-
rnases discr.. pourt Ics iruciiirvie !-.- eqwipements sont resuncs pLinche i
des i% .on- fissurci. dc !atsnic. sostc neurtiCs, %'A1-
siesc It- sont aitssi sossr~xs tfinxvilort pour Ics pilotes Ceitc conception dc tuslc. dont on dcrtontrc: pac
e.t Ics psss Aslicurs tou's k's a,. antages, par rappor a dautrcs %sOlu-

t,005. notamincrt par rapport au 'sysicoic dc Pasc
I es problcrnc' .ico~icoustsquc peusesw %c renicomsrct cholss pour rxybtict US tsoir rdcfcncc 1). prcscnic
de faison plus otao moin's ;upwc pour ious Ic's C%'ss des specificitcs conpitphqant. Vl czutE bcsoin. I'analsic
das sion. cic' c'scmplc% ic's plus, classaqctss qout lics ai's acroacousiquic par rapport a clitc des stnhctstte's clis-
%illavect Ixfofrein ci dc charge's e'tsricur"' Cepeu- usqucs. cc sont:
tLint ;*c'.i .acc Vewludc des tutics dc protectiton thcrmz-
qssc de la n.isettc HERMES clue nous,' ascon rcmneo're *Lc matcrsv'j C-StC darn la rhcologic est trci non-
Ic% ptohlecrr-i d'.,croxcmoa'ique IC. ie maximuml lsneairc (soir planchc 41, mats qui par contte pre-

S~ioiite.,.c1, du fait dc l'cnssronnemcr4 ire's 'cicr doi scme une resistance mecainquic sntcre'ssantc tau-
%clu-.ule aiu Larnccmcvnt. de ia formc .crodsnammque deb dc 20M Mfa) ci une tres faiblc scisibilsie 4 la
1xii propice ct dc Li pecificite structuralc des links tfstsgu ct au.' cffeis (reuailsk (cc nutersali %up-

portc: par aulleurs des tempftatUresu.petntirc% a
Notis alloni c'spo'ct kic lc, grande's haines% des pro- I YW)C en rottant lre's ratbicirient sensible 3 l'ox%-
blcnies poses par I.tnals'c acroacou'siuq en general. dalton)
it,, sont principalcmrcnrt lits auwn dilfikultes 4fcffectuer
des c.skuu's preciss ct dc trouser des mosn'- df-!ais au' La nion-lineante dfcffet dc membranec trcs pro-
%ot represenitatifs Nests pre'scntons I'c- solutmios nowacec dui panncu (% ost planctic 4 Ia courbc dc
tiiilim~blei .ictudnciemnt ci Ic-s devcloppicmeit's quota flkctc en fowictiows dc Lk pression sutaiquci Ccla we
proposcrait .i partir des Ic~ons tirec's de rI'5Eie des tradui amss par wic tries forte sensibilsic dc Ua ftc-
tiucsk HERMES its sont globalemcm transposable's qw=~ des modes dc %ibration a la picsimon sta-
posit Li xnoccplion ct Ia qualification dc ecihukci isque
d'as ions plus classiquc's

* Lc comportcrment comicnple des points a c & Isa-
Lint interne(raideur non Isneairc. hsseress.

2 . AEROACOUSTIQUE DES TUILES HERME-S

Po~ur Ic pi-uIct dc nascttc spatialc HERMES i'crniron- e Leffect dc ratdeu 'priesiatiquc" important sus-

Element acroicoustiqluc le plus scsctc ctiat pre~in P" ccpttble 4fitrc crte par 1*2ir de 13 castle "om' tuslc

dont Ics, plusci trirn%-onulucs dui lnccmncrt Isotr i- 20*. dximenultion de frcquencc fondamcn-
plinlic 2), xcLi tan( du failc d'une prcs'son dsn~amsqu til eutte unc: tile non etnchc ct tine tusle clan-

rcIlitixcuiciti eesee (0.44 har, qlu'cr raison dc 13 che. 'oit platachc 10)
forme trcs; crnotssee dc ljsson (%oir pl-n..hc 1) Colie lc-cftsccoplcaroauq -ioun.
10Irn CM elIICCCNs~sii pouir Iimitcr ICChtit~ffCMcn1 Cisic-*Icscetd oulg aroatqerprns
sipic dc rcr~tree riass eIIc cst pcii poripcc pot sit dc, dim a Li f.isbie cpaisseur rclitssc dii parnscau. quii
1,:, dClQlkinICnts dicc,)IlC~iucIzu C L% v'l'tihilite- condumesnt a sine scntsshibtit au Flutter don! IParc-

J\II~k ~ ss L-4 un prealaibl a chlic dc licwroacoustiquc
i oir planchc 11's

pcusci) ,utcnlrc 2 d .i)\qiC~ pc~~cn scraotrCcs zornporicrricns corrplecxs cornpliqucnt ccrtcs Ids
pcn> n C hcm'drc pro' taiqucn s d p Iord t d.e r~ioutm calculs. mais. sits sent tres fatorabics pour le
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comnporenment acroacousuique dcs tuiles. en creant des Les maillages surfaciqucs de ccs niodeles acrody -
dissipations d'dnergic importantes ci des -%cles liinites namiqiies compontent dc qiielques centairnes a
(jut r~duiseiir Ics amplitudes des vibrations qtielqucs nijlliers dc faeectte. cc quii est Ic rang dc

la inatrice dc coefficients d'influeneec coiplcxe a

3~. PANOPLIE DES OUTILS D'ANALYSE ET DE construirec t inerser pour ehaque frequence de
VERIFICATION DISPONIBLE clu

Quand oii nie s'inudress qu'a l'acroacoustique exie-
3.1. Ott~ I(It.rieuir (pas dc rd%-crberatior d'onde acousliquc) les

operateurs calciitcs sont relativement continus ell
La base dc la panoplie d'onuls de calcul iitilisablc fonection de la frdqueiicc. Cc qiii autorise ante fairc
aiijourd'hui pour Fadroacoustique est globalernent Ic caleul complet que pour un iionibrc liinituc de
cclic dc l'a&oclasticit , on en trouvera les details frdquences (queiqucs dizanins aii plus). entre les-
dans les r~fcrenees 2. 3 et 4 ,les grandes lignes sonit quels les rdsultats sont interpolds.
Ies Suivantes

I1 en resulte tin ealeiil relativeinenit Pell CciitCUi

Mlodelisation de lýaerodvnannquc instationnaire aujonrd'hui.
daiis le doniaine frequenee, iu partir des 6quations
de poiteuiel r~solues par rndthode de singularit6. Le ddfaiut dvidcnit de la nidth~ode est dc nec pas cal-
sources et doublets (%oir rcfdrcnces 5 et 6) euler les sources turbulentes Ccci necessutcraut.

dans l'absoin. la resolution de lequiatuoii de Na% ier
Danis cette approchc ies zoiues d'6coulement turbii- Stokes nis~ationnaire all nornbre de Re ' nolds dii
lent sont repr~critces par urne certaine deniuste de %ol des avuons. Cc problenie. ciblc d,- l
source r~partie dans le iluide. "Computer Fluid DYnamic" (CF 1: ) est asse, loin

di'tre r~solu iunduistruelleiicnm Eni atteiidaiit. cer-
Oii obtienit en sortie les opcrateurs de transfert tains proposcrnt des techniques uinierniiicdurcs
complexes reliant les pressions de paroi aux Na- bas~es sur des muod~lcs seni-enupuruquecs de distri-
nations diniicdenee de ecs parois et a ulintcrisit btitioit de source turbuleuite calibres stir des essais
des sources turbulenites, sout .(%oir rcfIrreiue 7)

I I' PI"[.1 w - 1-a~ *: ~i Modclusation striteturale

ILs tur Elie est generalenweut obt~enue par technique
dFElt~nucnts Finis. t.c plus soluseit. Cl Ii ii1Ta ireli

La dif ictilte est que lious Wavois au 'jonrdhni litl ise corinine dcgrc dc lIuberle Ics umodes pro-
uetnu nuiove.n d'apprdhender Ie 2ýrme terine dc pres stnietnraux Onl ealcuile ainsi les ternies tie

cette e~quation, iie sachant en pratique calcnler in leqnatiouu de Ia d% nainiqiie si rnemrale
Ia position ni l'initnsild des sources turbulentes 3u [A,]v" +-[( 'x' i[K]x [T] /
Onl contourne cc probl~vne en constatant tine cc
2c~nie lcriiie a la signiflication icudcsj i~oalsJcgU!: Cela -,1 lexception des terines tdc hi mat rice dainor-

dr -rpQjr rud pa lesg sore irlln issenuent structurale doiit onl iie commait gciuc-
tes . onl doit awius obtenir ecs pressions expert- ralemnent pas les bases phssiquics ipit pernicttraicnt
incitaluinent, ldquatinon I dcv'ieiit alors de les calcnler LeCs ainortisseme its st rucictuau\

soul doiie soit derivs d'essais, suit uuu~glgcs (si lai

I P dissiputioiu d'6nergic par ravoncueitt acoust iquc
2 ici~o)t onl par autortissemniit acroclastuipic est ng~cc pre-

poideriuue)

Nio-del 53! iOu _icolislique iintetiic

(e t, \pe de iiuodcle se prolonge iuaturellcieiut alaiuutoddesigirtu itiieporiot-

Maclu it ci\' -i en in utod~lcacousuqueiqiie externec serait uitilIisabile as c Ia diflicn ltc jute

1exisitence de mode acotist ilti de casitc te cic S
pies anus founctionts de tranisfer I actuisttlilic liuuteruc.
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cc qui necessitc done de tres nombreux points dic s = o) Pr
calcul cit frdquericc (quclqucs ccntalncs a quciqucs
rnillicrs) contra:icment aul cas dc I'acoustiquc On cn d'duit Ics spectres dec puissance des para-
extcrnc Onl prdfrec utiliser une modelisatioit dcs n1,1 CS suivs en fonction des spectres et inter-
cavtles tinicrils par Element Fini tridimcnsionncl *octc des cornposantcs du %-ccteur soit
adapt&c a ['equation d'Hclmoltz (voir planchc 7),
associ~ccA une reduction modaic "acoustiquc" (voir ) -- T
rcfcrcncc 8). m

Couvlagc dcs modcecs dc ]a on passe aul nornbre mo ' en dc d~passcments
d'un nlvcau donrid de ces parainctres suivis par la

Lcs equations coupi~cs entre Ics 3 types dc mod~lc formulc de Rice (voir ref~erece 9) soit
sont dtablies en considecrant ]a compatibilite dcs
d&placemnents. Icquilibre des forces et ta conser- .V(a) =X(o)e

Nation des travaux vjrtucls a ceurs interfa'ces , a
difficultd principale vient dc ]a non coincidence aN-cc
geome~trique A [a froakire des maillages de chaque
moddle a coupler (adaptt6 prioritairement auxI
specificites dc sa discipline). nous en ddlaillorts la X\'(o) -R.IS (S' 16 IS (S)
technique dans lcs rdfdrences 3 et 4

11 en resultc lc systemei d'tquation couple fornsuld cc qui perrnct decfrectucr Ics predictions statisti-
dnledmicfduncdlaforme qites de dur~ce dc vie aussi bien vis-a-%is de Ia

dansle dmain fr~quece d Idresistance statique quc de la fatigue (A~ partir des
'A -I .) co s) Prabaqucs expcrinicntales dc resistance en fatigue

2[Al i4 ] -Pt ]) [711' cNcliquc et en adniettanit la rcglc dc cuinul dec
2 d oinmage de Miner)

Oil Pour prendre en compte les non-Iin~arittes structurales

4 1 D((,J']x= [T Pr(telles qu'on les renconire sur Ics tmilcs H-ERMES) onl
4 [Du. [~ Prdispose dc 2 techniques

La matrice ID ((,xV)j est l'opcrateUr ciassique de c La Iindarisatioit du modeIc autour de INquiiibrc
'aritalvrs dui Flutter (sa singularite correspond a la statique catculd en iion-lindaire (voir ref6rencc 10)

%vitesse dc Flutter) et lutilisation dams Iquatiolt de Ia dxitýarniquc
stnictsirale 3 de la niatrice dec rigidite "tangente" ;

Les niod~Ies de chaquc discipline fournissent Ics I'dquilibre
opcrateiirs permettant dc passer des degres dec
libcrte aux paransi~rcs qu'on vcut stiisrc Lc calctil structural dvnarnique non-lrincare
(accdclrations, deforiations, coittraintes. efforts (grands ddpiacenicents. plasticile et rheologie no01
itoeres, pression daits les Gluides. etc. ) soit limtdaire, contact) par integration directe dans le

donlaine temips.

s = (L~xPour cc calcul non lindaire couple Ia difficulte est dec

Ott &du~iit la foniction de transfert entre les pres- disposer din mod~le adrodynarnique; daris le dornaine
sinsd k uruenes- aririgidc et les temips. Pour cela nous utilisons g~iiraleniteit line

sioaners dea urbuenc sr pro procedure simple, honiog~ne a la ruisticitse globale dui
paran~trs sts i soi ttodle adrodynainiquc, oii l'oplratcut tic couplagc

msl ii~r mrodynantique est identific par lissage darts le
I']j Pra dontaine frequenrce asec des cifels dec raidetir,

itiorliiSSetillct et dc itiasse ajoutecs, apres

qu'il fattl done oblenir par nicttere



transposition dans Ie repcbre dcs dcgres de liberld E F_. Sont-ils extrapolables 5t Idlichlle I du fait dc ]a
ces termes dc couplagc adrodvnamiqucs sont ajoutes non-sinsilitude odc Re% nolds.

ilx icrrncs correspondants dc I'quation diffdrentielle
du mouvement en non-lindairc. *Sait-on a priori nmplanter aux points Ics plus perti-
Lec chamip dc prcssion d'excitation dans le domair- nents les captcurs dont onl dispose (du fait dc Icur

tem s e soil derivc dircctcmcnt des mcsurcs brsiics cncombrcmcnt et dc leur nombr2: limitO~.
ensoumelric en fonction du temps. soil "reconstitiuC" a

Avec loutil FIFINI don! dispose DASSAULT Issn i fet~ l lqn e lmnsatse
AVIATION Ics procedures de calculs lindatrcs ci 1 tlecefcuse paatls~mnsatse
lineartsds 6voqu~cs lei son! aujourd'hui peu co~teuses en paroi de !a soufficric HST du NLR (Mach 0.8 At

en temps de calciil .il necn va pas do mnnie pour le: Mach 1.2). Nvoir planehe 7
non-linidaire "complet". suriout si Ics modelcs U ifetu mvbece i ilg:truete
stiucturaux Son! impoesanis ci si on vent acceder aux aino dc ]a(teitraoble U scur dc cn s ulae turulnit ent
caracticistiqlues statistiques ode 1. rdponse non- iotdIalleLptserecuh meC!
lin~atre. (Noicessite de disposer d'6ehantillons de partiieleenrici ro~glable.
rc~ponse dans le tcmp.- longs on nombreux) Ccci nous C vcdcsi vi 1bt
a amiend pour Ids tuiles HERMES it rdservcr cetie: aria-Cctcdsisaat2bs
lvsc non lindaire compl~ie it la comprehension quali-
tative des phdnotn~nes ci ia la reconnaissance des * VWrifier le coniporteuncnit au Flutter des iuilcs et
inities de s'altdites des approehes liui~aires ct lirda- valider Ics nsoddes dc calcul (odsflecteuir enlcvc).

risoS v Vdrifier le comportement a~roacoust!quc. On scesi
lieurt6 lat a Ia difficultd d'estimer [a represcnitativiad

3.2. NMflENS EXPERINIENTA1'X %vis-a-vis dui vol de lcoulenicrit extrircnsictia
complexe crdd par Ic d~fleccuur.

Nous av'ons ntis eni ocusre ou enivisage les types

d'esaissuiint por Ic tulsHERES.3.2.3. Essais .ucoustiques en tube At ondes pirogres-
sives (T.O.P.) (effectui~s (tans l'installittion

3.2. 1. Essais en soufficric sur maquette rigide tic I'IABG, voir j)Ittfche 8)

Ils ont etd cffcctues priticipalensent dans les souffc- Ils ont l'avaniage d'&re beaucoup miomts cofiteux quc
ries HST ci SST du NLR cnitre Mach 0,7 et Macli 3 Ics prdcddcnis mats ils proisentcnt titl probltnic inhc-
stir des inaqitettes aul l/30)cinet ci /406tne intisinnieti- rent dc rcpresctitativite
Ices d'une quarantainc ode capteurs de pression insta-
titoinatre: Le coitplage adroclastique esi remplac6 par uti con-

plage acousliquc pur avec Ia cavit6 du T.O.P el Ics
Ils out, vise it diablir lotigucurs dc correlation des pressiotis sonti beancoup

plus lntporianics quenr %ot. LUs cotnportcnients des
* Une comprehenssion des phdrnoin~tss adrod~yna- wuiles en T OT sonl ditTrcntis dc: ceux obsctvo~s en

tituqucs (positions ci niotvetneni des etuocs, ddeol- paroli de souffente (voir platuclic 9), cc typc dc
ctriseisis turbulents. etc par visualisalioti siriosco- constatattoti a aussi Oiu fall avec t'operaiiot

pique. voir planchec 6). ACOUFAT de Ia C E E , (voir ref~rctce 7)

* La inesure des spectres et de quclques inierspec- Ott petit cependanti arriver dlans cc type d'essais a
tres aux points cstiints Ids plus critiques. (uitl out rmegier l'excilatiots pour obietiir appro~xittaivtiicnlntilnl
servi de base a lNtablisscierit des charges amero- spectre dc repotuse donti (accelerations Weffrt ott cotn-
acoustiques traintit internie) en tin point choisi (Ic plus critique cit

pri ncipe).

L.cs questions qouon se pose pour exploiter les rdsultats
de ces essais soul
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3.2.4. Essais Sur tablc vibrante Nous a)vons proposes les 3 phases suivanic5

lis sent encore moiiis co~Jteux quc CeS precedents, el A. Phase prdoaratoire
conimc cux ius tie pciiveii cire rcprdscniatifs clue si oil
r~glc le niontage ct l'excitation pour obicuir tine Ellc dout sc d~roulcr nornialemeut pendanit ki
reponsc intcrne ponictuelle justifi~e par ailicurs. phasc dc conccption initiale dii vdhicule. voirc Ial

pr~cedcr ses objeciifs sent :
3.2.5. Essais patijels 616mentaires Sur vibreurs flu Larcnisnedsplno nsmachines de fatigue 'statiques' arcnasancdspcocc

Oil cs tilie pur erifer a rsistnccdesdiffrens .La iusc wu point des mdithodcs dc calcul ct

details stricturaux critiques (e~xemple attaches,.clu el 'mli
d~plieincnt local des bordures du panneau, etc... ). cela *L ica on e itidsdsas
a pariir dc sp.cires de charges locales cstjimns par*Lamsu ondenitdsdesi.

ailcus.* La demonstration de faisabilit du concept de
lttile choisi vis-i-vis dc ladroacoustiquc. les

3.2.6. Essais en voi nivcaux d'excitation al~roacoiistiqiie suppor-
tables (taux d'&hange entre les niveaux

Les mesures en vol sont les niovns les plus fiables d'exmitaioiis et la mnasse des wiiles).
pour apprecier les cffets des phetioinnes a~roacous-
tiques stir lcs stniciures oil stir ics eqsiipeniciits *La determination de la strategic a appliquer
(nitesures par jauges dc conirainte oul accel~romclrcs), pour les phases suivantes (diniensionnemciii
cela A condition d'avoir su placer Ces capteiirs aux ct quafificaiioii).
endrois pertinenis (cc qu'on sail faire Sur les avioiis
classiqiis qimand onl a d~couvert des fissures dc fail- Les calculs et Ics essais sont clicciucs stir dcs
gue adroacousiique). dessins g~i~riques de structures, p,-rineitani des

etudes parainicriquies
Pour HERAIES cette approche a linconivenient dc tie
fournir ules uinformiations qifapru~s le premier vol. cc Parini Ics iiavaiix realusics dans ceite phase stir
qui laissc ouvert Ic problinc dc [Ia qualificatioii pour les (tiiiles H-ERMiES citons
cc premier vol

* L'idcniii ical ion des charges acroacouusiqumcs
4, STRATEGIE D'ANALYSF. ET DE DUNIONS- stir nuaqiictle rigide (cf § .2 1), on cii tire

TRATION. EXEMPLES aussi lic regles pour adapter I unplatiiiaioiu
des capleurs eii fonction des plieunoikiies

On dll %scrsuccssnnien 2 bjccifsdecouiverts ci pour pcrniciire Ia niesure des
On dii ier uc~esivinen 2 bjecifscorrelationis spatiales des chanips dc pres-

"* Supporter les choix de conception dii \elitculc et Stoll
dotuier iine imaihode de diiitcnsuonncmeiut ittitiale I I faut \ erifier que Ia difference de nonibre de

"* Pernictire Ia demonoistration de qumalificationi de ki Re -violils avec Ic vol rWinflue: pas irop siir la
solution citoisic positicni des chocs ct des decollitmieiits

- flar essais (eni falsanit varier la pressioii

(omplic cmi des Innites de Ia precision ci dc Ia rcprc- - dyn unitque dans Ia souflleriel
Netuiati ite des ninnens de calciil el d'essaus dispo- [:tcau ulh Ii nile EneIttinar
miubles nous somimnis coniduits a gerer aii iieii\ iiiilli 1111c
commupronis elutrc * Essams tie muil :5 eli paint dC soufli-cruc imamis-

" (le %urpecricaion, doe u suriniusione-Sculn:q (cti 3 322), calciuls correspomudauts

itiefiii plus Oil nitiols imnporiaiiis (cf' 1 1 I

"* Li comiplemiie. donec des siurco~ims. des puneeduires Ott pr,.nwiie siir lit planche I I tiitle ss tithsc
de ~acuulci desaisde con iparausomus relativeimeiit salusfi"salic
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entre cssais et ealcul pour l'artalyse dui - la r~ponsc sous chargement statiquc
Flutter. (11ehei, ileformittion, frdqucnee.

cf planche 4)
On a cssavi6 des tmiles volontairemcnt arnin-
cies pour renconrerr linstabilit de Flutter. . les mcesures des frt~qunctces ci des formies
du fait de la non-lin~arit6 dc membrane, elle miodales (a sent en particulier ;i deter-
sc traduit par des cycles linites 'on rcmar- miiner les aniortissteincrts structuraux)
quc aussi qu'ellc est tres senisiblc at la surpres-
sion statiquc (la rdf~rence I I presenic ces Quand le projct HERMES a 6tie abandonnie nous
cxp~rienccs plus en d&tail). avions globalemnett amtint la fin dc cette phase pr~pa-

ratoire pour I'ana]Nse a~roaeoustique des tuiles.
Les essats et les calculs de lit mi~mc configu-
ratioti avee mit turbulence aidroacoiistique L'orgattisation propos& pour les ietapcs suivantes
cre6e par tin d&Nctctur sont priesetins resulte de 1lexpteriectsc acqitise
planehe 9.

B. Supportde Ia conception diu dinicnsionaicutnent ci
Lecouletnent a~rodvnarmique rcalisue est tres de Ia qualification avatit les Dremliers Nols inha-
complexe. on arrive cependant a recouper bites*
passablement par ealcul les rdpottscs stnietu-
rates niestir~es. en partant des pressions On propose l'orgaitsatton des travatix schidnati-
tiesurecs stir uti 6kmenirt de paroi rigide see planehie 12 ,cele est fondee stir les prineipes

suivants
Essais en tutbe a' oiidcs progoressives ut calculs Ealseetdscagsaraosiusd
correspotidants. *Etablissonement dscagsaraoitqisd

Ott prdsetite des niesiires de rcpotiscs Mestire en sotiffleric des pressions acro-
platiche 9. Ott constate que la rt~poiise dc hi acoustiques stir inaquitete rigide A cchelle
niti ticutile diffre sensibletietit etitre le rt~duite, Ai la formec "finale ' ,errificatiozi
T 0 P et la soufflerie pour des pitissances de linflutence dui iotubre de Re '%nolds par
d'excitition sintilaire daits les octaves sen- essais et par ealcitl de couche lunite
sibles. -Iitterprdtation des niestires pour obienir

des specificationis de ..Charges lititites"
Ccci est explique surtout par hi diffircnte de aeroacotistiquies stir totites les /onies dui
fornitt spatialc des chiatips de pression ,datis %ehiuctle Elles sonl dcinFuics sotis fortie
le TO0 P i Is sotit pratiquenitiitl en phase stir de coitbinatisotts de spectres (,:t W inters-
loute Ia suirface duite tuile et les mtodes pectres, '.oir ý 5) de flucituatton de prcs-
%ititisv'Nitruteliiis" ne son( pas CcilL5 (L~ois sions, de siurpressiouts sltitqtues Iu'calcs. ci

des essais cit soufflerie asec tuirbuilenice ces de c:is de chiarges "geitraux" delbt itait
mtodes atitu-symtitriques etaictit fortelitteit hi soils-structure
cexciles, Creamnttotanittitiet des doutitiaues de Ott dout dettiotitrer illit caletuh quc txý
faitigute sur les attaches de tutuils danis certamiis Qas de c ;hargvs, base Li ittichmnsuoitice
Cas) ietiei. ecteloppsttt de faioi raisotitablce

inen! Q01csrsalt hi ca realite
(es essats et calculs ar~oacoutisiquis wnti- Si Ics spwfiInkmlts. icS~iiii c~
plels, nit etc precedes d'analyse ct dessaus rces ciii Irop pciiailisalitte% 1 titit ctui iilt
plus s niples servaitt a salider les nitodeles des modi tic Itln otic s lole Iu iclicaite cs dii
elasi iques ct dvtiaimnicus des miles et a e\:i* s ductile
t1it1 tier linlitetce de toins lears paranittetts de * I i iiisuioittetieitl d'etisenble dies Ititile ci de
coitception (exeitples cutirbure diu patnitteu, la strtictiure adjacetite
titure (Ii bloc d'isolatil pentiicbililt: Litt~%

tItcl de aileic V itutis pailu Ccs
clutides

I1011 )cu1,11 ite scia io1 tiIitIstiuc dL' desC\lopetlluctittdi
projet livinics
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11 parait souhaitablc quc le dimcnsionrcncrnct Pour qualifier finalement le vdhicuic pour les
correspond- ii dcs spdcificatioris výrifiablcs sots habitds it parait hautement souhaitablc de
en essais au sot, cc qlui conduit aux travaux valider la conscrvatisitd dc I'crsemole de la pro-
Sulvants . c~dcurc dc dirnensionnemeni.cine surtout celic dii

Defiitin ddpro%,cteset d prc~drcsmodi~c dc charges acroacoustiqucs, par recou-
- Deiniiond~pruvctesci d prc~drcspcmcnt avcc Ics rncsurcs cfl'cctuecs ptundant tes

dcessais de qualification ;iu sol. peir osatraius
Cc sont, pour plusicurs Lories doe lavionPoOrSotaumtius
des caissons rcprescntatils dc: la sous- Letudc dc l'implantation de l'instailation d'essaks
structure rcvEtus par des tuiles qui subi- pertincoic (accdckrometrcs. jaugLus de con-
ront sirnuttanmcinct ou succcssiNertiert tinf traintes. captcur dc prcssion .... ) est oin probl~nic
cnsemble de sotlicitations roeaniqucs ci ifcl u otdr spoýprdstcnqe
thermiqucs. Lenivirornement adroacous- difiie qluidlt inv rse. sp ~prdstcnqe
tique devrait dtrc justifid 1i par des essais d aclivrc
stir table vibrantc et/ou en TO P
Onl dolt rechlerchcr. en se basant sur tes S. RECHERCHES ET DEVELOPPENIENTS A
calcuts. des conditions d'essais inajorant NIENER
-au plus juste los conditions do vol
Le diniensionnement des tuiles et dc li Aui-delA dc t'achevcnient dc tIt misc aul point dc hi
structure adjacente correspoindra '5 ces proci~dur d'analyso aidroacoustique pr~scotcc. it est
conditions conservatives des essais au sot. souhiaitable die moner tin certain notobre de rccherclies

Diniensionnenient des coinposants des tuiles et dc d~~cloppemcents pour en conipenser tes lacunes,
citons entre autre

Pour limiter los risques do decouvertes tar-
dises de difficiittc lors des ossais d'ensem- Le pcrlectiooeenitt die l'anatvse dei charges
bles. on propose uiie approclie similaire ai hi
priec~dente A tong termec it pourrait rdsulter doe Ia resoltiioii

- Definition dle condmtons d'essais clenicin- dot'ieiquation die Navier Stokes ilistationnaire ('

taires (essais dc fatigue quasi statique, po cocit admissible) A plus court terme., oii souhiaite-

vibrant. T 0 P.) pour les coniposalits des rait Ni~abtissineicit d'uiic banquc dec doinrko doc
luils (anneu, solat, oint, atachsiodtOes empiriques d,. distributioii de source tur-

etiiile tpi deau witolit desopifiSattachs, buloiiic on avat de defliuts de foinic t~ ipiquco , :cs
etc ).qui dvicnient ds speihicaiolisiii cl sciiii-anatl tiques scraient calibres stir les
Lik diienionenint ssais eii soufficrie par catciit insersc

Ces conditions decssais clenientaires -,oit eta-
bites par ealculs coinparatit's asec cellos des Ces inodels fournitirait directemenvt Ia disiribii-
essais dciisenible tion spatiale et Iniotesite des sources turbiitentes,

cc qui o iterait les inesures Qomiplesos etcl manic-
knewitrins delicat des champs die pression a hia

L~e rctour des ossais elementtaires pcrinii des parol
iterations de dinicnsionnomicit Icls C,;s;iis
d'enseotble soot pluitu presis pouir tie pairii- Ccs procedures die cailcil uinisor, pecriniiani doe
c:ipci qui'i Li qualiflicatiuoi pour les premiers riticiniter auxs charges aeroiacoustiques., A P i r dos
%ols (iniiabiies et cia la d&Žnonstration doe %:it. i* tinres die leponses sti ucium ales. 40o1t aussi a
dute a posteriori des niodeles die calcul as~ anit iiicitre au point pour exploiter les nicsureN eiu %ot
er' iA to% defiiiir (CIcomme Hous Ic faisomis pour les chiargc% quasi -st.i-

tique, voir reference I!)

oo~5omshusn *Ak L.a feclierclc ie doprocdes pour ocrc cii %oiiffeic
des cscil~itionls fepreseiitatuses des charges ;left).

Cci approcic rcalwiiieiicort coiiiplcex tic titiailmh- *ctitlocsiiu recItes. dl~iis le ca\ des essai% dolei-
cubit01 pair iiiibricatioltii de clicil et d~cssa1% Inent% siriiciiirai\ a etict to I

SatsiiauSiir phiisieiirs iiis caln comiporte
dos risqucs dc deflamiic quitf pntwiie t iici- *ue I.e pcrlectioiineiieit ties iiodclcs uiiii it
i~ccptable quei pour kil set inhi.bite esi ent parricultoe iidtspcnsibe -it oii 'interc'sc .1
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[;I propagation des v'ibrations dans lese, ldi REFERENCES
%ehicule , on trouvera la toutes tes difficultes II: 1. C. PETIAUJ, Mte challenge ot the HEW~lMtESlPS
incidelisations stnieturales dans la garmmc des shingles "aerf
rnoyernnes frdquenccs (voir reference 4) . tn des Proc !nromat colif SpccrlStraciiires and
problenies majcurs Cst !,a comprehension exacic Mechanicai Testing", Noorwijk, thie Netherlands, 24-2(,
puts la modeIisation dcs phdnomenes dc dissipa-Api19 (EAS32,(MbrIQ))
tion de L'dnergic qu'on caceh derri~re le mot 2. R.I. BISPLINGHOFF, H. ASHLEY. PricLiples 0I
"Matrice d'Amortissemcnt Structural" ?\orrietasticitv - Jovn Wileý and Sons Inc - New York

1962

6. CONCLUSIONS 3. C. PETtAU, S. BRUN. Tetidanccs icineltes de Iialsase
aerociastique dos avions militaires AILI\Rl crrnierocie

L~e debut d'expeirienec qu'on a arquis avec les etudes proceedings N' 401) - Athenes 1986
acroacoustiques H4ERMES montre 4. C. PETIAU, Aeroe'asticitc et vibration des siructines

Htat de Var t tei ndances
" qu'on tie dispose aujourd'hui d'aucun tnovcn de structre 93n .. tionii dAMr-aict id 15nircu

calcul ou d'essais permettant, a lui seul. dc justifier
[a resistance structurale aux ctfets acroacoustiqucs S. ALBANO, E.. and RODDEN, W.P., *IlirDublet Ilmice
avant les essais en vol Method forr Calculating Litft Distribution onl Oscillating

Surfaces in Subsonic Flo\&N AL.'nA Paper N' 65.73, 1)1.5

"* que certamncs ai-,-roehes classiques conine la qua- 6. R. DAT, Vibration Aeroolastitluc, t. ours dc [c1ole
lifcation exclusiventent par estsajs en chansbre N itionale Supericure do I'JorrrrartiqjUC Ct do loSpaLC

re\ erbmerantc: ou en TO0P sont ilitisotres. du famit iS
de Iabý,-nce d'um couplage aeroclastique corricte 7. D) TOUGARD, ltite-t.Iuraril Ptogrmjunle ACOl tAt-
et surtout a cause d'une representationi errotte des A~riismi Ikiiriii and R~elatvd I'milnage I olcrajice oi
chiamtps de pressioi, aeroacoustiques ..d~aiicod Conrinroste anid Metalihc Strrimure., . AWARI)

"Kitl SM11 Meering lrr1111ct wt icorstic load& onl .iircrt
"* qu'uhe procedure dc dinicusiouncienetit ct de quali- ~ 'tluoufe

11.catiot rationiielle est cependant possible anec les m P. LANIARY. Cit no nrordc deo ~ullrjge I lasts'-
ttmowNs actuels, en enchainanit. cotutie ott l~a A.\outiquo par operaieur de grille :Iontivre 'jur docrtil.
itontrc les essais vi les calculs ct en a:cceptant .aItsoll acou~tillUe ci sitnk hoe nont wincidentcs . Mbew do
d'c entucls smardinttcrsionttceiments locaux dLuS 3U\ It riss orito 1! Coulrnpregne , I * enitq I
niargcs piries pour garmutir Ia1 consersams ItI: de 1.i 9 1) E. NEW L.AND \It irthtsI&tisottsr t0 r'Ais."Ittl %Itn utiol
procedure 1rd spvstfal amakal, -r [i k)M I \\ k !"oAV lrinirci I 't

"* Lluc los rnwnitser danaI,1 w Ct l'espericlnce a.auctrlle 0 CP I: ONVtL.Aývltc
pserficutent d'esAlur Ics nis.uou des It: dalut dui l~u I,;, 41l, v IxM LAt .lAt. .\lg'rrsro tit sae
projet. I wicondtsn de disposer dc niucleS des t~l~, 4,telý Cit .u C d m r tt~ruc - I jtswn Vttiuli'
chaIrlge acroacoustiqusmc par essam cmi s1wfl~ciio tart, 5
1:11 cis de dmiffcultes 11 esm '11rs possible dc trakier
to probbnv- i uc source en 'trzasallamrit Ics (trmes II AL. GMEOGS Acuv5.i imt lntls'~
.merods ttrmaumlues dc aI'ms tono 0MI Sentu~a d.rsS-aihrem oi tarrqi e

stt ýirO It I d,!t1sr.-'V'
Nu% commstaloion quo cci min~ltimons relooignot .cltc%
dc Ivrperatiosn ACOL FAT mictinecs par N~ C F F~ , (wi I PKTIAV. M DE LAVIGNE_.~rl~at i u
refernce '), on N %Olt ein particulles lon ou'sssi diffic it *dmik!it*at10  k, ,h.%#g,;. vsr si, \u.I~sdsreos~

roceis Jo comrpomiensonm dulbnc rt~mc strucrure pllwce:

asec den Ifpetcim dscwtatmomi bacomIsIquICcen priwipcip



Planche I

Forme generale de la Navette Herrn~s

Zonec des tuiles intrados

To ~uA~its ON kl2i'~tuD~i

Vr TO I". Do QAt.

I SOI

134 NNVLeaWYAUX OA Xji Eft OO--

130 miii'c atlOI
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Planche3
Pr~sentat*,g -des tuiles

>FIXATION

clscSC SINGLEJ/ INF.ULANTS

Tuile extrados Tuile intrados

1 uiles intrados

I KiI I~qt 110JAL IN IUIAt ION
I`AS I kNCR FFIXATION XINA~A~ON.I 

,P

ruiIcs extrados
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Planche 4

Comportement non Iin~aire des tuiles

Effet de membrane, influence de la pression statipLue

Hz Frequency

3003

Calcul lineaire

200

100

Static pressure

5010,0 rnbar
Cakcul non fineaire

K' Rheologie non Iineaire

du materiau C-SIC

Comparaison Calcul-essais
(Pression statique)

in mml OI.VF (IN I~T).
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Planche 5

Calcul des effets non lineaire dynamique

RESPONSE SPECTRUM N2/Hz
Pseudo transfer fujnction '0

I /A
8--- -~LINEAR MODAL ANALYSIS

6/

NONLINEARI TEMPORAL ANALYST:
_ - - -(-30% ON RMIS VALUE)

Frqec Re) action sur les attaches
100 120 140 160 ISO 200

Facteur de surtension
(au centre de la tuile)

Planche 6
Yigsuatijon s riCOiaiue du Mach 0 9

Visualisatiort strioscopique en supcisonique
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Planche 7
Installation d'une tuile en paroi de la ,)ufflerie HST du NLR

(Derrhire un deflecteur)

Planche 8
Tube A andes progressives de IIABG

-A.,ý

...... .2 . ...
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Planche 9
Comparaison des mov ens d'essais

ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT CONIPRA-SCQ0 VES YOYEN5 Q MAI

Ripon%* dw d,00C Pill0

NN1ND T \NNEI.( 11D SPACEPLAN. %I ODEI L 30

Id RESP ESPE BO

1:5IN't ER CABIN 0IOIA

c AION ENCII

0~R ND 00000

%OI\DTt NF..( 1;1 SHINLCE MIODEL~ BFIIIND SPOIL.ER 1 H.

CR)OSS CORREL1 ITW' I

B PRESSURE SPECRU 10 ...

COMPARARISON CALUI.CSLLBSSO

0. 7 ~R~pooP d ol 050800,0d2~ltO

30--------

25 5)002

PRSS 1E SPEC :R*Y 1.0
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Planche I I

Analyse du Flutter (Tuile dural e = 0,7 mm)

Analyses lindaire classique (domaine frUquence)

Macrh =0,8

S -

Reponse domaine temps

Molach 1,2: linear structure
Critical speed: 275 m/s Mach 1,2: nun-lihear structure

Comparaison calcul-essais

u. ) __Conf B

:• ........... Codf C

11-3--,-57 " .....

Calculs "linarise.

(Influence de la ....
pression statique)'"° '

20 ...... 33 .I . Conf E

Spectres de Rsponse calcul* e

rdponses mesur.s (domaine temps)
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Planche 12
Organisation-Rour le dimensionnement et la gualification

(pour les premiers voLs.)

Mesures des gha[Me qualification avant

en souffierie le I er vol.

Socificafions desý

Vhre ~oc~sac Justification des modeles

Conception gencrale du 7

svsteme de Tuile + sous structure Justification de la resistance
(Supp t calcul) des ilýments stnxcturaux

Dejiition deý ssais denen 'jAensembles
de Tuill + sous structure adiacense de Tuiles + sous structure

(Support calcul) adiacente

Sp~cifications des
composanta des Tuiles
(Definition de conditions d'cssais
d'acceptation par calcui)

Conception desailleg + Essais partiels
des Tuiies 4 de composants



WEAPONS BAY ACOUSTIC ENVIRONMENT

L. L. Shaw
R. M. Shimovetz

Structural Dynamics Branch
WL/FIBG BLDG 24C

2145 FIFTH ST STE 2
WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB, OH 45433-7006

1. ST4Gm T configurations he noted that the shear
layer reattached to the cavity floor.

An aircraft weapons bay exposed to This observation has been repeated many
freestream flow experiences an intense times in more recent studies of very
aeroacoustic environment in and around shallow cavities. As missiles became
the bay. Experience has taught that longer and smaller diameter, the need
the for shallower weapon bays arose.
intensity of this environment can be Roshko noted that the impingement of
severe enough to result in damage to a the shear layer on the downstream wall
store, its internal equipment, or the of the cavity was the cause of
s~tructure of the weapons bay itself, increased drag which occur with open
To ensure that stores and sensitive cavities. Karamcheti, conducting his
internal equipment can withstand this research at about the same time as
hazardous environment and successfully Roshko, studied rectangular cavities
complete the mission, they must be exposed to free stream Mach number
qualified to the most severe sound flows of 0.25 to 1.5. He actually
pressure levela anticipated for the obtained sound pressure levels from his
mission. If the qualification test tests with levels as high as 160 dB
levels are too high, thr store and its being observed. An important
internal equipment will be observation made by Karamcheti was that
overdesigned, resulting in unnecessary there is a minimum cavity length at
costs and possible performance which the shear layer will span the
penalties. If the qualification levels opening and not impinge on the
are below those experienced in flight, downstream wall of the cavity, thus not
the store or its internal equipment may resulting in acoustic resonance. This
catastrophically fail during is the physical basis of control of the
performance of the mission. Thus, it high acoustic environment in cavities.
is desirable that the expected levels If the shear layer can be made to spanIn weapons bays be accurately the cavity, or reattach at a stable
predicted. stagnation point, no feedback process

is established and hence no resonance.
A large number of research efforts have
been directed toward understanding One of the most referenced historical
flow-induced cavity oscillations, works in the flow induced cavity
However, the phenomena are still not acoustic area is that of Rossiter (3).
adequately understood to allow one to He made measurements of the time
predict the fluctuating pressure levels average and unsteady pressures on the
for variou- configurations and flow "roof" (or floor) and behind a series
conditions. This is especially true at of rectangular cavies set in the roof
supersonic flow speeds, where only a of a 2 foot by 1.5 foot transonic Wind
small amount of data are available, tunnel. Zata for cavities with
This paper will give a background of length-to-depth ratios from I to 10
flow induced cavity oscillations and were presented for Vlach numbers from
discuss predictions, control and 0.4 to 1.2. His major conclusions were
suppression, and the future of weapons shallow cavities CL/D>4) produce mainly
bay acoustic environments, broadband acoustic spectra and deeper

cavities (L/D<4) produce a periodic
2. BACKGROUND tone. The per.odic tone was attrib,Ated

to acoustic resonance in the cavity and
The study of flow induced cavity excited by a phenomenon similar to that
acoustic environments which relate to causing edge tones. The amplitude of
aircraft weapon bays date back to the the periodic tone ca.i be as larger as
mid 1950S when Roshko (I) and 0.35 times the free stream dynamic
Krishnamurty (2) conducted research in pressure. Fe also investigated methods
this area. Roshko varied the cavity to suppress the periodic fUictuations
dimensions systematically while and concluded that they may be
obtaining the tine averaged effects in suppressed by placing a small spoiler
the cavity. He measured the pressure ahead of the cavity. The only
on the walls and floor. A single explanation given as to why a spoiler
vortex was seen to exist for the is effective is that it thickens the
shallow case. For very shallow boundary layer. He is most referenced

Presýnt.d at a Symposium on 'Impact of Acoustc Loads on Aircraf 5r;rure3" held in Lillehammer. Norway. May 1994.
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because of his equation to predict the In all cases, definite amplitude minima
possible resonant frequencies in an were observed; however, they were

open cavity. Even today it is qualitatively displaced in the upstream.
referenced often as the "Rossiter direction. In all cases, a pressure
Equati±on- and giv.. a vary good maximum appeared at the leading-edge
prediction of the resonant frequencies bulkhead indicating that this surface
in a cavity, if the correct phase and acts as a "hard-reflecting wall.- In
convection terms are used. The contrast, pressure amplitude maXima
equation will be presentqd later in the were observed a small distance upstream
paper. of the trailing-edge bulkhead; this

indicates that acoustically the
Plumbs. et al (4) conducted theoretical trailing edge is undefined because of
and experimental investigations of the the violent flow patterns. In this
flow induced cavity acoustic problem, study, mode shapes were obtained that
A detailed analytical prediction method differ from those observed in Air Force
was developed based on the radiation flight tests, however, in the latter
impedance of the cavity opening. A experiment, mode shapes were determined
table of radiation resistance aind on the cavity floor, while in the
reactance was provided to utilize the former experiments, mode shapes were
method. It is an iterative approach determined vithin the cavity volume.
*and does not readily converge. The Thus, dependence of mode shape on the
method has not been referenced in vertical position In the cavity see0s
subsequent publications mainly due to to exist: this issue needs
the difficulty in use of it. They also clarification.
conducted exteniave experimental tosts
on cavities obtaining wind tunnel data Experiments on consecutive
for Mach numbers from 0.2 to 5.0. The geometrically identical cavities reveal
major conclusions were that the that they are strongly coupled and
acoustic levels were higher in the rear resonate in phase. The Mach number
of the cavity, width has little effect dependence of mode levels for
on acoustic levels, and there exist an consecutive cavities was found to
onset Mach number below which the differ from that of single cavities.
cavity tones are not excited. Smith However, this may be because of the
and Shaw (5) formulated an empirical differing length-to-width ratio of the
acoustic predictions method which was single and the double Cavity system.
based on an extensive flight test data While resonant frequencies are
base. The method predicts the essentially determined by the cavity
frequency and amplitudes of the first length, mode levels seem to be affected
three acoustic modes In the cavity as by the relative cavity width. This
well as the broadband spectrum level, problem has not been studied and
The predictinn method also gives the requires further research.
spatial distribution of the modal
ene-rgy. it Is easy to use and gives a Of the various ways to affect the
good first order prediction of the flow oscillation process, introduction of
Induced levels. vorticity into the shear layer and the
Heller and Bliss (6) contributed a provision of a slanted trailing-edge
better understanding of the cavity bulkhead were found to have a
oscillation phenoneon through their stabilizing effect on the external free
water table visualization test. The shear layer. Oscillation amplitudes
moving pressure waves In the cavity can be minimized solely by a slanted
were clearly visible In the experiment, trailing--edge, over a Mach number range
A video of the results was made. of at least 0.8 to 2.0, for cavities
Analytical work as %ell as experimental with length-to depth ratios above 4.
tests were conductfJ. Small and large C^aIties with a I.rncth-to-depth ratio
scale wind tunnel test were performed below 4 require the addition of
for cavities with LID ratios between upstream vortex generators (spoilers),
2.3 and 5.1 for a Mach number range of which further reduce resonant
C.2 to 2.U. The analytical work arplitudes.
yielded a theory that predicted only
the lowest pressure-mode shape and Shaw and Smith (7) presented results of
tailed to predict the higher modes, a full scale flight test of an
This inadequacy was believed to be instru-mented store in a weapons bay.
caused by the om-ission of the effect of The aircraft was an F-1ll and the store
shear layer thickness in the analytical was a. BDTJ-68/ instrumented with 21
model. The wind tunnel test results microphones. Data were recorded for
yielded node shapes, temperature data, altitudes of 3,000, 10,000, and 30,000
consecutive cavity effects and feet and Mach numbers from 0.75 to 1.3.
suppression effectiveness. Cavity The results showed that the acoustic
internal pressure-mtode shapes were levels on the store scale with free
determined for the first three modes st-reamr dynamic pressure. The levels on
and for the range of 2.3 < L/D <5.1. the store increased toward the rear.
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There are significant circumferential being closed. For those in between the
variations in the acoustic levels at two, it is called transitional. Figure
different longitudinal locations. 1 shows the three types of cavities.

Shaw (8) presented results from a Plentovich et al 11) defines the three

flight test for suppression of the regions in terms of L/D ratio as being
cavity internal acoustic levels, open for L/D< 6-8, transitional for
Numerous leading edge and trailing edge L/D-7-14, and closed for L/D>9-15. The
suppression devices were flight tested. fairly wide bands are necessary because
Excellent suppression results were the shear layer deflection is very
obtained for simple leading edge sensitive to Mach numbers.
spoilers and rear bulkhead ramps.
Nearly 30 dB suppression was obtained The flow of a fluid over a cavity has
for the best configuration. The list been divided into three basic types by
of references of work related to open Rockwell and Naudascher (12). The,
cavities is very long. Only a small three types are fluid dynamic,
percent of even the major efforts are fluid-resonant, and fluid elastic and
referenced in this paper. As an are illustrated in Figure 2. Basically
example of the large number of reports the fluid dynamic case does not contain
presenting results related to aircraft acoustic standing waves in the cavity
cavity flow, in 1982 Betry and Rohrer while the fluid-resonant case does and
(9) compiled a survey containing 144 they tend to control the shear layer.
references on this subject. Since then The fluid-elastic case simply is flow
at least another 50-100 have been over a cavity with at least one of the
published. Thus only high relevancy walls elastic. For practical cases
efforts are referenced herein, such as an aircraft weapons bay it is

very difficult to select anyone case
Two additional survey papers should be to represent the actual phenomenon
mentioned because of their broad since features of all three are usually
nature. Komerath et al (10) in 1987 present.
presented a survey on the prediction
and measurment of flow over cavities. 4. DSCWARI.PTZSI 01 "P aSw M
Their paper addressed all aspects of
the flow induced cavity environment The flow induced weapons bay acoustic
problems. Then in 1992 Chokani (11) phenomenon has been described by many
also published a survey paper on flow authors such as in Reference 2, 3. 5,
induced oscillation in cavities. It is 6, 12. In some references vortices are
not as in depth as Komerath but it has observed to be shed at the leading edge *
merit since it included a discussion on of the cavity and others no vortices
computational predictions and turbulent are observed even though strong
modeling. acoustic tones are generated in the

cavity. Whether or not vortices are
3. CAVITY DZFIMITIOK formed is not as important as the

interaction of the shear layer at the
An aircraft weapons bay with its doors downstream wall. This is where the
open constitutes an open cavity. Since source of the acoustic energy is
most bombs or missiles are long and located. The basic phenomenon is shown
slender, most weapon bays are long and is Figure 3. As the shear layer
shallow relative to their length. The separates at the leading edge,
main parameter used to characterize a instabilies are inherent and tend to
cavity is its length-to-dept (L/D) grow as they travel down stream. At
ratio. When the L/D ratiL is greater any longitudinal location the shear
than 1 it is considered deep. The layer an.pears to be moving in a
justification for this classification transverse direction, thus at the
is that when L/D>l the response in the trailing edge it ia moving in and out
cavity is longitudinal, in the of the cavity periodically impinging on
direction of free stream flow, and the rear wall. When it is impinging on
when L/D <1 the response is in the the rear wall mass is added to the
depthwise direction, cavity and then as the shear layers

move out of the cavity mass is
Another fairly recent description of withdrawn from the cavity through
cavities is that of being open or entrainment. Also during the
closed. This does not refer to a impingement process a high amplitude
cavity with or without an opening but pressure wave is generated which
how much the shear layer is deflected travels forward until it reaches the
into the cavity. When the shear layer front wall. At that point it reflects
spans the cavity opening the cavity is and starts to travel towards the rear 4

considered open, but when the cavity is wall but also imparts energy into the
long enough or shallow enough for the shear layer. As seen in the figure Th
shear layer to reattach to the cavity there are fore and aft travelling waves
floor, the cavity is referred to as which establish a standing acoustic
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which establish a standing acoustic an order of magnitude more than the
mode. Several orders of standing modes amplitude. The most referenced and
have been measured is cavities as shown utilized method for predicting the
by Shaw (8). As the process of frequencies is the so called Rossiter
trailing edge impingement and forward (3) equation. The equation is:
traveling waves continues, a feedback
cycle is established. When the cycle
time for the acoustic wave and the Um --
convective cycle of the shear layer le (1)
coincide, a strong resonance occurs in L +oo/(1+ I1M1)z/ 2

+1/K,
the cavity.

5. EXAMPLES OF ENVIRONMENT
where a is a phase lag term, Y is the

An example of the acoustic environment ratio of the specific heats, and <, is
in the B-lA weapons bay is shown in the convection speed of the .,iear
Figure 4. The amplitudes of the layer. The equation is derived by
resonant modes are well above the assuming the complete cycle time is the
broadband level for the first four sum of the downstream convection time
modes. The spectrum level of the first and the upstream acoustic propagation
mode is seen to be 155 dB which is high time along with a phase lag of c
enough to cause structural damage in a between the two.
very short time. The first mode
frequency is 18 hertz and the second Rossiter observed a convection velocity
mode is approximately 45 hertz. These of 0.57 and showed that the pha•e lag
low frequencies can easily coincide varies from 0.25 for L/D=4 to 0.58 for
with structural resonant frequencies an L/D of 10. However, all his data
and thtis cause structural resonant agree fairly well with using a = 0.25
response and possibly failure. Spectra inspite of the wide variation in actual
from the F-1l1 are shown Figure 5. The averaged values of S he presented.
acoustic modes do not appear as broad Much of the data obtained since his
as in Figure 4 because these spectra work illustrate the need to use his
are 1/3 octave band and each tone recommended phase lag values. A
includes a wider band of energy. comparison of flight and wind tunnel
Caution must be used to compare the two data with the Rossiter equation is
data. If the tone is at least ten dB shown in Figure 6. The agreement is
above the broadband level in 1/3 octave acceptable but could be improved at the
band data, one can safely assume that lowest frequency if the different phase
the peak level is close to the spectrum lag values offered by Rossiter wore
peak of the same data. The second mode used. It should be noted that as the
peak in Figure 5 is 161 dB but the mode number increases the sensitivity
equivalent spectrum level would be of the equations to the phase lag terni
approximately 159 dB. This is an decreases significantly. But since the
extremely high level and will cause second mode is normally the highest
damage. The other spectrum in the level, the phase lag value should not
figure will be discussed later. Based be assumed constant. There have been
on the spectra from these two aircraft several attempts to refine both the
the need for understanding the phase lag and convective term in
phenomenon and controlling the Rossiter's equation. One attempt by
amplitudes is readily evident. Kaufman et al (13) derived a table of

values for the convective term from
6. PRZDICTION their data and used the table of values

given by Rossiter for the phase term
6.1 Frequlency and then compared predicted values with

their measured values. Only minor
In the design stage of an aircraft it improvement was noted, Others (14, 15)
is necessary to be able to predict the have looked at the acoustic elgenmodes
environment and loads that the of the cavity assuming hat the
structure and equipment must be radiation loss of the opening was very
designed and qualified for. The low.
environment in the weapons bay includes
the frequency of the acoustic modes, The solution of the two dimensional
amplitudes of the modes, and the wave equation is given in Ref. (14) and
broadband level. There have been many is
methods developed to predict the cavity
flow induced acoustic cnvironment but
only a few of the more useable and
typical examples will be discussed. u - ( )'.((

Prediction of the resonant acoustic

frequencies has been addressed at least
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is where the speed of sound in the 20 log ýFmax/q) - 25 sech [2(M-I)3 -3.3 L/D - 27
cavity and the ordered integers (m, n)
denote the longitudinal (L) and the 20 log (P max/q) . 20 log Q 2 mx/q) + 1.5 LID- 13
transverse (d) mode numbers,
respectively. Some of these modes are 20log(P 3 mx/q) 20log(P 2 mx/q)-13M+ 9
shown together with the data in Figure
7. Only a few data points agreed with
the cavity acoustic mode calculation.
In reality, the radiation loss through 20 log (P max/q) - 20 log (P2 Mx/q)
the open end is very significant unless
L/d << 1. The net effect of using more + [3.3 L/D -28 + 3(1-L/)) (I-X/L)][l 2-0.4M3
appropriate radiation boundary
condition is to change the effective
depth of the cavity resulting in a
shift of the curves ... 2 - log( moaxq)

Considering the numerous research
efforts which addressed frequency -0 -
prediction, the Rossiter equation, with
the most accurate phase and convection -20
term available, will result in as 0

accurate prediction of the resonant N
frequencies as any other method.

6.2 Amplitude 0 10 to 100
STROUHAL NUMBER S- f L

Prediction of the amplitudes of the v
weapons bay or cavity acoustic
environment is much more difficult than
predicting the resonant frequencies. Another semiemperical prediction method
Une of the earliest theoretical was recently developed by Bauer and Dix
amplitude prediction methods was (16). They utilized the Rossiter
presented by Plumblee et al (4). The frequency equation but proposed a
method relies on the calculation of the modified convection term. The
radiation impedance of the cavity amplitudes were based on a response
opening and then solving the wave coefficient for each mode which was a
equation with the other five sides of function of viscous and wave damping.
the cavity having infinite impeardace. The results of their effort are
It is an iterative solution which must somewhat lacking because the
converge. It is not convenient to predictions do not agree well with data
utilize and is not that accurate. and tntir predicted overall acoustic

level is below the level of the
Smith and Shaw (5) developed an resonant modes. This is totally
empirical prediction method for the incorrect. Figure 8 is an example of
amplitudes of the resonant frequencies a comparison of their prediction method
as well as the longitudinal (CAP code) with data. The disagreement
distribution of the energy in the is clearly evident. Until this method
cavity. The method is presented here is further refined, it is not
because of its ease of use and very recommended.
good first order prediction of the flow
induced acoustic environment. 6.3 OWU?&TZOMAL

Many efforts have been conducted to
predict the flow induced acoustic

."M .- 9-,3,3 environment In cavities by numerically
---- +1 IS solving the tim. dependant flow

( M) equationn. One of the earliest is by
Borland (17) who solved the
two-dimensional Euler equations for
timo-dependant inviscid compressible
flow. His rosults were encouraging in

:0|log (P. 8/1. * 20 lo( X that the method resulted in harmonic
tones in the cavity and the overall

- 10 (I- kro.,. XLI * (0. 3L/O -0) (1-1/L] sound pressure levels were of the order

%I " I. ,* d of magnitude of measured data. A short
4" A 6,) ?Ad time later Hankey and Shang (18) solved

the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations.
- 10 0 rod Both the predicted frequency and

magnitude of th4 unsteady pressure
fluctuations in the cavity were

S. ..I..-m m m m w m m m m • . . m n m -- m a i ( 1 | m p m
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confirmed with the experimental data. S. SUN34ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

More recent computational work has been Aircraft weapon bays can and usually do
performed by Baysal et al (19), generate a very high intensity
Morgenstern et al (20), and Harden and fluctuating pressure (acoustic)
Pope (21), all addressing flows past environment which results in structural
open cavities. Some of the results or electronic failure of store carried
were encouraging but others need more internally. If the weapons bay and
refinement. Such assumptions as stores are designed to withstand this
turbulence model, dissipaticn, damping, intense en-ironment, a significant
grid size, time step, initial and weight penalty is incurred. Passive
boundary conditions all require that suppression systems can be designed and
the codes be iterated with actual wind optimnized to control this environment
tunnel data to get them to yield but they are most effective only over
meaningful results. Once a code is a small Mach number range. Future
producing meaningful results, it can be systems will require that a benign
used as a research tool to conduct weapons bay acoustic environment be
parametric sensitivity studies. ass-red at all Mach numbers which the

aircraft is capable of flying. A
7. SUPPRESSION passive suppreasion system will not be

able to provide this. Thus, some type
Literally hundreds of suppression of active control system will be needed
concepts have been tested for their to be adaptive over the entire speed
effectiveness in controlling the range.
acoustic environment in open cavities.
Tests with small scale wind tunnels up 9. DhIUMICZS
to full size aircraft have been
conducted. Water table tests have been 1. Roshko, A. "Some Measurements of
effective in evaluating a large number Flow in a Rectangular Cutout," N.A.C.A.of devices. Rossiter (3) in 1966 Tech. Note 3488, 1955.

could be suppressed by placing a small 2. Krishnamurty, K., "Acoustic

spoiler ahead of the cavity. Heller radiation From Two-Dimensional
and Bliss (6) tested a large number of Rectangular Cutouta in Aerodynamic
suppression concepts which included Surfaces." N.AC.A. Tech. Note 3489.
both leading edge and trailing edge 1955.
devices. Figure 9 shows their four
moat successful concepts and Figuye 10 3. Rossiter0 J.E., "Wind Tunnel
illustrates the typical l"vel of Experiments on tne Flow Over
suppression they achieved. Show (22) Rectangular Cavities at Subsonic ond
presented full scale F-111 weapon bay Supersonic Speeds," Royal Aircraft
acoustic suppression results. The Establishment, ARCR.&M. No. 3430,1966.
concepts tested wire a leading edge
sawtooth spoiler, leading edge 45 4. Plumblee. H.E., Gibson. J.S.. and
degree spoilers, aid a 45 degree rear Lassiter. L.W., 'A Theoretical And
bulkhead ramp. An effective Exoerimental Investigation of The
suppression for the 45 degree leading Acoustic Response of Cavities In An
edge spoilers is shown In Figure 5 and Aerodynamic Flow." WADD -TR- 61- 75,
Is noted tu be 24 d8 for the peak March 1962.
one-third octave bond. The other
devices were not as effective as the 45 5. Smith, D.L., and Shaw. L.L.,
degree leading edge spoiler. Tipton "Predictiuliof The PreosuteO clIlatLon
(23) documented data from the B-lA In Cavities exposed to Aerodynamic
weapons bay with and without Flow," AFFDL-TR-75-34, Oct 1975.
suppressors. The effectivnness of a
porous leading edge spoiler is 6. Heller. H. N.. and Bliss, D.B..
demonstrated in Figure 11. The modal Aerodynamically Induced Pressure
tones are greatly reduced or eliminated Oscillations in Cavities-Physical
and the broadband level is also reduced Mechanisms atid Suppression Cc'nceptns."
by 15 dB. However, suppression data AIFOL-TK-74-133, Feb 1975.
were obtained at a wide range of Mach
numbets and the effectiveness of the 7. Show. L.L., and Smith D.:..,
leading edge spoilers was observed to "Aeroacouatic Environment of A Store In
decrease at higher Mach numbets. This an Aircraft Weapons Bay,,
trend is shown in Figure 12. It points AFFDL-TR-4&-1S° Mat 1977.
out the need for a better suppression
technique which is effective at all S. Shaw. L.L.. "Suppression of
speeds. Shaw at al (24) also Aerodynamically Induced Cavity
documented the small Mach number range Oscillations." AFFDL-TR-79-3119. Nov
which a suppressor Is effective in as 1979.
shown In Figure 13.
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IMPACT OF NOISE ENVIRONMENT ON ENGINE NACELLE DESIGN

R. Giuzio
E. Dalle Mura

G. Gluffri
ALFNIA Un'Azienda Finmeccanica s~pa.

Corso Marche, 41
10146 Torino - Italia

SUMMARY For general purposes most nations with an airport noisc problem
have developed an own annoyance index which accounts for

The present paper describes the general philosopli. and the inlisidual aircraft noise and frequency of operation (noise
followed methodology in engine nacelle acoustic design. intrusion) The map, onl ground, of iso-level noise curves
usually resulting in the embodiment of acoustic treatment in represents the so called aircraft noise signature that new engine
intake and exhaust ducts to make the relevant aircraft design, nacelle acoustic treatment and proper flight procedures
compliant with noise certification requirements contributed to reduce over the Nears.

General description of conventional acoustic liners, currenth tin
sevcand liners of innovative design, tin course of recearch, 2. PROGRESS IN COMMUNITY NOISE

is also encelosed. giving emphasis to the methodology for tile
,-election of the proper acoustic treatment. Aircraft noise certificationi appeared at tie beginning of' 1970s

(FAA 1969, ICAO 1970) with initial rules applicable to new%%
Finally the Alenia software package (ALNOIS), ad hoe; design only This favoured the research oin the development of
developed to cover the complete engine nacelle acoustic design quitcter etngines
aitd to support the acwistic panlels titatnifileturing, is brietlv%
described. Succes-sively the regulation %%its extendeid toc new productioni of'

older Iypes (FAA 1973, ICAO 1976) V Alus action had tsoth the
efli.ct to favout the developietteiti o "ulniskits", that could

1. INTRODUCTION report lthe aircrail to comply wvith tile certification
requiretmenits, and to stop the production ofchose aicrralls. like

With the increase of air traffic and the devehoptmeitt of more 13707, %%hIich could not tteet thle requiretments untles'sai re.
utid mtore itowerrtil enginces lthe mimpact of aircraft noise enitnte acieivit% % nald be, pursued
emission on contmiicnit has becomec it problemtit'o great
Importance to be conisidered tin the nacelle desigit Fittally tt 1 979 tie%% liimiits %%ere inttroduced (FAR P~art 3ts Stiage

3, ICAO Anniex I I Chapter 3) joiittly to lthe battishitetnt of
'Ino control the noise pollution atid noise intnisiott oit cortnuntiiit.N Chalmpet I lStage I ) and Chapter 2 (Stage 2) aireralls Chapter
life, especiall% ntear airports, noise limiiits dtlikiiig flight I aircratis dtsappecared titt I 9K9). Chapter 2 airciasls banishitenit
omperationms have been iniprised I'mc tile atr-craft ceitilicattoit (FAR %ksill be cocmipleted us tiit 2ii02
Plart 36 and ICAO Antiex Itsc) lii pairallel, nmore restrictive
mtiasures and rules have beein adopted b ' somtie airptorts vIhere I Iiisltkits reduced the airkraft nioise level fromt a mntntimii of I
lthe ntoise problemi had become a icatmunal cumicni l:PNdli to It ttUiaiiiitiii of' 4 I :PNdi I, thle mlain effect1 was to

mtake "legal' thle relevcatt aircriilhbiut the' do inot resolved tile
I-O Wetfi~liciOmi purposes of' COtttmers:i1alf ancafs thle elutitted polluttioni piroblemit, s a cliatige oft I FIINdit is vntuhltal
uoiscs is quanutified tit hermits o(Ef Fhccive Icerceivied Noise I evel uttpeiceptible bst the humitan ear, nieeditig a change oh' 1t
(11NI ., titt dil scale, atid A-%vceightted uverall souind pissi I'Ndll 1iý halving ticr douibling (tie anto~ alteck
level upeuk dl A) I lothi accoult tor the ounuid percepctioni lit anl
obsecrver oit ground, at fised Ivisititi , horn tile aimcrall ( f prtinir Itmportance ol lthe ciittuituitty nistic tediictmcit %%as
lippearalice it) its disaippearance durintg take-off' and liaidiig intwead tilte leclitiological evolutioin of tile engiigttuelcelle

dIlA accculs hto loudness ehict~s atid apiplcmsilltoiktste hlttiini lice let etigittes, that domtiinatedh the cicititiercial leet IItI 9Sis,
htearinig ehdiaracemmslhs for mImmderate soumnd levels lh'NI. usci C substitutedl ht I os B\I I ass Ratio (1.1k hP.Ipieslls 3111
colmibikiles hiurnan alutics amme ito loudiiess and totilitsll tirlaclatis. appevaled kit I 9icii, atid I ligh llý-Ilass ratin (I111IPR,
Charac:11trikSie 11' 110ciW. a ie et a11Cdigling ehIet is iilssctti4,0 tshiicalh Ic I I tttthxchais. aipleartec in 1 970s, Iblis evolutioti lest
Into Kccokult as thle noise iicreases hiooi the buekgIotluld tloor lilt to a prtogrcssivels reductioin of' the aircraft emit~ted noi0seLati
to a tnasnnwnffl atid thein decreases to the Iitittal level durtiig the spite of' aI enniplication of' ni1se soucite conipatietutts and inacelle
sivethead aircraft Ilsovet designt

Preiented at a Sivnmpcsuu tini 'Impact cf Acovita Icccids cm Airt tall Strwc marts' hei tit t blehamrnvme, 1cmcj, im 9W,
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The single sore(jet mixing noise) domination of pure jet required a great effort of research, even if absoi bent materials
engines has been replaced by a multitude of tonal and were knowni from many years.
broadband noise sources that combine withi combustor atid jet

mixing noise (see Figure 5.1I). Fan noise norrially results the 1)1& IE
dominant source at approach conditions and is a significant
contributor also at take off cotnditions. NXI

Fuiture engines generation wvith Veix Hfigh ByN-Pass Ratio
(V1I13PR, typically 9:1) atid Ultra High By-Pass Ratio
(UI-!IPR, typically 12:1+15:1) turbof'ans are expected to
increase the fan noise (because of the larger fail configurations __ u
and the probably increase of in flow distortions interatctintg with LN5P_________

fan due to the shorter nacelle) accompanied by a shifting of fani
tones towards low frequency (because of the larger fatl Fig=f 5 2, y- l -vrAIs.1,c hme mtetllmmme a cueti IU31'R iutitofe eng

diameter and the reduced nusitber of revolutions per mintute).

Its fact the severe nacelle etnvironsmnent (e.g. wvider range of
Therefore fan noise wiill be the more important community tensperatitres, -50*C + ±500*C. freeze/thaw action ott retained
ntoise source, whsile bua.-savw noise (at series of eqhall) spiced water, cotibustible-flhtd retenstiotn, etc.) litmited the applicatiotn
tonses produced by' shock waves origitnatinig at suipersonsic lati of cotsnserciall, available bulk absorbeint nmaterials, that would
tip spe~ed) will probably be a miajor cause of atinovatice iii the have mtiachied the low weight requiretment, anid specific
cabin. structural solutionis nteeded tis be derived.

TURBOJET 'lise eisbodimienit of the acoustic litners led tlse ntacelle to gaits a
funtdamsenstal role ott tlse desigit of it quieter aircraft. Tlise

NIETAALS JE'' T A)4S JET provided betietits (sit the communttiity noise were tuisarkable, as
call be seets froit Figure 5.3 shtowinig the trenid of noise

reducetiotn for itteditut ranige two eniginie cinuimercial airerafls.

PIf11Ys 1JUIY 7))) s IrRrt4s1KVS .. PiaR TiRaiw4
COMPRESSOR TUtRBINE

TURBOFANz

INE AW, JETEAIS JE

FAN, FN tiarlofluts and11 the lowvfeun: Conttent it1' thle emitited ntoise
(Forward) (R arwad) rqitc

us ill repsresenit it teclttological chiallenige Irm inacelle atid eniginte
N,~ ~ ,. ~ d mariiiuttactiirers ito wihich is deitiatded the developtment of lovt,

leqtieiicv litters. tot neglect ing tilt%, possible apiplicationtiot'
[hie itoist; soulices ill' Ciurfewi gtileratioof tit'turlxififii elingitis. active Conitrol noise teclitiques
being originttatd tInside thle eniginte itet iloise. otignitttes outside
ats a1 cotisequetice tift'e It~i% ig tioes~ beweta c tite eshauist
floss oft the enigine atid tite attiostslicle 1, have beeit coitiitollcd 3. NACELLE ACOUSTIC DESIGN METHODOLOGY
his thle eitihlluniitet tifacilibtic Isittels Ill thle ntacelle tilt and gas
tIov% duIcts (xv higilne 5 2), In additionti t flii tip speed As shotised betlivie the etnitied aioustic: toim hit% 1xxoiiiite a er
reducittt aind rotor statiir galls iticicuisitig imiptrtant aiicrall perfoiuiaiice Ixititieter due tot the miore

strinigenit coulnilttittit titlise legiltlit ois
tilie designt otit Itcelhe utciustikc Intics. ictitig It, alteitiate tile

ploliagifitttg sotund atid thieti the l1it-field radiated iiols, With sItl, advenit of Itiriwufat emiguitts aid the reduced
tttthi41flaic of ect ntiiis tile IiaIcele represt.nts the link hettseen



the turb-omachinerv noise sources and the external ambient to -low margins require tire definition of a target attenuation
which is demanded the duty to silencer the enigine noise. for the intake and exhaust ducts: this target constitutes an

input for the acoustic treatment design;
The nacelle acoliqtic design requires the availability of an - finally the effectiveness of thre defined acoustic treatment is
accurate prediction of individual noise sources in order to verified during enigine static tests and aircraft flight tests
define the optimum liner which makes the relevant aircraft to for certification purposes.
comply with certification limits and with more stringent airport
rules, for market competitiveness.

The complete loop of analysis is showns in Figure 5.4.3.1Aicatnsepdcio

Aircraft emitted tnoise calculation consists in the evaluation of
The preliminary prediction of the aircraft noise etmission the noise perceived by an observer on ground durfing an aircraft
requires the knowledge of engine attd aircraft geotnetric and niarotoevre (e.g. Take off', Sideline, Approach, etc.) in terms of'
performance parameters. EPNL, overall pecak dilA or any other local index.

Previous experience on similar engine/airframie combination To perfornn this calculation the f'ollowving itnput data are
will simplify the designt procedure and save costs of project as requiredi
developmettt tests need to be not pertlinned or mat, he reduced
to a minimum - arcraft mianoeuvre characteristics (fIlightniath, flight speed.

etc )
lingine/airfratne of new design wifll require tlte availability of -enginte geomectry (fainl dharrieter, rtntiber of blades, etc.);
noise measurements from engine static tests, for the tailoring -aircraft geomietryN wting .,aii, lisp area, landing gear wireel
of turbomachinery noise prediction methods, aiid from aircraft diameter, etc.),
prototyp flighit trials. for the relinetnemit of the airframe ttoise

predctio mehod rid tigne iistllatoti ffets. engitne Ivraiieters (laint rpnt., exhaust gases Speed,
predctin mtho andengne nstllaton ffets.pressures, temperatures. etc.),

-.- I - intake and exhaust ducts acoustic treattment itisertiont loss,
matrix (if presenit),

* lite far field radiated noise is thien evaluated, for each time
W. ' intterval of the aircraft ittatioeui~vre evolution, in three steps tIrN

b.% calculatimng the contributors oft individual noise sources,
- L secoird by correcting the p~redlicted noise for at several niituibter

(iof effects during propsagaitiont. third by sumrming aill the
j corrected contributors

For a complete analysis the first step shall conisider the
finllowitig norse souirces, though someni' ofhlemr are oft less

I Si N~I ~ ~~un nuhOI,~imnportanice ott tire overall amrcrsft noise ( it: compressor
broaidhittd ntoise anid tones, turin bte noise, comnbustor ntoise)

fire folloss itg mtaitn steps ill tire nacelle acontit c designt - hii brisidhlatd noise lorliuard atnd rearssuitbd
procedure need to be outlined flitan us~ noise,

- tire initiatl aircraft noise prediction aiccoiunts. 1t tit) acoustic 14t1t sicad% lloss dtstlurttuu tonles 0 -forsi atd amid rearu at di,
treatment tii nacelle ducts ( hard wvall drictsilnNaciltoo oie Ii~r n cir)
d ire turbimnaicltiren iloie hrredi-ctiolt is uipdated oti tire bais cofairessaoe bitractbantd muesnovica, dai rirs id
of flighit projectioni of static itoisec mteauremenettes, collected cnirsrboditdioi,
during prelimtiimar\, etigimne static tests irsimig attl untlitned -cottipresisr usak rinetteractiotn tonies,
tnicelle, -Coilituustot tuotse,

- tire validation oft thre arrfriiite ntoise lrrdicinmsi is bused (itt - itrbuit hi ourdbiamd noist,
mnoise mreasturemmentts drurmi$ prumiots pe flight trials, al~so tuirbinte 1lov% distortioti tomes.
useful for enginie itnstallaitionr 0lhtcts verificuititio, triewk neato lns
the tipdarted aircraft noise predictroti is coimpatred u itli tire jttruetnmi 11
target troise limtits tceritficatiotr limtits and/or aitrport rules)I tltubnei tiii rie
raid thre relevanit miarginis iire estitnuited ito tolc ts decision Jet ishuCk assIctIVttd tioise,
on the aidoptiotn ofi acouIstic tratItitIlt Ori time naMcle Intake jet wigIlallp Initeractionu noiose,
atid exthaust ducts. airfrante troise



Details on the generation mechanisms of these noise For static test purposes the engine, equipped with a durnmy
components may be found on papers tii recferences fron I to 10, nacelle and an in-flow control device (a screen tiat reduces the

distortion of flow nearly simulating the flight conditions), is
The calculated far field noise is then corrected to taiie into suspended to a jig, vLith minimised reflection effe~cts, on a test
account for the following propagationt effects [11, 12, 131, arena wvith no obstacles that may cause acoustic interference..

- inerton lss ue o ih prsene ofin-uctThe ground floor is characterised by low absorption and high
insetio los de t th prsene o innctacoustic thermal reflection. Far field noise measuring microphones have

treamen (itakeaneexhtistducs).a circular disposition (10* equally spaced from (JO to 180*) aiid
-aircraft struicture shielding and reflection effects, are face-down positioned to eliminate ground reflection

-Doppler effect on noise intensity and frequencvý interference effects.

-convection or flight speed effects-,
A typical lay out of an open-air noise test arena is showed in

-refraction and scattering effects related to the speed Fiue56
difference between external flow and exhaust gases flow, iue56

-atmospheric attenuation. Small changes tin noise levels related to tmior power-plaitt

-groutnd reflection, modifications are better quantified during static tests than

-measuring instriment Kundsiidth filtering suitrlation. flight tests, so static tests tire largelN used both for
tiirbotuachitiev tnoise sources predictioti methods updating and

Finally the iotise perceived oii groutnd b,\ the observ~er is for noise certification ot re-eugnied aircratbs.

obtained fromi the suin ntatioti of all the above corrected
components in ternus of useful itidexes (HI'NI., peak LIMA, Nevertheless for it newk airframie configuration flight tests,
etc.) other than required for ntoise certificationt, are necessun\ to be

perttonned tii order to check the val idiIN of lthe airframie tioise
INPUTDATApredictioti method and etngitie itnstallation it eclks

.-.N ., -wt...it ými i~e1ML11

S.A It~ Is5t- ho u Aircr noise requiretctints aue to be divided tin certification
requiiremtents, deitud hi lthe titteniatiomnil regulation

3.2 Aicrft ois udatngorgatusitus (FAA and IC.AO ), and local reviitrrteincls, titilOsed
3.2. A~~rmtt ~l~b\h airport authrltitries

Predictioti itethixls are usnialls. hiased on file emistence ofai data FAR and ICA0 reguliitions mimpose at ceiling ot lthe noisc
base oh' icasuied dakta pentuitted bs cotitmercial aircrall by speeih% tug mouse linits tit

Whenis 1cv enine1, e~colie or%%h' Ifil deign the saute tOree critical coniditioins luake nfl, sidel ine and
Wodfictin a it nes e sgine dctin aloed sruche thet dsibsa iia ap Itch iiid tlekrciice pit rudlt ipr

dilicrnce it niseemisio ae pe(ced, the usual prmsedilme Noise limitil tire given it eintnis oft I Ndli ais functon tit

air friVI1citis rneirrl r lo& opouemr nsnlNtn

Stati: test taeitetett at largets\dcciii at. giviiig a egn:arrlsmn entillttk i

repeatabiilm better thait I dBl over a is ide rangle oft felictpencies, lite highter noise allous ed lot litavici airctuafsis Mu elted to the
thterefore the\ result it cost-%avring Iatuirc u tit' lite oiS total aurport rouse punuulciu coitirol lI ficil long itange iircrialhs
certificatioin pnocess



operates quite rarely if compared with the short and medium from 22 W( to 22.59 72 dBA for lake off
range ones, so the intrusion factor wvill be less severe. 85 dBA for Approach

T7hc higher noise- allowed for multi-engine aircrafls is retated to frm200t05967dAorTkof
the airworthiness requirement of' aircraft take oif capability fo 30t 55 7dAfrTk ~
with an cngine failure occurring during the most critical take 80) dIA for Approach
off phase, that is. alltr there is inisufficient rnwi\ayl to abort thle
take oil. For this reason a tswo engine aircraft has 10)0% more from 06.00 to 06.59 72 dBA for 'rake off
thrust than the minimum required for take oil, with both 85 dBA for Approach
engines operating, so it climbs estremiely quickly. A four
engine aircraft has only 33% excess thrust and with all engines from 07.00 to 21.59 no limitations
operating climbs ver\ slowtly. Hence the Ictur eiguine airplane
results comparatively close to the commuitiny~ whlen it overflics
the reiicrence microphone at 6500 m from thie brake release; the
three engine is somewc\hat higher and the twko engine is even IA ne 6Cipe A at3 tg
higher (see Figure 5.7.). IA ne 6Cupc .FRPn3 tg

** ~ , I I.*4,*4

silent NmIinlv
tlmakv rcIesc25) t

time tsto regutlations aire tinunumallv equivuilenii, di tlhremices aire y Protlklit" 11 ol
present onlh iii some details, imaking FARý lomo nre stringent

A suninanmr of certi iicatibo rcquiremniutý for Stage I aircrafts Is
given tin I'igure 5 8

l~ocal requirements generalls rainse fruin the noise ptollution
problem caused bN tile air traftli

lIn fiic III addition ito thle single (:\,Cut ofl noise related to the
aircraft arriv.al or depar-ture it is also to be cotisidered the inoise
itirusion on the conununityt lhie relaled to thme tnuiiber of'
dat hh/uglmtlk operaiions hits led airport authorities ito define
operational restructiuoti, genteral liiiitationis amid pentalties for Ia

ieI CHTirreitl imure stringeMnt misc conitrol measures for night-
ititte operatiomus tire adopted b% thle Washinmgtonu Nattioiiul I -i , S I suniui, nun I ýicu 011 A.Itqu nuiiC .. im- lot Su t.* kunt

airport Notse limits aire espi essd tin tent) of us erall A-

%tteiglited sound pressure level its Ioiloss . IE DSG
froit 212 (9) tot 06 it) 72 dlA IA or I ake off

8S dl A lor Appitotch Mhe otteruill litocedutc 1m tluc design of tuutelle ducts acoustic
tiealnteilt is sliossit In l.igume 5 9 It stamis fron tilte deftittitot iof

tioni 107 tat to 2 1 5) ilt) Ititutattiutu a reluited uitteitutioti and continuie hlouomgl tile duct-acoustic
ialls si' to qutititlit tile at~oustic ticuititteit marit iteesd to

Nescitheless Waslinigtott *turtiktittuhiol ilies ale luisecd hi iacl iein1uidateuto
tesidentit to furither redtuce time alxie inoise lttiits atccorditig to file required attenuatton is generallk butscd, altenwitivehv, wti
tilte lollosttugili proposial thile thre lollos ittg criteria
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- total radiated sound powser attenuation (as function of it can be useful to define the Optimum Impedance with
frcquency)ý reference to that group of propagating modes.

-radiated sound power attenuation for specific angular
sectors (as function of frequcncy)ý A typical plot for the single frequency attenuation data-base is

radate fa fild oun prssue lvel(asfuntio of shown in Figure 5.10,t the maximum attenuation point,
freradi yate d f nuar fild catound)rsuelvl. a ucino obtained by interpolating the sound power attenuation contours

freqencyand nguar lcatin),on the impedance plane, corresponds to the Optimum

Impedance for the frequency unider examination,

-, 7An analysis complication is represented by the boundftry layer
effect on sound propagation. Studies and experiments on this
subject 1161 showed that the boundary layer has negligible

~- FTZ. ffects on sound propagation along exhaust ducts but
remarkable effects on the attenuation characteristics of the

I -~ least attenuated mode (lowest order mode) in case of inlet
j~lflows. T1his cffect results in a reduction of the obtainable

attenuation, %%ith a decrease of the O]ptimumi resistance of the
I single mode 117 1, for boundary layer thickness to dtict radiun

-j z=_ I ratios (8/11) above 0.025. For large nacelles the above ratio is
usually less than the limit and therefore the boundaiy laser

elThet can be neglected.

F~~~~~g ~ ~ Md l.,s fI5Sii nr if the Optimumn lIpedaince is inot sufficient to tfurnish ttU

reqtuired attentuation it is necessary to modify the nace Ic
Next step is to determine which linier is capable to give the structure. gencralh, by Increasing the treated area length,In
reLquired attenuation with minor modification of the nacelle repeating tile opitimmistion loop of calculation for thle ,nodili,-d
structure Ibis is accomplished bN studying the tin-duct sotind duct
propagation (C g. mode theory) 1141 and the Car field sound

radiationt (e.g. Green functions) 113, 141,

As far as conventional (locally reactitg) Ilers; are concerned,
,in iinportint referentce parameter, for the choice of' the right
type of liner to be used for thle acotistic treatiient, is the
Optimum Impedance, herein defined as the theoretical / ....

impedance (vs. frequenicy) of duct surface %%-Incht ould give
thle best restults (maximtuim attenuation i; this impediance is only N '.

theoretical, because it is impossible to realise itill acoutictli anel RMHO-C

matching the Oýptimuim Impedance over thle whole frequecy -,

range of interest, however it s an useful reference point for thle
ltiter design

TOYAk 3OUND POWER N5SUlDON (055

I'he evaluation Of the t)ptiinun linpedaiiice, for a given duct J W0 M04"3

teometrn (diamteter and length) aiid internal flow velocity,
requires the constructioin, fo)r each firequemley. of a data-bae..i .,w.. nI C5 n ,ndo*l,.i, :'ql'M
conttaining the atieinuition provided bN a set oft duct Internal 'm.lnw5. dn54

surface Imtpedances 
dfnt

At the end of the above prmcess thle defiuititoii of the acoustic
[Me data basec is calciiluted h% appl' ttg the iiiode thcorN and bs treatiticttit is focused oii those liniers having mititedtitces as inear
restricting the ainwlNsis to the: hard %sall acoustic cut-un imuxles as lXissiblt close ito thle t ptiiiitinl Imisediteel~ especiallv III
Olodes sslimch propaxgate %it titin attenuation for the hard %sall thtose frequenco rangfes %%Itichi are coiisidered itioe critical for
duct easel ',Kitne assunptions regardiiig the acoutsits cnerffý aircraft noise ceilificaltium (e g faii blaide rXIStng CL'reqeiic
distribution among ducts modes are neccssan Coaiumonlh tile and relevanit lianiloiics)
equal energp distributioni. soinctilies factored b% a bisitig
function (more emrphasis to %%ell cut-oln Models) 1151, is , Inet lier sign procixlutc is based onl the availahitit oh1
conisidered Impedlance moudel% data-baise and is articulated as folloi~s

In particular cases. w~hen the acoustic crierg) is iwnuun stored - dlerivationi of a set of acoustic liners uti tenns of geolinctric
III a limited1 Inwuber of' acouastic ntmak-a tC g for thlt fan1 tones), and acoustic characteristics) that maitch InI a 1juitc g1ood

nunismer the (.)ptiinumn hllpedtitce curve.
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- calculation of the far field noise attenuation considering the Locally reacting liners canl be grouped in three different main
duct lined with this set of liners-, classes (see Figure 5.12):

- definition of the acoustic panel geometry. -mainlv resistive liners;

*resistivc/reactive liners-,

6. LINER CHARACTERISTICS -linlear tesjstive/reactive liners.

Acoustic liners can be divided in two main groups: Mainly resistive liners are generally constituted by porous
material. They are not used in engine nacelle ducts because of

* the locally reacting liners whose acoustic behaviour at each their capacity to retain water, with possible decrease of
point depends only on the acoustic field characteristics at porosity and acoustic performances due to freeze/thaw cycles,
that point; combustible-fluids, which are a fire hazard, etc..

*the non locally reacting liners whose acoustic behaviour is
related to the comsplete acoustic field along the panel (e.g. Resistive/reactive liners constitute the simplest and earlier
acoustic pressure distribution), generation of liiters for inacelle applications. TIhey have a

sandwich structure, single or double layer, whose components
Locally reacting liners represent the current generation of in- are: perforated facing sheet atid septum, honeycomb cores and
service acoustic panels. Thecir acoustic behiaviour is backing sheet.
characterised by the complex ratio between the instantaneous
values of the acoustic pressure, IX 1), aiid the acoustic particleLOAY ECM U J

velocity; u(0, this ratio, called acoustic impedatnce. Z(t), 'is aT
functiotn of soutnd frequency, atid is conistant for ever,% point of"
the litter surface exposecd to the acoustic field -

'Ieimpedance is generally expressed as: ___________

Real atid compnlex part of' ittpedance are tuatted resistanuce, 54V OR ffim ~ LOMLY AMTW

Rtl), and reactance, X~l), respectively so that it is conunton to K0 I

find the equation:
1ge2 -s lvial -nflhguratlom- 0t"1 ka -l Watifl 15c

/(f =/ Rh /.) + iX(/ ) Liner imipedurtce conitributioits becomes from-

- the perforated plate (holes diamteter, shieet thickntess, opiti

Ihei uttpedance properth of locall% ieuctittg liners allowAs to area), that gives inituily a resistive contributioin,
perforni the itt-duct souind propaigattoit ainalysis, for the - the honey omsb core depth, haiving at reactive coiitribution
evaluationi of the acoustic treatmteiti perlontiiitce, in at closed oilll anid deternitning the trequencN, tor nuaxinmia
formn solution bin usitng the mode theorN litteinatiloti

'The ftundamniital proper-ties ofl locally reacting litters, tire A slight contrihutiotn to the reactuince is also given b% the
suinutarise-d in F~iguire 3 11 perforate and is called itiertauice

LCLYRFACTINO LINERS large variations of liners inipedaneie are caused b% itrwiiig

flow Macli numiber mind sounid prssu level of lthe incident

60o040 PsROPAe rK* sound field

AOOU TC WWIt5ON kQCAm klO Aii SVK 14i linear reitv/eueliners have the samec structure of' the
U.=CMperforated ones- hull include a nietallic a ne cloth (wiremesic

AO045IC aWAW ACUPWit 009AW.c aWmale AS T~i cONVIA oni the perforated faciiig sheet twlvinig all high opeii area
Pegiskol LAft Ti PARlIi0 kasAka a4LOhY

hUPa AMI CAN UWA C~SPIN*ORI~tO aNmLVCAaaa V64 111W4 4O Ilie wireticies effect is to increase the resistive cointribution of
DASLSU thCOD oeSLUKkde fticinif sheet inakimig it nealy constafnt over the %hole

frequene' range aiid less sensitive to the gna.1ing Ili)%
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Design parameters are the D.C. flow resistance and the non Circumferential non locally reacting liners are currently under
linearity factor, defined as the ratio between the D.C. flow investigation by Alenia and others European partners inside a
resistance values at flow velocities of 200 and 20 cm/ts. CEC (Committee of European Community) research.

Also for this type of liners the reactive part of impedance is FNON LOCALLY REACTING LINERS
mainly governed by the honeycomb core depth with similar :::1 ::: -. :-*
ieffects to those of perforated liners.X

Non locally reacting liners are currently matter of research. iennoHmtms
The. acoustic response of this class of panels depends on the
whole acoustic field acting on the panel surface (acoustic
pressure distribution) and it is not possible to identify a single m~L5s~H~C5

parameter characterizing the liner acoustic behaviour. ~"

The acoustic performances of non locally reacting liners can PCRFOPTE5 FACG LT-I HEHC

only be quantified in termns of insertion losses for each 5040 on z -PTUM

duct/panel combination. PROIANTGDnI

The duct propagation analysis in presence of this tYpe of liners Fgi~w 5 14i- "ypical confilliaraion of crcum~rrientiaI nion 1-11v~ reacting lie
shall be perforned using a finite element or finite difference ciwintiv iiistr invemigaton inside a Ct4rac h

teehniqiieý no closed form solution is available.

The fundamental properties of non locally reacting liners are 7. LINER DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
sumimarised tin Figure 5 13.

The liner design process requires the availability 01 impedance
-N-O-N LOCALLY RE-ACTING LI*NERS models that relate the geometrical and physical eltaracteristiws

of linter coimpontents ito tlte resiiltinig imtpedance.
S~OUNPROPAGATION PARALLEL AND0 NORMAL TO THE LINER SURFACE

INIDE THE LINER liner itmpedante mtodels are derived wvith the effort of' wti
reuitlts obtained fromt i dedicated test program and usitig

ACOUJSTIC DEED ON~~i toolsSTCPRSUE ITIBTO

ACOUSTIC 4MNSEC0,1.055 cy THE COMPEIT5 PANEL RELATED 10
CKARAC~tRISATIoNr THE WHMAOUSE A Cs~rTc rh NoFtoW ONOO(TkN i ocallyv reacting liners Imedne odl rtir detenurried seno-

emtpoiricilll , JIK 11, 20,. 21, 2121 through tlie experimienital

IN DUT PROPAGATION ONL By MEN OfNMRIAneWO61asuircenitt of thec acoustic properties of its coiiipoiieiiis
ANALY5I5

f ools anid test facilities dedicated to these tests are
Figur S I I Non loc,11 teli nei. Twolnie sunimnariscd toi Figure 5 IS

Special cases of non localh! reacting litters are liome that lactrig1f sheet irtesisusuaill) tlitasur ed 11% mieanis o'toa
behave as iton locally reacting tii onlY lite direction (c g Raulortieter, arc the timllus ting
circiuoflerntial) . efoae sheevt 1) C floss resisitaite,

Figure 5 14 shows sontie conifiguirationis oftioin locallyi reacting w~ire irnesh 1) C 11ios resisatice and itoi huriarith tactor.

liners characlensed by a non ltxcall% reaction 'iloltfil te bulk mraterial 1) C tiov% resistance tor tunit o hcn
crirttrrtlererital direction onit

lnirillhnice rieasttreiteitts ott litter test samrple are picrfotired
'flit accustic response of' such punels depends ott tile u~mifft art inicilairee tube, Ail tittiri griutig floss, arid a Ili)%w duct
circuniterenittal acouistic pressure patient tii the duct, ltin each tactlitý in prmsence ofetraiing Ili- and houuidari, laser
enrcnumferential distributiton it is possible to define alm
equivalent irnpodasuce fini thre ductlianel couribittatiwi fIre flow dtuct faitcliti, 121, 241 consists of' two reverberation

chimiticsbr tupstreami atid doviiistrearr) each other conected b ,
Conrsider nift that the: acoustic trodes oh the duct are grouupstl ott a sisrt oh*, SNitd funnel ~ouIsistitif of art Intlt bellitioutit, a1 test set
the basis of' crrcuriltererittal pressaure lobe nuitiiber tiriside arid a diffuser 1`10A isl g~efierated 11ý 1luisers, flimt Of eJectors.
circwttfe~rential ottder) it is potssible to detirte tile acoisstt. Air supply arid airt euhauist ducts are acousticalli treated to
pertfonrasc of' a dutmc/pairel comrhttrwtiuti tusinig the ninode inredluce wissailted noi1sA ini tre 144;11m. arid ountside norse
themn (solution tin closed fonn, di.dflerennt tnieane ire to he un~rusiwi
cuunisdered for eah crnrtrr ttul ids: trader
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rLOCALLY REACTING LINERS DEVELOPMENT TO Li The theoretical modelling of non locally reacting liners results

currently almost complicated.

RAYLOMETER Facing sheet and septum characteristics, can be still measured
EASUMEviNT OFFACING SHVrT by means of a Raylomecter.

AND 5FPYWM m)ROrrY

The flow duct facility can be used to correlate the insertion loss

IMPEDANCE WilE of the complete panel with the incident sound field.

Wrr jIL Nevertheless of great importance is the exact simulation of the
sound fiold propagation pattern, as the acoustic behaviour of
this class of panels varies with the ducts mode order.

FLOW DUCT OR
ABW;ORHER FACILITY Tools and facilities dedicated to the experimential testing of

-N-Eg-N-L-OS-S---SUREN-- non locally reacting liners are summarised in Figure 5.17
IN SMJ IWv[,s(T WIASUREMI,

WrrHGP.A2!NCrFoW [NON WAL EACTINC LINERS DEVEL.OPMENT TOOLS

LINERt IMPED)ANCE MO)DELLING RA'L-NEE

SPINNtMC NtIODE IDEVICE
Iluhs arrangement alosto simulates the sound propaigation FLOW111.1 FUTACILITY
pattern inside nacelle intake aiid k%-pass ducts: the difilise W, n

siound field at Inlet bellmnouth pcnnlit'ý an equiw enierg),
distribution among the acoustic duct nlodes, whillle thle 'Souiid
generated inside one of the isso reverberation chainbers
simulates, alternatively, the upstreamn propagationi (nacelle IJ%V.N IMtPEDANCE kkI(iI)E.t.IN(;
intuke duct) and the downistreami propilgationl nIacelle kv-pa~ss
duct

hjks, S 17 I ,' 1-.1. t,~ is Ing sI.v

l'est section is usLuul rectanigular. Ns hich appromiinaies the
anntular gcoutntrN of' k-puss ducts and allosvs thle For naucelle applicationis of clioliinferential Ion) locally reacing

manaufacturing ofla list s itlunpcs. liners an useWful tool is a spec~ific device allowiking the
genierationi and conitrol o1 Spitnning inultilobe pleasure patternt,

[he liovk duct 11acilits, allmsss tile derivation of liner uittpediintc W siiiitilatilg thve Sound propatgatiomi charactertitics ainsde theý

both indirecolN, k1 psertfibiniig Insertion loss mseasurcinenlis ita~lcl ducts

(diffirenice bet~ceen the sounid pressure level. for each 1/3
octave hand ccitire frevlueiuea. In the r.ceiving roiii uvithiou Stich a device: 124. 25j herein called spitutin knodle device, %.Wi

andi kA.th acoustic: patnels in the test sectioni and ditectl1% substitute tile rectanglaril tesit secton of' the lion dutw laiWlitN

thuougtm tile itt-situ itesrnetteclul'ticu usinig onniatuse: or Iitistllediii aIIo nois h1 111W-A ttunel Major 4couitlaoeiii~ AM

1111cilpholwsa spiiu* modek geneator itit. niovebte o rnonel enWcd to the

A tIii;4Ilavoutol ll%% hic L~hINis ho-cd il iiije other for up-stream aiid domsmiireasii %xutid pro;1paation,
A tyica la ou oha l~n dct aciitsis dos~d i luije consisdilt(int0 a circunifCeutial arfas of' etuall% spaced

~ 16 soWsjid genera11tor t(hose tuwuks~ de~lmetXI o the nsAMMUMs

...- '... - ninsid n ile ockt% Iv pemmsteshl.d sowid genehimtmr% 11t11
- .~..... .... ~at thle sautie ditriiti hieluemucs btut t~kwofbr pihawe to

. repmmdkC ike the stitid WHMite 01 lo4bes anld the spoutingi
'~-4 ,, ... laurk: of thve prCsuit Imattermil

II tko ptesutue pattern immeantigrll rakes, protided %IsII% a
1 ~ C3 0 aitIamd iiutreial trasetI~~l teil110 1 IM1evhiuimta,

I ~~a bissumjN liust kimitrol andi lealuring desie,

S,. the~II linsed prvium ltessiatrels wuineovd tfix awemei
corispa isomi,

tAO end ItIUtliers, t0 edULCe the el~lecied 1101e



A device:of this qpe is showed tin Figure 5.18t.
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8. ALENL4 SOFTWARE PACKAGE

tit order to pertooin the %hiole calculaitoin aclivit% for the :
aircrall noise verificaition liand the nacelle aicoustitc design '

Mleowi developed a dsdicated sollsarc Imckage nattMti~
AINOIS (Alecnia NOtte- Integrated Sot1lsarc)

Mhe package is msaiilý, consitutted bl% three2 calculationt mtodules
(see r Igare 5 I)

1)Atkk.Wir ikDICt1t( N vi klý)k I MIuS itodule COiMSitasi set
of' sophistticated Itoise predictitot titehod'. and requiire% thler
kinowledge of' a large ati~osutt Of ctigitte itittentiti geniter n
tand pertisniviatica parunsetrs [he moduitle call manattge the ~
vii, -e static test and Illight tes.t data thwadhand iotoi and I t

toites separtatiw.toi uwsue cc 5&S cs a Itdotit, ttiC' -,

Origin idnutai nt d fgives 'ugfe'.titaivi tot Isredchitoitn
otithmsdi umpdatmiig '

to analvws circular and annular ducts b% detemitumn; the
revictant atteonutiom datia-haw. -Ahmch it ued rft the
definwition or the toptillnwn hillpedatssae the in-siuct nos 4V'"A \5-4.4wd~ s~ iS"1i
pittaivAtioli anaissis i% piestwtmed umni;i the Mode Ihewon
and cotlucdetint. 44 propaglsgitiiiN the ;mii simm mituje of the
umlinesi duct cawe thaud alii the %tiumid tdisation awissis the Al NOM51 'ollssat atmONNmectw lis tisilules isae, it a gicat
at p. uios'ssse usiny the O irs swictiots tkeIl-Ilit% aisd allulos the: sitsit, toalts tiotmi Itesis

11l t tvst t*asl.'N t~aI his ttwklc cani evaluate tVe pool. a% tlu~tist of the immpita dita malalatle or milpslicd lto

Itssp~allice chMMIMActnsi oft IM4alls Mactinsv Iowats of h tZ "scelte csitm ieuesieistouseig

lollo1A~tii tVCs 1.t '.ti, nakttail ffssntimm cv.-mms data andi sitrat( tlpliht

- tisalN wtisstw, $1tworitsatice Iim tdi% case the sots414tkii loop of 'akculatam
is fartsissses %taitnsg tmains the titnitial Atirtall isusse

* reistis'eltetacis'e. Sutttkmsmi l an insui~hu suith the stchtinutm of Ohe loimies
*luetw ressstviisete wts chmakctnsior (to the msactlk ducts,

'IstI -,;Ks dut attemitutlil o qs tcstsimtess MI thi Io'4mvi
Iktei~km it is used ito saippat lhe neseaih. d~w~timmil 4i1,11 pcmitt to tumnp Jitesil to !h, unim of h dsshkIi-*oussai
itusnutmclitain of "esclk acotuisni rlaiets n Akcita awlot usn~u atu"ssm all the saslaksgsrlawds to the

aittlafl isossWe clssIO#$.
A -ktili at the Al NitHS. isit~kIti- fteesant to the 0Istatl M1W %I t'it mieshaisu res~ullclawnut toIl tia kass oits t
[4, 10t0111 Mat!s the dcliktasssUsMIK allINatsi is sho'Ael in I iffwe Inva &m oalo ncd to u
S 20l
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IMIPACTl O'ý DYNAsMIC' LOADS ON PROPULISION INTEGORATION

J.M. Seiner
Flu6id Mechanics and Acoustics D)ivision

NASA Langl.ey Research Center
Hampton. VA 23681 ITSA

SU MMARY dynamic loads at the integration design stage.

Aircraft dynamic loads produced by engine exhaust plumes The papler is organited as tsllows. A brief review is
are examined for a class of mitary fighter and bomber presented of supersosnic plume acosntic sources to provside
configurations in model and full wcale. The cortigurations understanding of physicail characteristics of the dynamic
examined are associated with the U SAF F. 15 and l-lIt structure loads. 'Ibis is followed by ai discussion of the
aircraft, and the US FI1X I-ARV and AST*O(Vl. programs. fatigue otf oiter divergeiti noiule flps. vectoring vanes, let
The experience gained ais a result of these studies is used fto impingement loads. aitd cruise scrubbings loads. Finally.
formulate a level of undterstanding concerning this methods are discussed to, enhance componienrt service life
phenomena that could be usteful at tile preliminary stage of thr 'ugh reduction of these loads.
prmspnlsissn/irframe desigit.

2 St 1R St N It PH. IMF A(O1 'ISI SIC Sol IRI 'S

I IN FRtD ))ICTION
A comprehensive review tit supersonic let noise source

Prediction of dynami~c loads for aircraft is very complex. In niechattisnism is given tii Reis .; and 4 H ere, we will s'nh I
order ito arrive at a coniseryative estimate for at particular highlight signtificatit feature, III these sources to prosvide'
structure's 'ervice life, oiie must ofteni consider dvnianic better undcrsandinig ot rlile tilev play as 1vsteiti.at
iinput froni several sources flit cani coupte ands toin liiieait nic t isnisf tithe sonic fatigue load, IheseC I isIe souLls Cs

interact Witli the struc ture. 'Pie ms ist faimiliar ofI these arc getterically rvlaicd, to lie divergetise s'! the gist uetitt I
dynamnic tttputs aire those assosilinesl .0ith turbulent b''-Uindii the turbuletnt Re tiold' stress teiisot I arge dittiereitees iii

layer fluictuationis, turbulent wake flsw 5w a. tisis ver cavities. sounid anliplittide 'sc ur stejp'idtitg 'I-1 wshethier thle oi urse Cs ri
antj VOrticitv StIed tr ii' the aiircraft forebody, (litie k si'veced subsi 'iicllv''.1 sujkerss siicallN .11I!, In parinlcul-it, if

additional source for aiicrtft dYnaittic loads is assostiated tile' nurbuleticc is cssiivstesh through shs'cL ss e tits' iithis

wi'll sitlet actiott 't thle tiucture wilth anI'usis eniergy plumte For put luses here. Wse shill mimply he , iti,ernied

proicaes by5 tile iircratt pispulsitoit exhaust s'seiWith tlie slkiresIIIý tiits aitllstus Wl l ansI s Uw insttititIIIte
notss urces

I'liess' acoustic silsources, which ire thle subject sitlit

paper, ire getieralls- overlooked Ili the% aircraft slesigit stige z2 a NIAC II WAXI' I tNt t (\ N
because, upl (to tos, tlteY Were Cs tisiderel iiisigittticatttf

relta'ivs' is lie sihrt sosurce nichiattitit I Isiwever. titie Lanl (4 i ailt istlat 1iitnai e istnttul.'IIs C ilia, .0 Cs t''esl 3

esluall ,vatrgue thiat itisul licient It strialia,],ti exists III cleatlv sp~edst sulvi't s itu is' tise is' this' silk 'ni1 sslw t oIts1V

sefls'ic this phlslteiistiiistois citable gs'sietatisii ,I all st~l~inxssitttg at! iltidet tht'ew sis iisit Vs' tttte Itis~e is

apsprop~riate stesigit I'rsss'lieth I lite lsuilv'.e tit tilis pa~vt is radiatest ti11s' st IlrillAtt sItI' ssin,1'u jistiglie tVt asis !hii

vot to ds'velssp sus I: a she' igii jsis 'eshuis but t'so 'how thiat its ue Idis hetted. atler Pihillipss iRet A)t. as MssvNath %.ii,'v

it Vtiaitiic I ndss tsucesl h',s s I tII 11t1o the an ratlt etigiftie are 41i1ss'i td is 040)l Missisles hsy stmtaislatsst'sgd ~ i
ttilv 'rtaiit st s Itliereti 1t11t11 sl1 lite halt 0itC Miligts' 4t sletIV itssii,

regiin tsr N~ash M4,11-As Vl'tit.5 i''. MIJi is Jetetttiiii'll 111i'

(tret the list several yesns at NASA. Wse have bescii mit kiisl Viluaissii 1.

Iit the %fully MI sirisrat tI sI> itut ipllumte lsasls, I hi et huts,

have beenti tlutely sleystesl fts tile lull) ist wvrersth shittenetit It ss ,I I N1 i t

tighlter andtiis lsttti' tirisril. ratigitig Itiuit ttissse It null ssale

(tir eailisti studies uitvs'Iclselilte Issiileit sit tattigut' Itilute Wshere tile ss'tikt:sV Mals JIMi tiutt .IIsr I ti0 KVlIVII
s't thle Vilgsine ttssIfle sutreth slegeii lal .1 s)sittll -It tile F lchsit64'ti lasl~tttilmIii iKWstesI K ill spirs'itsi Int~itilsti

i liglietr (Ret It land the It Ilhi N-mitise sti~stalt I Ret 21 Was es li 5% 1Wt.ý Atlit Sitss. , slits itahsitti W.%,. s I '51 1s.si

IlCifie ý stsh 1i Ret I alsis cistisisl!sied the sIti~c latjiiue ýticii hiw tseI ictwl, ket is.

i'iii iitei sssinjtktes Willitiltte twill21 'D i iCD wIutgsolst,

nssules sit lie F.Ii S/?sID ll or~hit l ake sstt Atid I Atdintg Kill".' NIv A. l' s s ~
MnIeosuver kvhes-tinsslsg ictttsioitats 'it atis taft I tit: stuslies

ny slyest lite tsetigtIIIi sJ sflytaIttIs an XIs Is assisciatist I % S V, 1'i' i. 5 .1 1It

is tit the xesisloitg Ilais. sit the NASA I1 11 I IAkV 11sght

Alphais Reseans It VehicL~le andI slytsntic Iss6Islsit thle Itislage Isiili MI, 6, k' I i, si

aind aietssdytanitt is sstttsl surfsaces tissilitiles l i tilt 1 take

sIll atill ctxtiSe mssle sit tlie Issitt 11511 N %UIVt5'1 'hi islens V, Ans I: Me ls s vt ibthe full) e spI'ssel let 'siti

ASlI fyI lAslvantis Shisil li4ke (ilt stisl VtpiiistI Istkinslii selsssii ani ssswUsll speesdl ilt %ulitnssunui Atir usutisi spees

autits t ll it piper attemipts III p'rssxtd st klssin.1inated is rrpnesnt Jl bs '. I he 4cs'nV~s ts's N1I Ii tlunbet [ssI the

ansisutit ss lthe kii% tesults st lilt, resestis hilegwitivics'. witsl KIt I'.. SSWI' stisl SPAV. cssi Atl-s be sistliptates ttssilt

Mietsle sise 'less t ibe Islv seiiial tieilhtss list teslustug ss Iluttisit Ist the s sttjeisl' IVIstleg eslUAIIs st

P
5

iesen ' lilt ii .\5 tijkmw oi~n h itlu~lm I t s ~Asts ltiii 1,.sisji .s Alit r.0~ %ins. Itietl blidul Iiii koa.'~~mmer iNots i.Alliss I VV
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Within the framework of the acoustic analogy approach, 'I able 1. Mach Emission Characteristics of KF11W for
Ffowcs Williams and Maidanik (Ref. 8) theo~retically predict Mach 2 Jet.
that acoustic energy emitted by the Mach wave mechanism
is prpo.rtiona! to M,'. This propo.rtionality anises at T.. 'K N, 0 X/t) Y/D
supersonic convection speeds when individual quadnuplole
sources radiate as monopole sources, tinder these 313 1.32 40.7 7.33 2.5
circumstances. there is no net near field cancellation of 755 1.66 52.8 6,52 11.5
sound, and the acoustic source efficiency is maxtinited. The 1114 1.80 56.2 6.34 2.5
Mach wave source mechanism produces acoustic energy 13701 1.87 57.7 6.26 2.5
betweeni 0.117, (cold jets) and 17f (hot je~sý of the jet
miechanical energy. At Angles beyonid the Miachs wave The data in Figure I cleaily demonstrate the impoitance of
emnission angle, the acoustic source efficiency drxops to that the Mach wave ernission mechanism. Pressure amplitudes
Associated with subsonically convected quadrrxjwles. which is near 01.6 psi-mis are achieved for an unheated (T. = 313'K)
in the order of 01.01171 of the jet mechianical energy. M~ach 2 jet and levels at 1 0 pst-rms ame reached for

extremely hot jets IT. = 1370'KI. For most fighter aircraft
The data of Figure I illustrates the teatures discussed above configurations this is of no consequence. However, the
for turbulent generated noise fr,-m jets operating fulty fuselage tail, hortionial and vertical stabsiitr structures of
ptressurc balanced (i.e no plume shocks). Here ilhe hot jet bombser and ASTFOVI. configutations with supercritical
far field acoustic data reported earlier by Seiner et. al, (Ret, engine noifle pressure ratios need to he designed to handle

9)is extraPdalaed to. a Path vo-Ilitiar with the jet axis with a these loads. The YII)= 2.5 disance used iii Figure I is
2 S let drattieter displacement. The exit design Miach typical of mosit bomber Aircraft, ansd to, halve these observed
number aiid diamieter of the wi'tile art: respectively 2 Anid levels would reqluire a do~ubling ''I the distanice fro in the let
') 144 cmn Ini this xrpltn the jet o~urcc, Arc lip-line Several of tile supersotuc ASIOVI. designs have
presnited It' he l.ItNescl alontg the jet lip- line and At a let centerline to tusclage distances of one jet dianmeter. I his
dmsaiýce ot 5 let exi? dianieter, downstre.,it Ihe acoustic placeS ir vh of the aircraft tail Iin the hydrsdyttansic pressure
levels Alontg flti co, hrinar pathi Are giset Iin terms Of sIM tfield where dynaicw load levels exceed I psi. nns. Many
rtsn for 1,'ur let cxt 'tal temperatures of it1t. 7si, 1114. Aircraft operate at minitiary po~wer setting., that have lte total
And 1 17(y K. tempe~ratures Iii the ratnge 755 ito 1114'K.

MACH I ULLV MwUNZ O&WED JET AT T. - 170'K

YO.*.S (PATH ,,MIinM611TT;1112-6)

to. --- 5)- 765

--- s 1t4411
06, is__

6.19 on5

@1 0.100

0 1 to 11I 4 S 4 7 0 0 tO I

1 isgt;V 1 Neat I t,ýd A 'irstsI, P.s istv Al.'N~ Co I snait I .gute 2 Stiuhal ttesqUeswy 'I, pcalt Astist, etserg.

p'ath t'.th let ,i1 AO al.'ttp s'o ~W lieratti i. let ai'l. at 'f/I I

Ih be I: lagei'li, icIcn -w* uits, j'te'sUtv 11C'40 X/lI) I n lIts a khit.- itý ishe sb ltturwKss level, tile ortuittwal klcotgtt

IVat~'sts s 41tast.N a" asI vtri wt stoe the KI 11W mtnelsl rssqutrelý of;~tlr t di te aLm'k '4vsuutt Ilse data

Itable I llt,i l te .st %ftssMatil rikinibth- .M40 entlstsssi' In l'rUV 'uu 2 'Went the %A1114 arat1t sstruhAl trelueta -% \5,

angle. AltI i.t 4 1% aiss IVA . t a stain s eittineki alssg fit iiS alslg e %aUIC soý l~twz patht Of I gI$gt I 1stf the let elti

ta) Imthi a- hevi tet ts itii. I ails
1 

.1 ts-t the K11lll tet ~liprtws'il I OVK I h. %Aluc% I-t \5, aie th'.se
harshI I'l tie anital .ssts ss f 9 Met'.t thI lAIIge s't tet Cult ass-s4tatgs *it the peak qvestAl muphthldtle M1 the pokiruthi

tetirjwrtioecii It f ure I . the Vowlt esnit . i a.tkall at ra h Axial I. *Atlwn liv %lowtihal Itesluacu is $tct hsits
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2b SHOCK GENERATED NOISE Prediction of the broadband shock noise source for simple
jets has been achieved through both the analogy approach

For those aircraft missions involving supercritical engine (Howe and Ffowcs Williams. Ref. 10) and the compressible
nozzle pressure ratios. it is extremely difficult to schedule Rayleigh model (Tamn, Ref. 11). The model of Tanm has thus
engine nozzle geometry to achieve fully pressure balanced far achieved the most success when result-, are compared to
operation over its mission cycle. Additionally, nozzle measured data for hot jets in forward flight. Prediction of
geometry has yet to be developed that entirely eliminates the amplitude of jet screech still remains a formidable
internally generated shock waves, like that achieved using a challenge, since one needs to first resolve the initial jet shear
geometry designed by the method of characteristics. Thus layer's receptivity to acoustic forcing by the upstream
all supercrifical engine operations always lead to the generated noise produced in the jet screech cycle. The
presence of shock waves in the jet plume. The presence of frequency of jet screech can be predicted trom Powell's
shock waves in an exhaust plunme gives rise to an additional model (Ref. 12), or more appropriately, using the
noise source, compressible Rayleigh model (Ref. 13).

When turbulence is convected through a shock wave its Simple relations can be used to predict the frequency of jet
interaction increases the fluctuating energy in the vorticity, screech ansi the frequency at which the broadband shock
entropy, and sound modes. For purposes of this paper. it is no~se spectrum achieves maximum amplitude, and the energy
the sound mode, termed shock noise, that is of interest produced by broadband shock noise. These relations are ;as
Shock noise consists of a broadband spectrum, termed follows,
broadband shock noise. This source noise component has an
energy Peak in the spectrum that is Do~ppler dependent. Screech Frequency
Whsen the plume shock cell spacing is near an integer
multiple of the wavelength for the miost highly janiplified S'. = fED)/V, =VI), I M,l/([,V,i I +M, - M,)) (5)
fixed frequency wave of the jet shear layer, the shotck waves
will oscillate at that frtqsuency producing what is termed let Frequency for Broadbaind Peask Amplitude
screech. The scre"ch metchanismr acquires feedback of
acousticallY generated noise to the noule exit to be Properly S,~ = f,,)/V, -VI),0 I M,l/l IV,) I - lv,costi - Mi,)) (6)
maiuntAined.

-lodi Md 2,0 M I *R R ý I? ltroalhmrid Slsvk Noise Intens~ity

0 .. Ji I (waitts/ni) = vVl I 1l, 4Sl V(MN,-' - NL, )1 (7)
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The maximum sound pressure levels listed in Figure 3 show their engine nozzle outer divergent flap system are the F-15,
that the shock noise components radiate most of their energy powered by twin Pratt & Whitney F-100 engines, and the B-
upstream in the directi'n of the nozzle inlet. In this 1IB aircraft, powered by foir General Electric F-101 engines
direction, shock noise totally dominates the jet noise in two twin nacelles. The F-I5, which currently performs
components described in section 2a. its mission without these flaps, experienced fatigue failure of

its outer engine nozzle divergent flaps on early production
By way of illustration. Figure 4 shows the excess noise aircraft delivered to the USAF. The B-IB aircraft
generated by screech and broadband shock noise for a series experienced fatigue failure of the forward h*inge mechanism
of nozzles. Here the measured sound pressure level, that held the divergent flap in place at the trailing edge of
recorded at MI 80 and 9 = i5(w. is plotted against the the nozzle lip. However, for the B-lB. it was not possible
parameter fI=(M,' - I1)", which is related ito the nozzle to remove the divergent flaps, unless one was willing to
pressure ratio through M, These sound pressure levels are rtduce mission potential.
shown ito vary significantly above tnose recorded for shock
free nozzles. The solid line represents measured sound It is important ito note that not all aircraft which use outer
pressure levels for shock free je~s. Point A represents the divergent flaps have had failures with their system. Notable
Mach 1L5 nozzle design point at 3 I.I. Point C examples of trouble free operation are proivided by the F-14
represents peak shock noise for overexpanded operation of and F-I8 aircraft. These aircraft have wider engine
the KM= 1.5 noziles, and point It thi. peak shock nolise for centerline spacings. To understand the problem associated
their correeponding underexpanded operation. The nozzle with the F-I5 and B-Ill, it is necessary to introduce two
that appears to have the worst trend for high amplitude important phinomena that occur specifically in aircraft with
shock noise generation is the conical convergent-divergent twin engine nacelles, and with engine centerline spacings
(C-l) Mach 1.5 nss~zile. There appears ito he no operational near 2 lte diameters in the cruise power setting.
point where shock noise is significantly reduced, Its model
nottle geomnetry is derived from that used on P.1Wb engine, The first phenomenon, termed twin supersonic plume
at cruise lxswcr setting for F. I5 aurcraft. Eixcept for a few resonance (Ref. 14). is tassociated with phased coupling of
opecrattoisal points near !t% designt Mach iiuinber, the the turbulent large scale structure oft each engine's exh-aust
convergent nozzle appear% ito be nmore satifatoory than the ptlume. Utnder these circumnstances', acoustic feedbiack
conical C-D1. associated with the jet screech cycle is increased producing

140substaittslly higher klynanst levels at the tttte-no'zle
MOC de~ c-3, M, e xhaust plane. The secotind phenomcnenoi is assoctisied with

0 ftileilly .apanatd the ihesktridg and tsursting of volticitt front airciAlt fotelsoly
Equiv ceonesktitt nezL. pans. Twin engine nacelle, generate at region of low static

130 4Cconiacol C- 4, pressure in the -iacclk Afterbasly inter -visozle rvgtoit flit
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convsctw iotto burst vortitity into the regioni of the isa lc~t
siC . Alterhss~l'a. FAc;h kif dtotes phenomniea %an he illustrated usnin
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This reference level for fatigue is shown in Figure 6 by the
dashed line. Application of the tab to one nozzle reduces
the amplitude of screech to less than 0.1 psi-ins. The
azimuthal location of the single tab is unimportant.

- o UNSUPPRESSED
0c . 0 - SUPPRESSED

L o
00o. -

- oI POSSIBLE
D Co FAILURE

----------------------- ---------------------- -------- -------

So

. 0 r -" -, ., , o . on , ,
1.0 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.8 2.0

a. phase averaged schlieren of unsuppressed mode Figure 6. Magnitude of inter-nozzle dynamic pressures in
unsuppressed and suppressed modes,

3b SWEPT FOREBODY SEPARATED R-.OW

To enable study of the second phenomenon associated with
twin engine nacelles, a flow visualization study was
conducted on a 1/72 scale full span model of the B-IB
aircraft. The
right hand twin engine nacelle was constructed with flow
through inlets and exhaust nozzles. Flow through this
powered nacelle was adjusted to correspond to a jet to free-
stream velocity ratio of 2.07. Dye tracers were injected at

the aircraft nose and at locations just upstream of the
nozzles on the over-the-wing fairing. The sweepback angle
of the wing was fixed at 67.5' and photographs of the dye
streaks were acquired with aircraft angles of attack of a=
01 and 20.

Figure 7 shows the flow visualization results. The dye
tracer released at the nose of the model aircraft indicates
smooth, undisturbed flow to a region near the leading edge

b. phase averaged schlieren of suppressed mode of the wing body junction. At this point, a vortex rolls up.

bursts mid-chord, and is convected into the inter-nozzle

Figure 5. Illustration of twin jet plume resonance and region of the twin engine nacelle afterbody. When the dye
method for reduction, tracer is released at points on the over-the-wing fairing the

flow is again seen to be swept into the same inter-nozzle

a single tab-like device is applied to the upper nozzle. It is region.
clear from this schlieren record that the flow structure of
each plume is uncoupled and that the shock cell length of A.o-,.*0 2 ,,00e • ." -

the affected plume is shorter than the undisturbed plume. ' ,
Under these circumstances, -o organized feedback can take

place in the jet screech cycle.

Figure 6 shows the resulting reduction of amplitude of the
jet screech component in the nacelle afterbody inter-nozzle "
region when the twin jets are operated unsuppressed and
with a tab in one nozzle. The dynamic pressures were
,obhtiued over a very wide range of fully expanded jet Mach

numbers. l.evels approaching 0.4 psi-mrs at M, = 1.3 are
observed for the unsuppressed screech mode. This level is"
well above the 0.16 psi-rms value, where Ref. 16 reported.
sigoiftcant sonic fatigue and crack growth problems on the
1- 15 fuselage, vertical and honzontal slabilizer components. Figure 7. Flow visualization of 1/72 scale B-IB full span

model with flow through inlet and exhaust.

!!ý
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In order to attain an understanding of how each of these not a definitive parameter, for sonic fatigue. One generally
phenomena contributed to the dynamic fatigue failure of the needs to consider a structures reponse to the applied
engine nozzle outer divergent flaps on the F-IS and B-IB dynamic load. To do this consider for the same flight
aircraft, we shall have to look at results obtained with full conditions of Figure 9 the following acceleration and strain
span wind tunnel tests and full scale flight experiments. spectrum in Figure 10.

3c F-15 FULL SCALE STUDIES .025 ............

Full scale studies were conducted at the NASA Dryden fs (predicted) LH Engtine
Flight Research Center using their F-1 research aircraft. .020- n.i

This aircraft was still equipped with engine nozzle outer , -6 /
divergent flaps. These flaps, as indicated in Figure 8. were .015 D
instrumented with static and dynamic pressure sensors, Pressure LH, RH
thermocouples, accelerometers and strain gages. The aircraft (PSI) .01)-.

.005

0 100 200 300 400 500.
Frequency (Hz)

Sr .Figure 9. F-15 full scale aircraft outer flap dynamic loads
spectrum.

4.0 8.0
0--Flap
LH Engine

.. , Acceleration3.0 4 .0
Strain~~~2. g g s .(s : ':,--Strain train

Strain gages . -- Acceleration

Aceleromete . 1.0- / -2.

Figure 8. Ames-Dryden F-15 flight test vehicle. 0. 1 0 3 400 50.0
0 100 200 300 400 500

was flown throughout its entire flight envelope including Frequency (Hz1

supersonic dash at altitudes from 1.5 km to 13.7 km and at Figure 10. F-15 full scale acceleration and strain spectrum.
all engine power settings including one engine at idle.
Representative results from this study are shown in figures 9, Here the accelerometer is located on the D-flap in the same
10, and 11. vicinity of the dynamic pressure transducer. The strain gage

is located near the trailing edge of the D-flap. where most
Figure 9 shows the measured dynamic pressure spectrum in fatigue failures were reported. Both the acceleration and
psi-rms for the divergent outer D-flap on the left-hand strain spectrum show a high amplitude narrow band content
engine. The sensor is mounted in the central section of this centered near 100 Hz. In laboratory testing of the titanium
flap. The D-flap is one that is located in the inter-nozzle outer flap, Pratt & Whitney determined a fundamental flap
region of the afterbody nacelle, where we expect the highest resonance frequency of 104 Hz. Thus the measured
dynamic loads to be found based on field reports of fatigue response of the flight hardware lies close to that determined
failure. Both F-100 engines are operating at military power in earlier studies at Pratt & Whitney. We see from these
with an aircraft angle of attack. ra = 0(. flight Mach number spectra that the excitation loads spectrum lies close to the
of M, = 0.723. and altitude of 4.72 km. The predicted natural response of the outer divergent structure under flight
screech frequency, f,. for these engine power settings and conditions.
aircraft speed is 63 1i1.. as indicated in Figure 9. This
frequency is computed using equation 5. From equation 6. In Figure II it is shown, that a good correlati-,n exists
the predicted peak amplitude frequency for broadband shock between the applied dynamic pressure load and the flap's
noise, f•, is near 70 liz. As can be seen, there are peaks in response to this load.
the spectrum near these frequencies. The discrete tone at
400 Ilz. is aircraft power line frequency. The frequencies Based on data similar to that in Figures 9. 10. and 11. for
between 60 and 90 lIz. contain most of the energy in this other flight conditions and engine power settings, it is
loads spectrum. possible to estimate the time to failure of the F-15 aircraft's

outer divergent flaps. The number of cycles to failure can
The magnitude of the spectral components for full scale, be estimated from equation 9 as follows,
however, fall far below the levels recorded in the small
model study shown previously in Figure 6. The spectrum N (cycles) = (o,, / O)' = (c, / Fr)= (9)
peak armplitude level of O,009 psi-rms lies 20 times below
the reference level of Ref. 16 for sonic fatigue failure. It where for a titanium panel, a. = 3.3"10I psi, F = 15.5"10"
should he noted, however, that amplitude level hy itself is psi, m = 5, and c is the strain. The data from the flight
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3d F-15 WIND TUNNEL. TESTING
1.0r

D-Flap A study involving acquisition of dynamic loads data on an
.8 LH Engine 8,33% full span model of the F-15 and F-15 S/MTD was

conducted in the NASA Langley 16 Ft. Transolic Wind

.6 Pressure-Strain Tunnel. The full span models are shown in figures 13a and
Coh ernc 13b. The objectives of this study. were to determine if

Coherence L testing in a wind tunnel would produce similar results to the
.4 F-15 flight test program and to determine whether the F-15

S/MTD research airplane with its 2D-CD nozzles would face

.2 jpotential fatigue problems like those that plagued the F-15S~airplane.

0. 0 100 200 300 400 500

Frequency (Hz)

Figure II. F-15 full scale coherence between applied
dynamic load and flap strain field.

study produced the following correlation of strain with .

aircraft dynamic pressure, Q, as follows.

E (strain) 3.9"10' P (psi)
(10)

P (psi) 2.6I10 Q (psfl

Substitution of the correlations in equation 10 into 9 a. 8.33% F-15 model with axisymmetric nozzles.
produces the following estimate for time to failure,

T (lirs.) - (fN /3600) = (f. / 3600)(Q0 / Q) (11)

where the reference aircraft dynamic pressure, Q. is 21.200
psf and the fundamental flap reonance frequency, ft. is 104
p az. The estimated time to failure of the F-15 aircraft
engine nozzle outer divergent flaps is plotted in Figure 12
from calculations based on equation II. Field reports on
flap failures usually followed after use of the engine
afterburner and often with as little as 15 hours of flight
time. Most afterburner applications involve aircraft operation
where Q is in the order of 800 psf. From the time to
failure curve in Figure 12, we see the prediction for flap
failure is in line with field experience. b. 8.33% F-15 S/MTD model with 2D-CD nozzles.

10' Figure 13. Full span model testing in Langley 16 Ft.
tunnel.

Figure 14 presents a summary of the dynamic loads recorded

10• in both wind tunnel and flight tests. These loads are
correlated with the aircraft dynamic pressure, Q. All results
pertain to operation of both nozzles at a pressure ratio of

Time 3.89. Transducer 72 is positioned at the D-flap location in
(OIRS) 10'. both the flight and wind tunnel experiments. Transducer 75.

is located on the model in the L-flap location of full scale.
which corresponds to an outboard location on the left-hand
engine 180r from the D-flap sensor.

IBoth the wind tunnel and flight experiments produce nearly
equivalent dynamic load levels at the D-flap location. This
gives a good indication that wind tunnel testing can provide

0 2C0 400 600 80) 100C adequate representation nf the loads environment associated
O (P SF) with the afterbody nacelle in twin engine configurations.

The full span model results also indicate that outboard flap
locations have remarkably lower dynamic load amplitudes.

Figure 12. Estimated time to failure of F-15 aircraft cngine This is consistent with the model scale studies of Ref. 14.
no/ile outer divergent flaps. In that study, inter-nozzle dynanmic pressures were found to

be 5 times greater than those recorded at outboard locations.



located in thie inter-nozzle region near the trailing edge of
NPR - 3.89 the left-hand engine outer divergent flap. For this flight

"o Full se, #72 condition, Mr - 0.8. and engine power setting, equation 5
F s predicts a jet plume screech frequency. f,, of 31 1z. and

.050 * 8.33%model, #72 equation 6 a broadband spectral peak amplitude at a
P(RMS) * •.% model, # frequency f, = 70 Hz. As can be seen, these predicted

C - frequencies agree well ,ith the spectral peaks in the flight

.025- spectrum. Wind tunnel tests with a 6% full span model in
It the Langley 16 Ft. tunnel, shown in Figure 17, provide a

different interpretation of the flight test spectrum of Figure

0 . 20 400 600 800 1000 16.

Q , p sf .0 7 -- -. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

' f s 31 Hz (45-, 4.2, LH)

Figure 14. Model and full scale dynamic loads scaling with .06 Mach number .85

aircraft dynamic pressure. • .05 w
0. 0

In a similar fashion to the data presented in Figure 14, 6 .04 ,
Figure 15 shows results obtained with the F-I5 S/MTD-3
model. Here, it can be observed that the dynamic loads on .03

the divergent outer flap and in-board sidewall are .02 1 ,

considerably lower than those obtained with the F-15 . 02i

axisymmetric nozzles. This observation has yet to he .01 - .confirmed from flight test data. C

O 0. ½w._ _ i ,-.
0 200 400 600 800 1000

LH no-Ue RH "=Wic
•Dn TDC Frequency (Hz)

75-57
sv- ,"s oC n

L'-- . '-40 Figure 16. Typical engine outer divergent flap dynamic

""-"Z7 .\J9 loads spectrum from B-113 flight test program
(from Ref. 2).

'top 'top "tt~ov. 1987)

L. f.. A: "-,W

NPR - 3.23

0 Axisymmetric, #72
. Axisymmetric, #75

.050- Rectangular, #71
P(RMS) * Rectangular, #85

.025- Figure 17. B-lB 6% full span model in 16 ft. tunnel.

* To see this. consider the sample dynamic loads spectrum of

0 .. figure 18. which is derived from the wind tunnel model

0 200 400 600 800 1000 tests. In this spectrum, contributions from both the separated

Q, psI flow and twin jet plume resonance phenomena are identified.
At the relatively low speed of the simulated forward flight

Figure 15. Comparison of dynamic load amplitudes Mach number of 0.2, both mechanisms produce well defined
between axisymmetric and 2D-Cl) nozzles, spctral peaks at different locations in the spectrum. As the

forward flight speed increases, the separated flow mechanism

3C It-t1I) FIU.L AND MODE.L SCAL.F RESULTS produces a spectral peak amplitude frequency that shifts to
higher values due to the increased convection velocity. The

The It-lIt research aircraft represents a more complex opposite trend applies to the twin jet resonance phenomenon,

challenge than the F-15 aircraft. In the 1I-113 aircraft, both where the spacing of plume shocks is increased due to
the twin jet plume resonance and separated flow mechanisms forward speed effects and screech and broadhand shock noise
compete in different parts of the flight mission to define the frequencies decrease as is predictedl by eluations 5 and 6.

dynamic loads spectrum. At a flight Mach number of 0.85. both mechanisms have
spectral peak amplitudes near the same value of frequency.

Figure 16 shows a typical loads spectrum acquired from the In the flight case spectrum, both mechanisms produce
B1-111 flight test program. The spectrum is from a sensor spectral peak amplitudes near 30 Ill.
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the value of retaining such a device for production aircraft
10" 01 -120k and incurring the expense of costly maintenance, or

removing the flaps and incurring a performance penalty
which could effect the aircraft mission profile.

Shock
Separated noise In the wind tunnel study, a test was conducted to address

10" flo this issue. A three component shell balance was placed in

te left-hand nacelle. The external flap contour was
removed from an additional set of dry powered nozzles, as
shown in Figure 20. As shown in Figure 21, a difference of

(90', 0'.24, L) six drag counts is representative of the average difference in10, •M - 0.20 101

:M 1.19 nacelle C. over the Mach number range investigated. The
a =0 nacelle afterbody drag increases sharply beyond M, = 0.85
PSI RMS = 1.51 E-02 even for the nozzles with outer divergent flaps due to

massive separation of flow induced by a shock on the nozzle
-.10" . afterbody. The variation of afterbody drag was found to

10 100 1k 10k 20k depend only slightly on aucraft angle of attack.
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 1. Characteristic spectrum showing competing j "
mechanisms.

To further confirm this observation, Figure 19 shows a plot
of the spectral peak amplitudes associated with each
phenomenon as a function of the wind tunnel Mach number.
IThe noelle pressure ratio is held constant with a value of --.-

2.4 for this comparison. Here it is observed that dynamic
pressures due to twin jet resonance diminish with wind WITH OU'TR FLAPS FLAPS REMOVED

tunnel Mach number, while those due to separated flow
increase. The two mechanisms have equal dynamic Figure 20. Dry powered nozzles with and without external
pressures at Mf = 0.5. The wind tunnel data suggest that flaps.
the spectral peak amplitude near 30 lIz. in the TI-IB flight 012
spectrum at Mr = 0.85 is most likely produced by the .012 F

separated flow phenomenon. This phenomenon isillustrated
by the dye streaks of the flow visualization study shown in .011
Figure 7. A similar flow visualization study by Lorinez CD, .
(Ref. 17l. using a full span model F-15. revealed that nacelles .

separated flow from the aircraft forebody was not convected .010 - Outer flaps removed
into the engine nacelle afterbody region. It is important, of
course, that this issue be resolved, since very different '---.
methods would be required to reduce dynamic loads for each .009 Ouler
mechanism. 0 , '

(6'- Full SpOn Model) .008... .
0 , ___ ~.6 .7. .8 .9

Shock Noise NPR 2.4 M**
7 Spporated Flow Figure 21. performance penalty associated with removal of

"outer flaps on B-IB (Ref. 2).

1-)) C 4. F-19 IIARV AEROACOUSTICS

p r0s ) " A study was conducted using a 7% scale nozzle afterbody of
- V~c~i rrmthe NASA F-ig High Alpha Research Vehicle (HARV) to

*.,assess the dynamic pressure loads on vectoring vanes
deployed into the nozzle engine exhaust to achieve full
vector authority. The model, with vectoring vanes, is shown
in Figure 22. One additional major concern of this program
was related to excessive noise levels recorded in the inter-

0. .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 nozzle iegion of the HARV aircraft after removal of the
F li g h t Mac h No. divergen! nozzle section from each nozzle of the twin F.404

engines. Dynamic pressure levels increased by a factor of 3.
[ igljrt 11). Dlependence of flight on peak dynamic pressure which could entirely be attributed to shock noise. for the test

amplitudes. were conducted statically. Figure 23 shows a comparison of
the measured inter-nozzle sound pressure levels between the

()ne fi;rll point need, to he made regarding the external baseline convergent-divergent nozzles and the resulting
engine outer divergent flap. This is the question regarding convergent nozzles at the military power setting.

"X
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duration of the test flight program.
These measured inter-nozzle dynamic pressures fall below
the reference criteria of Rer. 16 (i.e. 0.16 psi-rms = 155 dB, Simulated man'uvr/mnlIlary power
SPL), but were sufficient to cause fatigue of engine nozzle 0 Vanl 1 -stowed, -100
attachment components. The component failures occurred 2.0 E0 Vaen 2- deployed, +20°within one hour of test time. The model scale vane loads A~ Vane 3- deployed, ÷200

were found to be substantially higher, as expected, than
those in the inter-nozzle region. This is shown in Figure 24, 1.5
for an aircraft vector angle of -20'. 15

7% scale model hot jet nozzles DynamlcLoad 1.0

Water cooled F-15, B-1B nozzle flap loads

pressure transducer .5 0 0

0(0

1 2 3 4 5
Thrus Nozzle pressure ratio

vectoring vanes

Figure 24. Dynamic pressure loads on thrust vectoring
Figure 22. HARV 7% scale model nozzle afterbhdy. vanes of HARV 7% model.

170 - 5. SUPERSONIC ASTOVIY

JL 841 Baseline Mil Pow.r The joint US/UK supersonic ASTOVL program produced

160 840 Convergent MIl Power aircraft designs that were most challenging from a structural
design viewpoint. Its predecessor, the subsonic MCAIR AV-
8B, had always recorded high amplitude dynamic loads in

's0 -both the take-off, hover, and cruise modes of its mission.
- lFigures 25 and 26, from Ref. 18, respectively provide an

145 example of lypical measured surface dynamic pressures
S140 levels in SPL for both take-off and cruise modes. Levels as

high as 153 dB were recorded for take-off and as high as
167 d13 for cruise. Component failures were reported in the

U) 130 vicinity of the 167 dB SPL.

The potential upgrade of the AV-813, to include supersonic
120 dash capabilities in its mission profile, raised concerns that -

the potentially higher levels expected from both Mach wave
radiation and shock noise sources would severely

110 -1 compromise the durability and reliability of numerous
Preliminary Data aircraft structural components. We shall briefly consider.

los 10from model scale studies with supercritical nozzle pressure
Frequency. Hz ratios, the noise environment associated with both the take-

off and cruise modes.
Figure 23. F-19 IIARV aircraft inter-nozzle spectra.

Over a very wide range of nozzle pressure ratios, the

measured pressure amplitude exceeds I psi-rms for those
vanes deployed into the exhaust plume. The retracted vanes, AV-aB - Nozzles Down t-
at -10.' experienced pressure amplitudes approaching 0.5 psi- D

rms. This amplitude is substantially higher than those /
recorded for the B-I.B and F-15 aircraft, as indicated on
Figure 25. and certainly higher than could be expected from
either shock noise or eddy Mach wave sources. Evidently, 7-

1h,: flow impingement noise associated with the vectoring ,-, __
vanes substantially increases the dynamic pressure amplitudes 1 153' __ 1
on non-vectoring vanes. - - --

The NASA F-18 IIARV program proved successful from the 1-t0o 143
perpeclive that the aircraft met all aerodynamic perfomlance . 1.10
goals and experienced no component failures. The vectoring
van¶es, which were designed to handle the dynamic loads
from the model scale tesit, experienced no fatigue over the Figure 25. AV.-F1 take-off dynamic pressure load levels.
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AV.8B -Nozzles Aft

1314 1 167 156
132 1- 160

128 120 152
148

147

146

Figure 26. AV-8B cruise dynamic pressure load levels. A.

5a ASTOVL TAKE-OFF MODE

To achieve stability, the supersonic ASTOVI. configurations
generally involve a cluster of four engine exhausts in the

take-off mode. Two main twin engine exhausts are
deflected to the ground plane near the aircraft C, Two
other twin exhausts, driven off of fan by-pass air, are Figure 27. ASTOVL 9.2% model in NASA Lewis 9X15
directed to the ground from the vicinity of the swept wing Wind Tunnel. (from Ref. 24)
leading edge. Early studies at NASA (Refs. 19 and 20) and
McDonnell Douglas (Refs. 21 and 22) concentrated on the The simulation was conducted with a forward wind speed of
physical mechanics associated with the ground impingement 11.3 m/sec. and at nozzle pressure ratios of 1.7 and 3.1.
of the twin m'ain engine exhausts. Two concerns existed The dynamic load level, in OASPL dB, for the three jet
with regarding dynamic loads. ['he first was the unknown total temperatures of 260, 400, and 538*C is shown in the
aerothermal dynamic loads on the fuselage in the vicinity of figure for a range of model aircraft heights from 0 to 30.48
the twin jet fountain upwash described in Ref 21. The cm. The model aircraft height is the distance of the landing
second concern was excessive loads on aerodynamic control gear from the ground plane. The model height is adjusted
surfaces, such as the wings and canards, from 0 to 24 equivalent nozzle diameters. At the lower

altitudes, the jet impingement noise, which consists mainly
Norum's experiments (Ref. 19) show that the impingement of tones, dominates the overall dynamic loads amplitude.
loads from the ground impingement of a single rectangular This peak amplitude occurs near 2 equivalent nozzle exit
nozzle consists of tones and broadband noise components heights, is invariant to jet total temperature but substantially
associated with let plume interaction on the ground plane higher in the supersonic mode (i.e. NPR = 3.1). At higher
and jet shock noise processes. The impingement tone altitudes, the dynamic loads are dominated by jet shock
frequencies, f., were found to satisfy the loop equation for noise, which is dependent on jet total temperature. For
feedback developed by Neuwerth (Ref. 23), which is, subsonic operation, like that of the AV-8B, the maximum

dynamic load levels are controlled by the jet impingement
f, = ni[L*(c, + c.) / c,*c,] n= 1,2,3... (12) process at low aircraft altitudes and both mechanisms at

higher altitudes for more typical engine exhaust temperatures.
where L is the distance of the nozzle exit to the ground At supercritical pressure ratios, the maximum dynamic load
plane, c, is the phase velocity of convecting large scale flow levels are controlled by the shock noise process, particularly
instabilities, and c, is the ambient sound speed. The at high jet total temperatures. The peak dynamic load level
impingement noise in Norum's experiment was found to of 155 dB in hover with supercritical nozzle pressure ratio
achieve maximum amplitude in the range of 3 < L/D < 10. represents a particularly difficult challenge because it
Beyond L/D = 10, jet screech and broadband shock noise involves a control surface.
proces2wes dominated the loads spectrum.

Similar results, for the sensor located on the mid-wing lower

A comprehensive study was conducted in the NASA Lewis surface, are shown in Figure 29. Here, dynamic load levels
9 X 15 Ft. low speed wind tunnel using a 9.2% powered are higher for both nozzle subcritical and supercritical
full span advanced STOVI. model (Ref. 24). Figure 27 operation. The wing sensor is located closer to the nozzle
shows the model mounted in the wind tunnel. The exit plane than the canard sensor. For both nozzle modes of
objectives of this study were to assess hot gas ingestion into operation and all jet temperatures, the peak dynamic load
the inlet and dynamic pressure loads on aerodynamic control level is dominated by the jet impingement process, which
surfaces and the fuselage. The model utilized twin splayed occurs at the same altitude of 2 equivalent nozzle diameters.
rectangular convergent nozzles for the main engine exhaust, The peak dynamic load level is near 160 dB SPL. Ref. 24 . -

as shown in Figure 27. Representative results from this reports that levels on components impacted by the jet
study are shown in Figures 28 and 29. fountain upwash were near 175 dB in the worst case.

Figure 28 shows measured dynamic loads spectra associated The data reported in Ref. 24 is of real concern because the
with a sensor located at a mid-canard on the lower surface, dynamic load levels are significantly higher than those



1 60 discussed for the F-15 and 13-IB aircraft. Further methods
- can be applied to reduce these loads other than the use of
- rectangular nozzles, like those used in the studies of Refs.
- 19, 20, and 24. The use of a low speed co-flowing

NPR = 3.1 airstream would help considerably to interrupt the feedback
path and reduce both the jet impingement and shock noise

55 process. "

Numerical simulations of the jet impingement problem have
"been undertaken in Refs. 24 and 25. The study in Ref. 25

iT has the long term goal of eventually simulating methods
"D 150 associated with the reduction of the dynamic loads.

-J" 5b ASTOVI, CRUISE LOADS

S*In addition to high dynamic load levels in the take-off and

"< 145 hover modes, the cruise mode also represents a very serious
0 NPR = 1.7 aerothermal load problem. In this mode, the supersonic hot

jet exhaust is positioned very near the fuselage at the wing
A trailing edge. Often the nozzle exit centerline to fuselage

separation is within one nozzle height for rectangular
nozzles. Figure 30 shows a schlieren image obtained with

140 such a configuration. Here, the rectangular nozzle was
ol designed with a 2 to 1 throat aspect and was operated

unheated and fully pressure balanced at M, = 1.35. From - -

this photographic record it is easy to observe a Coanda

135 I I I I effect, where the nozzle plume can be seen being sucked

0 6 12 18 24
"- HID

Figure 28. Dynamic pressure loads on Canard.

160

S NPR =3.1
155

0 150 Figure 30. Schlieren image of supersonic jet plume
scrubbing in ASTOVL cruise mode.

Q- itoward the fuselage side of the pIume. This causes
%0/ NPR - 1 7 premature scrubbing of the jet plume with the wall. which

< 145 "2 leads to fuselage surfaces exposed to higher aerothermal
0 loads. A corresponding dynamic loads spectrum for the flow

conditions of the Figure 30 schlieren record is shown in
0 Figure 31. The wall mounted surface sensor is located

In, spanwise from the jet centerline at X/H = 0.873, where I1 is
140 o the nozzle height and downstream s distance Z/H = 5.183.

This location places the wall sensor just upstream of the
region where the flow impacts the wall. A screech
frequency of 5370 Hz. was calculated using equation 5 and
appears to agree well with the measured results. The
amplitude of the screech component is very near 174 dO

135 I I I , SPL. Based on the results presented in Figure 1, had this
1) 6 12 18 24 jet been heated to representatwe engine cycle conditions, the

II / 1) dynamic levels would be much higher across the spectrum,
particularly at locations downstream of where the jet plume

Figure 29. Dynamic loads on wing surface. scrubs the wall. The levels in Figure 31 for the unheated
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jet, by themselves, raise serious concerns regarding reliability
and durability of many large fuselage components that would possible with the complex aircraft configurations examined in
be impacted by the plume, this paper. It is clear, however, that sonic fatigue of aircraft

components occurs quite frequently, and with levels much
537 H.-lower than the 0.16 psi-rins reference level suggested in Ref.

Sf= 5 T70 Hz (PRE ocCTED16. This is due partly to the nature of the source
mechanism. Jet screech produces frequencies in full scale

TRA NSx/H = 0.873 aircraft, that in many cases, lie near a structural component's

Z/H = 5.183 resonant frequency. This occurs frequently, because during
SPL 150 " an aircraft's full mission profile the screech frequency can

(d8) shift over one decade and become a concern at a point in
14t0 %"A•"v. • :the mission profile. Often this has been found to occur in140 "ruise, where an aircraft spends most of its time. Jet

screech also produces an acoustic wave that has a spatial1 coherence at least as large as the size of many aircraft
120! J.-.L-..L_ L I I I components. Thus the excitation of the structure is0 5 10 15 20 25 maximized.

FREQUENCY (kHz)

Methods for reducing dynamic loads associated with
Figure 31. Dynamic loads in cruise mode from model scale supersonic jet plume sources are numerous, though often not

ASTOVL studies, practical. It would appear, however, that investigations
should be conducted involving the use of fan by-pass air,

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS where possible, to diminish the amplitude of jet screech and
impingement loads. Porous surfaces are known to work well

In this paper the sonic fatigue environment has been at reducing the strength of plume shocks, which would
examined for structural fatigue concerns associated with the substantially reduce both sock noise sources. Mach vwave
engine nozzle outer divergent flaps of the F-15, F-15 S/MTD emission can also be substantially reduced through the use of
and B-IB aircraft, thrust vectoring vane loads on the F-18 propulsion efficient mixers. The requirement here is to
HARV aircraft, and take-off and cruise dynamic loads for reduce the axial extent of jet plume where turbulent
ASTOVL aircraft. A brief review of principle supersonic jet structures convect supersonically relative to the ambient
noise sources was conducted to introduce these mechanisms .ound speed. Some measure of noise reduction is required
as additional contributors to structural component failure, for the current applications investigated in this paper. When
The principle sources were eddy Mach wave radiation and one considers the advantages of using advanced composite
shock noise, both broaoband and screech. In almost all material on aircraft components to reduce aircraft weight, the
cases examined, the shock noise source played a prominent need for jet source noise reduction is more paramount, since - ,
role in defining the dynamic loads spectrum. But often little is known of the fatigue properties of these materials at
competing mechanisms were found to dominate in different high levels of dynamic load.
regions of the aircraft mission profile.
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SUMMARY
with a restructuring of the Air

The Wright Laboratory is the Air Force laboratories, which are now
Force center for air vehicles, under the new Materiel Command.
responsible for developing advanced There are four major development
technology and incorporating it into centers under the command,
new flight vehicles and for responsible for space and missiles,
continuous technological improvement electronics, air vehicles, and human
of operational air vehicles. Part systems. Each of these centerS has
of that responsibility is the its associated laboratory--the
problem of acoustic fatigue. With Phillips Laboratory for space and
the advent of jet aircraft in the missiles, the Rome Laboratory for
1950s, acoustic fatigue of aircraft electronics, the Wright Laboratory
structures became a significant for air vehicles, and the Armstrong
problem. In the 1960s the Wright Laboratory for human systems. The
Laboratory constructed the first Wright Laboratory is responsible for
large acoustic fatigue test aeronautical technology, and is an
facilities in the United States, and amalgam of the older Air Force
the laboratory has been a dominant laboratories for avionics,
factor in high-intensity acoustic electronics, flight dynamics,
testing since that time. This paper materials, and propulsion. The
discusses some of the intense Wright Laboratory technologies and
environments encountered by new and programs are direct descendents of
planned Air Force flight vehicles, the original Aircraft Laboratory of
and describes three new acoustic the 1950s.
test facilities of the Wright
Laboratory designed for testing
structures to these dynamic: 2. Acoustic Fatigue in Aircraft
environments. These new test Structures
facilities represent the state of
the art in high-temperature, high- The Wright Laboratory has long been
inteneity acoustic testing and a leader in the technologies
random fatigue testing. They will required for aircraft structures,
allow the laboratory scientists and and one of these driving technology
engineers to test the new structures areas is that of the dynamic
and materials required to withstand environments of acoustics and
the severe environments of captive- vibration. Until the 1950s, the
carry missiles, augmented lift wings main emphasis in structural dynamics
and flaps, exhaust structures of had been the control of sinusoidal
stealthy aircraft, and hypersonic vibration from reciprocating engines
vehicle structures well into the and from helicopter rotors. The
twenty-first century. electrodynamic shakers, vibral:ion

mteasurement equipment, and dynamic
1. Introduction esponse analyses of those da',s were

designed to handle combinations of
The U.S. Air Force recently sinusoidal forces related to blade
reorganized its major commande. The passage frequancies and piston
Strategic Air, Tactical Air, and engine rotation frequencies.
Military Airlift -omu )ds have been
replaced by the Air Combat and Air With the advent of long-range jet
Mobility Commands. Similarly, the aircraft flying at nearly the speed
Systems and Logistics Commands have of sound, random vibration anc
been merged into the new Materiel acoustic inputs became much mcre
Cominand. This change wan combined important. The first indications of

I? (ewnt. "I (ii (I Swiipca.imii on lici/c t (!I Ac usmi ldcialih on Aneincg S~itccittintCh i ncc cc LlbIdcuufinp Notwillc Atcy 199 ~4,
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the severe acoustic environments configured as progressive wave
experienced by jet aircraft were the tubes, in which the air flow from a
problems of Lhe KC-135 fuselage compressor has acoustic energy added
fatigue and the B-52 wing structure, to it by the air modulator, is
which showed cracking failures much expanded through an exponential
sooner than expected. After horn, propagates through a tube of
extensive study and flight rectangular cross-section, and
measurements, the acoustic impinges on the test structure,
environments were shown to be a which comprises one wall of the
severe combination of inputs from tube. The acoustic energy is
several sources, including jet absorbed in a termination section
noqe, boundary layer noise, and composed of acoustic absorption
disturbed air flow around control wedges, and the air is exhausted to
surfaces and other protuberances. the atmosphere. Progressive wave
The general features of jet aircraft tubes are able to generate more
combined environments are shown in accurate simulations of acoustic
Figure 1. These acoustic inputs inputs impinging on flight
typically reach levels of 150-155 structures than reverberant
dB, which are much higher than chambers, and are now the must
previous aircraft environments, common type of high-intensity
These are very severe acoustic acoustic test chambers. The
levels, because even 140 dB sound combined environment test chamber
pressure levels can cause acoustic also shown in Figure 2 is a new
fatigue and ctacking of aircraft addition, and will be discussed
_eccndary bLructures. late-.

To deai with these acoustic 3. Acoustic Environments of
environments, Wright Laboratory Missiles in Captive Carry
researchers Bianchi et al. (1962)
reviewed the state of the art in In recent years, Air Force front-
acoustic testing, and the laboratory line fighter aircraft such as the
constructed its Sonic Fatigue F-15 have been called upon to carry
Facility in the 1960s. Kolb and newer, more capable missiles like
Rogers (1962) developed plans for the Advanced Medium-Range Air-to-Air
the facility, and the final form i Missile, or AMRAAM. Because of the
described in Kolb and Magrath speed and maneuverability of the
(1968). This facility is now F-15, the missiles are subjected to
operated by the Structural Dynamics very severe acoustic environments
Branch. A schematic of the branch even befora they are launched, when
facilities is shown in Figure 2. they are in captive carry under the
The centerpiece of the test facility F-15 wings. Wright Laboratory
was the large scale test chamber, a engineers measured the captive-carry
reverberant chamber with a volume of AMRAAM environment on F-15s and
155,000 cubic feet, or 4390 cubic found it to reach overall sound-
meters. The acoustic input was pressure levels of 175 dB over
originally provided by 36 air frequencies of 30 to 2000 Hz.
sirens, each producing sound from
air flowing through slots opened and To test the missile to realistic
closed by rotating and static disks, levels in existing facilities was
Each siren covered a narrow very difficult. The simplest
frequency band, and the combination solution was to remove the fins and
provided the broadband acoustic insert the missile into a 12-inch-
output. The sirens have been diameter progressive wave tube
replaced by electro-pneumatic driven by 3 Wylo WAS-3000 air
mod, ators with broadband random modulators. The missile was mounted
acoustic outputs. on its LAU-106 launcher for a

realistic mounting condition.
The original sonic fatigue facility Figure 3 shows the schematic of the
included a quarter-scale reverberant missile in the tube, and also shows
chamber whose dimensions are one- the required test spectrum as a
fourth of the large chamber, and a solid line and the achieved third-
small chamber for testing much octave sound pressure levels with
smaller specimens. The quarter- x's.
scale and small chambers are
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This test represented the highest exhaust toward the ground, these
broadband acoustic levels ever aircraft are designed with multiple
achieved for a missile. As a result engine nozzles that exhaust over the
of lab testing by the Wright top of the aft structure so that the
Laboratory and government and exhaust gases are cooled before they
contractor flight testing of AMRAAM become visible from beneath the
structures, the missile was aircraft.
successfully modified by the
contractor and qualified for flight The result of this is that the
under the entire flight envelope of aircraft aft structures are
the F-15. The AMRAAM will also be subjected to high-temperature
the main armament of the new Air acoustic environments much like the
Force advanced tactical fighter, the blown flaps of STOL aircraft.
F-22. Stealthy aircraft, like STOL

aircraft, need materials and
4. High-Temperature Acoustic structureL that can maintain their
Environments from STOL and Stealth strength and fatique resistance at

higher temperatures. This
To achieve short takeoff distances translates into requirements for
and rapid climb rates, new aircraft flight testing of the actual
have been designed with larger flaps environments and for developing
for additional lift. The lift from laboratory test facilities for
the aircraft wing and flap is high-temperature fatigue testing.
limited by the velocity and volume
of air flowing beneath the surface, 5. Thermo-Acoustic Environments of
and this lift can be augmented by Hypersonic Vehicle Structures
flowing additional air from the
engine across the lifting surface. Hypersonic vehicles will operate at
This was first applied in the YC-14 much higher dynamic pressures than
and the YC-15 short-takeoff and conventional vehicles, leading to
landing (STOL) aircraft prototypes severe acoustic environments
in the early 1970s, and is now being associated with both turbulent
used in the Air Force C-17 boundary layer and high thrust
airlifter. engines. Intense thermal fluxes

will be present over large areas of
However, augmenting the lift by the airframe, increasing the
using engine exhaust gas subjects potential for acoustic fatigue
the wing and flap structure to damage. Local flow separation and
intense noise and temperature shock impingement will aggravate
inputs. An example from the YC-14 both the acoustic and the thermal
is shown in Figure 4. In addition environments.
to raising the acoustic input froia
the typical level of 155 dB to about mhe initial predictions of the
165 dB, the augmented lift subjects thermo-acoustic environments and
the structuies to temperatures of heating levels, or Q, for typical
500-700 F. Many structures can hypersonic vehicles range from a Q
withstand high dynanic forces at of 20 Btu per square foot per second
normal temperatures, but lose their on the upper body to a Q of more
strength rapidly at higher than 500 on the airframe nozzle.
temperatures. New, high-temperature The corresponding acoustic levels
structures must be designed and range from 150 JB up to an
tested to this combination unprecedented 190 dB for the nozzle.
environment, or the fatigue lives of There are no existing facilities
these high-lift devices will be that can duplicate these dynamic
limited, increasing the maintenance environments, and these acoustic
costs of the aircraft. test requirements are the most

challenging yet encountered by the
To achieve stealthier aircraft, Wright Laboratory.
modern designs such as the F-117
fighter and the B-2 bomber use a
variety of techniques to reduce 6. The Wright Laboratory Acoustic
their radar and infrared siynatures. Test Facilities
To reduce the emission of infrared
energy from the heat of the engine The Structural Dynamics Branch of
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the Wright Laboratory is responsible the large, expensive quartz window
.or acoustics and vibration of used in previous high-temperature
aircraft. To meet the test acoustic test facilities. The
requirements of these new classes of quartz lamps can provide input
vehicleB--STOL, stealth, and fluxes of up to a Q of about 100 Btu
hypersonic--the branch is greatly per square foot per second.
increasing its capability for high-
intensity acoustic testing of flight Higher heat fluxes can be achieved
structures by building three new by using graphite heaters or plasma
test chambers. Two of the new drc lamps, both of which have been
chambers incorporate high-flux investigated. In addition, propane
heating and multiple acoustic burners were also investigated, but
drivers into new progressive wave were abandoned. Graphite heaters
tubes; the third combines shaker have the potential for reaching a Q
fatigue testing with a temperature- of 200, and the plasma arc shows
and pressure-controlled promise of reaching up to a Q of
environmental chamber. 1000.

The Random Fatigue Chamber provides The Combined Environment Acoustic
the capability to determine the Chamber is the third new capability
random fatigue characteristics and being developed. The chamber, shown
damage mechanisms of advanced in Figure 7, was first operated in
material coupons and structural sub- July, 1993. It provides a high-
elements. A schematic of the temperature acoustic progressive
chamber is shown in Figure 5. The wave tube for response and fatigue
facility consists of an testing of larger structural
electrodynamic shaker that can components. The chamber is driven
produce a random force output of by twelve WAS-3000 air modulators
20,000 pounds RMS, coupled with an supplied by two air compres3ors.
environmental chamber capablu of
operating from -250 F to 2600 F with The chamber is designed to
variable atmospheric pressure and accommodate two test sections. The
partial pressure gas environments, four-foot section is designed for
This chamber is now on-line and is testing actively cooled structures
being used to generate stress vs. at temperatures up to 3000 F and
cycles to failure data and determine sound pressure levels up to 180 dB.
the influence of temperature, The six-foot test section will be
pressure and gases on materials and added later, and is designed to
coating systems for hypersonic provide the capability for elevated
structures. temperature testing of larger

structures at acoustic levels up to
The Sub-Element Acoustic Chamber 175 dB. Low heat fluxes will be
provides a progressive wave tube for achieved using quartz lamps, and
response and fatigue testing of higher fluxes will be achieved with
structures up to 12" by 18" at pldama arc heaters.
temperatures up to 2500 F and sound
pressure levels up to 180 dB
overall. A schematic of the chamber The development of these new high-
is shown in Figure 6. temperature acoustic and vibration

test chambers will maintain the
The high-intensity acoustic Wright Laboratory at the forefront
environment is generated by four of structural dynaraics testing of
Wyle WAS-3000 air modulators aircraft structures, making the
connected by exponential horns to a laboratory capable of testing
one-foot-square progressive wave structures for all the critical
tube. The low-flux thermal flight vehicle applications now
environment is provided by banks of envisioned. This continues a long
quartz latmps incorporated inside the history of leadership for the Wright
acoustic chamber. New mounting Laboratory in acoustic testing.
systems have been designed to allow This leadership is illustrated in
modified lamps to survive the Figure 8, which shows a summary of
acoustic environment in order to be the historical trends in high-
as close to the test specimens as intensity acoustic testing.
possible. This technique eliminates
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The sound-pressure-level References
capabilities of various test
organizations is shown over forty 1. Bianchi, R.A., Bradshaw, R.T.,
years, in psi on the left scale and Farrell, J.H., and Reed, R.E., 1962,
in dB on the right scale. In this "Survey and Evaluation of Sonic
figure, WL indicates the Wright Fatigue Testing Facilities," US Air
Laboratory, MDAC is McDonnell Force Aeronautical Systems Division
Aircraft Company, and IABG is the Technical Report ASD-TR-61-185.
German facility near Munich.

2. Kolb, A.W. and Rogers, O.R.,
The psi scale shows how intense the 1962, "The Aeronautical Systems
noise levels are in the new Wright Division Sonic Fatigue Facility,"
Laboratory test facilities. The Shock & Vibration Bulletin Nr 30,
Combined Environment Acoustic Part V, pp. 37-50.
Chamber ir designed to achieve a
noise level of 180 dB, or nearly 3 3. Kolb, A.W and t4agrath, H.A.,
psi, on the test specimen. If this 1968, "RTD Sonic Fatigue Facility,
energy were concentrated into one Design and Performance
frequency of, say, 100 Hz, it would Characteristics," Shock & Vibration
correspond to a fluctuating load of Bulletin Nr. 37 Supplement, pp. 17-
1700 pounds of force over a two- 41.
foot-square test panel, reversing
from +1700 lbs to -1700 lbs one
hundred times per second. Such
levels show the intense accustic
environments that must be withstood
by modern flight structures.
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RANDOM FATIGUE TEST CHAMBER
PURPOSE:

Define Basic Fatigue Properties of Advanced
Materials at Severe Environments

CAPABILITIES:

9 Terr,.-rature Range from Cryogenic (-250o0F)
to High Temp. (26000F)

A e Variable Pressure from Vacuum (0.01 torr) to
Atmospheric (1000 torn)

o Partial Pressure Gas Environment: 02. N2 , He
and 3% H2

e Shaker - 20000 lbf Random, 24000 lbf Sine

*Test Specimen - Up to 3" x 7"

HIGH TEMPERATURE ACOUSTIC
SUBELEMENT TEST CHAMBER

ACOUSTIC PURPOSE
TERMINATION e DESIGN VERIFICATION FOR

COMBINED ENVIRONMENT TESTING
HEAT ' COMBINED ENVIRONMENT

SOURCE TESTING OF SMALL STRUCTURES

CAPABILITIES
0 180dB SPL
9 50 - 300 Btu/ft'sec

\•'lr * 12"x 18" PANEL, MAX
TEST PANEL

4 AIR ACOUSTIC
MOOULATOR HORNS

ACOUSTIC
SOURCE

Fi:urc 6 SubI-Fkiciet Acuuo (.'hwricr
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C)OMBiNED ENVIRONMENT ACOUSTIC CHAMBER
6' TEST SECTION MUFFLER

175 dB SPL
3000°F

4' i.ST SECTION STATIC LOADING
180 diB SPL
3000OF
ACTIVE COOLINGHON

&ORW LATOR

* APPROACH VERIFIED IN PROTOTYPE
CHAMBER

* SIMULATES SE'iERE AEROACOUSTIC
& ENGINE ENVIRONMENTS

ACOUSTIC SOURCE * UNIQUE CAPABILITY
12 AIR MODULATORS * EXPLOITS NEW TECHNOLOGY
50 - 1,500 Hz

360K WATTS ACOUSTIC POWER e ABILITY TO TEST ACTIVELY COOLED
HEATING SOURCES STRUCTURES

LOW FLUX - QUARTZ LAMPS
HIGH FLI 'X - GRAPHITE STRIP

HEATERS
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DESIGN AND OPERATION OF A THERMOACOUSTIC TEST FACILITY

G. BayerddrfeL
L. Freyberg

Industrieanlagen-Setrisbsgssellschaft m.b.H.
Kinsteinstraae 20

85521 Ottobrunn / GERMANY

3. FACILITY DESIGN
Aetrothermal environments are composed of vi-
broecoustic and thermal loading& of varying
severity. In designing a test facility it is

1. suNN"IrF essential that a wide range of load combina-
Aerothecrmal environments as encountered tions becomes available. This can bait be
during the mission% of reusable spacecrafts, achieved if the thermal and acoustic loads
hypersonic vehicles, advanced launchers etc. are generated independent from each other.
are the major design driver for an advanced
Thermal Protection System (TPSI technology. The objective was to use escisting acoustic
In developing such materials and structures facilities and combine them with en appro-
ground testing under simulated operational pilote heating system. Nigh frequency pressu-
conditions is of eminent importancec. to fluctuations caused by propulsion noise,

boundary layers or Separated flows can be re-
In$order totmeet these requiremeints IABG has produced to a certain extend by acoustic ex-
designed a thermoacoustic facility which was citation such as in reverberation chambera or
recently put into operation. The facihity is in progressive wave tubes IPWT). These faci-
clpab;e to produce surface temfereturell up to lities norsally operate at room temperature
1300 at sound pressure level Sup tt; 160 without a capability for elevated tomperstu-
dl. The design erproaeh and operational as- res. However, test configurations can be re-
peels from test Work performed so far are olived which provide very high temperature,;
descr ibed. in the limited area& of the test article.

2. INTRODUCTION The selection of an appropriate heating sye-
Apart from analytical methods Such as FIN- tee is a crucial pntbecauae ofuthe e
calculations ground test facilities are an qirired competibilotynwtith th acousticten-k
indeepenisibie tool fot the development of vironsent. A comparison between the often
TPS-hordvore tRef 1.2). Though It is not used quarts lamps and a flame system is given
possible to simulate oll the different en- below
vironatinto to which TPS-Gystems may be os-
posed during their operational life in only LMS PAESSE
one single acility, It io still good pfac- AFtLMS PNEYTM
tire to coobtine such loadings which develop CNRLNDRT
strong interactions.COTL GODMDR§

suRFACE TENP. wnas. 560 OC )1300 C
Interaction exists between thermael loading FATIGUE LiFE POOR No PRUO"SLN
and vibroscoustic response in so lot as thre OERATION 1XPE9'#5IVE CNIAP
stiffness nen fatigue characteristics of IFS-
materials change with increasing temperatu-
ree, Such effects ace best Investigated by Nainly because of the Whoghe surface tempera-
caper imeital means. tures end the simpler overall design It was

decided to go fest the flamet syatem.

Depending on the issiono of the individual FIt. I Shows an arayo nine burner: which
vehicle aemrithereal enivironments may be of ar one nball pvote to aoyo indlvIdlu-
different nature. A general survey is 6o al adjustment. The burners are driven with
fol lows NeIthan 1CM a nd Oxygen (0 w hereby each

burne he& AIte separate contr~l walves

AEF'TNERN41AL CVALLINOES

ASCENT PSOPULSION SYSTEM
Radiaited noi** its
Radilated *eat

AgRooYNAMic EFFECTS
Separated Flows
Aercodynamic Neeting

CRUISE AERODTNAAIC EFFECTS
boundary Loaye Noise
Aerodynamic Ninrting

REENTRY AERODYNAMIC EFfECTS
boundary L.. Separated Fl. t
Aerodynamic Neeting to

fe Svee$*ot it remarkable 0 moderete 1-1q. I Arlily of Burrners

Pgrre'~~~~~~~~~t,,I0411 sr r.~r.iri~n i h'r 44 'arI.rl et Aryr toalf Slimu titiers flrld rin h ~i otoAmmag . Ntrnn,',nr AUsi IVWA



fig. 2 , ame sensors on top of each row iqg. 3 shows the cross section of the therao
ontrol -orrect burning, in case of irtegula- "oustic PWT. By insartion of an inner tunnel
rities e relevant valves will shut down the made of stainless steel the basic structure
gas sup y. Spark plugs for each row allow is protected against the heat. The duct which
ignitioi. so that the flame unit can be fully is formed by these two elements is subdivided
remote controlled, into various channels. An air distribution

system feeds these channels with predetermin-
ed massflows to provide the necessary cooling.
The area around the test section which natur-
ally has the highest temperatures is intensi-
vely cooled by the highest mass flow whereas
the rear side with much lower temperatures
obtains only reduced coolin4 air. The total

S' cooling air is delivered by the same coapres-
sot which also feeds the noise generators.

-he flame heating system is mounted into a
* rrdow of the PWT so that the flames impinge

directly on the test article which is just
opflito. rach burner can be adjusted indi-
vidually so~that the total test section of0,8o~ x 1,2 a' is uniformally heated.

This 111111 unit can •amounted into a favor-
betstiOn thealbe nt installed into a ni~qT the
(*levant Wet Of the 79elutin9 focit-ities or: The Instrumentaione _f the facility consistsIke follOwat o7

Probe fIcclcphonls Mot tonen
batincacvobei r~ seabled Vaggt o v a .FyI1 thep

as follower ofe

Lewe Vibe Itipe

SIUi/T3s? 5SIC?. rg l g v~ceaera
OASPL at A.?. sis IS d l Samc 10 do T**;.te 1fecnce rp-FIQJIgfCY 3, 100 142l1 kil 50 ;,1 - tklt attae Of the bulneel end outlfol the febts
NUZ FLUX Il.At. Igk se mae.l+ i aW.,ut of the ionotstolo. ?he pleobe alle.
SUIF&CIt Tt"P. aes. 110 C ma . 1)O0 " phone*s n be used in temperatutq fields up

to '00 gC. they allow direwt meaffurements of
O.APL Overall Sound Ptessure :evel the fluctuatiry9 pressures within., tae hot
AT moos Temepaature lOne. ?of tecpelrtuuel beyond '00 

0
C dirett

se'tlovin,j of the dynamic pteose..c is not
possible. In such cases the date -ro* the

No *6oIfiiativas weei neceasaly -'ten Install- reference microphones htve to be scaled down
InI the 11t0e Gratpr Itto the teveocbeteii- according to the change of $eneity Letwoeen
chambee. Due to the astensive hir flow egoe cold and hot 4O0`e.L
the not*e lenejaator the teoo" atue ,etross.
instil the levee•rttioa chasbo is to sy "- Tempepature leaurtements age taken via
deaite. As the Close lMit to plac-i , the C':[Wocouplal which are directly applied to
middle of the chamber the wall& eaL Ot of- the tspoced surface of the test article. This
fected by the heat. molhod Is considered aore reliable and ac-

rho proglestive rive %uN , howeve: had to be curote compared with radiation rmeceureriente
Th i~a &Wi llwaedtu. (last had tI because the latter are heavily disturbed by

aubtat lily il the open flameri.
te. with a heat fle of to0 U.!aec inls defa
SIis only possible it the basai situ tute
it shiesded ealnost this hoat iflut.



As far as the dynamic response of the test One half of the tank structure partially co-
article is concerred a laser vibrometer can vered with a sample of the insulation materi-
deliver complete mode patterns even under the 1l and the rest covered with ordinary fire
extrem conditions of flame heating. Direct resistant carpets was placed inside the re-
strain measurements, however, are not feasab- verberation chamber opposite the flame heat-
l1 in such a hostile environment. ing system (k'ig. 5). Four control microphones

were positioned around this test set-up,
For the purpose of overall control a TV-cam- their locations being well outside the hot
era is employed which checks not only the zone. in addition a probe microphone was in-
correct flame burning but also provides in- stalled for direct measure of the dynamic
formation about possible desintegration of pressures on the surface of the insulation
the test article during the test. material inside the hot 'one.

Mounting of the teat specimen into the thar-
moscoustic PWT needs a dedicated design. The
specimen shall be supported as for its in-
tended use and care should be taken to allow
for thermal expansion. If necessary the
mounting frame can be additionally cooled
with water.

4. OPIRATIWK&L ASPECTS
In order to iilustrate the operation of the
facilities two different tests which have
been rocently performed ate described.

ARIANE S Tank Insulation

The European launcher ARIANE 5 presently in
the final development stage is depicted in
Fig. 4. The tank marked with an arrow con-
tains Helium and is covered with flexible in-

Culation materiel to protect it against the
heat radiated by the engine of the cryogenic
main stage. The insulation is equally exposed
to the high noise levels at lift-oft and to
turbulent flows at transonic lspeds. In order
to verify that the surface of the tank struc-
tu'e will not be subjected to temperatures
above SO C as well as to qualify the nmaule-
tion with respect to the turbulent pressure
field a thleroscoustic teat was performed.

5 ir, 5 ThVrnIO" oustic lostinsido hrverwriatrion Ch.-IN),ir

The teadings of these microphones are pie-
Sented in Fig. 6. The upper part c€ntsins the
spectre as oe&Sured under MT. Thet* are cot-
tain differences in the frequenries up to
lbS Os and beyond 400 Ns. however, the
OASPL-vale is the ease fo( the pfobe micro-
phone ar4 the average Out of the fout control
microphones.

Lookinq at the lower ar'i it is obvious that
the spectra obtained during the fClae heating
process differ substantially. Wherea* the
shape of the OverCged control microphone
spectrcu is not very much affected, the probe
microphone indicates oubetantially lowe noi-
se levels. Die to the lower density of the hot
gas medium the sound pressure levels are
considerably reduced leading to an OASPL-

i iq. 4 ARIANE 5-1muncrierv value vhl~t is 6 do lower composed vith AT.

S-: n I m l



- this case the temperature did not exceed 80 C
as specificd.

fl• TPS for Advanced Launcher

- In the framework of a study sponsored by
ESTEC (Ref 3) a multiwall TPS-panel was do-

veloped by DASA which was used as a candidate
for a thermoacoustic test. The TPS-panel is

It considered to be taken from a reference vehi-
cle (rig. 8), the arrow indicating the refer-
ence location.

i f -- ....-- -

(1g. b AcousLtic Spectrrai

The teeperALure curves a smonitoted by the-
mCCOaple6 age displayed i rlu. I. The I--
7 Lreaerit wee to ach eve 66 0 on athe sut-
aers ci the Insuletier �tearci ever a period

of t1.: 1 inutes. The uppec pert shows that

this requ #ement wee ree&onibiy good fultfil-led . The l oer.. p ert g ive s the temper atu re riee : •

of the tank h hlwteialain.Z

... .. .... t .

Fl~ I Jvr-4i~rtorr Curves I',. 1. 5 PS Pel tuilt Into PWT



Critical loadings occur during separation of
the two stages with 700 

0
C surface temperatu-

re and sound pressure levels up ti 165 dB and
guring reentry of the upper stage with 1000

C surface temperature and an OASPL - 140 dB.
With the objective to simulate these environ-
ments the aultiwall panel was installed into
thw thermoacoustic PWT acrording to Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 shows the facility with the burners
alighted, the test window, however, is still
open. In the next step the PWT will be closed
and the airflow started. Temperature rise on
the panel surface will be observed until the
specified values are reached. Finally the
noise generators are activated over a prede-

termined time duration.

Akr~f jwed~emente

The develop•ent -1 the thermoacouett.; feati-
ty was enponaced by the Un4wunemntiote f1u
Fotachuna Ynd Terhnoloqie iSHMnT On4 the

"tluteche Aqentut fto geumtehst-Ange~eefi-
halt#0 IDAAý whvr'ch is highly appIeCISaed.

su Rwket CR.., Grandle V.V,

Teetknq of Space Shuttle Thet"I Pt(O
lection 5ystem Fanetls undet im'elated
Reentry Theot.ecum••tC renditkons
Seventh Spare Simuati-n C~ntetense
toe Anqelet W1I

Say erld~efer G.

o.volops-nt of i Traosasti• teet
Facilit y
tSA-C•nfete-ne *$paerielt 3trokturee and
mechafnical Testin*. orlob• 1954

i1i study an Themeal Pelottcton tot Advanced
lhijnche (a
C$A.ISThC-Pfeeentetion ptepat*d by OASA.
ALNtIA. ARCS and SAW. reblrvay 1914
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NONLINEAR DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURES TO ACOUSTIC EXCITATION

H.F. Wolfe
WL/FIBG Bldg 24C
2145 Fifth St Ste 2

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433-7006, USA
and

R.G. White
Institute of Sound and Vibration Research, University of Southampton

Southampton, S09 5NH, UK

SUMMARY INTRODUCON

Acoustic fatigue failure in aerospace structures Acoustic fatigue problems with military
has been a concern for many years. New aircraft structures have continued to be
prediction techniques are needed for the new expensive to solve. Results of modifications
materials and structural concepts of interest to older aircraft, changes in their usage to
and higher sound pressure levels encountered. accommodate new weapons and equipment,
The objective of this program of work is to extended usage and lifetimes have all had a
improve the fundamental understanding of the significant cost impact. Increased
nonlinear behavior of beams and plates performance capabilities also result in
excited from low to high levels of excitation, increased acoustic levels. Aircraft designs
Experiments have been conducted utilizing a resulting in direct exhaust gas impingement on
clamped-clamped (C-C) beam statically tested structural components have caused increased
and shaker driven at increasing levels of levels of excitaiton and high tenral loads.
excitation. Similarly, C-C-C-C plates were Flow separation and oscillating shock waves
excited by a vibration shaker and in a cause very high fluctuating pressure on the
progressive wave tube. The total strat % and structures. Expose to aircraft structures and
the components, bending .rid axial and the equipment to these increasing higher noise
displacements were measured with increasing levels warrants the development of new
levels Or -xcitation. Bistable behavior was prediction methods. Methods have been
observed with sinusoidal excitation for both developed over the years to predict and reduce
the beams and plates. The measured axial or acoustic fatigue. but they have not kept pace
membrane strains were very low compared to with increasing requirements. In addition.
tt•t bending strains for high levels of future structural configurations with new
excitation. The beams randomly excited materials and much higher stiffness-to.weight
exhibited a slight frequency shift and peak ratios are evolving. A better understanding of
broadening. which can be attributed to an the nonlinear random vibrational response of
increased stiffening or hard spring structures is needed to improv, the prediction
nonlinearity. Li plates randomly excited of acoustic fatigue damage.
exhibited a greater frequency shift ana peak
broadening than the beams. The dynamic The objective of this study was to improve the
tests resultet, in a nonlinear relationship understanding of the nonlinear behavior of C-
betwccn the rtsponse strains and C beams and plates exited to hirh levels of
displacements and the excitation levels. A vibration. The prediction of aeroacoustic and
multimodal model is discussed to estimate the thermal loads and fatigue failure are not
mean square suress response due to high levels included. The focus was the development of
of excitation. methods to predict the nonlinear response of

simple structures.

Pn.~rwtnIm ,u u .5sftgwi s ,,a ,n ' Ac,,*atu ILimbI ism Aia ,.t .*Snamit,'/ wvd in I4all.hqu. vudnv. Men 1WI
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BACKGROUND materials. This occurred when the excitation
amplitute was constant ana the frequency was

Various design guides ror predicting the swept upward or downward around the
acoustic fatigue life of metallic and some fundammental resonant frequancy and when
composite plate-type structures using semi- the frequency was constant and the amplitude
emperical mathematical expressions and was increased or decreased. The total strains
design nomographs have been developed (Ref and the components, bending and axial and
1). The predictions are based upon assuming the displacements were measured with
the fundamental mode as the controlling increasing levels of excitation. The measured
parameter which simplified the analysis. axial or membrane strains were very low
Miner's law and cumulative damage theory compared to the bending strains for high
and a range of experimental results from levels of excitation. The axial fundamental
various structures were utilized. Design frequency response was twice that of the
guides were continued, such as those of the bending mode and always positive. Both
Engineering Science Data Unit (ESDU) in beams randomly excited exhibited a slight
London, UK, and updated periodically for use frequency shift and peak broadening, which
in the government and aerospace industry, can be attributed to an increased stiffening or
Some acousitc fatigue design characteristics hard spring nonlinearity.
for composite materials have been developed
using the single-mode assumption, semi- The static strain response of both CFRP
empirical formula established from a statistical beams did not exhibit a nonlinear response as
analysis of a range of experimental test data great as the dynamic case with sinusoidal and
(Ref 2). The importance of multi-modal random excitations,
effects was observed in tests involving higher
excitation levels (Ref 3). Although the above For high level acoustical excitation of a C-C-
methods include nonlinear effects up to the C-C plate, the modal frequencies were less
limits of the test facilities used, there is a pronounced than for low level excitation.
growing interest in higher sound pressure Higher modes than the fundamental
levels and anisotiopic materials, contributed significantly to the overall

induced resoonse. Multimodal effects become
A series of experimental investigations were more significant at high levels of excitation.
conducted usiza beams and plates to
understand the nonlinear dynamic behavior. Modal analysis theory is generally based upon
Clamped aluminum alloy and carbon fiber linear assumptions where mode shapes are
reinforeced plastic tCFRP) beams, pinned amplitude independent and occur at a single
beams, and clamped plates were investigated, frequency, In the nonlinear case. the
Linear mode shapes and nonlinear displacement shapes and natural frequencies
displacement shapes were studied. The are dependent upon the boundary conditions.
response due to random excitation was the level of the excitation force and the initial
investigated. For forced vibration studies of conditions.
beams, electromagnetic coils and annular
permanent magnets were used. For the plate The study of structural mode shapes has
studies, a large vibration shaker and acoustic grown considerably over recent years.
progressive wave tubes (APWT) were used. Development in instruments, computers and
More details can be found in References 4 and testing techniques have resulted in detailed
5. data describing structural response. Nonlinear

displacement shapes have been obtained
Both C-C beams exhibited a slight frequency experimentally ior three beam configurations
shift and peak broadening. Bistable response which were sinuoidally excited (Ref 6),
(jump phenomena) was obtained with Scanning laser vibNometers were utilized to
sinusoidal excitation ef both types of nmasure the surface ve!ocities which were

-I_•
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integrated to yield displacements. Various and random excitation. The nonlinear
curve fitting methods were used to smooth the deterministic or sinusoidal cases results in a
displacement data and provide a mathematical jump phenomenon. The random excitation
function representing the deflected shapes. case usually results in stochastic chaos.
The axial strain can be obtained from the
elongation obtained from displacement The identification of mathematical models to
function. The bending strain can be obtained represent dynamic systems in general has
from the second derivative of the function, attracted considerable attention in recent years.
Three beam cases were analzcd which Identification of nonlinear systems ranges
showed close agreement with strain gauge from methods simply to detect the presence or
measurements. Accuracy of the vibrometer type of a nonlinear to those which seek to
method was dependent upon the curve quantify the behavior via some mathematical
smoothing process used. The linear classical models.
solutions of the equations of motion were not
accurate functions to describe the nonlinear Benamar, White and Brennouna studied the
displacement shapes. These equations effect of large amplitudes on the fundamental
included the summation of sine, cosine, mode shapes of fully clamped plates. They
hyperbolic sine and hyperbolic cosine terms. studied aluminum alloy plates both
Fourth order polynominals were more accurate experimentally and theoretically which
for the clamped beam case. A Gaussian resulted in a high degree of geometrical
function was more accurate for the pinned nonlinearity. This was attributed to high in-
beany case. plane stiffnesses, inducing a higher

contribution of the axial strain energy to the
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS total strain energy at large displacement

amplitudes. Even higher nonlincarities were
Acoustic fatigue life prediction methods obtained with composite plates.
generally include predicting the acoustic loads,
estimating the vibrational stress response of Mei fornulated the displacement and stress
the structure and predicting the life from stress relationships for C-C plates bawd upon
versus cycles to failure curves for the material equivalent linearization methodis tRef 10). By
and fastener configuration. As the acoustic including the in-plane stretching effect in the
load increases, the stress response becomes bending formulation, the nonlinear deflections
more nonlinear and very difficult to predict. and stresses were found to be much less than

linear theor) at the higher levels of excitation.
The theory of nonlinear random vibration has The total strain at the surface is based upon
not reached a state of maturity. Although the sum of the bending and axial strain.
many methods of solution exist, there can be Small deflection linear bending theory neglects
no general rule about the suitability of any the strain in the mid plane In cases where
method for a particular nonlinear system (Re( the deflections are small in comparison with
"7 ). Most theories for the dynamic response the thickness of the plate. linear bending
of beams and plates for geometric theory is usually adequate (Ref 11), For
nonlinearities were based upon the Duffing higher load values, the rate of increase of the
equation or equations of motion with some deflection with increasing load decreases due
nonlinear stiffness terms or term. Among the to the increased resistance by the tensile
most widely used are the Fokk.r-Planck forces in the midplane of the plate.
equation solutions, perturbation methods.
equivalent stochastic linearization. stochastic It has been useful to study various nonlinear
averaging. cumulant.neglect closure, energy beam and plate theories. Although practical
dissipAtion balancing and the time domain boundary conditions differ from those
Moe,te Carlo approch (Ref 8). Two types of generally considered in theory, they provide a
excitation are usually considered: deterministic range of solutions which are useful in
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estimating the response of practical structures. vibration plate response due to high levels of
excitation.

A form of the maximum mean square stress in
a plate acoustically excited (Ref 1) may be Two types of materials were selected for
expressed as: testing: aluminum alloy 7075-T6 and carbon

fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) Hercules
a2  

It f. G.(fj . AS4/3501-6 unidirectional prepreg with AS4
4C ' fibers in a 3501-6 matrix (0°/+45°/90")s. The

unclamped size was 260 x 210 x 1.30 mm for
where o is the static stress, G, (Qf) is sound the aluminum plate and 260 x 210 x 1.09 for
power spectral density, f, is resonant the CFRP plate. The vibration shaker testing
frequency, ý is damping ratio, and t is time. arrangement is shown in Fig 1 with the CFRP
This equation uses only the first mode plate in the aluminum alloy clamping frame
response and assumes that the static and used for both plates. The frame was bolted to
dynamic deflected shapes are identical and the shaker head. The shaker head was rotated
that the acoustic pressures is in phase over the to the vertical position to obtain a horizontal
whole panel. The first, third and fifth excitation force. This method was selected to
vibration modes seemed to be the predominate prevent the mass of the panel from effecting
modes found from the results of the acoustic the displacements and the strains measured.
progressive wave tube test of plates. Strain gauges were bonded back-to-back to
Assuming the first, third and fifth modes are measure total, axial and bending strains as
the major contributing sources of response, an shown in Fig 2. Displacements were
extimate of the total mean square stress may measured with a laser scanning vibrometer.
be expressed as:

The linear frequencies of the aluminum alloy
¢�,�' A ~A) .~ A OCA); ;,w Itr 00) plate used in the shaker experiments were

determined by exciting the plate sinusoidally
where A is a coefficient and A, + A, + A, = with an acoustic driver. The mi'dal frequencies
100%. The static pressure assumption for the found with the aluminum alloy plate were 230
first mode is dependent upon the length, width ilz for the first mode, 365 and 485 lItz for
and thickness of the plate. Further the second modes and 618 and 864 liz for the
approximating the third and fifth modes as third modes.
one third the length and one fifth the length
would produce an estimate of their modal Sine dwell aluminum alloy plate tests were
contribution. The critical pArt is determining conducted near the fundamental frequencies
the contributions of the higher order vibration selected by sweeping slowly from below the
modes with the coefficients A,. A, and As. fundamental frequency to a point just before
These can be estimated from the normalized the amplitude jumps down to a low level.
integration of the strain spectral densities as The jump phenomncnum was observed when
discussed in the experimental section of this the fundamental frequency increased from
paper. 228.9 to 245.9 lit as shown in Figs 3

indicating a hardpring n.inlincanty.
]EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

Random response tests were conducted with a
Base excited shaker testing of clamped plates spectrum controller programmed for a flat
provides a convenient method of studying the spectrum shape from IC 1000 Hz. Examples
geometric nonlinear response since it provides of the excitation spectral densities arm shown
response transfer functions from well defined in Fig 4. This frequency band included
forcing functions. Modal coupling and the cornbinat.ýns of the first through the third
transfer of energy from one mode to another modes. The strain responses are shown in Fig
are important aspects to modeling the forced 5 for the five strain gauge locations and the
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displacements at the center of the plate. The Hz to 188.7 Hz as shown in Fig 13, which
highest strain measured was located at the were about 24% lower in frequency than the
center of the longer side of plate near the aluminum plate.
clamping frame, strain gauge location 2. The
total, axial and bending strains measured for The strain responses are shown in Fig 14 for
strain gauges locations 2 and 7 are shown in the random excitation case of the CFRP plate.
Fig 6. The axial strain was 4.56% of the total Very similar overall strain responses to the
strain. The relationship between the total aluminum case were obtained. The total, axial
strains at five locations and displacement is and bending strains measured for strain
shown ir Fig 7. This relationship is nonlinear locations 2 and 7 are shown in Fig 15. The

at small displacements. The total strain axial strain was 7.47% of the total strain,
spectral densities are shown in Fig 8 for almost twice that of the aluminum case. The
location 2. Large strain responses occured strain and displacement relationships are
around 220, 670 and 900 Hz with peak shown in Fig 16 which are similar to the
broadening and shifting to higher frequencies aluminum case. The total strain spectral
which is indicative of geometrical densities are shown in Fig 17. Large strain
nonlinearities. The strain spectral densities for responses occured around 200, 400 and 900
total, axial and bending at low levels and high Hz. The strain spectral densities for total,
levels of excitation are shown in Figs 9 and axial and bending at the low level and high
10. The axial or inplane stretching effect levels of excitation are shown in Figs 18 and
occurs at twice the bending resonant 19. The displacement spectral densities are
frequencies. O'er most of the frequency band shown in Fig 20, which appear to have more
the bending and total strain spectral densities modes than the aluminum case. The
were about equal except at the high level, integration of the strain spectral densities are
The axial strain response was higher than the shown in Fig 21. The fundamental mode
bending around 460 liz. This results in a contributes to about 92% of the total
higher total strain response around the axial frequency response, which was higher than the
fundamental mode. The displacement spectral aluminum case.
densities ar shown in Fig 11. which are
similar to the total strain spectral densities Some trends observed in the linear mode
except for the relative amplitude, of the shape analysis of the types of plates were
higher order modes. One indicvtion of the noted. The fundanental modal frequency was
modal contribution of the strain response can considerably higher in the aluminum case.
be obtained by integrating mathematically the This can be attributed to the higher mass
strain spectral densities and normalizing. An density and greater thickness than the CFRP
example of this is shown in Fig 12 for the panel. The results of the second, third and
total strain at location 2. where the fourth modes were unclear, primarily due to
fundamental mode contributes about 82% of the modal coupling. The frequency response
the total frequency response, was very sensitive to small changes in

boundary conditions, temperature, geometry,
The linear modal freqaencies of the CFRP and material properties.
plate were also determined by sinusoidally
exciting the plate acoustically. The modal Some trends observed in the nonlinear mode
frequencies found were 139 Iz for the first shape analysis of the two types . .ates
mode. 147 and 374 Hz for the second modes excited sinusoidally were noted. The range of
and 24'3 and 965 Hz for the third modes. frequcecy response was much higher for the

CFRP plate than the aluminum plate for the
Sine dwell CMRP plate tests were conducted same range of displacements. The CFRP plate
similar to the aluminum alloy plate tests. The exhibited a greater hard spring nonlinearity.
jump phenomenum was observed when the Much greater excitation was needed for the
fundamental frequency increased from 147.5 CFRP plate which can be attributed to the
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[_W2 I + jWC, + f22)ý(W) = Q7'T(wj) (2) 1,(1?) = 2 p/ icrcc d,5 cI (8)

inI order to take iiul~o accomilct lice presence or h .Fv xrsingie odetiln~
air, the acouistic frelc is exprsse aI-the scum ofr Iu loeepeso ie odetmt
twn terms: thi. first. is thie presstire that. wotild ex- nso for vibratiing scmrfccces suiflicientlhy wide as com-

ist. if tflie. st.ruicht~ire were replaced by a rigid body pared with acotistic wavelengthts, (except., of'cotirse,

(Reiod pressure Pfl.: thie secomlc t~eri is Olie tpres- inenr thip eges).
su~re irradiaterd by the vitcrnl.iicg fle~xible, st~rurictuire'~ -rso s
ill t ip nlcseiuce of anl external nrouitmiei souirre (in 4- Complex frequency rs o s
dialect pressore pr?) [4], [51c. So wve caclc write:

Th~e colicctlex frci-c~peuy respoiise is cnhccchit-erh

Q7() -Q7'Th,,(w) + Q"*Tin(w) p) roiisiutriicg ticp prescence of the air as siuicilatec by
niil eq iiiv~lciut, add litiolu ccl 111oiss ti(I i by anl erjci iVcc
fill dtam uipincg to he added to mcclinaicical si tnict irs I
cinccciicg [4]1.

For a utiscret ized flat s rchitcre iii the. freqieciry
3 - Relevant acoustic princi- donicciii lice rndachctfd pr'-ssnre at. ;c speciflir poinct, x-,,,
pies rvnd-

Starticiig froic I~hlecilolt~z' eclIiontni [51, [61]:

PRO,d~- W) -21w, A"c, A, (I))
V 2J VT 01()' n,,
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wher 6, = ~ Q,,q..w),A,,is te ccmen. sir- at take off. TIhe response of the st-ructure is there-
roundig P',, and the intecgral appearing in Eq,(8) fore essentially of a stat istical nature: N~., for the
has heen replaiedc by the corresponding sumnina- acceleration PSI) (Power Spectra! Density) we hiave!:
tion with weights A,,, and the summation is ex-
tended over all thle points P,, into which t~hc system
hias beeim disc retize, I

Insert ion or t he above expression int~o the equa- S,;(w) =QJJ(w)Sj,(uw)IP(w)Qjr (12)
t ion of mnot ion (2) yieldls: andl for the acceleration RMS:

+-~( .M(l + jw((.,'+ Ca,(w)) + (~j ,:f O =m I f+)d2

where: In the foregoing equationis, S1, is the P~SI) of
the generalized input, given by:

Al() 2PQ-r(;Q Sg.(W~) = QT lim i "1(W )p* (w)Q

C.() -2pQ'j.G 1 Q = PWQ1XmXnW)

Cos kr,,,, = SP,(W). 2(W) (14I)

(C1),,, A,,,l,471I'mn,, here. Sp denotes the PS!) ini the far field of
A,,ýsin krm,r, the input pressure.; a stands for the coliereiice mla-

(C1,,,, A,, ,41rr,n,,, t rix of the excitation (it mieasures the correlat~ioni

aniid A... aniid A,, are the surface elemeit ts releva ut., brietwee t ie inip ut press lure, as mrasu red at the
t.0 thie poitits x.. an xii ,, respect ively. various poinlts o(f the fiv it): .12(w) is WI lie cross-joint

As is seen, miid as said above, thle effect, of thle aiccptanice, i.e., thle part, of the energy that vaci
air is tIt faiaddms AA i~ I o de of the miodes can extract froii thie acolistir: field.
dlaminilg (C]"). MIany publications, [1], [1)], coifir tiltat. t-he

The frequency responise (or, better, the traits- firing of a missile hasL a reverberant acousti'- bo-
f,'r functijon of t he st mect ire) is thlerefore: haviour in the whole frequency domain, so that

we considlered it, as a difruise pressure. field, typical
of reverberant roomis where. (T], [8]:7

11(u) = )2 [-w2(l+A1,(u.))-2jw4C.+C,( fl ] 'Rsinl krptly,

1t should he tnot iced that. the matrices Ala(w),Cn(w)
are i tot diagonal. a., c an be seen from i thle abov
definiti-,i' .However, off-diagonal termis art, genu-
(rally very simall . aind they hay'' bmeeii neglected.

5 - Randoin inputs

Ratidiii . tiiliv inpuitus (st 8t ioiitr% orgnthic) . .

iiipiul iii liil, lthel ;%irsjiii fromi vi anil roc~ket.
prttpi~iost .v*ii. buffetinug, etc., piresent miainly Fig.1 Ueveri~eratit fil~d corrolationii
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A% anl example, Fig. 2 provide~sa typical acous- 6 - Illustrative examples
tie spectrum for the firing of Arianie '. T'he spec-
tral denshity of the inlput, is shJown ill Tab. I. Illu~strative tests were. worked out, for a rect.-

Ga ngulIar hion cycomli alu n inutm plate with flexuiiral
suprand torsional restraint. Th'le data are re-

~Honeycomb type 3/16 5052 007
-Skin thickness 0.2 10-3 mfHoneycomb height 25 10 -Jm

QPanel lenght 2 m
-Panel width 2 m

- ~Thh.2 Ditai for iniasrittiv4. example

Th'le finlite eleutient, model consists of 1200) eletients
F (CQUAI)4, (-IIVXA8), 882 grids, consistent. tmas

INTEG~T~tEVE * -~ option, all D.)C. F. retain e~d and the modes imp) t~o
INERTEOD LEE 1~l¶a42 dB c 1000 lIN were coomputed; this limit. was chosen as

Fig.2 Acoustic sl4ectrtumn at firinig for Arbine 4 i ot ness st euecmuigtnca
(fromt Ar1Hnvqpmct., 1983) mutch as possible.

(i ) to have represenmtative imodes lip to 1000] 1z;

(ii) to have sufficiently smlall elements, so as to
obtain high correlation Values for thle acous-

-7 7 = tic input..

(iii) in order t~o validate the 3-I) finite elemenitFF . approach, a simplified analytical model was
tised, i.e., a simply supported rectangular

-7- 2.0 plate including shear deformation and rotary

~O(,. 4 nertia effects. Tlab. .3 provides the relevant
conipa ri sons up to 800 lIN.

_14. (ix-) outi-of-p late omodes, assoc iat~e withl t he fl'i iite
rigidlity of thle st rurletre normal t~o its plane,"
have noi sqiecial initerest, for thle work miider
(Once nii, on arc out 01 of theiiir veryv high fre-

ot,.l w1 ,stt~ir hititt dlatit for Ariasiv 4 qliencv.
(frm n A rimt-ttl I4ip44 1983)
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Analitial mfndei Numerical iiWnel hle strciteiral1 mass. We see dital. I ihe effect. of thc
34. 34 4 air is snuiller, as itis na imirli.
113 4 95 5___________ Several otherr cases were worked out., tiat, rain-
1351) 1356
169.3 69)not. be reporte(r! here for sake of b~revitrV. Fromt a
1614 1 1699 thorotigh examnni~t~ioi of dhe relevant, resuilts sOfijjr
2190 221 r.
21l____________)___ gene~ral renmarks rnn hie ninde.

2344i 21t55 The presence of air raiiscd redtict~ion in tine
281 5 2%5 5 cigenfrrqiirncies- of the st ructuirc lip t~o 15%/(; this is
im9.7 V12 I ________

.5.11(I ii Ide In oan in crease of the' mass mat ri x of I lie order

412 _______________ or iof i c k1%audto anarid iiiioni a! ia ping ali tost.
4129 III - erqiial to the strnictliraloe

421t6 45 9 he air mass part ici patifdinig in flit! mot ion is
47 4771 1________________ littleI influtenced by stfiffness, wthereas it. delrea-iiig
47.% ______ 471% _____

522 4 .-i9-1 with increasing M1 rucftoral mass, and] wit It increas-
ý5 i _______9__ A" ing frerrten cy. Aliso radei at ion dlaimping is sI ron gly
35931 5r914 afr-fectd by thei q1 mfl itural miiss; it. b'comiesi Iart~ic-

694 5q 4 nilarly active ;it. iteirilnn/nigii frequenricies.

6440 _________________ S rom a response viewpoint., cronsirlerat.ion of

- -09-9- ltfe presenice of air redluics acceIerat-ioin peaks ini
7031 ___0____ M,2 I'Si dingrnnis, -to they are- moved towards lrower

- - 71901 -- -- freqliteticies. or, crcomitit or dihe riiferent. feat lire.
79.15 7W2 6 _______

793I X 792 of r ithe nmodal shapeq, thle responise at the wariousq
point-s is differenti.: thIis caii lie uised for rqui~pireriltts

,rtI .a, Ci llitliri-ilnm rf thme e~mrigefreqi ienrem~ of fi ti, posAit inning.
mnlytyic-rd ati znitKllmKriirti imodetl Fi nally, variatoinbs in st iIfrtirnt alIlows 1110(1ii -

cat ions in sturiit inra rrequentcies, with a possible

ThsIm ivnrir tilte folleiwiing liimitationi: nitovenicunt. of vi'S) peaks to regnions where iiputl is;
this as gven ise ri ls- severe.

2 2

St.rlictllral dampl1~ing is assiiiiee consfaiit, aindi
(Itlial to, .02.

Se'verr~nl co~n igiiralitirsis were inimly.edl ill order
tor evrnliati the iinifeiie orf tlie suirroundring air,

of tile mass aiid st ftiness ruistrimhni~on, And of thle
variatioli of tIIhe licouiis inupiitf.

Fig.4 de~scribes the' variat ion or time. first. six eli-
agollill delement~s of t1ile mat,1 rix M0 w;Fig.5 sh~ows
I lin arnalogolls values for fthe matrix C(9(w). Fig G3

illu~stmirgie' sonic quantities fror 0111cr cases.

l-'ig,.l illunstrat es thle grid rise(] in thle analysis.

Thle fotlowillg results ire're'evauiti. to thli pobilts I 1l
221, 325., shownii i ftile s-rini figure.

Theii elfect. of thle' air is obtained th1irollgl roiii

parison of l'ipg.7 vs. Fig.8, huothI prosvihding -pect r;il
%ariatloll vs fre'qtiieor. We' see t nant at le'asi for

f lie case' hucrlr coulceril, flie' cliang,- is for a farctr

eof severial noit ies (5 rir mlore).

Tlhr sanui dingraill ari, shnown ill Figg.9, 10 F.

a jmrall hlavinig thle' same' st ifFtines, but willh a ihoii- Fig-3 Grid it%"[ in the' anilysis
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7 -Conclusions [81 D. Lubman, "Spatial Averaging in a Dif-
fuse Sound Field". Jour- Acoust. Soc.

(i) The behaviour of very light structures for Amer., 46(3), 432 (1969). onSt-
saeapplications can ieanalyzed with good [91 C. Clerc, "Acoustic PredictiononSt-

accuracy with tile method prescnted in this lite"', ESA SP 321 (Oct. 1991).
paper. (10] F. Morganti, "A Prediction Method to
(i ) btaiitr- r stjItsshow thle imiport an ce of t he Evaluate thle Acotustic Response or sp~ace.-

presencre of air; neglecting it may lead to alltrf xenlVnls.[F9-8 91

overestiutal ion of the response.

(iii) Niinierical simiulat ions have providedi results
in good agreement with Ii le experimental re-
stilts.

(iv) L.i nut at ions of t hie mtethod arise front:

(a) at very low frequiencies the size of tile
panll" is of t hie order of magnitude of tile
acottst ic load, and t lie, panel cannot be
cotisidrered wxa ' baffled'

(b) at htigh freijietic rie's local deformnatinns
arise t hat canniot be described by finite
letenetu t ect uiqiles;

(r)fr lt(It acoustic itio' deing a htighly fine
rus~h is w-re-sarv.
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PREDICTION OF FLUCTUATING PRESSURE AND POWER SPECTRA
IN ATTACHED AND SEPARATED COMPRESSIBLE FLOW

A. L. Laganelli

Science Applications International Corporation
Ft. Washington, PA, USA

and
K. R. WVentz
H. F. Wolfe

Rohr lIncorporated MS 1 07X
850) Lagoon Drive
C~IRL.A VISTA

C'aliforniia 9191q2-0878
IN ITEI) STATFS

u.v velocity in stream and normal
SUiMMARY directions

V characteristic velocity
A brnef review is presented of work by the authors to X'y coordinate distance in streamn and
provide an engineering prediction technique for Spanwi~se direction respvctively
power intensity Irma fluctuating pressure) and power al vhock generator angle
spectral density (PSO) for attached and separated 3Q inviscid oblique shock
compressible flow. The review process almo aJ. separation line angle
considers recent shocklturbulent boundary layer I ratio of spccific heats, 1.4 10r air
interaction work conductod at the Univcr%,i~y of Texa~s r' intcrnititcrncy
at Mach 5. It is shown that prediction techniques are 60 boundary-lakyer disiplacemnent
hampered us the result of the requiremnent to know thicknerss
panmecters of flow interactions a prion; in particular, compression ramp swept angle
the choice of charaoctenstic length and velocity scales. paosrieter defined in Eq. (15)
A technique is presented, based on the Houbolt coorrection to swept shock, Eq. (9)
spectra aturumption, that appears to provide 0 shock angle b&%cd on swept %hock/
engtinoenal solutions to the design resoalution of boundary -layer interaction. Eq 19J)
complex flow piroblems. The method is based oin a O(s.)~l) power spectral dens~ity

first mnomenit typ~e of PSD lf.s0(l)/(fiA )21I that has a Subscript,%
fixed value for antached and separated flows.
Moreoover, when applying the concept with the aw adiabatic wal!
Houbolt spectra, an excellent comparison ii sihown to c contprcssible conditions or %Ap
PSD data for shockiturbulent boundary layer corner angle

inercton.e evaluated at edge of boundary la~cr

LA~t f Sjbu I incomporesible conditions
I reference ito calculated iii~owid shockk

F. triansformation function. Eq. (7) w poition
f~w fequecy w wall

fh fequhency I approach flows up'trcam ot
interactionK paa'amnuer. Eq. (2) % hockjfhoundjrs -laver inieracii,.

k' paraseter. Eqs. (2) and (4) region, peak, Plateau
Lý intermittent region length tre tra .ondition%
M Mach number
P. local bounadary-laver static pressureSurcit

PP rus fluctuating pressure
q dynamic pressure. (9y2)PM- * reference temperature c~ondition
r turtsulent recovery factor. 0.896

h'eleolirj ait a .'m s ,, s, 440 4, A' 1' "1 Air .,sa, e noto si .Niflos ot~es hldls too Lllriimmet,., ii Ai t .4(3 I V5
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INTRODUCTION Fluctuating pressure and power spectra are descnbed
for zero pressure gradient flow on smooth and rough

The ability to predict fluctuating pressure and power surfaces, while the non-attached flow results were
spectra in supersowic/hypersonic turbulent boundary developed using approach flow conditions that were
layer flow has relied on ad-hoc techniques developed subsequently augmented using oblique shock
from a database generated on planar, two- relations. Reference 2 provides a tutorial and update
dimensional, or axisymmetric shapes. Experiments on fluctuating loads in shock wave/turbulent boundary
have led the way to investigate the phenomena due to layer interactions. This excellent review focused on
restrictive assumptions and limitations in analysis. the experimental work which has been limited to the
"The algorithms developed to date are generally for supersonic flow regime (M. S 5). Fluctuating wall
attached turbulent boundary layer flow where a pressure interaction experiments (Ref. 4) were
reasonable database exists for supersonic/hypersonic conducted at M > 5 but have not been published (to
flow conditions. Moreover, the configurations from our knowledge). The data renorted in Reference 2
which this database has been generated consist of consist of interactions generated by unswept or swept
rigid structures (strategic/tactical weapon systems) compression ramps, forward facing steps, flares,
which are capable to reacting to high pressure and the sharp and blunt fins, cylinders, and by impinging
low and high resonant frequencies associated with shocks. Moreover, the experimental results were
these loads. However, future space transportation primarily obtained at Mach 3 (.enes of experiments
will require configurations that feature control at the University of Princeton) and Mach 5 (senes of
surfaces as well as ramps and inlets required for an expenments generated at the University of Texas).
airbreathing propulsion system where the engine is an The emphasis of this work was concerned with the
integral part of the airframe. These structurem will quantification of the efli:,ts of the dynamic and
require large areas of flat panels which are generally unsteady separation of the interaction, in particular
less efficient to pressure loads and low resonant the intermittent regions wh,:z.- the separation shock
frequencies due to reduced stiffness. Furthermore foot translates. In order to accommodate this
these lifting body configurations will feature complex research, strong shock generating angles were
3D flow associated with the control surfaces as well required that am not practical for hypersonic efficient
as a multitude of shock/boundary layer interactions as aerodynamic structures.
well as shock-on-shock problems that can have a
significant impact on the dynamic and strength As noted in Figure 1. interactions can occur along the
charactenstics of the vehicles structure. Finally, the kntersoctions of control surfaces (hortitntal/verlical
mission profile for these types of systems will be stabilizeri. strake/body). inlets (corner flow), and
more demanding than that expenetK,,d by modern shock impingement (how shock on cowl lip,
fighter aircraft or ballistic and maneuvering , eapon stabiliter%, or inlet) on vainous surfaces. Moreover,
systems from which the current databas. and the Ilkw leading into the inlet along the romp can be
prediction techniquea were developed. Figure I both ,iAid and invs•cid i.e. variable Mach number.
shows a typical hyperonioc configuratiol featuring 3D No fluctuating database cxits for the.se type of
nsm-'ircular cruas-asctiona with ramps, tctrol tinteractioms thereby requirng the designer to ute
surfacea. d regions where sh.kiboundary and tagmt-inngjudgement or heuristic techniques that ore

shock-on-shock n•trmtioe can occur, often very conservative and can result in significant
weight penalties. This is further enph"ited in the

The objective of this paper is it) provi-le a brief combrbstor region which can have a drarmatic impact
review of work developed by the authors to predict on the structure and subsequent weight Penalties.
the unsteady flow behavior of fluctuating pressure Problems asuociated %kith the latter <onditiont are
asxcated with attsched an separated turbulent flo'w diasktd ein i Rcfercnces 1i and 6,
conditions. The review will almo foicus on %,ork
generated in the past several y.earx on flow Laganelli et al (Ref. 1) altemptld to addrers the

interactions seiprarced flow). Three excellent above interaoctiorn rgionts %here no ditabaxe exists.
reviews of the subject matter are provided by A type oif Reynold, analogy was introduced where
Laganellh and Wolfe (Ref. I). Dollhng (Ref :). and =O r. a-tw ,,vththe-o.tmttc hltt{dupP

Laganellt el al (Ref. 3). In Reference 1. both
attached and separated flow r-,ult are discused.



a T such that 4. at T a P. In this manner a
significant database could be diawn upon involving I (O 1) (
heat transfer in shock wave/turbulent boundary laver1
interactions. For this situation, augmentation factors
were approximated between peak rms pressure and where K represents an attenuation in the PSD profile
peak heating using the M :5 5 2D/3D database and to be compliant with the flow medium. K is
subsequently applied to the more extensive heat dependent upon the properties of the flow, namely
transfer database for M > 5.

It is further noted that experiments were conductedK 'l
by L.aganelli et aI (Ref. 7) and L-aganelli (Ref. 8) on wt 't edfnd sn h eiiino ,
a cone/slieeiflap configuration and hi -cone/sl ice/ flap wt 't edfnd sn h eiiino i
configuration, respectively at Mach numbers of 4. 8. pressure 6 (w~) tkw together %aiI Eq.
and 10. Angle of attack and flap angles were varied () hr eut
during the teat in ordei to provide flow separation. () hr eut
The number of kicoustic gages were 1:rnitcd
(approximately six in the slice/flap region) that would 0ol/ 3
make it difficult to capture peak rmns pressure levels. k''111 ~
lloweve.-. careful CFD studies indicated that the 3D
nature of the flow provided significant pressure relief
as well as the fact that the sonic line in the boundary %eenrilzto as aewt h innt
layer was very close to the surface. If separation did whr onaixinwsmde ittednau
occur, it would have been in the region very close to prsueI IN))I ae nbudr-ae
the slice/flap interseiction wihich could not edge conditions. EiquAtions% (I) and (3) ca~n then be

accomnuwwlate instrumentation. Finailly, while writteti as
Referncrie 2 provides for an excellent reviiew tit~Pi~t.
fluctuating loads axs&wiaied with thkiotkurbulcrit (4)/;V~.j
boundary layer interaSctionS. Settles and Dolling t Ret
9) describe the regions associated with -sw ept
shock/boundary -layer interations.

DISCUSIOs hish i% resog-nized us the fanuliar forms: for
representing PSI) in Ilse literature The chat&a:teritit:

T1he predictioa n mthdx4loy foir aetooý nm length isi goncrall ' chown &% th, boundArs laser

tencratei in attached and shock boLundar% 1laNer displuetrment thicknevis, while the :haruterli,11c

turbiulent flow can be found in the recent seloofshxity a' % the boundar-v-lonsef edkge %,luc T'lie teenm

Lagafelli aW Wolfe (Ref. I). The attahed fi,% L' appeArcd to ?se ph-sisal interpretattoas
techniques reasilied frum the earlier A,ifks if trertirnting :,,ntprC~sihihvi% and heat transfer oft the

L-1aganell at at (Ref. 7) while the s%&Xk lkansdars fluid medium tlef '?) Thit wasi a k('nsestuC"ns Of

layer intaractisa tehniquies %velt ftrsvi piresnted inthe rriqnitud!ý- oft the l'Sl a- - lIV' It: i f
Ittefereec 10. Foe coutinuity of the preseit Isaper. )I:. e . w. - r'fl 1Iis'a*sfowuiihatk -k'(1-
0131111 Of tbO reAsIt Will he PrOMenid hers-in 11 and refifesnta a method of tailoinrg the tywitra
haeus of the analuziys a th relaitionship beteween the proie in iteem of pealt %salucs and riqll-of with
raw pressaww and FXIer spectra ws prvided by frr~emunc The e sisnent A~ - Aimm)iiwherv nt and m
11oubilit Itef. ?), Mi givest a discusioni oft the Freresent the srlokity % ower law espirweni and
liouhttlt algritnhas said Ref. It pros-dide caltenele %tiCCýUL IXerf law exipisnerit. resfwtsecislv T1W
details which arv engw-ruw in the present pap"s paramenter Iý, is defined belowi If tine .osdr the

For attached flow,. the PSI) 5an hse reneralitm it as lo aqc'%I- rrie ~ ~ 'o

fsandttes of the speCtru" &As
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(Ref. 15) compared compressicon comer and fin-

q)V 1 k 2 _ 5 generated interactions and noted that the rms pressure
q21 q 0peaks for the latter where approximately one-half the

q1J levels experienced for the former for a similar
approach flow and similar shock strength. The

Solutions are obtained using correlations developed interactions showed a strong dependence on the

for the overall rms pressure for attached (References intermittent characteristics that included the inviscid

1, 11, and 12) and separated flows (References 1, 2, pressure rise, peak rms pressure rise, pressure
3, and 13). gradient, and spatial extent of large amplitude

disturbances. This earlier work has been

ms Pressure Predictions corroborated and/or expanded upon in a series of
-xperimenv. nerformed at Mach 5 (Ref. 2).

The overall rms pr. ssure for attached flows is given
as Laganelli and Wolfe (Ref. 1 and 10) attempted an

engineering correlation of the compression comer and

(P/q) = 0.061F, (6) fin-ý,nerated interactions for the intermittent and
plateau regions of the interaction. The objective was
to use known charactenst.cs of the flow, inparticular

where F, represents the heat transfer and the inviscid -. essure rise generated by the 2D or 3D

compressibility of the medium and is expressed as geometry and approach flow conditions. A modified
inviscid oblique sihock ang!.¢ was introduced that
allowed for the 2D/3D interactions to coalesce in the
intermittent region and is given ,

F,~ ~ ~• = ,y-l, =1/ 2 Me
Fc=Cz/C§=h*Ihe=i ;h I+r M I 'P - (f + E sin` (I/M) (9)

+ 0.22r ,-! MI 
2

2 (7) -re

and for adiabatic flow reduces to ý =unity@2D interactions(4 =O) (10)

(P/q)ow=0.006/[1 +0.13M,2] (8) 1/ < ý < 131) interactions

for f0 the inviscid oblique shock angle and is defined

It is to be noted that arguments have been made on as

the incompressible (F, = unity) value ot

(P/q), - 0.006 due to gage size limitations. ta - sin' (JIM 1) (!1)

Solutions for rms pressure in unattached flow have %%here tv is the shock generator angle. Figure 3
not reached 1ht, level os those in attached flows shows this result with the MNAch 3 and 5 database (a
inasmuch as the low and high frequency contributions well as the earlier %, ,ok at Mach 2 fRef. 16)) using
due to the interactions provides for a significant t - 0.6 for the 3D interactions. The invvicid
variation in power intensity. Figure 2 shows typical ablhque pressure rise is expressed as
results of a compression ramp interaction (Ref. 14)
and a fCm-generated shock/tubulent boundary layer 2yMI'sin:•-(--)
interaction (Ref. 15). It i noted that the 21) (Pw,/ W)#.Mý V. (12)
compression comer i.d the 3D fin-generated Y * 1
interi,;tion, while providing similar characteristics of
peaks and platei,. I, -As, art inherently different and thr approach Ihow (noted by subýcaipt I) rniLs
which resulted from the same approach flow. Tr-n pressure is doincd by Eq. (6). Attempts to coalesce
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the data with Mach number using the similarity Tran (Ref. 15) was applied (A4 ramp angle), it
parameter M Sin 0 showed variant results. It shoulJ appears that a family of cur, may be generated
be noted that the Mach 5 compression ramp data with different ramp angles that could be subsequently
were obtained with one ramp angle (280). developed into an engineering prediction technique.

While the data shown in Figure 3 did not collapse, The above has essentially addressed rms pressure
comparable shock generating angles (a = 2¢C) for predictions for peak conditions associated with the
Mach 3 and 5 show the normalized peak rms pressure intermittent region. Correlations have been presented
to decrease with increasing Mach number. by Laganelli and Wolfe (References I and 10) for the
Moreover, if the abscissa is normalized by M2, the plateau region. Readers interested in these results are
data would tend to coalesce which would imply that referred to in the above references.
the normalized peak rms pressure would scale with
the sin 0. the modified inviscid shock angle. This Power So& tra Predictions
result is shown in Figure 4. While Eq. (12) suggests
that peak rms pressure levels would increase with Prediction techniques for the power spectra in
Mach number in separated flow regions as opposed attached subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flows
to asymptotic levels experienced in attached flow, the have been presented by Laganclli et al (References 1,
Mach 3 and Mach 5 data tended to coalesce in 7, 8, 10, and II). The focus in this paper will be for
individual bands, and as noted above, showed a prediction techniques associated with separation flows
tendency to decrease with Mach number (comparable (shock/turbulent boundary layer interactions). The
shock angles of 20°). very early work in this area was conducted by

Robertson (Ref. 18) and Coe et al (Ref. 16) which
Dolling (Ref. 2) also provided for potential was influenced by Space Shuttle requirements. The
correlations of the peak rms pressure in the work was conducted at Mach numberv < 3. It is
intermittent region as deveioped in the works of further noted that these authors conducted a series of
References 13 and 17. In the former the overall transonic flow experiments (References 19 through
variance in peak russ pressure in terms of upstreamn 22) on cylinders with varying frontal shapes and
and downstream pressure fields was shown to be rtportcd rms. pressure levels commensurate with
approximtated as compression ramp levels.

Relative to power spectra predictions in separated
(Al) (anGP) - r/t -r') (13) flow regions. Robertson (Ref. 18) ,sed a modified

to-rn of the Lowson (Ref. 23) technique by modifying
exponcnts to fit the limited dataha.se available at the

where (AP), is the pressure rise across the separation time. fie .lso cho.we normalitstion parameters ot
shiock and r is the interntttcncy. The matimnium rn.s the apprrsch ltsm as aa,. the pldratie Ot attached
value of the pressure occurs at r - 0.5. Figure 5 flow incNtigators i.e. frccstrcam d)namic pressure
shows thus interesting result for a namber of and vcl,,ity and boundar)> layer thickness. Cuet &Ial
shck-btoundary layer interacting geometries. (Rot. 18) represented their data in similar coordinate-.
How•ver. as noted by Dolling, the difficulty of ufung for the poscr %spwtra and dininionlem.s trequency
Eq. (13) as a prediction technoiue is that tAP), is (Stiouhal number,. but did riot attenipt any
usually not known a priori. In the work of Reference correlations, Rchtsten (Ref. 24) rceeamiuned the data
17, the peak rma pressure was normalizud with free of Reference 16 while alo conducting experiments at
streamt premur and shown a a functiotht of sweep Mach 2. Several characteristic distances wert
angle (:J1,) of the interaction. Figurr 6 ,htims this examined ito coales-e the data. It was determined
result. From an engineering predicton point ot that distance ntee.sured behind the shock Ito the shock
view. thii poirtital correlation has very altractie generator) p,..ided the moist appropriate length
featurem. However. when the data tof Relerence 14 paranxter btr tresiucnc) walhng.
(tO'Wept cOMpt•ression ramp) %has applied to the
ccwrvlation. a considerable watter was epririnenced a More iesenfl. L.agancli and Wolfe tRet. I r attenmtod
k•. (ramp loading edge angle to the appratch flow) predictions hasd oin apprtoah flow, atd augnmnting
approached zer. When the .,ept conter data of the spectra Aith obliqu. shock re¢lationS. Their locus
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was in the frequency regime < 2000 Hz where Eq.
(5) could be used. The reason for this limitation was )/(PoA) = -/[1 +(Tr/2) 2•f] (14)
the inability to obtain the rapid roll-off of the spectra
in interaction flows using the Houbolt form of power
spectra, Eq. (4) for example, since characteristic where
lengths and velocities are not adequately known.
However, the authors did provide for a reasonable = 4 k'f/V (15)
engineering solution for the peak (intermittent) and
plateau levels for frequencies < 2000 Hz. Dolling Figure 7 shows the results of Eq. (14) w'th " as a
et al (see Ref. 2) also recognized the difficulty in parameter. Data from several sources are also
selecting a characteristic length of the various flow provided. It is noted that increasiig values of " tend
interactions studied at the University of Texas on a toward the flow regimes where interactions occur
number of shock generating geometries. Of (i.e. short time) while decreasing values of r" occur
particular interest was the work of Reference 13 that for flow with long residence time for vorticity as
considered flow interactions with cylinders (both experienced in attached flows. Moreover, the roll-off
unswept and swept) which identified the intermittent that is shown for thei attached flow cases occur at low
region length (L. as a firm characteristic length. frequencies (wb*/U. < 0.2) and do not contribute
However, he cautions on the use of the freestream significantly to the energy intensity i.e. the rms
velocity when non-dimensionalizing the frequency. pressure thus rending the use of the Houbolt spectra
Moreover, it was further noted that use of the as a potential engineering tool for attached and
intermittent region length is not practical since it is separated flows. It should be noted that a number of
not known a priori. On the other hand, the Mach 5 experiments from various subsonic, transonic,
results from Reference 13 showed that jI/D = 0 8 supersonic, and hypersonic facilities follow the trend
for separation sweepback less than 30', and between shown in Figure 7 for both attached and separated
30' and 60°, LID increases linearly with about flows. However, one is still left with the dilemma of
1. 15D (here D is the cylinder decimeter). Finally, knowing the value of " (i.e., characteristic lengths
Dolling et at have chosen to represent the power and velocities).

spectra in a non-dimnensional format as f.0(f)/(h)2 ILI Another interesting aspect of the Houlxblt spectra is
a function of dimensional frequenw) or non- when the PSD is normalized in a first moment typedim nensional frequency (Strouhal). as w ell as otherre es n a i n s su g t d y B ck R f . 2 ) sgraphical representation of the spectra, which will | representation a~s suggested by Black (Ref. 25) as
further discurssed below, well as Iloubolt ard employed to the attached flow

supersonic/hypeisonic experiments of Laganelli and
.lowe (Ret. 1I). With considcration to the definition

First N1 m1A Rtg ntation ofthc the rms pressure i.e.

\%, a result of the difficulty of determining the pf'-f w (w)dw, the

characteristic lengths and velocities of flow u
interactions (separated flow), other techniques have second integral is a higher order termn for frequency
been sought thkt may provide engineenng level >20Ktlz. If one considers a change in variable dz

solutions. These techniques are more germane to
interacting flows for strategic and tactical tair.ralt l de/i then A2 

= j . ib (w) dz which

and miile) weapon sy-'.ems where shock generating suggests
angles. shock strength, and complex geometries
render L.hoices of charateristic lengths and velocilies
as %irtually imossible, even with the moist 0q f = function jL--J (16)
sopisticaltd CFD techniques. --- (P,,ILI Iv

With consideration to the lloubtilh fornm of1 the liower
ipectra. naiel Eq. (4), we ,in write e.. ral characterishic velocities and lengths were

suggested by illack and Iloubolt for attached flow
conditions. Ilowcver ,hcn Eq. (14) is structured
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into the first moment format a very interesting
characteristic of the spectra evolves i.e. D-[1 + O)f2l (19)

f. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' 1,f/(o) (19) .. ,./)•p1 (

Figure 9 shows the result of the engineering
prediction technique of Eq. (19). Both attached and

where the left side of Eq. (17) has a peak value for shock/turbulent boundary layer interactions are shown
all values ý. This implies that the first moment has a to provide a good fit to the data for a compression
unique valus for all flow conditions attached and ramp as well as a fin-generated shock. Similar
separatnd, when using the Houbolt spectra. This results have been obtained for subsonic, supersonic.
phenomena is shown in Figure 8. Also shown are and hypersonic attached flows as well as other
incompressible and compressible data for attached shock/turbulent boundary layer interaction flows.
flow conditions as well as peak values from a number
of experiments from shock/turbulent boundary layer The above represents a technique that can be used for
interaction experiments that include ramps (with engineering prediction of the power spectra of
swept corners), cylinders (swept/unswept), and fin- arbitrary flow conditions. The key is in the selection
generated interactions. The attached flow data show of 0(fd). Correlations are available for the overall
a trend to the expression given by Eq. (17) while the rms pressure as discussed within. The two conditions
unattached flow provide for peak conditions at the combined together with Eq. (18) provides for a

predicted value of f.0/(/)o(PA) 2=0.318. definition of the peak frequency. The technique does
not require knowledge of the characteristic lengths or

Moreover the shape of the interaction flow conditions velocities. The methodology is a fall-out of the
is different than that of the attached flow conditions Houbolt spectral distribution which was developed
(see insert from Ref. 13 for the various shock from attached flow characteristics.
generating geometries). Again one has the dilemnina
of knowing the frequency where the peak first ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
moment occurs that requires a knowledge of the
characteristic lengths and velocities, The authors wish to acknowledge the sponsorship of
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1. SUMMARYaffectecd bm nozzle P-cccli. For thcse aircraft. p-motinxb the.-
extternal rnoszl Raji* mav not be anf~tt. ~lt on.lu
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whidh waill not result in Pscreeh. n. ptcfenteul here. 711e
model haP, been dtveloped in 4 modula fashion to facilitate A methodxfAwv to predcict the- oeeuttjr -it 11A .ur.InA11i-
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fur the instability wave*. shock-vottex interaction. acoastic ampbtltud of pctevch. indicating the extent of pcwik lam-
f*:edack anttl tfeertivity. art based on analytical. t-otrp%. aWe to the aircraft. has not been ptevivus-fy ptcdietc~l. I h-,
tlational and o:xperimental teseareh. Preliminary ro,,ults for model dceseirdbe here has been a developud it.- p'tqed t the anit-
.I- D jet,% W wu~t rate t he effectt, fre..t ream %["h number and plit wk- at. well as t he fiewlseacy of pct-eech. lhe on- Ih. Ir. IL
sh:Awm lacu r Mowth rate have on the i-creech amplitude. anM An analytkal model bawsed on result, ftrom analytical. ':,ni-

frc.Iuet~y.putational and experimental rereatch. It ip te~igxn'.d to run
in a few peronds, on an exgihicerizt; workstation Puch that

2. INTRODUCTION it can be sxsc.J bn a wmzrk design 'Iin~r 'he mtjofI in-
corporate a Computational fluid Dynaaticu.. (-' D. input

(Carrt-untv 1ISAF F-1-- aircraft art, owing without externAl interface aed a g~raphical analypip capability. A d'-s.rip.
nozzle 1i.Aps. due to the continuous. ltrnxtural fatigue expeni- tion of the wotks-tatiou model am well ap an ezxample- of th.
fcaic"d by the flaprs and th-e cobt of re'.facing them. Although Sc~reech pr-diction tresltv, for a given nozzle fivwhelI siLl ho
Hth %ft regjion of the aircraft ar. known to txperieceic high prfet. i ý thspaPer.
.acrod~riitaiuic loads, dlue- to inma.ive ,vmteadv flow .epara-
fion: th'r:ri.evdn. that slr:a-c.'.,¶a load kountrbute
totit iCorVvd Ptructural da-.1ag. Ihes..koPttc lods ae 3. PHYSICS OF SCREECH
~attribuattd to a phenoturnon known as jet mcreew Ih ý re-ech
is. ,setjd a r-sonantc fee.Alfwk loop in the jet 1lowlied A Pctreecb esonance feedbaick loop -can se-t up At -ulwonv.
that tan c up betweeýn th.: nozzle lip andi the j,.t bhock Rig~ht acnmbr.with an im!PIpe ttlý 'Iinkdsper-
ccl1:'. It in, rltxosl sk-ert for niAtdurn spated twin jet- aircraft sonic jet or uts. as tllustrat'cld in Figure 1. ln.'ahilitu wave'

adl~ c:ai occur during sý,oIvw flight with a non-ps fmctir 'nh"211% tk- prent in the 'lheal layer of the jet P] ltif,: in-
"uXpAlitade scaerstucjtSr- has. beenl m.1:4s1ured at jl .r'a- in amplitude while traveling downso.trazu b% *:xttiio-
cL, of 1f#qadBl high enough to vxcv..ýd thre fatizu, failure linti UiA energy from tlae nian flow. Theset inxstability was.theni
for nnvtaU: aircraft s-trwu'tcr.'. interact with eac-h of the -,hock cell in tieljt yt. Acou-tit'

wa.-ý., art' ppoduced at oeach shock cell. which can ['ropagate
01her na.Ahumnr spactxd twin-jet aircraft. su.:h a,- thc Bý-L theý ups-tre-ai toward the nozzle trailing edga-. 'I b.: rp-otuutn of
'loriado and the: EL\ has. thec potenitial to beý .Advcrs-el acoustic waves at the nozzl lip is thexeforte d.:pendet on

Presenfe2 ar a Spnpciumn on 'Impact of Acoustic Loads ewr Airrraift Structures held in Liileharmner. Norway. May 1994.
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til .Ii. aznpt iide. frfe1i~itc.,m and j'hai..: of t ' 1 o~K 4kJ wtX AV Nom~arded Fmiqueficy. fdNi
i'rudtit tA at v~teci of t he jet shot k cc16 And t he itismiuatow vt

i*..*....at the ltt.'ul blp The *n-rgy from 0'.~i
w.tvu., uS trriazverrod in part top initabilit'. way-" wiok Faigurt -: l'owt-r p~~trtli dknwtit for jet !'.i-iirgoi.

lipthrughth.pro.'~kumwn ,. eeetli'. . .DdiIA 4~ broadband j-hok a',mxiAsted nonie and .':r.khu
til.iit p111-IPtild. of the itm'w Ixcixet.d w.' ýQlari.t may

Si.. i u'iiti'et .bv'r.e.u li . In' tnl iddiý don"Aatcd lion dlivtn b'l the, inbataIility mnode. ips tkisend.. h I'll t111-
iiit~l~it ~.d.*114t taIX.ft' AS)h' IhI'. ih* fie~ttn pooint a shapme of the nOZAk 4xil Area. the' full)' C.xpandtA. Y-. t NMA'eh

the'i..i Imet betwe. th. jet and th.: fre"rstream. Inaother nutmber and the no pl re?'eate ratio. 1for txAttij4t ,itigit
it i;- dri'.en k, s1 '.el'.jn Hlm~nholtz tijwm inrtiability of axiP.-yrmo.tric jo.'t andl low arspee ratitk z.e'monlul." zy J:l.%-2

ti. '11.41 lm'.%r. 'Fhk inwabilit~y of the A.h-ar layer ab~o se- hibit helical and1/or toroidAl motioui. &d-4,1ndmng OR 1imk. fol'.
m.iit, in Ilt:. produiction of turbukh'e which 6i rtvpowribk for .epawl-A Math number and nozzle Iprv.-4tmre rti" ofl the'rt.

the. otht-t two-typem. of noine amsocialt'd with a jet. Jet mix- Ililo.toualli. the mode typep have: been dep,%1nat-4 AL. A2.
itinx0.. andI 1ioadhand Phock am.-ociated noi- Jkt mixin* B. C awl ) am iliwmtrat.il in Figure .; front N'outusil - or an
nov-. in both btiLrsuiti and rsuperrsomi jet-.. rersulta axityrnnetri jet. the torvtieal -. paeial S11114 lure JJP -LhAi4atg-'[

fronti tIh.. turbulent Mnixingt Of the JOt With the freentrcam. urd by shorter watek-uth and tbta,. hugher fr~u~,-.and
Broadband Mhock ammxoiated nowie. pjre.ent in s-upersonic ould be repres.nti-A In the .'. Iahwis in I ixtert. .. '11". lie-
jt.t,, In ,tneratk1I IA th interaction of turbulenrie with ithe fical spacial ntrwuxicur. neharakterii..I hv kmjtaýr wa%..kngtlm.
j-1 Ahock e.IL'.. Scr..el i:n dimt ngtz~etd from' the broadband lower ftemttzeriy. waver. In f igurte .31 thir--I naia no-l woutld
Atio.k nvinev by the fact that the acotantic wave, prodtuced be reprn-n-tled bi :1... 'B* typ. mod.'. In g.n.-al th.: k-b'al
III lth inturat tion betitwe'n A particular nnntability wave and rne~d renultn in the bWJae,-t r.'hAmniplitudten. In A M111111u1
Ct'. nhiock te~ll tdtinialt-1l'4 atlo increarse th-t inbtabilitywave mianner. !,ingie 2-I) jets and higha arqt... ratio r-rIdnyuLat
,I tplitit~ide at the nouzk. lip. thun, net~ttinx up the renonAnee jets exhiubit a flappingt motion. driven 1hýi the. aht'ut L inetii

.ouv. Fititre .1 ifluntraten typical -ound prezeure level for jet mode, and can aito exhibit a %ynmmoric ni.1t. Gtittrallw
Iliixitng tnoLne. broadband Athoek a.eoeiated noine and %cre#.ch. the flappiag mode, im, dominant for the 2-1-) jet at tyical
Not,- t hat .-ertvch in charatto.-rued b% the .'angke frecwjuenca operating condition.'.
ýp'ikksI~iii .14 ijL) tiil XICreatr Aruplatud. thtan either the:
otixitug iton..: or lh.ý hrtoaelban4l -botk tj,--LM-iAlt1I rmoil,. Due [ile amplitude ofncr...-eh for twin jets has been ,.howzt to bte

I"thi. ditf.Avilt Zltlthalmlitl and ,ulntlantjafll higher aruphi .tt3,ýietaIl, gre:at"r thAn that for bingle je-tb. An example

tud. o[ n' ':tLts' *:oittparcA to lroatllbaii. not-.., broad- --f thi.r, i:h own in Figure 31 from Wa~wl wh.:rt: the' twin
.111(1 ~ ~ 1- u~rwa ~~to ,:t-1 to preAhl -tt nr..'I m.iphl'btut'. jet dB Vvt]~ for *knign Nla.h 1.-1 axi:-'rnmvtri't jne i y'r.blithl*i

un-lerexpan-.kd ii. over If' (I B great': r t han thfat for a minle
Hlb. lul -%%Cragt.erice 1'ctulrt'A af jt fII in nrkqthi mode viii jrt The 'Instanit. lNOWnen the twinl jttr 1.ý 4t aMCnli.

kXhibil O tiii.V hpi4al di-AIn~lid Autiok 3.at ttrnn of iniperfeelI L1 mpact on the magnit Ukl of jet cel .Iiriot"t.l~'
xpa'ltii.'e jetý.'.Io.:'r .io':'.sed itt tune. a jet in ne'h jet couplinx and thus. theý xr-ýatet -ound pm,.-urt: i Itlali,'
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b,:tinemisured for iiioderattly spaccd jets:. approximately Figuev -1: Siiingk ". t win jet suimid kes elvels.

t%%o jtl dwliiiierer tpart.,ý' Jvisý closcr Or farthekr apart do
nout exhiblit tilie extensive ýoulplinlg andi thus. don't produice
.1111 p t tide. muitch greater t han t hose of a singlv jet. The invimory allocations, whichi are prohtibitive- for ii,Ci., as a de.
s recchi ititiplit ude resuilt mg frontm thtw twin jet cotilplitig Lm sign tool. Lvven Cray rim timesý for sohittionliw oil ,imiplifid
bevie.ved to contributetothesrcua aaeo h nozlhe conigitirationm. requiire onl tile order of CPU days%. 'h a
external fiaps onl the F-15. %implificd miodel which represents the physics, Of the s'Ccrch

luteehlanitil is, recinixi~ for desigmi Inhrroses.v
Ns ntottd above. jet exit cross, sctlional geonivtry. fully ex-
pa~ndvd j#t Macli number. nozzle liressre ratio and twin
jet vlearation distanice canl have a signlificant iimpact on the 4. WORKSTATION ANALYSIS TOOL
amiplitude of scerchd. Ot her physical factor" that have an
influtence include jet temperature. fretstreanit Macli number '[he .'crcech modeliv isý an analytical itodel basecd onl the it-
and shtear layer growth rate. In addition. muodelintg assunir, suitb fromt analytical, comnpu tational and experimental re-
tions. regardinig whether the( instabdii wave phase spee'd 6a *-earch. The s-creechi prediction code. &% illustrated ill Fig-
a.-ttintied to be constant or allowedi to ;Ir%. have proven im- urfe '>. is designed to rtin within a few sec~ond., oil ain ei-
portauit. 'rthe effects% of freesýtre-am Macl i number and shear gincering worksation once tie flowficld ha.', been defined.
latJe growth rate will be dis-cussed iii thib paper. 'Flit input to the code is% a CFD solutioni of tile jet-oil air-

craft aft enld. Islginformation fromn thet CHI' soluition as.,
Akllthouigh it is5 possible to analv.' a plumie fiowfield for des-cribted fttrther below, tilt code proceeds throutgh the( [ouir

sceeh redictioii ltsing thet f11 tllitstevad% Navicr Stoke, modules of the codet. each rersnigot onotmtoffthe
qItriatiolts onl a comtputational grid,7, it is cuirrentlyv iniprac- screech mehns.'rlhe mlodules coitplete the calcuilationl

tical as a design tool. 'jo resolve thle acoustic: prcNsure5, of the imtstabilitv wave-s. tile shock-vortex inttractiomi. tilt
which l is ncesary N for the( prediction of screech. thle density acoustic feedback, andl tite receptivity. 'rite code's, priniar%
ol the coiiiplitational grid reqltiired is severall littie,, greater outtput are thle scleech freqItiency and aiipl.'ttide. 'ith codec
thant thtat requiredl for a ritore comiitnioly rin C'FI) suutiomi. has beeni written itt a mo1dtilar structutre to allow each moud--
runr for tilt prediction Of avrodyiarniic forces,. Sp-Xifically. tile to be eabily tipgraded asý researcht in each '2olioicil)Oit of

lie: raftio of thle acousitic prsueto nicait pressutre at a tie mechlanisni progressesC. 'The modtilarity abso facilitates ,
li~uoJ3 S L is only lo-'. If tilt: comiiptational grid[ is not sensitivitv studies to determine tilt impact Of OWe modu11le
Ilie enolulgh. theC discrtizatioii. Or trtizicatioli errors% dtte to on the predictions..
0li grid Will UCrshladow% tilt phyIca VWl aCousie resur level.
' Is I- lighi gridktl deiitN re-quirmetw results in ri tin tiies and 'rte ntrire codel, isn rut withlun a graphical inter face: Irov id-
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lig~urc 3: 'Seretch pre(Adictio toot flowchart. Figure: 6: Screech prediction tool s(:crel lavo~kt.

inig visutal information relating the jilLp)ib CFD flowfteld to Thew method emlployed here, predicts frequentcy riidI aldso
(lie: output aimplitutde vs. frcqrieiCY plo(ts. as dli a.s al- traclis die growlth rate and ampitude il~0 thei jiistabl~tity ae
low iikj; a itser less famiiar With thle scrchCI p~roce.ss to trin II I aditin i consant phase speed is not assu ntedinli this
(tic code. Alli illust ration of tite se reiti display is shownViilt work. winlcallni tutil ottt to have a siginfickaniIefet (Alto
Fiigiir 6. A ('PD flowfield (itt call bc etered a-, shtoivt pemidiiig oih the particuilar jet Ilowlield conditiojis.,
oii the( top left cornecr of lie screen. From the menui. var-
iows informtationi about the CPUD 01LItGOIL is entered. For it is jinportanti to recognize that its a (list urbance of fixid
ci lutc. using thle jet conliltianld. thle jet exit Machi utilit- phyijvcal fr<:queney conlveets downistreaml inl thle jet,. (lie loe:ad

ber pressure and~ teiliperit nrc are speccified!c as 'vecl as the shelar layer I liikncss iiiercas.es. T1his change in flthe lowfield
she.ar laye vr thickness at the nozzle lip and thle shear layer ehairatct ristics result~s in at change inl the distuiirbancie prop-
9rowth rate. Iii the citt coimimand. the jet shock cell agationl. i.e:. phrase Sjiced and growth rate of the( instability
spacing antd shock pressure jumips arc specified. After tlie Wave. Since the di[strtrbance: proliagaticit is modeled loc:all
flowfihld is defined, the( frequiency coimmiand i5 used. As alt at :,tIcccsive djowiisatraii locations, it is ticces-sary to coin.
easy referene point. the M~ull optioii is cltoseii wvhiichi sti- pute a wide raiige of solutionis just to itodel the propaga-
niiiatv thec screech toiie frequency using a formula fromt 'Fain, tion of oiie phjysical instability frequecncy. Using diimciisiomial
'ecilier aiid YLO. The spread comuiiand is u~sedl to generate analysis, it is possible to de:finec a locally sealed diineiiionl-
a l1Ist Of analysis: frequencies abourt aiid includiiig (lie csti- less frequnciiy range, sealed by shecar laver thickness aiid
miattd frequency. Once the aiialysis frpequecies have beeni 'hock celil spacing, diat chatracterizes all iniportant phiysýical
defined lieý iterate command is selected front the mnenu, disturbanices. III all, approxiniatel * 200) scaled frequenicies*
For each fre:quecuY. the workstation tool progresse thlrouigh must. be ainlyzed to give a reasonable charracterizatioii of ii
lie four nmodutles to determiine whether or iiot the( partic- stability miode for a given jet. Hlowever. Oiice the stability

ular frc~jruciiey instability wave is amplified. 'flit, resulting nliode is eciaracterized, the phase ,qpeed andI growvth of anY
out pitt of thre code, viewed by choosiiig tire: plot commiand, instability ' vwave as: it convetos dowiistreaii is known for the
yieldsi anl xy plot of amplitude vs frequeInc:y inl Outi Of the given jet.
winidows -selected oii the sCcreen. as- "holivl inl figure 6. If
des.ire:d all four window sectioii, e:ati be used to plot data 'the code, rsis to predict the disturbance propagation is the
coiipariing various runs, of the code. Each of the modules spectral based version of the LInearizeýd Stability Analysis
arc described in further detail below atid somet resulits for a code, LISA, developed by Flow Dynantlics Corporation tin1-
saiiple aft end flowlield are given. der (lie guiidance of Dr. Thorwald llcrerte. The code rises,

a parallel linearized comipressible flowr equation, analogous
to tlie inicomipressible parallel flow Orr-'Sounivrtiered formiula-

4.1 Iuistal)ility Modrtle tiol. 'To eoiiulilete a scaled frequec~ly SWCClI! Wivilt le sll:ce-
t ral version of Ithe LISA code, approximiately 6 hou rs oii ani

As1 noted inI the introduction, previous miodels of screech Indigo Silicon Graphics workstation arc re-quired. ýSince hIs,
him'. focus.sed onI predictiiug th [requency of screecch Only, is a prohtibitive amount of time, if the workstation tool is to



bec usevd for dvcsignit a neural networkhs licb een developed to
represent the results of thle LISA code for it claw of jets, for
exaniple either '2-D or axiyinimtiric. lit the presen1t work.
thle iketwork has beent comp~leted for '_-D) jets. Th'le neural
network Ititis been developed b ' McDonnell Douglas; anti[ is 2 35

based onl thle' idea.' inl three irticles, written by~ 'aiudil.1a1,le.i

It includes hiey paraicmtersý inl addition to the scaled fre-
qunc~iy. 'TheY are freestreani M\achi number. nozzle pressure
ratio or fully expanded jet Mach numilber, wvake alinplitstdc -3

the rattio of jet to freestreamn temrperatutre and dimnension- -1
less, shear layer thikkliwss. TjO train tile netwvork five to eight .
dai ta ointS are reqiuired for each pa ramieter. anid .11 of tOw

201 seale freqtLinCiS Mr.n inl LISA arc selected to accurately -ý ~ n~.~ci isas syi

dehinev the effect of scaled frequency for onec ,ct of paramn- 0 2 4 a is i ,

cters. lin facet, this results in .Sýx~li LISA data points to n wvTnwWUI1

develop thle neural network for onec class of jets. T1his turns
Out to be at non-trivial application of thet ntcu ral network,
sitice thle limit of dat a that it netwvor k cant cuirrenit ly handle Figure T: Acouttic sounices.\ nInbers iiidiclt e sIhoek cell
is closev to thL ii'nnibmr 'The neural nectwork allows thle Cal- loý:ationls.
eulat ion of ihis tabilitv wave am plificat ion for ai vii tire sweep
of phys.ical frequencies, reprCesented by scaled frequencies iii
ti, lie et work, inles Ic. thloit secomid on)i ai work~stationk instead acouistic wave apiinpt ude an p11lhiase . for lhe given ins abil~it t

of t14 l1ie loi r that woIl~d be rei piired if the Iiiia r stability waivc fre~im-tincv. atl icldi shock cell locat ion.
ailisitsel4f wvere performuctl.

Anl experfimetllll StM tid to fuirt her unde.rstand t le. shock v'or-
tex interact ion is cirrcit ly onL-going its part of this pro-

4.2 Shock-Vortex Interaction Module' graml." T ile experimental se-pconisists of a Macli I .37
rectdangualar nQzzle exausitin-tlg inlto an. acclioic cliaimnhr.

Pie'~io. usMiodlels Of OWi oc-vre iiite nici ioni have alý Ani array of maieropliomics, iiiimmnedia telYu ouim t idet(li jetsi''
roQXi~lIAiitd tilie jet shock sirnet nrc as, hayvinig eq ually spaced layer wvill record tca reld mneasuiremenet. anid at siigle mlicro-

shock evils. froii thle inozzle exit to anl illihiiite distance dowVim- phonie po~sitioimed ont a circular arc wVill recrd farlield ILiii-
s1ICi rea. t'micc tile jet shock cell1 pat ternt diss:ipates with dis- sircmenivts. lii addition. th lieninia r ire inicropmo mie probei
talice dow iistreanli. cell sýpacinlg isý hot wilst alit ~in an aciea t ChliJ iiirl10Tgli~1 VilI 1QIt ccrtlivt.~~~ecniu ofl faice and 't'agluvi'i willvt beýi usedl toe fircurately I

act.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ li fat h ispto ugsshtol h nt5'- lc tethe shock-vortex initeraction noise uc es To de(terf-
e ral slio(:k ce-lls, wouild result illit a igniflicanit slioek--v.ortex Imine tilie freq encn and aniplit ude of tilie i iist ab iltwves
in~teractIOn. F'igumre T froni Rice aiid 'lagliavi12 illutrate hot-wire mleasuremneits will lbe takeli iii the s1ibsoxie p'Or-
he~ acotistic soJurces fromiiit conve.rgenit rec tangular nozzle t ion of thle shear latyer. By comlparinig thIese nsurnets

witii fuly xpaded\tali umbr o 1.1.As slluowmi, tile' for at screechinig and iioi-screclhirig jet, tlie(, ins-t abili t.% Ire-
a rges-t itmuterac ioin s aiid t herr'fore iioisc sýou rces are isrod need qlucicye responisible 1- '(crcec(:L Can1 be idemi tdiedýX. t: Iilig ii
list down.ist reamu of tlie( 3`1 and .1"' shock cels. 'fhicrefore tech iiuhie developed by 'Iolmouas, anld ('li ,Af,, antI t uk-

it see ins desirable to miodlel thle shock-vsor tcx interact ion lo- ing hle-wirc upsi emei sihst reaim itad duvowns irnii of
cal t h tronlgest npisvtren-i-nost siock cell~s. Modeling. tite jIreule~i1,1 detcrtiiincd iioise source locatiolls. the local

die, shock-vortex imiieractioii separately at e:ach shock cell spectrad dynaimics of thle shecar laser cali be evidalu ted. lBy
iippea rs to be aii attrae tie( altcrnat ivc to earlier approaches, correlating' tlie( spectral dy ,nanimics, to tlie( lieir- livId alcoustic

A. i irst appiroximiationi, thle shecar layer iii this, niodUle canl nimasurcinue t s. thle nulechaimisumi Of shock- lor tex hintcract lon
be rcpr(:eseiid as at zeo t liiekiiss vortex shedC sicethe Will IAe furth1er understood. aiid[ results caii be utsed to i1mb!i
,hear laye%ýr is, thin relative to (t(me waVielcengtl hiOf thle relvant11 vat rehuinciiueitts of t ie shock-vortex iltitcactioui Itiotlill ill

I it i rarue'.N ote. hosee v(er thlat tilie predict ion of thre' iii- tire prvdie tion tool.
sIikitilll¶ waveM grow tl Iirae anld Iuropagat ion spe-ed from thle
I list ,ibritY Wave liluditle is bas~ed oii it fmute t liikiiess, shear

la,ic:r. lluuito tIme eslt froium tR lieHiimie tltickiess, slmeai layer 1.13 Acoustic Feedback
ill dIl' I list atilite Wave Moduk uie re used to definie thle aiiiph-
nile .: mid pha,Lie of tIv lie listll ilit iyiode' ill tlie( vor tex slieel Knowinlg tilie aiplilttideC. tulMasC Mid nI waVeliigt;1 iOf tlie aicors-
(fthe . liiotk-Vortfex lInteractioni Muodumle. Flimally. the( jet tic %eve'sV~ generated ilat gvnAtc elloain uý%ý1

Is., iiii imied to he: sl1ightly iunpe)rleet hy expandied suich thlar as, tilie dist alice fromi thle shock cell to thle niozzle Ell. cit hr
htock ce,:ll es j aiiump cuii be1 m~odeled 11iuiearly. Wit tit uacyidrical or spherical decay- process can ]lv, selecte-d to
lits',isiiit115 it is, iti ossi A to uuidel tile' shtOck- vortt'x dhe trinine tile' ani lit tide' of thme waves it tilie iioze' lip). 'The'

ii!'ri' Ii'i ill 'los,:d loriii. 'Iie reutii oltitiomi yields- thme phase' at the( nozzle lip canl be dete'rmmiiicv using thle dli.-



I a icv hornk tic shock t~vil an tilt: lv vcloiti' ol propaga tion of .__________________-
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APPLICATION OF THE PSD TECHNIQUE TO ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
STRESS CALCULATIONS IN COMPLEX SUBSTRUCTURES.

H. Climcnt
3. Casalengua

Structural Dynamics Department
CONSTRUCCIONES AERONAUTICAS S.A.

Getafe, 28906 Madrid, Spain

SUMMARY read-across from other aircrafts, with similai aircraft
A method for stress calculation using the Power mission and performances.
Spectral Density (PSD) technique for acoustic fa-
tigue evaluation is presented. The solution of the last part has the additional diffi-

culty of the low amount of available data concerning
The sound pressure levels (SPL) are converted to the new materials often used for these substructures.
acoustic pressures PSD and applied to a finite ele-
ment model representation of the substructure. This This paper is focused on the intermedia'. part: the
technique can cover: complex geometries in substruc- structural response. Subsequent sectiois summa-
tures, detailed effect of reinforcements and the contri- rize the theoretical development and apr'ncation of
bution of sevtrrd normal modes, improving the pre- a Power Spectral Density LPSD) technique to obtain
vious procedure based on ESDU data sheets that ac- rms structural responses (A) and the .imber of pos-
counts for simple geometries and only contribution itive crossings (NO) for further acoustic fatigue life
of the first mode is considered. evaluations.

The method is used to predict stresses at substruc- Although the idea of using the statistical character-
tures subjected to severe acoustic environment, istics of structural response to random input load-

ing can be already found in the SO's [1], it has been
Comparison with acoustic fatigue test resgut show necessary to wait for flnite .lement methodology to
good correlation between experimental data and the- mature and computer capabilities to explode before
oretical analyses in terms of stresses and accelera- applying it to actual aircraft strucLures. Even with
tions providing an encouraging basis for further work today's standards the computer resources needed to
in this direction. perform these kind of calculations are still high.

I INTRODUCTION The input spectrum is assumed to be known. SPL
Since aeronautical structures are getting lighter, are then converted to acoustic pressures PSD and
more complex and aircraft performances enhance, applied to a finite element model representat;on of
acoustic fatigue arises a a problem in areas sub- the substructure. The effect of complex geometries
jected to severe acoustic environment, even becoming and the contribution of several normal modes is con-
critical for substructures design, especially for large sidered, improving empirical approaches that take
panels with small thickness, only into account the contribution of the first normal

mode in simple geometries (i.e. ESDU data sheets).
The complete problem can be split into:

Validation of the procedure includes sentdtivity anal-

e Determination of Input Spectra (i.e. Sound ysis to the relevant parameters from the fatigue stress

Pressure Levels (SPL), Overall Sound Pressure prediction standpoint: structure boundary condi-

Levels (OSPL), etc). tions, frequency cut-off, damping values etc. To tune
all this parameters, an exhaustive validation program

a Determination of Structural Response (i.e. rms has been envisaged, covering:
streses, accelerations, internal actions and
number of positive crossings)

0 Fatigue Life Evaluation. a Applicatilon to simple cas and comparison with
results obtained from alternative procedures.

The solution of the first part still relies basically on * Application to a specimen tested under labora-

light and ground test data, During a project devel- tory conditions.

opment and design phases, when no flight test data * On ground test of actual aircraft.
are available, input spectra estimates are obtained
based on empirical procedures, past experience and * In flight test of actual aircrAft

Ptis • nW at Syaism oh 'Iuprs of Atwosar #A" o, Airneni Sttums'n " in ltllhasnr. Noeway. MaN 19W.
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The validation task is still in progress and only in- 2 ADVANTAGES OF THE FEM + PSD

formation concerning the first three steps is avail- METHOD

able and presented within this paper. Good correla- The standard empirical approach [6] to obtain

tion has been obtained with the simple cases repro- stresses for fatigue evaluation has limitations that

duced with alternative procedures. With the speci- restricts its use to only some cases.

men tested under laboratory conditions, stresses and Previous limitations overcome when using PSD tech-

accelerations were predicted and compared with test niqut to obtain acoustic fatigue stresses instead of
results showing in general good correlation (within method of [61 are summarised in table 1.

method limitation). Description of this application Nevertheless, suitability of the method should be

constitutes the bulky part of the paper. A limited shown by means of an exhaustive validation proce-
amount of information regarding ground test is also dure.

presented. The paper ends with a discussion on the
scope and limitations of the method.

Conditions: Method from [6] FEM + PSD Method

Substructure: Simple geometries Complex geometries

Boundary conditions: All edges fixed Any boundary condition

Modes contributing: Only the fundamental mode All desired modes

Input excitation: Plane wave. Any amplitude and phase
Constant acoustic pressure over Variable acoustic pressure
the frequency range close to in any frequency range
the fundamental frequency

Output response: Only r.m.s. stresses at rivet line r.m.s. stresses, accelerations
and internal actions
at any point of the substructure

NO = fundamental mode frequency NO includes contributions of
several modes

Table 1: ADVANTAGES OF FEM + PSD METHOD

$ BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 4. Inviscid fluid is considered through the analysis,
thus not accounting for oblique fluid-structure

1. Linear behaviour of the structure (small dis- interaction.

placement amplitudes). 5. The coupling effects may be neglected if the fluid

2. Fluid presure is the force causing stresses on cavity is large enough. The present analyses

the structure and leads to an isotropic force do not include any cavity effects because of the

field, then only displacements normal to the engine exhaust vicinity, thus no fluid-stucture

fluid-structure interface surface contribute to coupling analysis is necessary.

the work done by external forces and thus only 6. The spectral distribution is assumed continuous

d.o.f. normal to the surface have been consid- with small rate ofchange oflevel with frequency.

erd in computing the normal modes. 7. Simulated structures should have small curvu-

3. The characteristic length of the pressure oscila- ture.
tions variation is assumed to be high when com- S. Ai, dB values in this paper are referred to a ref-
pared with the problem characteristic length erence pressure of 20pPa.
given by overall structure dimensions, thus lead-
ing to a time dependant plane wave acting on the
structure.
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4 FINITE ELEMENT AND PSD APPROACH Once response PSD is known, the rms value (A) is
The approach includes the following steps: computed as the squared root of the PSD area:

e Modelling of the substructure.

* Setting up the input excitation. A S,(.)dw (3)

e Response evaluation.

e Parametric variations. And the expected value of the number of sero cross-

ings with positive slope per unit time (NO) as:
The substructure is modelled using conventional F.E.
modelling techniques. Although due to geometrical
characteristics of structures potentially subjected to
acoustic fatigue problems, the elements used are ba- NO = (- d- (4)
sically plate elements that can withstand pressures
acting in the normal direction of their surface, any
other elements needed to adequately simulate the The input spectrum is assumed to be known (based

Sstiffness characteristics of the structure are also used. on test data or read-across) in third octave band.

Besides this is the most common way this spectrum
is provided, hypothesis 6 is automatically satisfied
and makes the method less sensitive to substructure
imperfections (either in the model or in the specimen
itself due to manufacturing tolerances)

P
4.1 Sound Pressure Level Spectrum Conversion
Into spectral density of acoustic pressure
Starting from the available sound pressure level spec-
trum in third octave band, the spectral density is
obtained in three steps:

1. Relation between the sound pressure level
Figure 1: Plate Element and Pressure (SPL)H, at a particular frequency and the level

in third octave band (SPL)A, i centered at that
The random acoustic loading is simulated by means frequency f,.
of fluctuating pressures acting on one side. Advanced From (4]:
Finite Element Codes have embodied suitable modu-
les to deal with random analyses (2) that take into
account the advantages of the Power Spectral Den- (SPL)H, = (SPL).%li - 10logioAf (5)
sity (PSD) formulation. The underlying theory is
well known [3] being the main conclusion the rela- 4f = = 2f2 -- fl_ = 0.235633•, (6)
tionship between the power spectral density of the
response (Sj(w)) and the power spectral density of (SPL)H. = (SPL). 1 * - 101°ogto f + 6.3533
the source (S.(w)) that allows the statistical prop. (7)
erties of system response to random excitation to be 2. Relation between sound pressure level and r.m.s.
evaluated via the techniques of frequency response: fluctuating pressure P','.
(quoted from [2]) From [a]:

Sj(,w,) = lIHj.(t,)i2 x $.(i,) (1) (SPL),,. = 20(log~tup..+ 4 .6 9 89 7 ) (8)

When p is in fg and p,.j = 20isPa

where H)s(w) is the frequency response of any phys- From equation 8 the relation between p in Pa
ical variable u, due to an excitation source, Q. that and (SPL)u, in dB (referred to 20pPa) can be
verifies the transfer function theorem: extracted:

%J(M) = Hs)(w) X Q.(,) (2) Pvm,. = t(9)

where is,(w) and Q.(w) are the Fourier transforms of
%) and Qe,
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3. Relation between the spectral density of acous-
tic pressure PSD(f) and the root mean square
fluctuating pressure.

When unit bandwith is used, the squared root -A,-.

mean square fluctuating pressure is numerically

equal to the spectral density of acoustic pressure

at frequency f in Pa l lHz [(N/m 2 )2 /tHz] units.

PSD(f) =[r,
2  (10) ________

Therefore:

PSD(f) = [10 -"."9S9" (11) , ! i i _ __ _

in Pa•/Hz [(N/m') 2 /Hz] Figure 2: Typical PSD response [0-3000 Hs.]

NOTE: when mm units are used instead of m Attachments flexibility provides additional un-

the expression becames: certainties to boundary conditions making nec-
essary to perform sensitivity analysis of this pa-
rameter.

PSD(f) = [10 20H +11.3U101)32 (12) Damping. Being a very difficult subject, not

in (MPa) 2/Hz [(N/mm 2 )2 / Hz] only to predict but even to measure on test,
it is far beyond the scope of the present pa-
per to perform an exhaustive discussion concern-

4.2 Sensitivity to relevant parameters. ing damping. Contributions to damping of the

substructure are: structural damping, air damp-
ing, damping due to sound radiation, damping

"* Nehsize. Starting with coarse meshes, results due to air pumping at structural joints, etc.
convergence to mesh size should be checked us- The reader can find in [1] some basic princi-
in3 successively finer meshes. As a general rule, ples. More specific items can be addressed in
a minimum of 4 elements in each mode shape [7]. Either structural or modal damping may
wave of the highest frequency mode of interest be used. Nevertheless, in the absence of ac-
should be used. tual modal damping measurements or better es-

"a Reinforcements modeling. Most of the time, timates, a constant structural damping value of

the "complexity" of the structure is not due to S=0.01 can been used for isolated specimens (as

its overall dimensions but to its reinforcements, those tested in laboratory facilities) and g=.0.034

beads, feeding channels etc. As large stress (as recomended by [6]) for airplane built-in sub-

gradients are anticipated close to substructure's structures. Figure 3 shows a typical evolution of

edges, careful attention should be given to that a response with the amount of structural damp-

modeling. ing using the present method which matches
with a similar curve from [6]. A response value

"a Cut-off frequency. It determines the amount of of I has been selected to normalise the curves at
normal modes contributing to the response. The gS0.034.
modal frequency response limit should be se-
lected once the truncation error has proved to ks
be negligible. Usually, the response PSD shows
a decreasing pattern with frequency that allows 3.0-
cut-off frequencies in the 500 Hs to 1000 Hs 2.5-
range.

" Frequency integration interval. Should be small 2,0 -

enough to allow frequency resolution between 1.I -

adjacent response peaks. A typical value is 1.5
Hs. 1.0-

SBounda y Conditions. The only real boundary 0.5
condition easy to reproduce in a finite element
model is free-free, Actual substructures bound- 0.0 g

ary conditions ate seldom free-free being a com- 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

bination of clamped, fixed or simply supported. Figure 3: Damping ratio correction factor
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5 PRELIMINARY VALIDATION (COMPARI-
SON WITH ALTERNATIVE METHODS)
Preliminary validation was achieved by comparison
of results obtained with the present method and
those obtained using [6] applied to three different
cases: a flat plate, a slightly curved plate and a series7
of panels with increasing curvature. Aluminum ma-
terial with Young's modulus E = 70000 Mpa, mass
density p = 2710Kg/m 3 and a constant excit-
ing spectrum of 120 dB were used. Analyses condi-
tions were those of method [6] validity: contribution
of a single mode (fundamental) and all edges fixed.
Damping value used was g = 0.03.

Table 2 shows the comparison of results obtained
with [6] method and with method presented herein.
Results provide fundamental mode frequency and . - - --
rms stresses at the rivet line. Dimensions of
plates are expressed as: Straight edge length (a) x . ,'II

Curved edge length (b) x Thickness (t).

Good agreement has been obtained for flat and , "ItI
slightly curved panel, providing the present method I .
stresses about +6% higher in the flat plate case and II
+2% higher for the slightly curved panel. Series of III ,,
increasingly curved panels show that higher differ-...i

ences arise as curvature of the panel increases. "I I
Due to the limitations imposed by the conditions of I !i
those analyses, an additional validatior was envis-I I ,,
aged, based on comparison with an acoustic fatigue i i
laboratory test of an actual aircraft substructure.

6 VALIDATION WITH LABORATORY TEST
RESULTS
6.1 Test Specimen 4".y 1 .4

A test was conducted in a reverberation chamber to 0
study the response characteristics to various acoustic 2 _|,.
excitations. ____

,... . _ ,, ~. , ,., ,• -'-

Figure 4 shows the test specimen location on air- I ,
craft engines area, isolated test specimen planform
and longitudinal crowsection where feeding channels
and bead shapes may be seen. Figure 4: Test Specimen

Plate Dimensions urva uieRSU S
a X b X I I/R (a) Method Present Method

Fla 0.6 x 0.4 x 0.o02 0.000 __ 82.6 22.0 83.7 23.80
Curve 0.36 x .1700 12 1111 415. 2.10 944.1 2.1.70 00 0.000 93.8 19.0 94,1 21.75
fa ts 0,125 128.8 11.0 129 .2 13 .72

C r . 0.48 x 0,4 x 0.002 0.250 107,5 .0, • 197 .8 5 .35

0.625 350.0 2.1 350.3 3.85
1.250 401.3 1.0 405.6 0.53

Table 2: COMPARISON OF (6] METHOD RESULTS WITH PRESENT MLTHOD

vt4
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Test article was mounted in test frames to simulate

the stiffness of the adjacent structure, the assembly NODES EI N FEMS
was soft suspended in the reverberation chamber and No. ELEM.

then subjected to acoustic excitation. 2647 2897

Table 3: Test Specimen FEM Summary
The test specimen is a part of the keel beam sepa-
rating the two engine tunnels between two fuselage
frames, built as a single piece by superplastic form- 6.3 External Forces
ing/diffusion bonding (SPF/DB) of titanium alloy. Exciting forces are usually given as one third octaveInitially, two flat panels are placed into a mould and band spectra and sometimes as octave band sp~ectra.
feeding channels are used to inflate the beads at high In both cases the sound pressure levels are convertedfemedingureawhen titanium plasticity is achieved, into acoustic pressures PSD and applied to the fi-temperature wnite element model representation of the specimen.
Thus, feeding channels significantly contribute to the Fibure 6 shows the actual test spectrum.
upper edge stiffness. Specimen dimensions are aprox-
imately 700 by 800 mm.

6.3 Specimen Finite Element Model
The Finite Element Model representing the specimen
consists of 2647 nodes and 2897 elements and may be
seen in figure 5. Plate elements are used to model flat
areas and beads and beam elements to simulate the
feeding channels. The specimen mass is distributed
all along the model by inclusion of actual titanium
density.

q

Boundary conditions are imposed to the F.E. model 2
simulating the actual built up of the panel in the air-
craft: clamped conditions on upper keel beam upper
edge and simply-supported conditions on the other
three edges. Such conditions have been also repro-
duced in the test specimen.

Trials with simplified models have shown that the
keel beam cannot be modeled either as a flat or as a e
rectangular panel or as a corrugated plate with open-
ended beads. Feeding channels and bead ends also .
influence the keel beam stiffness features. Therefore
these characteristics must be simulated in the model.

Fu 5: icloig

1 I IIq I ll

I .illl
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6.4 RESULTS The natural frequencies measured on test have been
6.4.1 Normal modes and frequencies: obtained by processing accelerometers and strain
The modified Householder method was used to oh- gauges response and considering natural frequencies
tain the normal modes. A previous static (Guyan) where response peaks occur. Digital samples with
reduction to the normal to the plate degrees of free- a sampling frequency of 5 kHs were used to obtain
dom was performed in order to reduce the CPU time. root mean square values and power spectral density

distributions. Table 4 shows the natural frequencies
predicted in the analysis and the frequencies mena-

Figure 7 shows the first two theoretical normal mode sured in test.
shapes.

Predicted frequencies are close to those measured
during test. Only test response peaks at 215 and
270 Hs have not been obtained in the theoretical
"analysis. Nevertheless, these peak responses in the
test are low when compared with the most important
contributing modes of 170, 190 and 315 Ha frequen-

cies.

6.4.2 Stresses and Accelerations
In order to have correlation between prediction and
test results as well as stress and acceleration distribu-
tions over the model, tms stresses have been obtained
at different locations (see figure below):

Clamped edge (FEM)

- Elements adjacent to clamped edge (FEM) (edge
distance:4.3 mm)
- Elements on vertical center strip (FEM)

7 Accelerometers (Test) A
- 5 Strain gauges (Test)3
- 4 Rosettes (Test) *

Figure 7: Keel Beam Normal Modes I and 2

THEORETICAL TEST MEASURED
MODE ANALYSIS FREQ.
(NO.) FREQ. (Ha) (Ha)

1 162 ITO
2 194 190

215
3 250 245

270
4 314 315
a5 383 340

_____6 443 440

I' Table 4: Keel Beam Natural Frequencies

ML iN
..............
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Theoretical Stresses in vertical direction (o)fm. on IIISs- r.M s
external plate surface on the selected locations of the W.I

model are shown on the following plots:

(MPW)

60 f 

0

0° 1 . . 30 40.. so

(f)RMS - M.IM,.,

Figure 9: Theoretical stress output at clamped edge U. 4 y.O?0,d..-0"',

W...1RMS - 0 *

('I
60,

Figure 10: Theoretical stress output at elements ad- -7 - I
jacent to clamped edge 10

0 10 LU 110 21

IGP.IIRMI -I i.4.I0
o . C8;7. A:... 8, 14" d Vl.. aOl

4 Figure 12: Predicted vs Test Stress and Acceleration
Correlation

Regression line coefficient value close to 1 -as
obtained- indicates a good global correlation, nev-

ertheless the plots show some particular points -
Figure 11: Theoretical stress output at central line specially in the stresses comparison- with large dis-
elements crepancies. The explanation may be in the high

stress gradient near the specimen edges and specially
in the neighbourhood of the clamped line, in which
small differences in position could give large differ-
ences in stresses. The exact strain gauge and ac-

Predicted stresses and accelerations are in good celerometer locations cannot be known without some
agreement with those obtained in acoustic test, as level of uncertainty. In addition, the actual damping
may be seen in figure 12 where least squates fit value is also unknown. The scatter is lower in the
method is used to obtain the regression line and Un- can of the accelerations (the accelerometers are lo-
ea correlation coefficient P. cated relatively fat foam the specimen edges).
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6.4.3 Craek location and growth 7 APPLICATION TO ACTUAL AIRCRAFT
Visual inspections to detect possible damages and SUBSTRUCTURES TESTED ON-GROdND
their development were performed during the keel 7.1 Substructures and models
beam acoustic fatigue test. A crack of 210 mm was Two structural components being part of the same
detected after 9 hr test time close to upper keel edge. keel beam as the laboratory specimen have been
Figure 13 shows the location where crack appeared used. Each one is also built as single piece by su-
(superimposed to F.E.M. plot) and also approximate perplastic forming / diffusion bonding of titanium
development of damage occured during test. alloy. Thus feeding channels and beads contribute to

stiffness. The substructures have been modelled us-
ing similar criteria than in the laboratory specimen.
Next figures and table show FEM's summaries.

21 12 3 4

Figure 14: Aft keel beam model

Development of damage until the end of test was;
(I - I)cracklength 210 mm after 9 hn
(2 - 2)cracklength 255 mm after 10 his
(2 - 3)cracklength 325 mm after 11.5 h5s
(I - 4)cracklength 335 mm after 13.5 he,
(2 - 4)crackleagth 335 mm after 15.0 hts (no growth)

Figure 13, Keel Damage

Figure 15: Mid.aft keel beam model
Stress output (fig 9) shows that location where the
highest predicted stresses occur is in accordance with
crack starting location. Rapid initial crack growth is
also explained due to the fact that stress levels are
significantly equal over the line where crack started
to run. The region of similar high stress levels cor.
responds roughly with the crack length. The crack KEEL BEAM MODELS_"__
stopped in the AInal hours of the test, in the position MODEL DIMENSIONS NODES No. ELEM.
in which the theoretical model predicts a decrease of DM ) IO N N
stresses. It should be pointed out that the presence 0.9m X 01801 11
of the crack can hae" an influence (local change of I l I0 Ix 11 808or he ,,k e h. uiun.- (1cudeh•4,or MID-AFr 0.948 x0.600 2 266 24?9
boundary conditions and stiffhess) leading to local
stress redistribution that has not been covered by Table 5: KMe beasr FEM's Summary
the analysis.
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7.2 On-ground test
Engine ground test were performed with limited
art ount of instrumentation (one microphone and one Test
accelerometer on the center of each keel beam) to
measure the acoustic excitation and the vibration re-
sponse on the keel beams.

In those tests some of the assumptions of validity of

the method are satisfied (linearity, smull curvature of

the structure etc) while others are not fully satisfied
(plane wave, acoustic coupling,..). As those hypoth-
esis correspond to the worst case scenario, results
from theoretical predictions will be -in general- con-
servative. Nevertheless, test can be used to derive
correction factors if enough repeatibility and corre-
lation between different runs is provided.

27 different runs were performed covering left, right
or both engines running, different engine settings Predicted
from idle to maximum dry and bay door open and
closed conditions. Measured microphone acoustic ex-
citation expressed in one third octave band for each Figure IT: Mid-aft keel beam Comparison

run was subsequently used as input to the analyti-
cal simulations. Accelerometer signals were poestpro- As can be seen, there is a factor of roughly 3 between
cesed to obtain PSD's and rms values. Peaks on PSD the slopes of the two regression lines. Nevertheless
plots occur at frequencies that can be identified 6. the correlations obtained are excelent in the case of
ther as normal mode frequencies of the substructures the aft keel beam (p 0.980) and fairly good in the
or frequencies associated with engine rp.m,'s. mid-aft keel beam (p 0.823).

Figures 16 and i1 show the comparison between imn- On-ground mesured values awe conadevative because
ulated and meuured acceleration rms values for the ground, wall and roof reflections on test facilities will
27 on ground engine runs and the two substructures: not occur in flight. The corrections used to match
aft keel beam and mid-aft keel beam. A are sion theoretical predictions with on ground test results
line has been also superimposed on ea.h plot. an considered to be applicable to in-flight conditions.

More on ground tW measurements will be performed
Test and a complete surtey of tight test Is eavisaed that

___will show the validity, applicability and limitations
of the FEM + PSD method presented.

I CONCLUDING UMAkLKS
A FEM + PSD method to compute acoutic atigue
stresses has beea presented. The method usm al.
ready existqig modules embodied is commercial I.
aitelement codes to evaluate system resposes to
random escltatoa, and overcomes the limitations of
the previous empirical methods, allowing to consiet
complex Iloomorks, ditereat boundary condition,
contributions of several nomal modes and to com.
puts output responses is say position of the modelled
struttfure,

pedicted Despite Its lifitations, the method is onsidered to:

Figure 1: Aft keel beam Compariimn i Adequately compute UiLU respouses within

I.1
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the same substructure, that can be used to select proach) to the PSD technique.
test instrumentation and predict possible crack

positons.Finally, it was beyond the scope of the study pre-
e Predict absolute response values when the hy- sented herein to perform the fatigue life evaluation

pothesis of validity are satisfied. As those hy- itself or more detailed analyses including the change
pothesis use to correspond to a worst canse ce- of local boundary conditions of the model due to the
nario (i.e. plane wave), if some arn not verified, effective presence of the crack. Despite the limita-
results of the method will be a conservative esti- tions described and the scatter observed in some few
mate. A single factor that match test compari- particular points between predicted and measured
sons can then be used to correct the theoretical stresses, the results obtained provide an encouraging
predictions. basis for further work with this approach.

The method presented has predicted adequately 9RZERENCIS
stresses and acceleratiuns in a complex substructure
tested to a severe acoustic environment in laboratory
facilities. The likely location of the crack and some LHars . ndCei,.E(its)Shc
assessment concerning the crack length could hae" and Ha brris on HM.andbCreeok. (Edaw-itors, Shoc
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ical values, of ecicting OASPI. close or skew 146 dB
are used to swritekheon Mouti" task (emprical Wp



ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TESTING ON DIFFERENT MATERIALS AND
SKIN-STRINGER ELEMENTS.
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Summa rl will be given. 29 different couson tyoes were tested
on a shaker. This covered 6 different materials and

Within a comoarative study. 29 different couoons co- different designs. For details s, ren. (1),
verinq different designs and 6 different materials
were fatigued by an excitation of 30 q'/Kz on a sha- 2, Test Soecimeis
ker, The selected designs and materials reeresent
realistic alternatives of an aircraft surface struc- The couoon design was as shown in Fig. 2.1 and

twpa' Tw 1-1
Some couaons nad seoarate or integrated doublers bet-

The investigation led to the following conclusions: weeni skin and stringer and some ha, a second strirger
angle to allcw symmetry.

- Sesides classical aluminium. CFRP is the best ma- For the CFRP materials the cuter fibre of the skin was
terial with regard to sonic fatigue, Derpendicular to the stringer (90. 45. 0. 0. -45. 9-

- Ail/li, ARAILL and A! layer materials showed shorter 0/symi.
life times than the classical Al, A survey is given in Tab. 2-2 together with tne weiglht

- The most striking imorovement in design for the which varied between 0.5 and 1,4 times a reference
dimensions selected here was achieved with seoarate value,
doublers between skin and stringer. One of the couoons (1-1i had a layer of sealing ma-

- The nodal damaing found was most often smaller than terial on its shin to imorove the dancinq.
the 1,7% of the critical as Known from ES00 for Al Three of the cou~oos were manufactured andl tested in a

- Pure CFPP without niqets snowed the smallest dam- seoarate cancaign one year after the others.
Dirq: 0.6 - .9

3. Test Method
:Introduct ion

ýirst. it must be stated that the test rietihco is 3ni.'
Accustic fatioue' means fatigue of aircraft surface a substitution of realistic acoustic fatigue conci-

structures due to acoustic loading from different tions.
noise sources. ;irstly, the footocint excitation on the shaker :s not
-he chenomeron is well known, Pequlations eyist [e.g. a oressure e.ýcitation on the aircraft. Sut theoretical
Mj1-A-ETj22. pIL-A-8890. JAP, iFAR,) 25.571 di. studies is, ref. 2i showed that the vibration tenavl-
Design, eccmmencations arnd sone methocds of strength our of the coucons is not so different if thev are ev-
cerronstration are giver., or examole. in 'tie ESDU cited by footcoort acceleration or by oressure on
cata sreets. s~kin,

3econdly all shaker tests are acceleratec tests. Acce-
9u't ieiertireless there are sti!i somie coen ouestiors, lerated from realistý,c life tines of the aircraft of
7he, concern anonost others, the influence of some some 1000 hours to shaker times of some minutes. This
,ese ~ 1aaees tr characteristics of new ma- is reached by an increase of the excitation level with
terals and the safety criterion itself. all its consecuences.

:jrtnernc~rp in. shcc~ be mnrtioned that acoustic To cover scatter, 3 scecimens of each coucon tYoe were
fa-gue is hlqh cycle fatigue un to 10 Ell cyclesi clanoed at the same tine on the sinaxer,
at a ýer, low level of strain. For strenotha demon- Evcitation was a vertical white noise acceleration.
stratir. acoustic fatigue is usuallvi studied inde- At least the strain was rEasureo by two strain gaugescerdentiv of otner static or low cvcl e fatique '-,a- onecseie.Thoeortesntetern
cmos mitr all thie corsecuerces. the stringer as shown in Fig. 2-i.

tre "illcwirg the results of a tcroarat-,e study ir a first steo a lo1/H.: oroacoamnc exc'taticn oetween

hewrimed fit aI Se'?*pos.iu on ('Imp hIIP ?'f llcmmisij ondCe Aircrqfr Structures' held in Lifleherienier. NorwaY. Mal-~ t'94ý



ano 00 ti, w as ao:1 lec tc find the resonance The maXIeal strain was measureaovcer tne strinqee
oc3ps or e) eenfreOuer. 1eS as shown in ;i. o -i Then edqes arc a bit higher an the shorter side of tree
:he ;Peouenov .t mavuic strain teloneing rrc tre Pxin, Therefore the strain gauges for tne firal tests
s~meezrica Venoini "ooce ,; tie swr was selectec were clacec at this sioe just outside of the striiqer.
a na a R ~ s Tai 11an d e x 1t a t 1 o w as acn o. D Te7he The measurec values allree with the ccmcutatonr with a.
~anli ot hno c~ co'e ,ed ~t-I,', o*1 tene s e iecte ei enr - u xconnectec stringer. But dvinc the fina" tests

eoec.This itermevate test was ocrno'ned to the strain qaues ^on the s~ir wer ofter already far-
cre:K tre 1r:iuenze C' the loadiro le,'e! or tre el- cec a' 22o2!H. and for coucon I1-I. as srown ii Fill.
,enrfreouercv a rc to a iito 3 ý as', ccrrecticm of the 4-2. the :,3cture accearec in te rivet I ine, This
fecue'cy :aertenn. would fit better to the comcutation wtth a connectiorn

Ot*er tlat tea f I a test I'In 90~' -~ 11-l"A tetween s~ir and stringer iust by the rivet as shown
bancwidt1 was oerfornc. in Fig. 4-2. So effects of redistribution of strain

due to the ircrease of thie excitation le,.e! or sitcle
The scectrum of strain as measured at the Deiirrne: stress concentration effects may have some influence.
of this test is also s~hown ýn Fin,2. Tlils ouesticn needs deecer ~nctnt orso :m

tions and tests.
.urinq the test Iee onaeqe of the eigenfreoueicy -i^- 4-' cives sorie more details of the influence of
is Wato'ec arcý O cttec cy er the time as showin Itee excita tion level. Strain increases with the in-
;iq. S-2. Th~s oc'tu~e gives a txcicai result. Three ,rease of the eycitat'oe art a stronger irf luerce on
oe'oos tar be -Iearlý cistieousred. 'iPst a shnort tee frecuencv and thne mooaý darivec asocs visible,
oericc ,' oteecer :-ecuency decay, second a icreer
:erioc of siow decay aed linaily a steeo decay just P ia , 4-4 z dyes some nfc rnat io n -on tihe 1inflIuerce o-
te-o rc teIe f raclu r e beomes v is i bIe. te :ardloicth o: excitation anc the scatter cf thee
T1hese 2 ocerods can cost ".rotably be allctated to a test results. The strain decreases with the irc~ease
cease oi itia' selttic cf t4e coucon. t-c the real of the tandwidth as the ~odal damoino does while tee

"at c e v al to 'the tinie after al -ricia' frac- ;reo.uencies snow a smalier out ooocsite teroercy.

r r T, r such as :',q 2--2 it is c-ss~b~s to derý- The scatte, neasurec frcc !C sarcies eace is cite-
r: :,al v wanteo ~es.1 - the Ilife tiire uc, to ren t . It reached atout 0.5% of tre :recuercy:

;a*' e un. classical oefinititi says th~at 't is rea- of thne strain ano - IA of t~he mocal carviec.
ar~ 1; tme i eouencv is redcceJ bi 2. Bi~ ra~ v t T it s remarý,cce that 10 different tests sameetnes
4fcitl I: ieao an exact ,alue t* -, ;r tre cc snowed the same scatter as 1`. -fferert ania~ses co-

c:t frxt:Icrc% dctav is selall ard tre scatter tre tace cato of rne S-110e test.
31*est icsuits iar~e.. A, fu~rther test rasult of inte-

rest is tee -oai ao' fte irt: hc re- tlffe~ent e.-Iiccrert arc bardwidth of anaiyses usec
sults frtn th~e soectrue strain by a liassocal aiso snow -si, influence. It is ne-.iikbre for the
S'cgle 7-ccc ra S-s si'te cr> tr re-sconse is use-, creoue-cries tcit clearlY visitla :or the oalroiri an.,

týe strain.
I. c.c of 'es,_Pesjits

:-allv it must be mertiored thiat a siialer runncer s4
7ES* resIcs cc 13, fco t, b. ea tont te soetiliens showed some deviations in thee

ceavcr. ýic. 4-5 gives two crannies. nee are roun:
- :xt~t'i nenocr tne strain scectra of tee stringer st rar gauges at

-excca-cc ýeqel lower excitaticr levels.
- est !,: Teasurelre-, cc; oiert ~Cnse:Uences of thease ceviations or tne final test

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s enr tt c~t' c s :ould not be dentoctec.

3^cto ac ssrtos.et sit

'e.t '~~~ ri irfrpatic cp the 5." Ierfreauencies
o'o' c a~i~ce tre 1r;!ue-Ces cf 'rese onare-

'ae-.es !,e~:, tec v ,e, Table E. I.-I concrirs tre ifirst, s'viimetricý ei~anire-
o~eiicles of the collocns. The 'Y varv between Tiand2.

cect scra i rrotic' scý-c c'tests and sce- times a reference value. Tnis rdcate t at al the
cc ~acswere oerforrec. advantec materials aid the more excensive oesipes re-

srcws tnc state ,f crc twt irsut .''tratjcr Sult* in core stiff and ':ess heavy struct.ures.
-SI a :ar7Ccý 3SYT~et C "'UtC'- 11 -,.,outea. 'he influence of the desiqn can cc soaurated as srowr

:-2 : res ' siian os, c , cr .,s slvri as in Tanco re:reces factors tetween I arc 1.5.
-eau.ec a' co- f-e: , a low ce cc caor
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5.2 u 3ad Dampina found after the tests. .

Theoretically, the magnitude of vicracion resornse is One can cistirgulsn cetween:
orocortional to the souare root of the modal diviing.
Therefore the knowledge of reliable damoing values is - failure of conoing. if there are no rovets icoucon
fundamental for all theoretical studies of acoustic 5-1li
fatigue. - failure of the reiltivei weal aluminium stringers
First. it must be mentioned that the increase of if they are used together with the stronger CFRP
daroing with the increase of the excitation level skins (Iv and vi. Fracture at the ciamting for asye-
as. Fig. 4-21 most crobably results from the larger metric and at the stringer radius for syneetric Cou-
airdamoing due to the larger vibration amoiltudes at Pons
larger excitations. - fltre delaiinaticns in the triangle between spin ano
Due to the large scatter of the measured values Ce- stringer (tuccur ii-IV
tails of the measurement and final conclusvons are - fracture in tie stin over tre c:ubie, eoge it there
given in Fig. 5.2-1 and 5.2-2. 1s a seaarate ocutier. arc a: the snorter soin size
These final damoing values vary betweer 0.5 and 2.it if the couocn is asymmetric
of the critical. - fracture in the viling edge if tre cou:ier s cne-

mically milleo (coucon T-I;
The classical aliuminium design reaches values cetween - fra:ture in the rivet line of tie sh'n if there is
1.2 and 1.7 which is in generally smaller than t4e no doubler
value of 1.7 as used in the ESDU oata sheets.
whether 1.7 is reached at the flying aircraft due to I- general tne failure location is rea,'• ine.enei t
Pressure loading at a much smaller excitation leqel of materil.•
is a cuestion which remains. Numters cf t4e life time in minutes reacrec :i t-e

different :ouoon laverageC over tIe tn'ee s:et'fens;
The darm;ing" material aaclied on coucon i-I gave or- are given -- Table 5.4-3.
ly a Poor efficiency though it increased the measureC
camcing from 1.5 to 2.1. that means by aoout 50%. Three :vfferent fatlure crt:eria were seiecte:.
Aluminium/lithium. ARALL and aluminium layers gave
about the save values as the classical aluminium T~e first:
0,ie the C;PP materials showed cieariv reduced 21 frecuenci decrease fr.r tre stert''. £,e:uerc, !at
values,

is also ctvious that the symmetri: designs orodu- The sec:nO:
:e. scalier values than tie asyr.metr'c ones. 21 freciency cecrease from the settling freauercy

while the settling ;re:uency itself sas chosen !: :ne
..2 Strain midd'e of tee largest concave curvature is. Fig. 2-2,

of the smotýhed curies ýf freouency over tire.
Strain values are not discussed here since it was not
clear that the strair gauges were really Placed at The thirl:
the critical iocatlons. For some :nformation. see At the con:t of lnrtiai fracture wnric was oeine: 'n -
re. , tre mid:ie cf the iargest con•ex cu'vatu'e s.(g.2- "

of the s2oothed curves.
5.4 Reached Life Tiees

ct is rerarkable that soietimes all the three crlterla
Fig. 5.4-i shows the smoothed and rormai:sed t'ee ilve aOOut the same life :'me wn-ie in some otrer :a-
histories of the Teasured eiqenfreouencies from which ses only the second ara tiie third criterion resul: -n
the reached life times were dt:nr•ined. eouaT values. ;ut also trree ccr:leteiv diffe-ern 'e-
First of all one can see ve' large differences, suits can De fourc.
Sore coucons faiied after '.4 minutes (7-i and 5-Tvi. it seems tnat these effects are no: so %.cn deoendent
others lasted ;or tore than 2' hours one soecimer if rn tie raterial but on the tvoe of design:

The scatter tetween the different scec-lens of one coucons without doubler ityoe I ano 41 snow three
couocn is also sometimes rather large and that esoe- different values
caiiy for the CFRP coucons. The soecimens of the - asymmetric coucons with doubler itvoe 2 and 31 snow
bvs: couoon (5-IW showed delamination after 42. 144E three eouai values
and more than 160 min. but without major freouency - symmetri- couoons with doubler ftvoe 5 and 'i snow

aecays. more n; less two different values.
5.4-2 ;ives the locations of the final fracture
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*~ u~i: r~erefore irises wicncritr, is :ne as ;cc.- as 're classical aluiniuz.
most 3deo.La3e .'r ac:ýs:tc 'aie s-.enqct oceon11-
straticis. Some 'f':'er coisiderat::rs crcerrnino The :i-Ferer: ef iciercv of tne different ccucons is
this tCv: are also ;*i~el in ref. 2. remarkwabie if cne coroares tne different failure cri-
Onicusf it can not bce criterion I :ecause there lens3.

woujld te no reserve left o-c core' ioadiia :o'.diticrns Tie last t&able z.1- allows a clearer survev over the
wnic~h are creciel indeceoenlero of acust:n fatil~ -,r-luel.~e of tie des'qn on hetire. '-,fierent ratics
as a'readv rentiorec. of *,ie tire i, ... iT a. are :iven. Tniough there is
On tre other rand. or.:ericn I will :e'.aos cive re- :tlul some influence of the materials and of the
suits ceceoin toc euc r, ,,?.e :nosei erv.Ottioi ;ailure criterion ore can say ziat for t4e Oimersions
eve! arc, too e tostrono wnil: v:,* 'es6, in anc o ':os fti su:

4,",e.essa'iyv 4avy aircraft.
- te adji*tlo, of a selairite ocunler will give tile

Afra crj so cannot ce give, ::d orw:e vn: ha'est increase of life time a

leecer *rvesoigatiorns a'e necessiry. Thev rate to -- tut one ilru1e1:e is large, on ~speseeric than on
oe:ý wht~el. the in1ecerdert safety I'allvsis f,'I-.*o symmetric coucors

aoc niip :.:Ie faique is 'ealliv rtasons: ! or una- - in general integrated odoublen are no: so effeotive.
ii.atie a,. rowreoher'4 th vitratfl, teftiwiour of tnle thew ccu l. evel reduce the lilt time
-cor s'ala eeet~ec ntwoainc- * crevicay ~iled 'dcucler* Oofouct the strorgest
rawou6, of *14 ea~s1,s-. caf surface structure. rtduttiov

- one addition of a second str,.nger angle also incrsa-
Neeartne'iess. Taclit gi-~;ves a good survey ' Over sts the life tile
'ne ineisired test resits. aut ^omoarlsoqs tetween t-ut for coaocns with' secantt :Go~lts tie irflu-
.oiese different resilos and evaluatiors -3cu%, be soe is rat"Ir s8Vl -o! even negative.
based no'e on lie following.

,"e vaijes of tne measured lift t'ne % as :, in
*atle 5.1-*, are valii 'or an ecual footcaint 1:0.11'- - ft.gUe 'esults fror shake, tests are not, ecual to
a1io0. Tes's wit*., an ecua. cressure nao on trt sam tte fatigue from cressure loadings. tut can :e race.
of CV cou~cos -cu~d not te :e-cr~e,.. 3ut on thi cosoarale.
asw-n:oior onit tie O'tssue *,..a. Is o'~nit c Straii drstr!Oution. frecuency and aamon; ran IOe-

: e laoe'1*1ic ,1~ -4 "55 ^,e 'as .4 skil :end cn ore level ?lai.
and. tie ao:v1,,iai assiz1.ci:lo ti-at -iti:ýe exooneits -The azo~r:o of scatter is relatively lre
3s uei ir :ýe 5-4 "curves o- HOU ; c. 4 for T est and analysis ecuic:?tvt has some influence.
31l7nini~j 11'r :curte'Wiii Cutt hoies 11" 4.AII and - ievertheiess tht coucarison -of tine test results

1E Slu ýLT :19. 2 for ;x~ i: .;.A;) are oalliI. snowed clear tendencies.
one tOuld trv to transfer tne mtasgrea 'life times - All tnt -!ev materials allow. lighter structures with
^or eoual ceea~rT to life tmes for eousl ore- oiv;ner eigenfrecuencies.

ssvre - Vost of the 4amcing values found were smaller than
the values Vmen in. Es

r~nC:Z-; ~ ariaells have lower damc*,iq tran altumiriuli.
S j22ett'iC'i Ioor onS c scalier damZong Va~eS

-re results 3'e :iver Taie J.-A as ratios Pf than Isveretrical ones.
-Tlie :"ass-.cal alumriur, is wt`1 a good mate'~ii

,mey o v 'o' 'en ooscwi teonly su'Oassed bv C~.-'
23wtv es'e !"e tIles. 'ut 5.Zjld allow an c ay te several times beter iwhile alumiinr'

e~l:atlo' :ýcse' to oe re3:'ov 0; o.e alr:ra": wl'r :,tnum. A;ALL aid ;-,en alumirium layers ire
'os :'essn1e zo:.s7li;rtl~o worse in cocorarison with the classical

i S is w 1er.O 'Pat One test :ouoor is more traP M uch 1moroement is also cossibie ty Pre el.
0 's n-e::e'ýaý 'Pe re-ereni~e -nz.on. v'iie Pse mcst effe:tiie are seoarate doutlers wilile ohen-r

o-'St one rea:-eo a ý-e tize cf, *,ss trar, '. -es zav ?i~o ublers* reduce tne life time
.re renerence ~ie tine. Tnat is a iar~e rrqe. '- strongl~y.
:E "P^'E. is ooo I ra t ~ "-s the 11. !i ~-V - The anli~cation of a damoin,3 material gave only :or
ia tett, thaii :r~e :ýasszat aluririur. if it -s 'ot ý!rvoverentS.

:c 01ieoa 3~.14T.1,4 st'rnre's. ;%re tolo~ir o Soroing witnout rivets gave the worst results.

c:p wl:iicu rivets is ratne din;er3ous Witri 'esoect - -eri couocns gave no larger imorovemert comn-
" "C ros - a:l.ue ýs. -Tvcarea with asvmme~r,,.cles.
~nmn> nr.,AFA.L arC a%1nrIrUn ;avers are noo -Stress c:cnenzratnon effects nost orobably :ontri-
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v., :,i~ ~sse:. re 74

N2el %3*1e: "es. r 6 sd

excubo

¶ F9. 2-1 DESIGN OF COUPON

materata l N &130411 AM -mt cmw Af Al m

Uf smin -.-

I re 1.2 >< 0.9 >< 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.0

2 1. 1. 0.90.91.0

ic ,,1.4 < 11 3 0.

5 ~~~1.4 > . . .

7! 1.4 13 1.

Table 2-2 COMPARISON OF THE WEIGH T RAITIOS OF Th E COUPONS

140 -- 150

130 140- io ~ * .1

s12110921 Z s13
* - -10001000

8110 120

700

700

0 125 250 375 500 625 750 875 1000 0 125 250 375 500 625 750 875 1000

frequency (Hz) frequency (Hz)

Fig. 3-1 AUTOSPECTRUM OF STRAIN IN SKIN
(coupon 8- IV; two different biandwidths of excitation; Af =2.5 Hz)
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140 nnntype of tR bR tS
Z44design [mm] [mm] [mm]

1 0 0 1.8

@ 2 specimen 22. 2 .
w 410' -s cien 3 3 0.625 28 1.8

40" Al-U crack In skin visible 4 0 0 2 x 1.6
aver edge of doube 5 0.6 46 2 x.1.6

6 0.625 54 2 x1.5
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

test time t (min) 7-1 0.6 46 2 x 1.6
Fig. 3-2 DECAY OF EIGENFREQUENCY 7-... 0.625 46 12 x1.6

c u o -18 0 0 1 .5

1 sy Irn.,ýTab. 2-1

C

110r -1; em

E1
Fig. 4-1 TYPICAL MODE SHAPES

OF COUPON I1-I goo I

influence of rivet modeling
E rni +

_irrm 0

3808

3n0. 6,
M~z 310'5

ed 4 4001
- 323,q:~OO12300-1

H 30

IF KS. F I1 tn. fm

0

Fig. 4-2 SlTRAIN MITIU~ON PIg. 4-3 INFLUENCE OF EXCITATION
IN SWIN (Coupon 1 -1. LEVEL ON TES RESLTS
1g1/Ha; 100-1000 HZ) (VP 4.1; "ki; to - fe = 100 Hz)
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1335-

frms ig2

i, 1340-
[HzJ 3

WinkUInn

11.03700

1f2] 60

& mj

Erma 290

70B40 landwidth of excitation (a I

bnst:HannlIll+ K: Coupon'

*UK:rn~n~ HIP: HII.AutW.

of 110teew eschl

Fig. 4-4 SCATTER AND INFLUENCE F1g. 4-5 DEVIATIONS OF THE BEHAVIOUR
OF DIFFERENT TEST CONDITIONS OF SOME SPECIMENS
ON TEST RESULTS (VP2I1.6mtm; 1 g2/Hz; 100 - 1000 Hl
gIva"; akin; aveiape of10)
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No II IlU IV V V

material AJ 3.1364T3 i ddIg Al/U &M ARALL CFRP Mwaiwtdw. Al lyera
CFRP Al (CFRP/OFRP)of skin ,Wow IVx

type of deign -1.2m•m t.1.4mm 1,4Imm t-1.2wmm t-1.4mm 1-1.1mm t1.6non 1=1.5mm t-1.45mm t.3x0.4mmTAI 1o17N .9 > .. 1.1 : -. 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.1
2 Al 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.2 > .1.3

>< -'1.6 1.4

II - >< 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.2
* 1.4 _ _ 1.5 ___1.5 >< 1.7

2 1.•9•• 2. •.9

Table 5.1 -1 COMPARISON OF EIGENFREQUENCY RATIOS (fn.../fnref)
first symmetric mode, measured at 30g 2 /Hz

studied Influence materialIIvaaII I
Wive of_ .... .... 1 Min da , 1.2 p" .4ram 1.1 mm o.mm 1.m 4 m 3N2.4mM

2/1 (.pe. P 1.25 1.24 1.2

31 CFRP 112 1.08 1.1Sinfluence CP1 2 U

of
added 1.35 1.4

7/4 doubler i Sym. - 1.23 1.16 1.2

7/5 doubl. Intepr. (sym) 1.02 1.0

1I e 1.23 1.19 1.31 1.20 1.18 1.17 1.2inlunoce without doubl.

M4 a , 5,,p 1.28 1.27 1.29 1.28 1.3
7" , withdblnte. 1.31 1.29 1.3

(jbf)I add. dobl. + 2. aoo 1.47 14e (1.58) 1.5

Table 5.1-2 INFLUENCE OF DESIGN ON EIGENFREOUENCY RATIOS

Na nI IIllI V VI

material Al 3.13PT3 •AU a ARA. CRP8 Al •amn Al "air"M",CPln Al (lMpIF~v/o )of okn w~W4 W~W

- W of d -ign .1i W.4mm 1t1.4mm tn1.1.mm 1-1.4 w t1.1 mmt 1.1,11mmi , let.$-m 1- 1.4mm 1-320.4-

1.1 3.0 1.3 0.9 1.6 1.2 I
-TA 11Fc~p) 3.2 II - 1.2 - 0.9 -

2 ~67 1. 1-1. 1.7 -. 2. 1

11. - X TV -,X .2.0 1.2 17....1..

N. - 1,1 A1.3 1.3 13 1.2 1.6
11 - -. -

4 1.1-

. 2 - 1.91 I - ,

AK2x 4 0.6 -

0.7

Thb/e DAMPING VALUES OF DIFFEREN SPECIMENS MEASURED ON SKIN AT Heft
(% of @11 11B
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No !IVVV

mae~l Al &.135473 + eakg Al/U 9 ARALL CFRP 111hiluandim Al layers

- .2m 1-11.4mml 114m 1A nin 11,2m Mr. 14515 51 1,1mm tl.5imflV 1.1.5mm 11-1.,4rmm 1=200.4MM

( ¶ CFRP) 1.6 2.1 < 1.3 1.2 1.4 .11.3 1 IA1.5 C

6 -TA C2R 11 30 g2I

lyeodejpr 1=12 3 1.34m 1.14m 1=2m 1=4m 11m = e -15m ll4mr l. .4m

Al (CFFPRP . iel ~ e ilI . kn oelprg cay g rvtln
________ ,io .~d e. S.r Ia ..__ .. _.

_____ V clmpn "lir

skinge slrrge or

E A tY bure 1.2 1 A .1, adu

a 1 -.3 chosen 30 9N /Hz~ i.n r---i 1.2

Table ~ ~ 5..4-2ERGE DAMAIGE VLOCATIoN rtcl
No. 1 - , Il - - - -i-

rnateraj A] 3,1364T3 + sealin A WU S ARALL CR Minsiaaadw Atlayern
of Sktin Maerial C pU A] Cl/FP

stinr srne

A0. double 4.0 doule dbl. I.. sh. dbl db is.

Al -cR~ 41-el inde.in*4

mAl db.~..... a( b,. ski over Wosi

500.? dobe InIICarie *ZK .1 3  2i:a0. U 06

-s adlu

Thb ~ abl 5.4-2 MESDEAPETMES E LOCAEPTNINGON iURCITIO

u 2%MT deWeem fro IM fin MAeUeancyml 0
of #jt rei (vfelll

000" ri
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NoIIIVvI

al Al &1364T3 eln AIIU 505 ARALL CFRP Mlnlomndw. Al layers
ofsn= n CFRP Al (CFRP/GFAP)

lme of demlsii W-.2mm t-1.4mml WAR.Mm W.2MMIW M W..m -. Immn t1.5mm t-1.3mm 1j.145rmm t.3 x0Aman
1.* 0.5 3.5 .2 01 0.6

1ret. 2.1 0.2 >2.51 0.6 1.1 0.2

5.1 .2 > 1.91.23.0

0.. 0.

2.2 0. 0.6

W- AJ 1.5RP 1.2_ 0.4 1. 1 .4a

______.0 0. 33rf ____

TIC sme<wede sb.6.- >< a.:

n~Vre1 0.1 1.U.5 0.9 0 0.74 0.01.0..919

- 2 % deceas fro st 0.n0feuec

0.is Igl1.e 6eae
SI reli rat__ _ _ _ a

a/ all on8. >.20

2/Ir CFn- CFP as3~ AM @NWF. 5.-

ýW Inte L, 1.2 1 -.9109 017 0. 5 0.94

- Inta fatr

I/ sopt. 5.3 IS I
7.4

I- -FR -0 .5

added .6 1. gym 31. I?.0

701, add doul. 4. anlO 5 I.? (0 1,41.

-2% decres frst starting frqunc

Without ~ Initia fracture6 s .7 1.

U 4U Is 16 & .4...iw
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ACOUSTIC FATIGUE CHARACTERISTICS OF ADVANCED MIATERIALS AND STRUCTURES

J. HI. Jacobs
McDonnell Douglas Acrospace - East

McDonnell Douglas Corporation
P.O. Box 516, St. Louis, Missouri 63166-0516

United States

M.A. Ferman
Parks College of Saint Louis University

Aerospace Engineering Departmnent
Cahokia. Illino~s 62206

United States

SU MIR designer was now fatced with a twit Cold problent of
understanding tlte: material degradation behavior itself as

A summary of McDonnell Douglas Aerospace's (MUA) well as developing strtuctural response prediction nmethodss
capability for treating acoustic loading or, mixlern fighter for comlponents which may include thermtal. nteehaniical
aircraft structure is given. A brief overview of techniques and nonilinear influences. Thu challenge for these new
that were developed since the mid-70ts are presented. In material forms, manufacturing techniques and structural
the ntid 1970t's, the introductiion of conispositcs and new applications, was tot deseltop an applicable acoustic fatigue
metallic structure fabrication concepts such as Supser design nicthotfology. A ririef sumnmary of the work since
lalastic FormseW/Diffusisin Rsinding (SPFiDH) suddenly the nuid-71ts including tuelay's developing capability it
required new analysi, pruseedkirus. In addition, the 1980's MDA is siutined.
brisught the additional constplicatiiutu of structtures exposed
tos hoih thenital and acoustic environniesits sits such vehicles 2 ANALYTiICAL DEVELOPMENTw~'
as the AVhtH Ilarnivr 11 and National Avrispauac Platte
(N ASPh. Methosis develIopedl itt handle these sew mtaterial Acousutic fatigue snethusts utifiliied at MDIA liser sthe past 2t0
fosmis, intense ttiise, and thetiersil luvids are! kulisctisd. Dise yeaors are suisiiarited tin Figure I Manty viable sechniiqies
influencs sifl nonlinear structural rvslsanskes sut, fatigue life were dleveloped by industry atid acadeisia in this timk;
due iii erssbirted losad enivirsinnierits is alssi discused. Period Arid filits list is fist intenided iti lIe conlipreheumsise but
Additiional dievcl utpntens in therassil cisastic restinig rallier a lioik at the tvicliniluck ertsipiaYc in piracice on
cajiability are alsolsdiscussed. MDA's Aircraft structures. The pre- 197,S approsaches arc

shown for relerenee, as which timie the usual usetloid
s I~iflmLr~fl% cuwsistvd ofi either swtndard isasidhiusok iIvslui~l iiappewssace

fuse panel structurvs sAr simiple analytical calculations
While Acoustic loading was lway prese KInt in s~oni horns cocunsisling: timly basic tisal crattsis Testing %as
sitiss aircraft first flew, the adssat sif she wkt etgine usedl vsicnsise'%lo to ttinvilt thesev result
drastically clingeil the lvcsl sit intensity pusib4k.. Alsus,
with this increased powiwe, the aibilility tus fdwlate pf.Itdwed Farl) tis sit 117s, 19KK Iserisal the Ssiois Fatigue Illsign
new Issels oft aersulytwusti noise. lit the Isit 7tt%. tile Uuide lot Milaitay Aircraft Iltui. 1) was releaed. This
intnsauithtion of csastpilsite "lillursals. neW soisallic allYN dissuuvrstit usuasthireul bosh thsessetival anid enspi teal results
and "c"w 1"A"uAIttauanst teehuttichie - Koch as Super KWICst Is firsts Use'Ul vqaisLIAss01 f(W theu analystis Of HianY aioslen
lssrintelll~fftsugobs Buitding sP/ t were dleselsapsits aisetailt strctual WosIN41nent. IYAOsttsp Ilt 00019end
pIans~tit inureased peirfintaisce said weights saving. lss'* struc itural nespeanse esusatishas were adop1 Itd br is n the'
neW" aitaterilsi were rstuiirell na Ineet even "Wtuwe stnngen~t design isV typical fiaslaov ttrustural stostpoiasets unster
nouse, tensperature. OWs flatifus, resuiremists1 son the ritsanunal as-siassi loatiltst sssnditssns These smiempilisall
aiircrft Itodi htgokly maneuserahtle aircratt %suh as th F Ill eshtataivts owehsl". she dffct it client snitillng lives 4Mw.
Fagtle sand VerttaliShsssr Ts~e oilf aidj Lansing iV.Ml1. tal holke . aall %tasis presitine Whileg ithse tehstisues: mere
aircralt such as like A's Kft Ilarrier It ross-.1 titan) new cotauiserssl 10M.1ts Isat the- .10k.slest tuctual sslgrtsa
challenges Winslusling WeIWatates l his, 11- pqulisittes. i kls cts 1 sA a i .1ssilletted issittaWi PAWtL. the esnergetik sal
andI kotasples Vsit ruvoiile lfhses sles-itis IsissKVIscl tsarspiasste s~ftructue in this tinhe hramn rvquwwes a
estrknstey ssasplc% p~tolsltt f sal hih ;Vnictolwoics siift stsis ctolually diltllere anwkwitsash Wle a owlsa tlepanssre
&isiatisl appliisattimas, sssnstscluld its lIes asssquk to these Was nsasi ftsoms gitse assashus inest %Crb htmewa seW
Mtsetdt Thi1% satuatikna quisAbl dicatd the nield Vsar eW* daita est v (sai oý dkt es.ael a gsrtavsl it.rened swisltaw~tt
"asth'Isss aOW new test tee;h"6tuar litWitret strength11, at~igueg straetum, SIVA Stwoln isa shativeteriv th- itsenw nastaitals
Will dy-amaaic design requircifneis. e4rstesissely tn Wid"e tub e"Umlibb UKe itirimusnos u( pe WAt.

Itessratrvih, nsanufftwiraasf ueehastsu .na t&W eesal
01 partiasal finsta* saso the astosastil, wtattgss lwiolet stichasu~sal sasupmltu tin latague Ise Analh~tisal
sines' it is the aggregaifasm ofL all ofl t" h4he Wlisgltt- T1k. %vtc~s~isi istesakestiatatedl sat eqstusatti singlk

F "aat Auasaaa 2?CFR 125 Atlhsl31

Avsm W w a Wutnilaw wm 'hurgti t of Atiautr Lamb an Adrrvr* Sruawme A~ Likhgwmuumv aste Am 1"d
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degree of frcedom equations for simple composite panel Future work in the acoustic fatigue of aircraft structures is
matcrial systems. These methods coupled with directed towards the linking of codes such as TAPS which
experimental validation yielded gross approximations to addresses panel level response and fatigue to NASTRAN
structural response and fatigue life of complex compositc which can address larger Scale Aircraft structural response
structures and provided the neccssary foundation for future issues. This is part of a much larger effort to establish a
developments. During this time pei:Dd as well, more global-local optimization procedure for aircraft structures
detailed effects on composite structural behavior became exposed to static, dynamic, thermal, and aerodynamic
available in linear, nonlinear and thermal effects. (Refs. loads.
2,3) Throughout this entire time Period, NASTRAN was
used as the major workhorse for analyzing detailed 3 TESTIN5G CAPABSILITY
composite structures where panel level equations were not
adequate. Other multi-purpose Finite element codes such as Testing capability to characterize advanced materials for
ABAQUS, ANSYS, NISA, and MARC were also evaluated acoustic fatigue has steadily advanced, with the current
hut did not prove as robust. capability depicted in Figure 3. The baseline progressive

wave chamber has a test section roughly 72" s 36" x 7".
During this sanme time period, methods to analyze SPF/D8 The structural test section size can range from 72" x 36 ito
metallic parts were also addressed. TO analyze panel-type 12" x 121" ,A strong Isis-like enclosure can be mounted to
structures a local-global analysis procedure %tas utilized. the panel backside for pressure tests and or temperature
Overall panel response was treated by using an equivalent tests. Noise levels of up to 171 JRi broad band and up to
"sneared stiffness" approa'.h to predict global level strains. 174 JRi narrow band can be produced using grazing
Local panel response was then perfornsed ast the stiffener incidence excitation.
level to address the added high frequency and stress
concentration effects. Tlse progressive wave chambher was upgraded in 19YO toi

handle higher temperature anid noise requirements of new
By 1981K, linear elastic response of isotropic and composite advancedl aircraft programs by the addition ssf quarzi lamp
panel type structures was fairly Well umlerstis'il. The bank assemiblies across the test sectioin. These then provid
primary emphasis in this period Was the deVelopnsen oft a heat flux on the noise side of the panel. The three section
techniques which could incorpotrate cmesiinctl loiading quartz lamp band aaasmbly eas obtain a local panel
vonsilitwios and nonlinear structural rv iw hehasisir in temperature up to l.11)(11 over a .16" %, 30" region.
Order to predic~t nmore accurate fatiguc . In addition. Numearous panels andl subitructure have been tosted in this
dwiiig this tinie framec the NASP prisprans Ao% developing facility iii validate analytical pretdictions and evaluateo

* ~very coumplicated built-up structisral voncepts which had ito surabhlitv sir aircraft esimpiinests (ReON. ",91.
survive temperatures near 2tm11F ansI acoustic loads
esceedling 1901 sJR. These esimbined Issid envirssnnsenit The high temperatur clevtrsssynamic shalie, has been WWrs
induced the added compiUcation1 Of nonlinear strWIttIal to characterie randism fatigue of! advanced m~alaeahs
resoisse behavisor, Tsi address tINs behavior a nionlinear systemso up tsi 2O0k0 F such as Cohrt sCorbon. Titanium
resplms oils- for tit stiffened csioimaitc painels was Metal Matris compxosites iThtC). CarborinEptsy. Cosamic
created tRef. 4t. This investigation choaied that randlsin Main% CswIspsssitii WIfv . aOi manty Others (11*1. 10). T~hV
responss for a classical nonlinear duffing sisillassir systwi yse t"in r U ssssr quartz laMPs and A reflesis lte P1111
sdrs not esihibiltshe %amne rcoatnwss characteisties as otahiin unilomn thermal pestsfilest on the tosamqw onsp cinseis
%itnusssilal eseisatism slFigue 2) TWts metshsw ofl splind the A nuns coniacting lasc vihisseete is isi-s to siwasurs-
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When a structural part b,.:omes very complex, such as a non-linearly than thc first. It is evident that the response
contoured inlet duct, more elaborate approaches such as again falls between a fully clamped panel and a panel
NASTRAN arc implemented. Ail of these methods produce which is clamped-simple suppoorted but in a nonlinear
a series of random stra'n values from acoustic excitation fashion. The linear theory significantly over-predicts the
which are analyzed through a sonic fatigue material response at high dB levels. This example again illuatrates
database for ultimate fatigue life. When analyses arc the need to have a robust responae prediction tool for
performed at the panel level, the option to ev'aluate the compomsite structures where design book guidelines may not
structure for a gisten flight profile loading spectrum is also apply. The last design example. Figure 8, is in the
available. Depending on the application. testitng in the calculation of the fatigue life of a TMC panel used in the
acoustic chamber or on the electrodynamic shaker can he NASP prosgram. The first line indicates the -baseline fatigue
used tor validation of fatigue predictions or qualification life of the panel was analyzed using linear siugle-degree-
testing. All of these approaches assume the existene of of-freedom theory and sinusoidaly generated low frequency
some sort of dynamic strain to failure material information, fitigue; data. Ovtmisiusly for acoustic fatigue analyses,
This infiormation must he generated itt the form of randomr randoms fatigue data is required. This lowers the fatigue life
strain to failure curves in order foe any acoustic or by $l5'? for this example, as is shown in the second line.
combined load fatigue lives to be predicted. These design Using sinusoidal fatigue data tn conjunction with nonlinear
apporoaheis have been proven over the pas~t .5- years. to he resptwnse theorvy. an overall lifetime improvement of 51% it
cost effective and arplieshile ito the dc.sign of fighter realiaed and is shown if the third line. Hi-nec. using
aircrall structures fur the F. 15. AV-MRl. F/A 18. NASP, T- nonilinear response theory tn vonjunctioon with incorrect
45. YF-Z3 and otherc ideaneesl fight %ehivcl (Fig. 5). material proetqwies can resltl in Ver mon-cinservative

desuigni Wi~en the currect random fatigue data is used wtth
5 RENUitTS~A'Nh) FANlPLES fisnlitwar respounse thcory. the fatigue life it now 47%f

lower that the baseline tcenario in line one. Hence,
To ticnomnalgate: in the sitple~st manner the inskwrtans oft vonspriong lines two andl four of this figure. as factor of 3
using the correct anslysit nicthsill Iisa acoutiaic tatigue, imprWoveme ntu fstiotue life tlk rvalised botween a
etonsislet Ftigur fi, Weoe resulit fromt an iustrsuitt ItIIv linateAmouitisidsl analymis and at rouslinearlirandomn analysis.
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Time Period Acoustic Fatigue Techniques Applied

Pre-1975 *Panel Analysis Using Semi-Empirical Equations or Simple Model
Differential Evaluations
Limited Use of Finite Element Theory

*Heavy Use of Experimental Results

1975- 1988 *Sonic Fatigue Guide Semi-Empirical Equations Used for Bi-Stiffened
Isotropic Structures

*Composite Parts Analytical With Single DOF Equations
*Jacobsen's Methods Extended
*Heavy Experimental Characterizatior. of Composite Materials
*Combined Load Effects Considered in Fatiqjue
*Techniques Applied to Aircraft Projects
*Finite Element Codes Used for Large Scale Analyses

1988 - Present *Nonlinear Respornse Effects Developed Into~ Multi-Mode Equations
(N RAP Code)

*TAPS Code Developed to Handle Cojmbined Load Conditions.
Thermal Loads, Composites. Fatigue Database, Flight Profiles

*Techniques Implemented on NASIP and Other Aircraft Progranis
*NASTRAN Used Heavily for Large Structure Analysis

Future Multi -Disciplined Optimization of Strength and Acoustic Fatigue Resviarcr,
Using NASTRAN TAPS, arid Other Analysis Codes

Figure 1. McDonnell Douglas Aerospace Acoustic Faigue Methods Development
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i Dynamic Fatigue Cycles Cycles to Failure
Case Analysis Strain Data toMethod (Olnjin.) Used Failure Came (• Cycles to Fallure

1 Linear 1.939 Sine 7.85 E6 1.0

2 Linear 1.939 Random 1.22 E6 0.155

3 Nonlinear 1.602 Sine 1.19 E7 1.51

4 Nonlinear 1,602 Random 4.19 E6 0.533

GP•4OgM7 ,V

Figure S. Combined Loads Fatigue Evaluation
TMC Panel Used in NASP Program (OASPL a 180 dB)
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ACOUSTIC FATIGUE OF CARBON FIBRE STRUCTURES

G. MUller
M. Gritnewald

Daimler-Benz AG Fl M/E
Forschung 4, Technik

Postfach 80D465
81663 Munich
GERMANY

1. SUMMARY response versus the input load.
Based on thc acoustic Waipue endurance curve of CFRP- For the compensation of the residual strength reduction
probes (Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic) obtained the failure criterion is redefined.
within the BRITE EURAM PROGRAMME Additionally for this coupon type the influence of the
"ACOUFAT" further investigations have been carried storage and testing in humid environment on the c11m5/ N
out with respect to -curve is investigated by read across from the results of
*nonlinearities in the measurements for the calibration other specimens.
of the different transdu~ers Considering all influences a recalculated lifetime curve

-effects of residuil stren~vth for the coupons is given taking into accoiunt safety margins.
-effects of moisture ani. temperature in the material due Based on these considerations further investigations are
to storage and testing iii humid environment needed for the verification of the measurement and

The sum of these effet ts leads for one choosen coupon analysis procedures as well as the definition of the
type to a reduction of the Atlowablc strain in thc range of failure criterion for deriving the c,.ns/ N - curves.
high cycles by a factor - 4 compared to the value
obtained originally for die coupon using the 3 % failure 3. TEST SPECIMEN
criterion and tested at room temnperaturc. The The considered coupon (ty" 7) consists of a skin with 8
modifications are con~idered step by step and the plies (I nu) which was reinforced by a cocured landing
resulting curve is given in this paper. (5 plies). A L-Stringtr was boiled with Hi-Lok with 4

scaling material implemented between stringer and skin.
2. INTRODUCTION The dimensions (in mm) and Iby up direction-t ame given
The application of advaticed materials as CFRP tend% to in Fig I.
increase in the constriucon of airplanes due to their high
strength at low specific weight. Large efforts are made
by the aireaf manuflarurers In order to qualify their
strutues to avoid man.-onance problems for those parts
exrposed to large Wlar levels and to definie weight
optimised design solutl a against acoustic fatigue.
F~or the Investigation of" eiacoustic fatigue parameters .
csia N during the bAITEUhRAM PROGRAMME '
'ACOUFATr ml in 19v2 tests were carried out with.
eight different types oftCFP coupons.
This programme defined as a pilot phase was aimed to
understand about lb. CFRP fatigue behaviour and to
derive appropriate tes and analysis proedres.
Because of the limitations within the EC programme
furthe Investigations, were petfamired to gain beane
confidencein the reults and to increase the kmoWlege
Abmu the Influences of moisture and temperature in the
material. Another ionpolant Issue is the defintition of the
Woure arimei hInedialg possible reduction of the

residu eal sregh for CMR atrial under acouistic loads.
TMi pape discusse fuanher isvestigation baued on the
fitigue teak of the cotipon type No 7 ftom
-ACOUPAr escieed by simsulated acoustIn vowis usin -.2-Y.

a dynseIC shal".
The calbtu~*proedure (th mesoinulag dew lan k
been Improved by consldering the Inearit of the F11: DjmACOUFWArC0UFAT .oar w ?

I. ~ ~ ~ % A a aIis Su.owsi- do wor 4Awaugm ad-Aft* Look atn AwO nlw so dAh*wr. Nmaw~ *kn i~w
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4. TEST PROCEDURE Preliminary tests to obtain the strain distribution on the
Three specimens were tested simultaniously fixed by a skin surface, resonance tests to determine the frequency
clamping device which was mounted on the excitation of the lowest symmetric bending mode and its damping
table of the shaker (Fig 2). On this device an coefficient for low excitation levels were performed.
accelerometer was installed for reference and shaker Additionally linearity checks under static loading have
control as well. The random vibration load was produced been made as described in the ESDU 93027 [2].
by a dynamic shaker SA30-V560/ Unholtz-Dickie Foil strain gauges were bonded at the surface for
controlled by a random signal generator. For the tests at measuring the strain in the outer laminate at the locations
high and low temperature and within humid environment of the maximum strain. Since the strain gauges operate
a climate -hamber was used. The data were digitized only properly for a limited time an optical diode was
after amplification and analysed with a PC. The used to measure the deflection of the skin additionally.
measurement intervals were at the beginning 5 seconds Its signal is proportinal to the maximum strain. The
and increased with the test time up to 10 minutes. The diode was calibrated by the strain gauge. The
test facility is shown schematically in Fig,3. measurement area ot the strain gauges was 1.2 x 1.5

mm. The diode was combined with an optical fiber to
"enable measurements in the climate chamber.

S. ANALYSIS

The measurements of strain, deflection and excitation
load started generally before the ramping phase of the
shaker to obtain the frequency of the specimens and the
damping values for the structure unaffected by fatigue at

the very beginning of the test. At that time the load level
was 20 dB below the steady state excitation level, For
example 0.4 gi/Hz was the start level at the ramping
phase for the 40 gz/Hz excitation level, The modal

- " cigenfrequency and damping value was determined
using a SDOF (single degree of freedom) curve fit to the

A"transfer function from strain to input load for strain
gauges and to the response displacement to input

Fig. 2: Coupons mounted on dhw excitation table displacement for the diode. Examples for the transfer
function (magnitude and phase), the rms strain spectrum
and the rms input spectrum are given in Fig. J.

11r, :I----IA0 I1 7 - 7 -- 7

L A AW.A
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If wlro w wt pefro o o~ur_ loa lees A-

to~~ ~ ~ ~ i1|i wealdNp" o itig

lifirtirm cur. The I-. bodwidth o * in
o o xain e osaly the ft pomitsurr elilmtde of

eulee spec ams. The maximum nmndwidth was FS 4: La.lior At moeo ,d o hw koiA rapmwnt
Am 70 H& dependin on th shale puotnnamc MWW Wd At 0.s0frottia-M
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6. CALIBRATION OF THE OPTICAL DIODE squares sense from 101 up to 10' cycles, which exceeds
Due to the early failure of the strain gauge, in general the measurements by about a factor of 10 for each
during the ramping phase of the shaker at high level margin.
excitations, the diode had to be calibrated using the first
measuring sequencies. A calibration example is given in 10000 ___

Fig. .5. For calibration the rms values of the half power -

bandwidth (3dB-values) were used being independent - i-ft-
from the excitation bandwidth, which has been changed ju r

in some cases due to the limited shaker power. E 10

2500 - y ~ j d -4I~ -i ACOUFA T yp 7 Ti ii
I, my code- 4, pl

., 2000 strain gauge I.00E-03 1,00F-04 I.OOE'05 1,0OE-06 1.00E+07 1,00E080

~ 1500.N (cycles 2%)

CO dideFig. 7. C'alculatedrm N curve of coupon tspe 7
1000(L - Stringer wvith landing)

C 9. EFFECTS DUE TO THE NONLINEARITY OF

0..........................THE TESTS
0 to 10 30 40 AQ 60 70 As shown in Fig. 5 the strain did not increase linearily

Input load 3 d8 vslues ig) with the input load because of the increased damping of
the bending mode at large vibration levels caused by the

Fig. .5 - Example of the calibration of the diode~ using airpumping. This effect was investigated in order to
strain gauge results f3dif-values) verify the relative calibration of the diode versus the

strain data. In the curves given in Fig.5 the calibration
7. DETERMINATION OF THE LIFE TIME factor for the input load 10 g where the strain gauge

CYCLES N values were still significant was 4.1 pstrains / mV diode,
For the endurance data the strain level wtis delteartied at the factor at 25 g would be 3.5 listrains. which would
the time. when the input load reached the steady state lead to a lower trins. value by factor 1. 17. These
level. For the definition of the failure point for the different factors refering to the ir4~ut load could be
structure a 2 % drop of the frequency of the lowest caused by the different measurement locations as well as
bending mode was used (Fig 6). For the corresponding by the different transducer behaviour under random
time the number of cycles N, was determined, The loading with increasing level. In order to improve the
settling phase included the structural settling as well as ealibrattion procedure the measured 3dB-values of strain
the landing separation. It was not considered here a a wirh their half power bandwidth a~f and the
structural failure. The fundamental frequency fu (100%)
was detererminted at the time, when the slope of Ilk ^"golporiding input load g,& were used for
firequency curve reduced and rematned constant fo 'Sideration of the nonlinearity due to different
some time interval. &tiýti ratios and its influence on the measured strain

( IF 5) uhat"rp
5'ffK06 er" i W9

N NcowI

L CALCIULATEDstM/N CURVE 0 u

VWe daierld cW? mw" is give for the considned
Ceoupm t" 7 ins Fi? 7 ra -oo% tespteranse. The
swoiot line *u fined to *ae viduaruae dat in a lews F* 8 Tha ja w . to " cod
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Using the formula [2.1] of ESDU 72005 [3] and and the corresponding input load level
incorporating the input load as acceleration density
acting on a cantilever probe with one end fixed (Fig.9)I
the strain can be estimated by g,~f ~6

I

= ~ ~3'~The corrected values are shown in Fig. 10 indicating
16 t S 3E') that the response of the coupons was linearly related to

with the input load.

Gift) spectral density of input acceleration at 50
frequency f

5 damping ratio 4000 sT~am. delta - co.1st

X, fixing coefficient for the first bending 300
mode

p mass density 2000 - [0

1 free length of the cantilever
t thickness 6/ 9 U sata measured
E Young's modulus It

0 5 10 15 20
Input Load 3 dB III)

It Fig. /0: Stwran vesu input load (3 a valuets) at

G6 4aý uCosscant damping

I This procedure can be used also for deriving overall

Fig. 9: Mlodel cantilever bami acceleration excited values, where only the correction of the strain is
required, because the bandwidth of the input load is

Leaving for one coupon excited by one load the constant. Ank example is given in Fig. I/,
dimonsions and material properties constant the damping 10
due to the nonlinear air pumping effect changes the
resulting strain generally by sw

13000 ltadalt-crt

12000.
With the measulred damping 6m and the corresponding U
eigenfrequency f. the half power bandw dth A¶ I is lo . I

a~fa,26M 1. 0 ' 0 30 30 40 $0

Input LOad Oipma

and the 3dB8-value of the input load is Fig, 11: stre" Writg "~ lo~ad (Oem all "Wiwi)i gj

Using tOw above given procedur for a recalculation the
Assuming the measuredl damping ratio at very low modified strain and dode vaue depende to a large
inpu loads to be rleptiesenwtivt for the silructuiral degree lineiarly hen the inMu load and could be used for
damping, the measuredl stain Wild the wiaslured inputt the CAl~ibrto Or the measuremen devim (448g 1). The
toed fo the constan danping ratio 6,j vallue can be recalulatd ean/ N cuirn fur coupon type 7 rsulted in
recalculate resliting in new pairs of data values lowe allwableli wtain or les mnuber of cyces a
The correted stain lvalu 5 mawmiIs thee original (Fit Mi

(&±!
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5000 The tendency of the "ACOUFAT" results based only on
600 few tests is confirmed by the data above and the

400 sri og conclusion from these results is to include the decrease
4000+ ataingaug,,'of the residual strength in the life time estimates by

3000 Adiode redefining the failure criterion as given below.
II MV - 3.5 psirain Provided the few measurements obtained for the bolted

20 00 ,j$ coupon types are significant for the residual strength a
10:0 statistically-based material property, the B-basis value

*1 J 14] was calculated and used for the evaluation of the
0 - - . compression test results.

0 2 4 6 a I 0 12 1It The B-basis value gives dependent on the measured
Input load 3 d3 values Ig) values and number of measurements a lower tolerance

Fi.12: Calibration of the diode using the 3dB-values bound above which 90 percent of the population will be
Fig. ontat. with 95% certainty.

The allowable strain is reduced in the range of large It is calculated by
cycles up to factor 1.7 for this coupon type. B=X 8

100 ý-j; where

ds-non linea

~ -. X - the sample mean based on n measurements
100 a Can't S - the sample standard deviation

ka one side tolerance limit factor
' ACOUPAT' TYpe?7 ~"" .

10o J . The results are shown in Fig. 1.5 below.
I.0OE.03 1.0011.04 1,M005.0 1.00E*06 1,00507 3,005.00

120
Fig.13 I .c,,IN cuv ofcoaepon type 7 with and without 10 Wa noo

linwa Calibration I '0

10. EFFECTS Of ACOUSTIC FATIGUE FOR THE 19I
RESIDUAL STRENGTH .6 .

Further tests vecr performed for the verification of the 1' 40 114

ingluence of acoustic fatigue on the reduction of the 01 £
residual strngt. Cantilever probes of similar material as 20 $TOd
uved for the 'ACOUFAr coupons weire ecicted untol
the frequency dropped between -O.5% to -4% for 3
different samples The results of the succeeding Ft~ "DW %
compression tests ame shown In Fig 14L Residual strength
tests of sevral coupon types IlI resulted goeneally Fig, IS: Rgsalts of conwvseutn tests of looasd and
(Fig IS) In the same behviour, thlough the decrease of wd~ (r 7 CONW
the brek stress of bolted skin itnactre seelms to be
largerf for the canttileve probes Azaming tha 95% of fth reidual svtregt values have

IN to be located above the B-beme vallue, at the example
Mean ~ above the ikilur crteerwio arvive at a htquenicy drop

100. 2* of about 0.1% Iseador2% as used This eflectlekd

00 U on IIIII to a reduction ofthe allowabl strain by a heter 1A..

Jja mom 11. LE tCTS OF MOI01MRIL AND
So. With simile, CFRP material as coupon type?7 stoed in

Z . -M hui*NVi~romNe (WrCi £5 % hum1111idity 10 weeks)
a eadiiasem ums were paerin~ed fW WOC 70%

~~ hu~~midity. TIe reslt show a redt~ion of the allowabl
swain by a 6~~s I.7 in the hig cycle "as which is

cauetleprvhsThe Itler " A r I menei of he Wsed Mateia was
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about 0.6 weight percent and refering to the material damping, incorporating the revised failure criterion from
spezification about one third less than the "ACOUFAT" the residual strength tests and adding the influence of
material would have been assimilated in the same storage and test in high humidity and high temperature
storage environment at the same time. the overall reduction of the allowable strain is about a
The reduction in life time is due to the moisture and the factor 4 compared to the erms/N curve at roorr;
temperature as well. Therefore further tests for the temperature with the 2% failure criterion from
verification of the influence of the moisture awe planned "ACOUFAT". These curves are given in Fig. 16 with the
with wet material under room temperature conditions. erms/N curves puplished in ESDU 64027 [51 Fig.3

(riveted specimens). The obtained results show a large
12. TOTAL REDUCTION FOR THE crms/N- decrease of the original crms/N curve due to the

CURVE described effects. The effect of moisture and temperature
The erms/N curve for the worst case is given could be given by read across only.
hypothetically below. Correcting for the effect of

IIIM ge Ml~ Itl~m
It2ACOU41AT C"p4 TlI

i i

121 -11, -Ql AMP~•

I .-03 1,001 .04 I1004 l0o * .01 1,0M.a06

Fig 16 WN crunew fo coupom tvh "ACOUFAT I- turmuulvwd %Wt cw atow &u *xtq& cmw•rMl s
##qhwuelv P/ ruj *,*d sirtih and mu*ltwv / wpusw, ,
Addietioa'd w•ih ESDU $02 7 Fig ) f'FRP) Iw ror•wom

I1. CONCLUSIONS - the smoe and teting ofthe specimens in hiMO
The performed inveitusaalos hawve sho . that hmdity mad high wemperuume leWad to a eduction of

the allowable ti (red across).
- te •hak tests indicate a mllnear inmresew of the

maln rate with the input Wd due to the nonlinear FurWr lwetip•iont should be cwried ow Itr the
damping mainl. vrlftaiso of the obtaine muks usn prboe of
This eflect can be taken into aoum for the cablibmion ientical mtrial ad jofts
of the tnucers
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S koutii w laed to a reductim ofthe WMidual Pan of this work has been carried out within the

trentth. so Wa the t has b•e tnmeasu• for BrlWeMe M prormme ACOUFAT lor which the
compresoenal loads only. flancialc urtutien of the Ewopew Commueniy m
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Thle fwidameta objectives of the ACOUFAT

I SUMMARY programme wene:
*to enhane the knowledge and the untlerstanding of

7he Brite/Euram programmen ACOUFAT is concerned the acoustic fatigue strength data of selected advanced
with *Acoustic fatigue and related damnage tolerance of composite and metallic macenals.
advanced composite and metallic mpxaturus. Three *to develop the analytical ! computaional and expeni.
main fields of the AcouFAT reults are discussed: menal methodoloie applied (for dimensioning and

I:The use of a 'frotquency degredtion* criterion, certification) to predict th e faige life of mondemn civil
usually applied to classical metallic materals andearly aircraft structure subjeted to acomsic exvitations.
Carbon Fibter Reinifrced plastic (CFRP) materals. is The safety and the efficiency of aircraft operatmonsa can
sot conWesidee suitabile, a the only paramtner. for be thus improved and the maintenance cost of Mutur
ideermunatioa of CPRP specimen failuril in acoustic aerosautical structures reiduced
fatiogue. It is wuggetdW tha a suitable cnterion sliculdi
be based. .n ftherw work, upon tOe degradation of th 2.2 *Fleld of stud
mechanical propetie of the specimens. To improv the prediction of the acousic fatigue life
2 - O the bmaw of Wind-Tunnsel CWT7) caltbatta of structures,. the flowmig thre mewe areasar
tests a semi eampirical model of thdpw o-epm satuded :
charateiticsh of the seroaoustr loads eaust. as a -the eads applied to the structure (dynamic
flW panel by the kturuln field createdl by a flap hes chawceulbc of the acomsic excitation).
bee developed and isultisd as 'Load DWat Ispu for thew slehrgcua dyuamok noposteuvalusatwe which
Finite Element- (PE) cakulatia. Tile WT Weus have prvovie strumes SrW anld freqawnass
bees reasnonably well repreaseted thew dewei n Of - the acom111k fat~e atrVFttth aafmr the1 WAmieia
this sew-tiepmcal model is an encouragliatg winial and the seledted "llo. (nveoi..)
NKCcam Tb. result from the itilu mosdelling *gAN"
"ta thms ca be extesded io the m A s~t  of she Sume heel + rfeqwodu + Moawkl fWAW
acousic loads to Progmiave Wave Tubes (PWT). streqth" da - Fhtigu. A64editoe
3:ý The ticitaioos of strmtre by usamacbows loads
my not be asmulated fuly a PWT. by wilply For eah wase. tchocial objectives, have %m. defleedl
modify" mod torrusly shapikig the spectrl , 1 - -. with apaenmesal Wab (calibratio) aed theoreeical
The e~ec of *he spatial dwoiirihiaso of he loadhin a uAss (presditonm).
clumey diffivent as both cowassed thw tetdW seimn
endatamco my be segnaficandty different. Ito is dee w~
tha a thenmortal aproach head aa a cret__
litdocums of d theripsese so both types of
eaviruMWOntoi requied. ~A

A INTUOPUCTION a11d OSJECTWISu.-s. -

2- 1 : 04luWen and Genera Oltjvestw al, g

The tema 'AceV"i Fisne implie th s~tructal Wi ""
"(sage cumud by 6e predominantly tiesemant "im I
of *Wrctra Iopset to redmon iea WAVY- *ic~ ~

61c"ihuso asets Wit tbmpldwtt V0 nstr mil d)~ ,,-,~~

~~~~~a sovudec umm' *"is of &umlas to" an Awoo.,t w ~na * JeW in £*~m, ~MAN . MaA 1WI
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2-2-1 : The Acoustic Loads Evaluation: Work performed : Standard S-N endurance curves
At present, the aero-acoustic loads data is limited and have been developed for 5 selected advanced materials
is described mainly in the time domain. To simulate (2 CFK? + GLARE + Aluminium-lithium + SPF-
the response of structures accurately, the space DB Titanium) with different specimen designs
distribution of the acoustic field is required. representative of aeronautical structures (• 600

Consequently, the results of acoustic tests which are coupons tested by shaker excitation + 6 large panels in
performed using Reverberant Chambers or Progressive PWT). The commonly used methodology for this type
Wave Tubes , may not, structurally, be representative of test has been critically analysed. This significant
of the effect of the real aircraft flight environment, part of ACOUFAT is detailed in section 3, but limited to
Work performed : On the basis of Wind-Tui the CFRP materials.

calibration tests, a semi-empirical model of the spatio- On the basis of these tests, analytical work concerning
temporal characteristics of the aero-acoustic loads on a the damage initiation and the damage propagation /
flat panel by the turbulent field created by a flap accumulation has been also performed for CFRP
(simple configuration of a typical turbulence) has been materials.
developed and utilized as "Load Data Input" for Finite 2-2-4 : Furthermore, the synthesis of this Pilot Phase
Element (FE) calculations. Furthermore, with the same study has enabled major recommendations, related to
panel, investigations were conducted in the PWT to try the qualification methodology (testing strategy and
and match the strain spectral densities obtained in the calculating strategy) applied to aircraft areas subjected
WT. These significant parts of the ACOUFAT results to acoustic loadings.
are detailed in sections 4 and .

3 RANDOM VIBRATION ENDURANCE
2-2-2 : The Structural Dynamic Response INVESTIGATIONS FOR CFRP - MATERIALS
Evaluation (Srms stresses and frequencies) :
At the present, the main available computational 3-1 : Presentation
methods for the calculation of the structural response The endurance data produced is detailed in other
are FE dynamic analysis taking into account the aero- papers and published by the ACOUFAT partners
elastic or the acoustic coupling with the fluid. involved in this activity. This section is focused only
Work performed : Several computer codes were on the main results and recommendations related to the
available for this study. Their ability to deal with the Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) materials.
problem have been recognized by comparison with Two of the main purposes of the testing activity were
each other and with test results. Non linear dynamic * to elaborate the standard endurance data of typical
behaviour, which is apparent in structures at higher designs from CFRP materials with simple coupons
acoustic loads, can also be simulated. tested by random excitation on shaker,
These assessments improve predictive capability, * to assess this standard endurance data by comparison
define the analysis assumptions and provide rules of to large panel tests to verify if accurate life prediction
use. They are the necessary support to the testing of aircraft panel / stringer constructions subjected to
activity plannL in this program. acoustic loading, can be made using simple coupon

tests.
2-2-3 : ThL Acoustic Fatigue Strength Data for the
selected materials and the assn.iated designs (riveted, 3-2 : Coupon Tests by Shaker Excitation
bonded, etc...). For advanced metallic and composite From the standard eng;neering publications (e.g.
maerials, the standard acoustic fatigue strength data ESDU Acoustic Fatigue Volumes), only very limited
such as S-N endurance curves and da/dN or dA/dN information is available for CFRP. Nevertheless these
curves, crack or damage growth rate data, are limited ESDU data were considered as the reference for defin-
at the present. ing test proct.Jures and for comparison of the results.

S,- ..... . 9,

-,-8,,, Iiii,,&,L V , i

• -Excitation ] •s¢ r ' :-.igure I : Typical co~upons w'
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3-2 1 : Tests definition 6. Consequence of the damage extension, is observed a
Selected CFRP - materials : T800/924 and HTA/6376 rapid decrease in bending stiffness, particularly at high
( - 50°C, RT, 80°C, 120-C ) excitation levels.
Typical coupons designs : L- and T- shaped Discussion:
stringer/skin coupons, with riveted stringer, skin - Coupons with initial damage have been tested. But,
with/without cocured landing or skin with taper, and from these tests it was impossible to produce
skin with/without initi&,l damage. meaningful dA/dN data for continuous delamination
Excitation : unimodal vibration using a narrow band growth, as it was originally planned.
random load spectrum, centred around the specimen - The delaminations around the bolt region are
1st bending mode frequeracy determined from a sine considered to be of a type that is likely to occur in
sweep, to assure that the bandwidth of -xcitation panel attachment regions. Delaminations at the free
always covers the response spectrum. edges (4.) of the coupons are obviously failures that
Either the loading level in terms of specimen-strain (or would not occur in panels. These edge delaminations
deflection) was kept constant or the specimens were can affect the coupon stiffness and, unfortunately, any
testzd at a constant g2/Hz - level. Since the required frequcncy drop criterion.
stmin levels exceeded shaker limits, tip mass was
added to 'he free ends of specimens. 3-2-3 : Specimen settling characteristics:
Failure criterion (1st reference) : 2% drop in the Generally, the metallic coupons do not exhibit a
settk I natural coupon frequency. Nevertheless, significant "settling phase". From the CFRP coupons
r.amber of tests were continued until visible damage tests, several types of settling characteristics were
was detected. observed.

3-2-2: Specimen damage & NDT investigation: - The HTA/6376 coupons with a step landing showed
Some CFRP specimens have been tested either until a fast drop in coupon frequency due to the separation
complete failure or only until fulfillment of the 2% of the cocured step landing from the skin
criterion, for high and low excitation levels. NDT
inspections revealed similar damage in all specimens: .. ....

1. For the HTA/6376 specimens with a step landing, Figure 3: Frequency / time plot
separation of the landing edges across the coupon e HTA/6 )6 coupon with landing
width (separation length - 10 to 20 mnm on each side). .I

2. Development of sub-surface delaminatiors around ,:
rivet holes. ,..
3. Development of delaminated surface strips from the
rivet holes, growing in a direction to ward the
specimen ends (outer ply direction),,''V
4. Possible development of sub-surface delaminations '.... -

at the edges of the coupons, near tapered regions (edge,.
effect).
5. Most of the surface delaminations occurred on the ---- •+' -- ,t-+ " -I--
outer skin side.

,, - The predamaged HTA/6376 coupons demonstrated a
_______. significant settling phase which consisted of a sharp

reduction in frequency followed by a more gradual
decrease until the onset of linearity

I14. 4 HE

.Figure 4 : Frequency / time plot
.HTA/6376 coupon without landing

240. nun m3.

Figure 2 : Typical delamination areas, with CFRP I.IRE47 Cpl.. n 61-141

T800/924 coupons
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- The T800/924 coupons with smooth taper in the 3-2-4 : Specimen strain distribution:
bolhd region, had a reduced settling phase with a
gradual change in frequency before the onset of The strain distribution on the skin is complex (see
linearity: figures 6 and 7) but it must be correctly determined to

define the reference Srms in the S-N curves. The
-TTP• 2 W•CIIN (RTtES IEST PO1tH * reference location was, by convention, the expected

maximum strain value location which can be different
"from the failure position.

__, "___"-Discussion
- When determining the reference strain by static
calibration, the two levels upwards and downwards
must be averaged.

,, ..... _ Due to the effect of stacking sequence, a slight
rocking motion of the specimen may occur and cause a

,___.._strain gradient across the specimen (see figure below).
am lo u- The strain distribution in the thickness should be

Figure 5 : Typical frequency vs time plot taken into account for each ply (through thickness ei
T800 / 924 coupons, with smooth landing and ij , classically evaluated e.g. for static bending

tests).
Discussion : - Where the strain gradient is high, the musurel value
- In some cases, it is difficult to determine where the can be dependent on the gauge size (integration
actual settled point occurred (major problem when length).
applying any frequency drop criterion). - The strain distribution can be modified during the
- The phase of settling i5 influenced by several effects fatigue test by damages, e.g. delamination of the
and may be attributable to micro-cracking of the CFRP landing.
material, clamping arrangement, joint interfaces or - There can be a significant diffrence in the level of
propagation of delaminations within the specimen. For measured strains during the strain- and lad-monitoree
coupons with cocured slep landing, the settling phase tests (the efma increase with time).
is obscured by the effect of the separation of the
landing from the skin. Further investigations are
required to estiblish the tnechanisms which contribute
to the CFRP specimen settling.

I i',o u

JL--

Figure 6 : Measured strain distribution for L-shaped Figure7 : Measured strain distribution for L-shaped
HTA / 6376 coupon with landing HTA / 6376 coupon without landing
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3-2.5 :Endurance data: In these areas, the stiains eii are lower than those in
Tht S-N curves have been established on the basis of the middle of the long side bay which is the classical
the 2% reductfon frequency criterion. To decrease the critical location in a panel.
number of tests, these S-N curves wem' assumed to be
straight regression lines (as presented in the ESDU).
Testing perfo,-med on the CFRP materials,

demonstrated that the endurance marginally decreased
with increasing temperature.
The endurance of the predamaged coupons was similar
to the inndamaged type. Observed

Discussion
- The main difficulties encountered to value the "Srms"
strains and the "N" number of cycles have been
discussed § 3-2-4 and § 3-2-3.
- At 2% drop in settled frequency, all coupons
revealed various regions of delamination.
- Nevertheless some specimens (tested up to failure) Figure 8 : Classical critical location in a stiffened
demonstrated that there is cor..;iderable fatigue life in panel and observed damage area for the CFRP panels.
the CFRP specimens after the 2% criterion (this is also
the case for the tested GLARE specimens and the Discussion:
Aluminium-Lithium specimens). - No coupon tests were representative of this type of
- Consequently, the use of a "frequency degradation" damage (the coupons were designed to study the in-
criterion, as the only parameter, was not considered plane bending effect, not the out-of-plane loads
suitable for determination of specimen 'failures". It is effects). Consequently no endurance comparison could
suggested that a suitable criterion should be based be evaluated between panels and coupons.
upon the degradation of the mechanical properties • These results outlined, while using new materials or
which can be determined by by residual strength tests new designs, the absolute necessity of maintaining
of the specimens. large panel tests in PWT for identification of the

possible failure modes and of the damage-
3-2-6 : Residual strength tests: developments with a multi-mode dynamic response and
Additionally residual strength tests were carried out by multi-axial stresses.
applying compression loads to the skin. Even after -To reduce the test-duration (for financial aspects), the
severe acoustic loading, these tests (only i.ITA/6376) test-excitation load level is generally increased from
demonstrated that the remaining static strength is : tmat of the aircraft. In fact, the damping-levels and the
- greater than 80% of the initial strength if the load non-linear membrane effects increase with increased
direction is a!ong the stringer axis load input levels. This can modify significantly the
- about 70% of the initial strength if the load direction strain-distribution and the strain-ratio between
is perpendicular to the stringer, at 2% frequency drop, different areas of the panel. The aircraft endurance
despite that there was no evident visible failure in limit cannot be then simply deduced and non-linear
some cases, dynamic FE. calculations must be performed to

evaluate it correctly.
Discussion : These tests were a first attempt to
evaluate the degradation of the mechanical properties. 3-4 : Recommendations for Random Vibration
Further investigations are required, Endurance Tests

(i) : Further work is required to investigate the reasons
3-3 : Endurance Tests of CFRP Panels in PWT for the "settling phase" observed in CFRP materials.
The design of shaker coupons is dictated by the (ii) : A suitable criterion is required for all types of
assumption that panel behaviour can be adequately specimens tested, possibly based on residual strength
represented by the dynamic behaviour of a thin strip. characteristics of the specimen. In the meantime,
To validate the coupon test-results and the coupon current data should be fully documented for use (i.e.
testing procedure, one T800/924 pimel and one with initial frequency, strain, input load and damping,
HTA16376 panel h.ve been fatigue loaded in PWT. plus damage-analysis).
For the 2 panels, the main damage areas were located (iii): An assessment of coupon failures compared to
in the skin, above the rib-stringer intersection, This complex structural failures is required in order to
type of damage was explained (and quantified with the validate the usage of current coupon designs and
support of FE. calculations) by the effect of the out- endurance data,
of-plane loads induced by the suspended mass of the (iv) : Non-linear aspects must be evaluated when
stringers which had no direct connections to the ribs, testing with enhanced acoustic load levels.

-, .. ... - -,
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4 AERO -ACOUSTIC LOADS STUDY: is developed behind an elevated spoiler. This
Experimental and Analytical Results configuration was chosen to simulate actual flight

conditions, where separatel flows occur behind control
4-1 : Presentation surfaces such as spoilers, flaps, speed brakes, etc...
Acoustic fatigue failures have occured in structures (simple configuration of a typical turbulence).
lying close to, or in the path of, the jet efflux (acoustic
excitation with a large correlation length). Similar In a 1st step, a measuring plate containing 40 pressure
failures have occured in other regions of pressure sensors (Figure 9) was installed behind the spoiler.
fluctuation such as within the intake duct of fan The fluctuating pressure field in the area of the
engines, close to propeller tips and in regions of recirculating bubble behind the flap was evaluated for
separated flow near control surfaces, such as elevators, different flap sizes and Mach numbers.
flaps, rudders, or near items such as spoilers which are
used on some aircraft during manoeuvres (acoustic Each individual sensor signal was evaluated in terms of
excitation with a reduced correlation length). But, at pressure spectral density and selected pairs of
present, aero-acoustic loads data are very poor. There microphones were analyzed with respect to their
is no general data base and the available data concern coherence. Typical results are shown in Figure 10 for
mainly the time fluctuation, rather than the space the pressure spectral density. The plots indicate high
distribution which, nevertheless, is strictly essential to intensities in the frequency range around 100 Hz with
calculate the structural response. a rapid decay towards the higher frequencies. The

maximum intensity and the corresponding frequencies
The objectives of the ACOUFAT programme in this depend on the test configuration which is given by
field of study were : Mach-number, size of spoiler and location of pressure
- to develop a semi-empirical model of aero-acoustic transducers. However, all spectra exhibit a continuous
loads, in areas of separated flows, with space energy distribution due to the randomly fluctuating
distribution and time fluctuation, on the basis of pressures.
informations collected from the open literature, and of
the pressure measurements obtained by tests in Wind. _,_ r M¢h=.b• vot1& 2 TL...
Tunnel (WT), 1 *
- and to validate the use of this model as 'Load Data

Input" of Finite Element (FE) calculations to simulate : --
the dynamic response of a test-box, representative of M.
aircraft structures.

4-2 : Experimental Study of the Acoustic Loads in
Areas of Separated Flows (Wind - Tunnel Tests)

Mm MON
*Imjya'iu@ fM5p~~w@ i,t| kfhaI [.IaIl

I I I,,H1

""''- -f

Figure 10 : Wind-Tunnel test& : Typical Pressure
,*' # "TSpectral Densities (Pal/Haz) vs Frequency (Hz)

, *#, I, ,,, Coherence functions have been produced between
selected pairs of microphones and typical plots are

,, " shown in Figure II (real and imaginary paits of the
coherence functions). They indicate that the spatial

______ coherence is generally very low. This implies that the
microstructure of the turbulence field conlsin . hi-
number of uncorrelatod eddiec,

Figure 9 Location of pressure measurei"nts
The basic experimental data recorded in the 'Nme of

Separated flows were generated by rl:,cing a teat set-up thes WT testi, ,re the reference data for elaworatint a
into the SI - Modane ONERA Wind Tumel. When mathematical model -)f the 'Iaaistical uharacteritica of
operated at transonic speeds, a turiulent pressure field the e0xitations.-

1. 4

- . .. . . . . . . .
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.- 11I~.. ,=.1 v'clet 3 =. r-, 4-4 : Analytical Model of the Aero-Acoustic Loads
1 in Areas of Separated Flows

~J ~ Rea IlTe aim of the present analytical work was to developI pa art a semi-empirical model to calculate the spectra of the

- spatial and temporal correlations of the acoustic
- , pressure associated with fatigue loads, for comparison

I' ,additionally in PWT). The modelled Cross - Spectra

law can be then used as load input for FE calculations.

.: ni both cases, WT and PWT, a statistical independence
imagnrypat ~is invoked to split the space-time spectra into factors
Imaginary part conesponding to temporal spectra and spatial spectra

Ia i in each dimension e.g. longitudinal and traverse. The
S. ,o: ~ ~ - simplest. case is the test in PWT which, under the

Hz restriction of linear sound, lead to similar spectra in all
0:,I•REI,:E ESSAI 51163 ler. C.ýTEL 1j41 space-time dimensions (see section 5). The case of test

33e Ci•F• TELPF 1.114 in WT leads to progressive complications : a modified

Gaussian correlation of phase shifts leads to spectra

Figure II : Wind-Tunnel tests Typical Correlation which are still stationary, but involve Hermite

Factors (selected pair of microphones) vs Frequency polynomials, besides Gaussian functions ; the
positioning of the observer close to a flap of finite

4.3 : Experimental Study of the Associated span leads to non-stationary spatial spectra, involving

Structural Response error functions as well. All together is obtained an
hierarchy of spectra, the simplest of which depend on

In a 2nd step, a calibration test box (i. e. a stiffened the rms phase shift and correlation scales (time and

aluminium panel, representative of aeronautical lengths) and excitation parameters (frequency and

structures) was mounted in the WT, in place of the wave numbers). Multiple scattering involves the

measuring plate containing pressure sensors, double reflection coefficient and non stationary

downstream the previous deflector. correlations introduce geometric parameters into the
exact and asymptotic evaluation of spectral integrals,

Min Mum which generalize the Gaussian type.
steady pressure RM5 pressure

Sto- The final equation used to determine the normalized
u _ __ Cross - Spectra law, input as load data in FE

I calculations, is presented Figure 13.

This model involves 8 semi-empirical parameters
flow (underlined twice). On the basis of the transducer-

responses obtained during the WT tests, the values of

... the 8 parameters were defined in such a way that theI - - computed Cros - Spectra could be thought to be
identical to the measured one.

a J .1 , -11.,, As Figure 14 shows, the meantrend of the real and
A ,• AM, imaginary parts is acceptable. The peaks which appear
41ueA j 'h 06t * in the experimental data cannot be modelled.

.- -However, the imaginary part smem not to stick to

reality u good as the real part does.

[ALR Along the bandwidth 10-2000 Hz], the Cross - Spectra

value tends to decrease and that's what was noticed

Fijure 12: Location of strain gauges on test box during the experiment as the Figure 14 shows.

The hructural response of the test box was identified

by 16 active strain gAu;= no the panel, for the

aerodynamic configurations studied in the first step

(different flap sizes and Mach numbers of 1 4-2).

I. + +

- I I il• -
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Choice of parameters of model r I I *-

double reflection coefficient: D .1 1, 2 Z'b nmin

*excitation frequency: (o ý Ex x.~ [00mH1.m9]

-transverse excitation wavenumber: K.- 0.05. w . -ýt ) T

*longitudinal excitation wavcnuomber: Ke - 1,11 to1.

*longitudinal correlation scale: L - 25 cm.

-roc, mean square phase shift: a . 2. Taking r - 61~ H2p(.J .2 1. Hz 1l. l2p-11 H no H .2x

transversal correlation scale; t . So cm. HiI eye~t

*correlation time:T -0003 s lsof the artier 2xL/r - 0.005 a'

Figure 13 :Semi - empirical model of the normalized Cross - Spectral densities of the fluctuating pressures.
downstream the spoiler (Wind Tunnel tests).

ItCtV t . .Wu. ;ý. I.l (h=1LV,'n) mesh). To each elemtent of the grid is associated a

Moe Pressure Spectra Density definition. The PSD of
______pressure are assumed to be uniform over each grid

I I Realelement and perfect spatial correlation is assumed
4 elpr between any two points lying within the same element

ý Test, ' I(in-phase condition). The correlations between grid
l~7~k IT~kl~' ~elements are defined by the Cross -Spectra. The

prsueadteCos-Spectra density defiinitions can
ti~ ~ r(t~J be definedl by measured data or by an analytical model.

The complete power spectral matrix of auto- and cross-

,' ~ -!r "Ir- ~setr for this multiple-pressure input system is than
77 .~ . . etablished, on the basis of the measured (or predicted)

0 V auto- and cross- spectra.

Imainay prt 2ad &Wqe : Projecion on the FE model
I The pressure load (the Power Spectral Density and the

V t & tn Cross - Spectra) of each grid element is projected into
rate NZ basic loads on the FE model of the gructire.

Figure 14 :Comparison TestlModel of the normalized The PSD of streases and accelerations at given points
Cross-Spectral densities of thicrating pressures in WT are then carried out, from selected elements of the FE

model, with the above projected pressure and the
4-5S Sintilation of the Stuctural Response by VE associated power spectral matrix, as load input.
Calculatiord Computational Strategly

4-64 Evaluation of the AnalytclW Model as Load
The1 test panel was modelized : the FF model displayed Data Input for FE Calculations
constists in 7400 nodes and 33400 degrees of freedom.
This FE model was statically and dynamically adjusted To evaluate the analytical model, the previous
by experiment. computational strategy was applied twice, to suimalate
To predict the dynamic random respons of this the structural respons of the panel
structure with the Finite Elemnvt Program ELFINI,
was followed a computational strategy in which Ias$ ailatiedoea with the experimental Pressure
computationsl are carried out in two gtages: Spectral Density (WT tost measuremerits) and with the

experimental Cross-Spectra (WT teat measurements).
1st sftay. Computational grid The computational strategy of 1 4-3 was applied with
The excited surface of the structure is divided into a the measured pressure field as input on the grid.
nurmber of subareas or elements (the computational The damping levels were determined Nront an analysis
Sri J is a coat b mesh in comparison the structural FE of data which respected th proportioas of the different
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moxles for a sarre gauge, the ratio of a same mode for f
diflerent gauges. fig. 15a: strain gauge 35
The results (PSD) of the strain-gauge J5 (see location WT test measurements
on Figure 12), representative of the panel behaviour,
are shown on Figure 1Sb. The calculated PSD
diagrams (Figure 15b) are in good correspondsnce -
with the measured PSD diagrams (Figure 15a).

2nd simulation : with the experimental Pressure
Spectral Density (WT test measurements) and with the
analytical Cross-Spectra (analytical model).
The analytical model was input as Cross - Spectra law
on the computational grid of the acoustic loads.
The results (PSD) are shown on Figure 15c for strain-
gauge J5 : they are very close to the results obtained .
with the WT data (Figure 15b). Despite that there is 40 , M am lam ,
only partial agreement on correlation spectra, one FE computations: I
could be surprised at the better agreement on panel fig. 15b: Load input = Pressure test nwtsurements
response calculations. A possible explanution is that
the model and measurements agree in the range of -.- --
frequencies where are located the main resonances of
the panel.

From the panel response, we can infer that the
analytical model of pressure field is of good accuracy
and allows the behaviour of the panel to be predicted "
inside the WT. . - -- z~
4-7 : Conclusion fig. ISc: Load input - Analytical ndel Z

A semi-empirical model of the acoustic loads, I .. ""v
downstream a spoiller. has been developed from the V
WT experimental data. This model was useduthe . I
analytical loads input to FE calculations, to simulate I
the let-box response. Based on initial success of this I j I "
work, the following is suggested i I
-to refine this type of madel and extend it to other
types of acoustic mources emcuunterd by aircraft in

- to develop this modil for the classical tst facilities, o, • ' -

in particular for the PWT's which should remain the

standard tea facility for reason of coa and availability. Figure IS Wind-Turne! teasm: PSD of the reponso of
the strain lauge JS : Comparisons between:

$ TESTING of STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS fig. ISa : J teat results (maaumrmen:s).
In WT and In MWT's fil. 16b : FE computations with preasure meassut-

ment as load input,
S-I : Presetation fig. Ie : FE computations with the analytical model
Teiting of large scale structure to sero-acoustical u load input.
oads is impractical snd potentially very expensaive,

However. there is a need r- validate the integrity and
endurance of structural elements subject to a variety of of read across between the PWT and aircraft responses
acoustic loads. One option available to aircraft is required.
manufacturer is to perform tet on structural
elements where the acoustic environment is simulated 5-2 : Study of the Acoustic Loads and of the
in a Progressive Wave Tube (PWT) facility i.e. a duct Associated Structural Raesome
capable of generating a controlled unsteady pressure For this purpose, a stiffened aluminium panl (the one
field. To determine the acoustic fatigue life of aircraft used for the ro-acoustic loads study - se section 4)
structures, which are a function of ground and in-flight was used to study its structural response under
conditions and the associated aircraft in use, a method different types of acoustic loads.
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Ist. test-phase :In the first pi-se. the test panel was --

mounted into the Wind Turne.1 k-YT; ,'snc exc.ited by a - -

turbulent pressure field which was geacrated by an 7T
upstream spoiler. This confituration w"s 4cscribed in --

the previous section 4, related to the acro-acoustic -- --

loads study (see Figure 12).Fiue1:TycaCorltn
The structural response of the pxr..' was investigated Factor Curve in PWT
by 16 strain-gauges. Pressure field spectra for one of , - --- v t-r -m tl
the test configurations (flap size, Mach number) were - - 1
used as reference levels for the following PWT tests. o----- L

2nd test-phase :After the WT tests, thse panel was
mounted into a first PWT (*PWTI"). Investigations 5-4 Strutural Response Charcteristics (Main
were performed to establish response of the panel at Results) :
the reference levels and. if necessary, to modify the One main objctive was to compare the structural
applied acoustic spectra in the PWT to match the strain response of the test-panel under WT- and PWT.
spectral densities measured on the panel in the WT. excitation and to define, if necessary, a testing strategy

to get the same structural response in both case. The
3rd test-phase :Finally the test-panel was subjected to comparison was performed on the Power Spectral
a simiular test campaign in a second PWVT (*PWT2*) rkensities of the strain-signals, in WT and in the 2
The test data werv reduced to the same standard so that PWT's. The comparison has been focused on 2 (of 1'5)
all three test facilities could be compared in terms of representative strain gauges :S i, S I I (see Fig. IS).
their exciting pressure fistlds and their induced
%tructural resp~'n~ei. 5-4-1 . The test-paniel has a multi-modal vibration

response, where the dominant modes occur in the
5-3 :Loading Actions in Wr and PWT's frequency range 40D--S0 Hit. It is apparent for Slo

that only 2 of the dominant modes. at SO5 & 545 Hi
5-3-1 The pressure spectra obtained in the WT under can be significantly excited in the PWT's, in
separate flow conditions are chatacterized by high comparison to the 4 being excited it the WT at 440,
intensities at frequencies below 200 Mz. with a sirong 475. 515 & 560 Mi. On SIO, the high #pisatrl peak at
decay towards the higher frequencies. Eiven with this 475 Hz (in the WT) could not be excited in the PWTr
decay. a continuous energy distribution due to the (see Fig. IS).
randomly fluctuatini pressure is presnt for all the For S It.only 2of the dominanttmodes. atS520& 720
tesit-configurations (see Figure 10). The spatial H& can be ignficantly excited in the PWTa,. in
coherence of the pressure field is generally very low comparison to the 4 being excited in the WT at 385,
depending on the local flow conditions which contains 425. 520 & 720 Mz. However, in this case, the highest
a lash number of uncorrelated Wdiems (sue Figure I1I), spectral peak wast excited (me Figý Ill).

Other agrain gauge also show similar characteIatCs,110
5-3-2 : Compared with the smooth curies of the
energy di-stribution in the WT. the pressure spectra, 5-4-2 :Narrow bwad excitationa : To watch WT
measured in the two PWr's. exhibit pronoiunced peaks excitationis at strain laugee sumeane 10 & 11. there is &
which are due to internal acoustic resonances (Minding requirene to excite panel modes at 440, 475 Hz for
waves specific of the duct geometry and rigidity) (se gauge to and! modes at 385, 425 Mi for Sauge 11, For
Figurv 16). Furthermore the correlation (adore of the this purpose. naseowban e"citation was restricted to
acoustic pressture are very high '.the lotal prcswmr between 400 and 59 Hz cente frequencies. However,
field is almwos in phase in the PWT'% (irk !iiaure 17). this resulted in forced vibrations of the panel. together

-with excessive respuNe at resonanit conditions.
Figre 6 Tyica Pessre Consequenitly, it was Wo posible to define a tesing

FJ~igre 16 Twisesculrvessur Wae to oblw the ams structural response in the
I,. pecralDenstie cuvesPWT's as in the WT.

In WTFinite Elemwnt ianalysis work it is apparen that the
* c~~ymmestric modes of the Panel are being excited an the

PWT, whereas both symmetric and anti-symmetric
modes wer excited in the WT.
More generally, the study of the influenc, of the

' ' Pw*courrelation factons on the dynamic: reponse was
simulated by FIR calculations. It confirms that, when



Figore 18 : Dynamic response of Strain Gauge 10 Strain Gauge I1I
the test - box in WT and in PWT's j-i___
PSD of strain gauges 10 and I I - - -

(see location figure 11)- --

(micro dl /1) *2 / Hz

Figure ISa : measurements in the TI
Wind -Tunnel

TubeI I -

Figure lk: meas;urements in the
Progressive Wave Tube a* 2

Correlatio Factor: 0. 3 Cltom n Factor 0O1

-~Anti Sym. Sym, Mude AMt Sym. ~ .Sym, mode
mode -~ * mode

Fligur 19 : Finite Element simulation of the influence of the Couvl. w. fact"r an the atnactur response
Conupanson of thet PSD respons of strain Sauge 1. for two corrliation Imvls: 0.3 end 0.6

WT and PWT) with a ustthe kwhal model requre
the correlation level increawse froms low value (0. 1) to etauftioni Ond modelling of ON"e Oudm enalsa
higher valve (I .). the symmotri-al panel modes wwmeceis from the availabl experimental data
dominate wherea te anti..ymmetca modes redc
(se Figur 19). 545-2: Coaprwgq the charsoaktrsis of oncitation is

the PWrs with thos in the WT. some iaagmficam
5.5: CondUaton: differsnces ae besrved. Wherwee the ptesur spectra

density in the WY is continuousy disrinbute with
S-S- I : Even with a simple structuraled aerodlynaminic high inetesities atllow frequenies, the PNTs exhibift
configuration, the phenomen involved are already very pesky specW rldesities, due to wintenal wacona
rathe complicate. Sever al edemnial mechmnis rsOnMUs. Furthermor the coherenc of the
appea to he siamaltnmciasly responsiblea for the fluctasting prieesure is very much higher in d cathe of
fluctuation pattern on he -A. Represening the the PWNT's compare with the regonm of separat
staistica charatritfics Of the pressur fluIctuMatns (in AMow in1 the WY.
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Owing to difference, in structure ac,,ustic coupling 6-3 :Testing of Structural Elements in WI' and in
betmeen the progressive wave field oi the PWT and MPWTS
separated fic'd in the WT. different modes will be By the ACOUFAT tudy, it became clear that, even for
excited and hence spect I levels are differ-- a simple aerodynaunic configuration, the excition of
Consequently toe enduran( of the tested speCii -:n structures by aero-acoustic loads may not be simulated
may be signi. ficaii ily different. fully in PWT, by simply modifying and correctly
Narrow bend excitation h -s been used to try and excite shaping the spectral content. The effect of the spatial
modes which would otherw4ise be excited ,n the Wr : distribution of the loadir"' is clearly different in both
this has resulted in forced vibration of the panel and cas.es and the tested .'imen endurance may be
excessive forcing at ~esonnance, In consequence, it sign. fcantly different. It is clear that a theoretical
was not possible to dk ilie a testing astrtegy to obtain approasch based on a correct prciiction of the responises
the samte structural response in the PWT's as in the to both types of environment is required. If this could
WT'. be achieved, then it muy be possible to designi acoustic
The knowledge of this difficulty is considered as one tess in the PWT (perhaps by applying narrowband
of the maein ACOUFAT results. acoustic excitation with additional mechanical

excitation) that would excite struct 'wes to the same
5-5-3 :This work will provide a valuable basis for the level and spatial stress / strain dist, ýhution even in

'.igrance of structures to acoustic environments in individual modes of the structure.
FWT. especially when it is respected that the aero-
aj-oustic clearance of large scale structures is both 6-4 :Since the ultimate aim is to dimension and to
impractical and expensive, qualify structure, subjected to acoustic loads, FE

calculation coupi. Jl to luad input models would be the
4 CONCLUSION preferred solution to establish a valid ýomparison of

the striý: ýral behav Lour in real Rlight conditions and in
Three main aspects of the ACOUFAT programmeW have PWT o~r other ground-t 't environment 6,e. differeint
benen investigated and discussed. coupling fluid / struct- ý,. For this purvose, the FE

caleulation is the only available valid tool.
6-' .Standard Random Vibriation Endurance Data
for CFRP Mateirials 6-3S The esults Of this .\COUPAT Programme have
The use of the * requency degradation' criterion whi~ A ýOAVMice all the partners of the necrssity to
is commonly applied as standard endurance imint of cooperate. to achiev* and extend ma the funtlsntrntal
classical metallic materials, has been evaluated oro wark rdaied to the above armn.
CFRP materials. This Ifrqueiicy dcgradaiion
cniterion. as the only parameter, was not conside ed
suitable (ft deeMinaioni~ or speimen *(ieilUre. Acuoldg -et Tm. fnrwal support paiWide
Further work is "vreqed to investigate the miauna for by the Eueapem Community anid the coopertatiom f
the *Aeuling -. ss observed in CPRP malteial' It the AcOUPAT parwirs are appreciatd and
was thouht that a suitable enteion shou be bastid wanwsliedgaid.
upon the degradation of the mechanical propmrtues
which cas be determined by resdual sttengib teks of LiM of Ow ACOUFAT partitan:
the "meiuniaM.
Furtersont. as assanwmat of coupon failures tDasaai Aviatin(lm iaub
compaire to comuplex structural failures is requred! in Wriish AMroipace Deftne Uimited.
marte to vliWwdmia h usage of current coupon desgns DASA (M89).

sa id dutanc data. Euracapter DetWAsahsi Cubit
LIASA Airtina.

6-2: Awo-Acoulle Lee* Study (in WT) Consie Lutahhho CoMb.
0a the basis of Wind-TomWl calibration sea.s a Peatti Fohkks Aircraft RY.
empirical model of the ipetiutsepotel characweistics lsdustrauqa - stausbspauilshat sami (IABG ..
of the wee-acoutic loeids exerted oa a fla pade by the tintitut of Siiand sad Vibracwan Retteasi (ISVR).
turbulen field creted by a flap (mwqi coafiguration hatuhs SUiperino Tecoaco (IS?.- LIMSA).
of a typical turbulence) bas been devlope sand Ka~othol Univenuteisi Laruse (KUL).
utilasad as lead Oat lInpt for Finite Elemen Natwonal Leeks - an Raiwtevear Lakieaaonium (N~L)
calculations. Mwe WT' tess have been reasonably well Ofie Nationl d~wlude at de Redacheate
repres" -d th development of this mmupucl Adtosptioe (ONERA).
mode of the vpaiowuqoral chavcteaitic of the PER UDSENd Co.. Aircraf Industry A I S.
seenAcouic l06ads is ancotging With this iniia SAAB - SCANIA AD.
MWOcse The1 reslts 010th initia mdellg Wmapii Socida Anontym. Beige do Co~narwasus
th at hs ca be extended to modelling the PWT kloas AMeantque ISADCA).
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ACOUSTIC FATIGUE BEHAVIOUR OF GLARE COMPOSITES

P.T. Eluigovant, M. Otten,2 and G. Bay0,darfer'
'Fokker Airraft. SchiphoLNE, 2 NLR. Markssesae.NE. 3 IABO. Otiobruno-GE

IABG/Alit TFA
Einsteinstrussc 20
85521 Ottobrunn

GERMANY
Summa"y

A Glare lamiafte is built-up of a number of aluminiun and urn-
The Glare larmainaes being new type fibre metal lauinates wiith dicectsonei Qbas &einfcrcad Dlaatic (GRP) layers. as shown in
promisint fatitgue behaviour we evaluated for their acoustic fil. I. The GRP lyayr is lighte and strongg. than aluminium
fatiue properties. In the investigaion. the endurance dat awe layer. However. due to the pumiese of the low modulus epaxy
demakyWe by usmng shak teat specinensi Sinc the Glare malia material. the average elasticity modulus is lower than
laninates Ilbko uae of lay-up; and metal bwindin. the influence that of aluminium. This expect is important for the stiffnaa
of the laminaite lay-up configurations An temperature on the related probems such a bucklint; or structural respone due to
acoustic fatigue siringth is invesiated from the shake tatd dynaimic or acoustuc loadinig. Tainsw all tie mor reason ID
results Foew tym of shaker specimens am used in thi MinGestigat inOW the acoustic fatigue behaviou of Glue
inveatagation: plain cantileve. rivetied skin-stringe. bodI la II tinatta if the are to be applieid to structural Peut prene tis
skin-stringer a&W nib-tode vibration specimens. Two stiffened acousti fatigue. Sitci the fibre meta laminates use a large
Glne skin panels we estal in the trogrwsslve Wave Tube pmpostinn of matrix material the material damping behaviour
(PwT) at lANG. The panel testig indiate the importance ado of the Arall lamisiatmis invaiasdW 181. The investigation
of the secondary structure in the acoustic eavinrnwsanalthbough showed tha the material damping is improved buo its value.
thu Glue skin itself doen rot show any darssage. cMpes ID th isttal anomie Of ihuturuill dam"n 0 11111

negliible. The greneral fatigue beaviou of fibre meta
lammnates is showeid in be superio to thu aluminium alloys 191,

INMh)DUCTON The acoustic fatige beAviou is not iivetstiate foM theser
11110011at111 unt NOW. and a first BttM" is mae& hue to

To mee thu stingest safety and damag t~oleram.,,rulations iiive9g3b into the acoustic latigtui behaviou of Clure
foir the a- i , vehickii. there has been cowmimrehl teai.h lamnuawtes mainly by man of tNab,
to dmel new meat al whit" hae hog ftigue and damaep
toleancx empaertis. us"n "h light wigtas d hig N tOengt
fibe.re Mnfotimw IG l astcs ai tmwq tes gm isvlts d to reduce

eie sodea Weig* of "arupace vehile cowe~aftaly. That-
caomprsar oft shyama to ha weak in impact-amage tarrance
thi a nost a se- e pube lo0 metalhc materials wim ftey
we usually ltemahl amid mderpi a Wpg plume. Moirmontus
Walit (eiii fbe. tmb"aM of the k*g strngt Pitr remiwd
pluM s with k mehi laer ma good fewe"t 1hise "0 e
staC as w*ella fasgu sftregt Of t010 mateia %ic 11111ths is
a hIgo amoNt of e-%I me in meta"lihehAM tech~lisgy".-aekl ** AMeahi MW fiar 1-1fuue pureglayer thus*
Mit P"n a pI 11m my hinges Thus a clas of new mam~w S5* .*d%~*

a is W4%~ k &M tesmh~led Mainsmimn kpiMas&AAL
It ste featl aiNNMia klAmne 146 MMu m the mbeL.
1kllrl badyQJg suMAPMWAWWI*0We (GLUE) batiameks.
TW he C Ia lamin we s e ive vaW*' Ow biasitl q*pt*ww. -

platt 0111011 NOe the te MsWi ait. ARJALL.Te.... ,-- ~ -.

The wft iwUe beheveer tof 05 aimal alemmim t*a *n*,i

41. The asifmimm to meao fso be asleut I o ad I aie 1ws

-atole plaf Me analt*Nallyf pasfmi 151. DO"£th~
P" letemweultW mass 2"00" C) smco a1111 hit dat te In ii ft I wk of ag beapa~a woi ft~

MFC as avubh ma-, materiel is aba oeiatei as &ey ,alwam uin 1101i iso bte b in %fatemer. ~wO tor a
amime fWOW. we%*t 1.71. rth fibre Meta w m eatIN *miaaa of fto yeW, lu s issp, wak o acimy
reIeat" d&W* a g*e.ie * m* W it iOM. The 006ssiftaiea 'ACOUAr to dialift w& 'Aeasic Fetsgu w Ml
-0 fte sOus (SWp !1110 1 1i Ofk meftM" keiN"s 0 tb-em--ga o taiwe eagai g ealWed gaid NAMeu
*we". "krS toe WSAW as aMW ed am M of~ a Ike I W -. A pan of to popes a toa doetermin dte magnaf

mota hoauuia naefly CLAW NOON memoh do of OIlie lam iew and &MIey ho dilf
to wolaons. b Oelm po duag. To puma league

40gi dat tat Clue " lum e a M nmOf she nWM at

Prnw~r~ a. m~uiuarwamInga# Aaiui Latiiam tn St eriii m'nr in AsEt a jjfa~w Miwey. Ahair iww
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performed at NLR 1111I and at Fokker 1121 on Glare coupons. determine the lay-up details. T1he codes of oilher glaue laminates
To evaluate the design implication to Glaue panel. two typical used in the tailt we also presented in fig .LGlare laminates.
panels are designed by Fokker xnd tested at the PWT teat GLARE-A. C and E.. we used for skin elements and Glar-C is
facility of IABO in Munich 1131. This paper deask with the used only for the stringers. The four types of Glare specimens
results obtained by dow above mentioned tesu and their are shown in figs.2 to 5.
consequence to the future design in Glare laminates. 3 5 _

SHAKER TESTS

Due to the presence of matrix. material in the ORP. the eluticity s
modulus is lower than that of the altuminiw. At the sass. tanm./
the matixr matenral can contribute In the miatuuial damping. The/ /
tempearate influence on the Glare mateial is interesting: to
evaluate since the matim material and ie bonding strength can
be staily dfeted by dhe umutr flututins Three Skin: G.LAREi - A, C or E
opertiiig temlperatures. 5WC, RT wad Or-. red -hw for the oddDutr I~E
tests. Another intereting auped to Glie mateinal testnag is to BoIi o~c LR

evaluate the Influence of doe lamninate lay-up. A stiffened Glare0 Bondcd Stfinger: GLtAREt -6

"5kpane- being subjected to acoustic looding; repontds to Asthessc: AI'l3-2K
viliratirn Iod which cause relatively higher heeding ailsFig. 3 Banded-striner specimen
at the attachment locationse of ther skin with the stringer or the
frame. Typical Coupo configurations we chtsen to represnt _i__

the joint design and also the vibrations modes under a Iatc
loadings. The panel vibration mods at the watiatnet causes
himeding stresses in the skin. The Oun-modet vibration tets 30
establish U.e fatigue strength 4f skin at the stringer or frame
Punts. SUL. the secondary puts atthe to the skie can also be
vulnerable t* fatigue dunap. The nhb-mode vitiratini tes
establish the fatiue strength, of the secodary pums which Sam* L CW
stringer and nhei (or frames) mU.th stifeimei paerls.

Swassatng. the amiliti we tested with U. follwin Skim (IARV A C oc 1

NW10 oubicr GtIAstl; A

I. Tmlsusi a-p omii trl td tinpr (II A0l U

IU wvoswe Nteeed at thiee tsi~emwatus AMC, Ahu M
RT di W`C. F19, 4 %RlWla-uvlng sp PIe

3. Two typical "*iam*os modes. i ka~cd
VtteSUi sad asu ie in fiue-mush vskibrain Me

. I i lieeatNWtIe 1 v vW
4 Theassitm etse ihbundo iee

M...eer 1440 IW

AI IR I

Fie.a PW * IN ICur"I %,. 4 %k -4

A N." I;wi 4 %k
knWmvv4 *

kP,--C M-N% 3

p"It~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a I CilsrsiFo waILa srkotVlr" s
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Plain specimens (fig. 2): widh this. specimen type. the fatigue determnine dhe stress distribution during dhe pVe-lest level. In dhe
strorngth of a skin in tie presence of a discontinuity in dhe actual tes phase the nature frequencies of the specimens sam
thickness is tested. These tests ms used to evaluate die influence coetinaally mieasuredl at NLR by monitorngS the Hall generato
of laminate lay-ups mid temperatur. Thren types of akin lay-ups which generates current induced frm a fluctuating magnetic
are tesed each type in three temperature levels, Bonded ski- field.
wtinger specimens (fig53) we tested to find the influence on the
fatigue swiengh of die bondedi skin-strinier attachments, and First an allpwance is made for the dro in faquency due aD die
su. ilarly rivesed skin-striner specimen (figA) for the fatigue initial aettlement. After that, a 2% drop in frequency during the
strenigd of a rivetd ski-stringer attachment. Rib-mode teat is defined authe failue criteion for die speci~mens (fig.7).
vibaixion specimens (1&53) vs tested to determine the influence The freqluency can drop due io stiffness reduction following a
or the joint fatigue strength when the secondary element, which crack,. deluninnation between layers, chaige in support condition
As stringer in this cute, is in resonance. due to rivet failure, de-botiding of stiffener sAnd skin or matix

cracking. If tno visual dumag is found. the test is continued
Teat precedrel somuties by adjusting the frequency range amound dio tOwn

resonat frequeny. Mostly, after 2% frequenc drop, die
The acoustic fatigue tests ame performed on an electromagnetic deeioation is "Ai anid the damage growth life as not high
"shte. Three specimens wie clamped simultaneously in a fixture, (11g.S)1 The failure oathnition of each specimnen is studied aid
mounted oa die shakter. The specimens vs loade by a narrow recorded.
beand 'requency cetred around the average fwudarnettsl
frequencies of the spccunen (f5) as shown in fig6. The
bamiwkb his r, chosen thasthde specuimens contiuhm so resoniate
even if there as a frequcx) drop in owe or awe t4 die
:iecunien

20 dB/*%I. 20 dD/o

Fig, Frsq~r"ncmawmer nwtIa tor use, s eoii

FoIO bosth Gridlow tefffstatavte kdtainttMatimrkuLit O~s'd
OWe the apeciviieas wfhihv m oute on0 thme A"e. The

L sefrw" O*usebtu wOMthi e hat is sealved by blwing i

it itsV f. Ihf usuut kirgnivhta

Fig B SbiW" nanowbad oai

--- -- ----
%*t

'Th w" a - na owat two, phArt psiuet pheat wA Fig 9 bahi didbtmn - SPATF mawM&* af (we
actd ase o- ihe ps~ed fk isam satm dise to equkes Ow lot taft"0 )
dI)w m i , MWOM at each *no"e t". #4 P"
rob"" d so w 1ar Ope kato r B m fts TheW *vii 6W ~ hie naf an to q "Me Ms 60w it fist
*A e ldimeam of mnesa"a dewsr SPATE (otis poses 2-5 be Be MAt teem. Bdemec M rehs me ~me& otsd to

meymby Be0 Bernsd&*Ma medu) is wedm at HU wto akdi *a sminsee worw lWvd by amixg die -awI
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function established earlier in the pilot tests. The calculated
maximum rms-strain levels are used in the endurance plots. In
the Fokker tests, the strain gauges are placed at the maximum
stress locations and the gauge readings are directly used in the
test evaluation.

Specimen test results -.R Al

Typical curves of the SPATE measurements are shown in fig.8
for the Glare-A laminate plain specimens. The results of the
fatigue tests are presented in figs.10-l5 -

Fig. 13 Endurance plots: influence of lay-up configuration
-plain specimens

Fig. 10 Edurance plots: temperature influence -plain

specimen Glare-A

Fig. 14 Endurance plots: comparison of riveted and
bonded-stringer specimens

Fig I I Endurance Plots: temporatute influence plain
specimen Glare-C

Fig. 1S Endurance plots: rob-mode vibration specimens

- ,* - Plain %Fwmen reaultz a nusme tfu~,f ow the Useetmperature
vwanatas ad tOe laminate laty-ups a Im. Isawv~i by tow plain

* - s~~peewftn teasw Therv i% hardly any infltk.vc of temperure
twt'wovedl tirOw (theftiut twhaviurz ofi lare A and Gluo . FFtw
Glue C. jeweowatirmn (f the fatigue prswsssea aN tolerwj bIth
at high (.Itl'Cl and low t-',krC) terMitereur. aee 1,181,10 lt.t

LI . . At "vim tmperature, Ihe fatige tichavoisr 4t Gtw C. taih~
than dia of Gluev-A or CilarE (.k# I'L The duipusg fratl of

Gltar-A.C and E. am () 171%. () Mll, aW 0 lISM rofwtivelly

RiretWd and h'ndePj aingruSakus titmirm-sa Heme wr, tOw
Fig 12 Endutrance ploats: temperature rnfuence plan faitige hehavirviur of 0lam C ia bette than t"a (f Gluev A air of

spc Gt . ClanE, TV* fatiiaa lIrv" III tIN NwuaWj %itin erresg Tft..st
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are better than those of the riveted skin-stringer specimens thick skin panel are designed not to interfere with the acoustic
(fig.14). fatigue behaviour of the test panel. The dynamic behaviour of

the box, including the test panel is analyzed by means of finite
Rib-mode vibrations specimens: The tests are conducted with element calculations. The calculations are carried out by
the same shaker input level for sO! thsree specimen types. The Dassault as a collaborative task within the framework of the
fatigue behaviour of Glare-A is better than that of Glare-C and Brite/Euram program. The calculations show how thick the
E (fig 15). The damping ratio of Glare-A and E is highecr than bottom skin must be in order to avoid any interference with the
that of Glare-C. From the material point of view, Glare-C and top test panel.
E are of the same msetal-GRP composition except for the
differences in the laminate lay-up. From the tests of these PWT tests said results
specimens. it is seen that Glare-E specimens have the lower
maximum stress for fth same shaker input, higher damping ratio The panels are tested in two phases, the first for modal test and
and higher fatigue life than those of Glare-C specimens. the second for acoustic fatigue test. The modal response of the

two test panels is first evaluated by exciting the panels by a
loudspeaker at sound pressure level of 104 dB. The natural

PWT TESTS frequencies, mode shapes and damping factors are determined
from the measurements of five accelerometers which are

PWT Specimens mounted on the panel. The typical plot of vibration mode is
given in fig. 17. The damping of the individual natural modes is

Within the framework of the IIRITE/EURAM collaborative obtained from the decay oscillations as well as from the
*program, two Glare panels are designed and manufactured at frequency response curves (3 dB method). The values of loss

Fokker and tested at the IARG acoustic facility. The panel factor il are 0.0158-0.0255 for the Glare A pantel and 0.(X)5 -

details are shown in fig. 16. The pastel design is typical of a 0.0123 for the Glare E.
wing skin, stiffened with stringers and ribs. The stringers get
free passage through the ribs, by means of castellallon. The\ \

joint at the intersection between a stringer and a rib is an
important pars of design. Escept for the top skin, the panel
design is identical for the btx~h specimens.

\IN.N

Fig I? Moa Anlsset -G '*Ap

Acusi 4,r~ Nit . irime n wPT n wpi

Fig 16PW ti-o deinaos are *xai y1w&vtcoi . wto atsornbr!wk

Eah iidpWIt bil 8kp aa- o a bos Tto ki)prk-cockaA crodootb ociitie-- nl'asra

ski i 16~se aWt th e lpatoi *Mr tht derotgas re w cam Ofcts bOI(OOy slo the ax'ats IN)tra wtn A prsctussa air rum

sakhin d ifeThe lr Guv A siv Giare How lti i anouble hs skimal itn s an fS O IffIa-sand vSOh 1)ea suhow p inh fihi di sa7*non sie-

doubler. aW the ratsa an; riveted tw thet %kin Theu design Jdeals luseanta a ae aot AMNbuta tjo d peeeagici of sanombtne waMus.
osf the suie walls arid the litttoma skin are not nrrsvanwt to Oie 1. t w&valsi Noe Akin fist vilicatos a large apimudiitsh Fmo die
proroment guwststswoin Hoareri the ta walls and the hoasurn retgular fatigue weas ot rum 1.6. a mitoutAw of PSD-.pft ame
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made, The plots indicate that with increasing acoustic loading, noticed in the Glare skin, and so also in the stringers. The
the higher order modes become more pronounced when geometrical details of the rib are shown in fig.23. The panels

compared with the amplitudes of the fundamental mode. The are repaired by strengthening the rib-castellations close to the
total number of modes is slightly reduced for higher SPLs. Two skin. An additional back-up L-proliles are used with the ribs as

such typical plots are given in fig.20 and 21. shown in fig.24. After the repairs, the second set of acoustic
fatigue tests began at an OASPL of 159 dB for four hours and
at 162dB for the last one hour. Cracks are seen again at the rib-
skin flange corners during the tests and they do not grow
uritically even after the 162 dB OASPL tests. The coinem. of the
rib-skin flange are rather damaged at a number of locations. The
Glare skins remain intact throughout the tests. The damage
details are shown in fig.25.

Fig. 18 Linearity Check with strain gauge-i1 (SGI)t
readings

Fig. 21 PSO plot at an O)ASPL of 148 ddi~erz input

Fig. 19 Linearity Check with strain gaugo-it (S01')
readingit

Fig. 20 PSO plot at an OASPL of4124 dBAlerz input

In the fast" et of teas, O thewUn gmge't at the nhb flansge
attauisek, the Amw skhinluw ver high itmees. and] the to et s
inkteqrritd piWUmauUYi) hv r-taiinfg the (auiut t4 thir rib
f'lairien The dansa kivaiat'n md detaith we %lhs.ai in fig 21
Thinsis &tivp"nhfaluwv. which s en in the pav tvswua~h Fig. 22 First Mi of awueftl tatigui to-~s in PWT
tubs with alueinsuriu parwis 114 Il wevet. nut damage t% camellte~io damage anid separation from skin
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22kin: Glare-A oi E

Fig. 23 Rib-castellation details in the initial design

1. s, kin (dire-A or E

Fig. 25b Second set of acoustic fatigue tests in PWT
rib 'eiglant damage at the castellatton connection with the

stringers

Fig. 24 Rib-castellation details after repairs
DISCUSSIO)N AND CONCILUSION'S

The shaker ktst arg limited in rtnubeii, andi a dcimk-d
Atatailiiwal analysis it niii petforirrnll iiui the results In the shaker
test, the~ effect tr laminate lay-up 4t intvgati~aWg IwuinS the nli.
motie viN3atun tests, iquctiiin airtie whether the tex%b were toi

%tai vel riur "ot irimenti undei compahawn. Fit nr av
for the SaimefI.H inpuit level. Glare E tampigi show luwetv
t~tan than Glass: C tamnplit. and Glare E tampe% have higher
Iualifue lives than Glare C ta'npk% It the test i% r;anud oiut at
Olw tiame %train 4n hioth vampk-%. but with dillttenit S~,n.M$
uinut IevvIi, Cilarv C umnple, have higher twlatage live% than,
Chart-E %arnplos This thi-w how dtilwgult it it to, make an

obetive otipanlwuon tvwfnten ihe itgultit4o aitheri The
dampeing prtlgny &Md the %ive. lgvghs ae bOh tipartaxii. Wn
evalut~ioni ihtall not be caty it dampiinf twbav itur ni not knownn
In cutrnwamn" with Alumitniun %iftinaiwnv%. Glare sampitt ame
seen hi bw better The aheavr tutcrincint ix subjeti ti the
amumptintri that datrping is ihe tange in heidi material and

ptame"

The aL4PAua. faililute titintl~h i-I GMarv. A arki E larinates t% root
affitcltail by the tempereature 11twluaiaawi at the WMairr 111,111a1
jIa~teita However. the tempilerature iufliiei tm clane c' t

found lobe theft vititer"a to the f.Uioue ttreonoth The bandevd pmint
ao ma"0 deavabl than the neetedalsa tar ams the 06tntn- fatigue
at %stva med The lay-up aLtragfuirsta-ri uif the Glar lamanalite

Fig. 25a Second We of acoustic fatigue tests in PWT uet not4 Play an &.aat role at unuVe the fatague lives
csalt~s at the c&&Lt"-..tn connection with the

shi~~lgU11 The M wne s sho w thata NOa the primnary wtillotu rulloea~y peui
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are design critical for acoustic loading. The tests show that II. Elangovan, P.T.. "Acoustic Fatigue Test Result
Glare panels can withstand high acoustic loads, if support Summary of Glare Coupons in Rib-mode Vihratiann.
structures are property designed. The rib design seems to be the Fokker Report SP- 147. 1993.
most critical for a wing-like structure subjected to acoustic
loads. 12. Bayerdorfer, G., "Acoustic Noise Tests on two Glare-

panels". IABG Report B-TA 3139. 1993.
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UNITED STATES
SUMMAR

Thermo-vibro-acoustic analysis and test of Hypersonic light In the atmosphere causes
skin panels for aisrbreathlng hypersonic vehicles Is aerother mal heating of the vehicle skin. This aerothei
made for a Seaerle vehicle and trajectory. Aerother- mal heating Is considerably more severe for air-
mal analysis shows that Impingement of the bow breathing vehicles than rockets, such as the space
shock wave on the vehicle and engin noise pro- shuttle, which cartries oxygen Internally and reaches
duce high fluctuating pressures and local heat fluxe". hypersonic speed above the earth's atmosphere.
Maximumn temperatures will exceed 2700 F (1460 Two "coat trajectories were analyzed: 1000 q
C) at the top of the ascent trajectory and engine and 2600 q. where q Is the dynamic pressure of
sound levels will exceed 170 dB at takeoff. As a the incomiag airi in pounds per square foot that
result, load due to engine acoustics and shock im- the vehilde m~aitains during ascent, Both ascent
plngensent dominate the design of mansy transat- trajectories are plotted In Fig. I. Time to orbit
moepheric vehicle skin panels. is 15 minutes, and the acceleration of the vehicle

Is assumed to be a constant 0.93 g, where g Is the
1.ITO~TO acceleration due to gravity at the earth's surface.

Thermal, CoUstIC, en&ine material and per For a given vehicle Machi number, the dy-
fo-meance Issues are Interdependent In the design namic pressure a1to higher in the dense air of lower
of alrbreathlssg hyprsatma vehiclee. This pper" altitudes. For at same Mach number, the 2600
id481101" a generic Blended wing 904 (BWU) q ascent trajectory Is at lower altitudee and In
vehicle 1-2 Aeroacustic loadls and engine Induce4 denser air than the 1000 q asceat. During boh
loads on the skin are thea determined. Thiermal1  asCents, aerotherinal heat flures Will cause high
static, and dyramic responses ane toisAd utlsi A. skin temperatures. To reduce the heat Alux and
rite Aimati methods. Tests ýre, made on subte.- slow dowa the rate of skin panel temperature, rise.
meats and material coupows to assess the thermial the vehicle must gain altitude Into less dense air
capablty sand fatigue strength under-theset loads. " speed incrtases. This is shown by the leather-

of the ypersonc ye- a) kia trajecory ls"nes Fig. 1. Descent &rm
The mission objectives ofIi yesncv- orbit Is mae& with the alribreathing en nee shut

bicleameto 1)seacborbit wild a Afl5t starvehi. down at 20 q in a trajectory similar to the de.
de &Ad 2) nalinteai hypersni "W -. .ise usig pri- scent trajectory of the spec. shuttle (Fit. I).
mawly eksbreasthing engnesl. To support combus-
tie01 V912g the oxygenl 6005 the atmosphere, GaIcent 2 E XOF.Y
trasjectries tall between a lower static preesurs 2 AZ1JLUM QtY- iiL
limit of 20 lb/ft' (10000 Pa and a maxismum 0tilmlsod Atiroeathle transatmosphoerl vs.
dynamic pressure of 210 Ib/ Iand the orbital hikTlr " I edie yteAs
velocity liit (Mach 26 as *how& Ia Pit. I. stae.to-orbit objective and the need to carry largle

P're senfl didi. S¶MgIRWim t**, 1"~.i ~1 iA~sqtgj. 1gJ, an Ain no Stu wrs' IWO in hljtfros"We~rr N.n,-u, UMv 9W4
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volumes of cryogenit. liquid hydrogen fuel. The tion of atmospheric oxygen with a carbon matrix
Blended Wing Body (BWB) hypersonic transat- to form gaseous C02, is a common high tem.
mospheric vehicle design (Fig. 2) was selected for perature failure mode of carbon matrix compos-
generic analysis. To increase internal fuel capacity ites. Silicon carbide glass coatings, applied at
(about 60% of gross take-off weight is fuel), recent high temperature by gaseous diffusion or by di-
transatmospheric vehicle designs are evolving to- rect surface compaction of powder, have been de-
ward somewhat stockier lines than those of the veloped to inhibit the penetration of atmospheric
BWB of Fig. 2. However the BWB twin tail and oxygen into carbon-carbon. Powdered oxidation
lower midbody engine configuration remains the inhibitors can be added to the carbon matiix to
baseline for most studies. retard oxidation if the coating becomes damaged.

Metallic composites also suffer from oxidation at
The Blended Wing Body vehicle has an over. high temperature if coatinxs are not applied. Cur-

all length of approximately 100 feet (30 m), and rent generation titanium matrix alloys, such as
has a 150,000 lb (68000 kg) gross weight. Lo- I5V-3Cr Ti, axe degraded by oxidation and creep
cation of the engine is important. The BWB by- above 1000 F (540 C). Titanium matrix alloys
personic vehicle has airbreathing scrarnjet engines such as I5Mo-3Mb-3A1 Ti are being developed to
placed at midbody. This allows the vehicle fore. improve oxidation and creep properties of TMC.
body to act as a compression surface for the inlet
and the aft body to be an expansion noszle for Skin panels representative of the BWB hy-
the exhaust. The disadvantage of midbody en- personuc vehicle (Fig. 2) were designed and fab-
gine placement is that the altbody vehicle skin Is ricated as part of& study of aero-thermal-acoustic
exposed directly to engine acoustic radiation. fatigue of hypersonic vehicles.' Carbon-carbon was

chosen for the forebody and the ramp skin pan-
The high temperatures of hypersonic vehi- els because of thermal and weight considerations.

cle skin panels require unconventional materials, The lower forebody panel is shown in Fig. 3.
Conventional high temperature aluminum alloys The carbon-carbon laminate consists primarily of
such as 2219 Al have upper working temperatures 00/900 plies of carbon-carbon fabric sandwiched
of 350 F (175 C) but may be used to 500 F (260 between two outer plies of fabric oriented at 45-.
C) for limited periods of time with some degra- The 450 fabric plies were included to increase buck-
dation of properties. High temperature titanium ling allowable$.
alloys such as Ti*6AI-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo have a nosn-
nal maximum temperature limit of 1000 F (540 The blade stiffeners taper off into thickened
C), but recent test suggest that they may be used side rails (Fig, 3) to avoid the unacceptable inter-
to 1200 n(650 C1 if exposure duration is limited laminar stress that would result if the'blader were
to forestal rhuse changts. Nickel and iron based tied directly into the side rails. The blade-type
superalloys are limited by oxidation and creep be. stiffener is chosen because it avoids the re-entrant
yond 1800 F (960 C). corners of Z., T-, and hat-stiffeners which cannot

be coated with silicon carbide glus to inhibit oxi-
Silicon and carbon ceramics ere capable of dation. A layer of alumina insulation between the

temperatures In exceas of 2000 F (1090 C). In ho- panel and the substructure minimizes heat trans.
mogetnous solid form, these ceramics are too brit. fee into the cryogenic hydrogen tank.
tIe and damage-msensitive for sm as primary strut-
ture. Composites with carbon or silicon fibers in The upper fuselage midbody and aftbody skin
a durtilv matrix have the toughness and maxl. ar sintle-faced corrugated panels formed from
mum temperatures capability to allow their use advanced titanium matrix composite (TMC) as
foe 1.:rmary structure. Three ceramic composites shown in Fig. 4. Typically the panels mre 4 feet
were consideted for vehicle skin panels: TMC, Si- by 4 feet (1.2 by 1.2 m) with 32 corrugated stiffen.
C SIC/SiC and carbon-carboa. Titanium-metal. ers per panel. The panels me attached to under.
matrix-composites (TMC) have silicon carbide cm- lying titanium ring frames and longerons. TMC
ramie Abers in a ductile titanium matrix, SI-C was chosem for midhody and alvbody skin panels
composites have silicon carbide fibers in a car. because it has the stiffness required to Mist local
boo matrix. SIC/SIC Isa composite of silicon car. panel buckling (the failure mode for much of the
bide f•bers In a silicon carbide matrix, and carbon. midbody) while withstanding the midbody skin
carbon has carbon Mmkrs in a carbon matrix, temperatures.

Carbon and silicon carbide fAber composites The wings and vertical stabilizers are al&o
ae generally limited by the tempetature caps. fabricated from advanced titanium metal matrix
bility of the matris rather than the strength of composite with co-rugation-stiffened single skin,
the Aibe•. Oxidation. the spontaneous combina. which are separated by I-section spars. The c¢r-

I
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rugations are on 1.7 inch (4.3 cm) centers and heat flux for the 1000 q ascent is 20 BTUIfL'-

are 2.5 inches (6.35 cm) in height. AlU webs and set (0.22 MW/mr) and the fluctuating pressure
flanges are 0.015 inch (0.38 mm) thick - the min- is only 140 dB (Fig. 9). Thus location of shock
imurn gage for TMC. Figure 4 shows a prototype impingement is critical to the design of hypersonic
of a TMC wing panel section. The silicon carbide vehicle skin panels.

fibers in TMC are formed by vaporization of sil-
icon carbide on a graphite filament. The fibers Transient thermal analysis of the carbon-carbon

are then coated with a carbon-rich layer. The skin panels was made to determine skin panel

skin sheet in Fig. 4 is a laminate of seven lamina temperatures during ascent to orbit. The panels

(layers) of alternating 00/90" fibers. The TMC receive thermal energy from aerodynamic heat-

hat-stiffener sheet is diffusion bonded to the skin. ing of their surface and reradiate this thermal en-
ergy into space. An alumina insulation blanket Is

The nozzle structural concept is an actively placed between the panel and the substructure to
cooled panel shown in Fig. 5. Active cooling is limit convective heat transfer into the substruc-
achieved using liquid hydrogen which is passed ture. Temperature rise of the forebody panel due
through channels milled into the face sheets before to aerodynamic heating of the attached bound-
entering the engine. The actively cooled panel ary layer during ascent is maximum at the center
core is titanium. The face sheets are advanced of the skin bay. The minimum temperature rise
titanium matrix composites. The panels are 48 occurs adjacent to ihe substructure attachments.
inches (1.2 m) square. The panels are supported For the 1000 q ascent, the calculated peak tem-
by advanced titanium matrix composite frames, perature is 2670 F (1460 C) for the forebody and
which are in turn attached to the underlying struc, 2510 F (1375 C) for the ramp. See Fig. 7. For the
tures. The actively cooled honeycomb sandwich 2600 q cue, the corresponding peak temperatures
was selected in consideration of the extreme tem- of 3250 F (1790 C) and 3010 F (1650 C), are above
peratures and heat fluxes from the engine exhaust the 3000 F (1650 C) maximum-use temperature
- conditions which make passively cooled struc- for carbon-carbon. If the flow relaminarises, max.
tures untenable in the neosle region. However, imum temperatures are reduced by 1200 F (650 C)
ongoing evaluations indicate a possible chemical to a maximum of 2050 F (1140 C), which is within
incompatibility between titanium and l'quid hy- the temperature range of carbon-carbon. Thus,
drogen. Thus, use of materials other than tita- analysis of laminar/turbulent transition and heat

nium may be required for actively cooled panels- flux Is critical in the design of the forebody and
ramp panels.

Aerothermal heating and aeroacoustic presm-

sure fluctuations are produced in the boundary The Blended Wing Body (BWB) hypersonic
layer (Ref. 4) and amplified by shock wave Ira- vehicle has rocket engine thruster modules mounted
pingement (Refs. S, 6), shown in Fig. 6. Not- in twin rows across the tail as shown in Fig. 2.

ale loads wers determined by a separate analysis The thrusters ae* used to reach speeds Mach 3 to
of the burning gases Typical peak heat fBus on 3, at which point the scrarret becomes eMclent.
the nozsle was computed to be 250 BTU/1I' -A c The noisiest portion of the Right occurs during

(3.83 MW/m') at the combustor exit, with an av.erage value of 160 8itJ/Jt'..ee (2.0 MW/r'), takeoffwhen the rocket engines and the scrme~t
Ts nov hatlue of te1 e B Iti-me reater thany engine aen both operating. Sound levels on the
This nestle beat flux is too times eater than Jlower half of the vehicle ae higher than on the
the heat flux associated with attached turbulent Upper half of the vehicle owing to reflection from

boundary iayesi on the remainder of the vehicle- the runway, as wen as direct acoustic radiation

The nosstle heat Aux would lead to temperatures from the lower midbody mounted acrarijet.
In excess of 3000 F (16S0 C) on nozsle skin pawels
If active cooling were not provided. The NASA and Von GIerke (Ref. 7 and 6)

The Lagamell and Wolfe (Ref. 5) correlation methods were used to predict overall sound power

predicts that the rms Ructuating skin pressure at radiated by the rocket and scram jet engines. THe

shock impingement is 16 dB, with a peak local NASA technique give an overall acoustic power of

heat flux of 92.6 STU/l'1-sec (1.05 MWI/n') at 194 dB relative to 1t0 1 watts. The engine sound

Mach 20 In the 1000 q "scent trajectory. Thes spectrum is relatively flat between 00 and 3000

loads increase by a factor of two for the 2600 q His as the high frequency noise from the rocket

ascent. In the absence of shock impingement the thrusters combines with the lower frequency noise
from the scramJet.

L--
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A directivity index was used to determine off- The forebody and ramp panels respond to
axis sound levels (Ref. 9). Reflection from the engine noise and aeroacoustic loads. Aeroacous-
ground was taken into account to estimate over- tic analysis shows that the maximum aeroacoustic
all sound levels on the vehicle skin during takeoff fluctuating pressures due to boundary layer tur-
as shown in Fig. 12. Direct radiation from the bulence on the forebody panel fall in the 130 to
engines results in overall Sound Pressure Levels 145 dB range, a factor of 3 to 6 smaller than the
in the I10 to 180 dB range (relatre to 20 micro engine Sound Pressure Levels of 155 to 160 dB.
Pascal) on skin panels in the inlet and exhaust re- The engine noise at the ramp panel is estimated
gions. These levels are comparable to the highest at 160 to 170 dB. Shock waves emanating from
level measured in turbojet engines. As sbown in the inlet can impinge on the ramp to generate
Table 1, engine loads are considerably higher than fluctuating pressures that equal or exceed the en-
the attached turbulent boundary layer loads, and gine noise on :he ramp panel. Both the engine
they are comparable to loads due to shock im- noise and the shock impingement loads exceed
pingement. attached turbulent boundary layer loads on the

ramp panel.

5. SKIN PANEL STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS For the forebody panel, the maximum cyclic

stress is 4000 psi (27.6 MPa) rms and is within the
Static and dynamic structural analyses of the 6000 psi (41.4 MPa) rms random vibration fatigue

forebody, ramp, and actively cooled panels were allowable for carbon-carbon. The calculated max-
made using the MSC/NASTRAN finite element imum ramp panel stress of 16,080 psi (III MPa)
code. For the forebody and ramp panels, the rts is over two-and-half times the carbon-carbon
quadralateral plate element was used with carbon- allowable. As a result, either the skin gage of the
carbon material properties determined from test, proposed ramp panel must be increased, or stiff-
Mean loads were incorporated in the analysis. Mean ener spacing must be decreased to avoid in-service
(i.e., static) loads on the panels are of three types: failure due to engine noise.
(1) thermal loads associated with aerodynamic
heating of the panel surface, (2) aerodynamic pres-
sure loads applied directly to the skin, and (3) LQQA _NN AND PANEL TESTS

vehicle carry-through loads imposed at the panel Facilities which can simultaneously apply aeroth

boundaries by vehicle deformation and maneu- mal heat flux and aeroacoustic pressure fluctua.
vers. Thermally induced loads are generally high. tions on panels have been developed at Rohr In.
est when vehicle temperature is greatest, which dustries to validate designs and materials. High
occurs when the vehicle is at the top of the ascent temperature shaker testing of material is routinely
trajectory (Fig. I11). done to 1500 F (980 C) to establish high cycle

fatigue allowables of material coupons and joint
Dynamic analysis of the forebody and ramp subelemitnts under random loading. A heated

panels was made by first calculating the mode acoustic progressive wave tube has been constructed
shapes and natural frequencies of the panels, and at Rohr industries which ue quarts lamps to
then determhing the dynamic response to fluctu- achieve 1000 F (960 C) over a 33 by 23 inch (0.83
ating surface pressures in each mode (Ref. 10). by 0.56 m) test section with 168 dB overall Sound
For the foecbtdy panel, the effect of the carry Pressure Level. The facility, shown in Fig. I0,
through loads Imposed by the fasteners was sncc Was designed for testing the panels shown in Figs.
porated using a onlloinear solution. Modal analy- 3, 4, and S.

els shows that the panel mods are generally have
either modes whemu adjacent panel bays delect A total of o04 shaker test specimens and 7
inphase, and mode where adjacent hays deflect thermo acoustic test panels have been designed
out of phase, causing the Intermediate stiffener f and fabricated. THe shaker specimens include 11.
to rotate as showi in Fig. I. The lowest e. - tadnum, titaniumnaluminidt, carbon-carton, SIC-
quency mode of the foebody panel was at 524 SiC, and titanium Metal Matrix (TMC) materl.
Ha, with in-pbae motion of adjacent bays. The ala. The panels are TMC, carbon-carbon, and
ramp panel, which has wider stiffener sptciaC and titanium. At this time approximnately ?0Pl of the
thinner skin gage than the foenbody panel, has an saker material coupons specimen tests have been
outo(.phase mode at Us Ha. completed. Joint sub-elemnt shaker testing and

1i + -- .i. . . .
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panel acoustic testing will be continued over the made of the fo.ebody, ramp, and nossle panels.
next few months. The study shows that engine acoustic loads

Tests at temperatures to 1800 F (980 C) with and shock-impingement loads will govern the de-
csrb,--..virbon specimens showed two unusual phe- sign of many skin panels. The conclusions of the
non,r-a. First, the stiffness (modulus) of the ma- study are as follows:
terial Increases with temperature, apparently due
to a tightening of the carbon matrix with tern- 1. Overall aeroacoustic Sound Pressure Levels
perature. Second, carbon-carbon is process and on the skin are highest on components in
damage sensitive - a sensitivity which can lead line-of-sight of the engine inlet and engine
to premature oxidation failure if the coating is exhaust and where shock wave impinge on
breached. Some specimens faded prematurely at the vehicle skin The maximum engine acous-
the point of strain gage apparently because of lo- tic Sound Pressure Levels range between 170
cal damage of the adhesive to the coating which and 180 dB overall. At hypersonic speeds,
led oxygen to penetrate the matrix. This type of shock waves bend at from the bow and from
failure has occured bath on uninhibited and in- the inlet, and canse maximum shock-boundary
hibited matrix carbon-carbon. Random fatigue layer interaction .luctuating surface pressures
data for inhibited carbon-carbon at 1800 F (980 are between 160 and 170 dB and will be ac-
C) is shown in Figure 11, companied by lozal heat fluxes as high as 50BTUI/It's..e (0.6 MW/rn').

The metallic TMC and titanirn alloys gener-

ally gave more reliable results than carbon-carbon, 2. Finite element analysis of the 0.15 inch (3.8
but at lower temperatures. Tests on Ti 0.2-4- mm) thick carbon-carbon forebody skin panel
2 at 1100 F (590 C) gave good fatigue strength. shows that the maximum skin temperature is
TMC utilizing beta 21S titanium matrix exhibited 2667 F (1460 C) at the end of a 1000 q as-
good fatigue strength up to 1500 F (815 C). Fig cent and 3220 F (1770 C) for a 2600 q ascent.
uwe 12 ihows random fatigue results for Ti 6.2-4-2 These results are based oil turbulent bound-
at 1150 F (620 C) and TMC at 1500 F (815 C). ary layer brating. If a larinar boundary
However, it should be noted that thest results are layer exists, the temperatures can be 1200
only for high cycle fully-reversed fatigue. Creep F (650 C) lower.
deformation of titanium alloys and titanium ma-
trix composites can be limiting above 1100 F (590 3. Finite -' ,nent analysis has been conducted
C). on rar and fore body patnes Indicates that

panels which act as heat shield will be design
As the subelements and the panel tests Me critical for thermnal.acoustic loading.

completed, the results will be compared with and
incorporated in the analysis to determine the ac- . Test a underway an rnaSaia coupon& and
curacy of the analysis and acceptability of pro. panels fabritcatcd of carbon-carbon. TMC, ti-
posd materials for hypeMonic applictIon. De.- tanium alumirid,, SIC.SIC and high temnper-

sign methods will be vahidteds. att.re titanium alloys. Shaker testing of ti-
tanium, titanium aluminide, carbon-crbon
and TMC have been completed. Joint sub-
elosrn•st tests and panel acoustic tests will

?- CONCLUSION5 be completed in the next few months. Ti

An analytical study was made and test art 6-2 and geta 21S TMC have god fa-
in priogess of vlbroacoustic fatigue of hypersonic tigue strengths to 1150 F(620 C) awd ISGO

Right vehicle skin panels. A sintlelstare to orbit F ($15 C). respectively. Carbon carbon pos

mission and Mlended Wing Body v-hile woere d-. sestes adequate fatigue strength at 1600 F

veloped which a repre atative ofpresent trmnsat. (660 C) but suffers from a sensitivity to coat.
mosphertc vehicle design studies. The exte.nal isig dasiage tither 4u*e to handling damage or
flow feld and boundary lae bating ere det- process flaws which can lead to a rapid proe-

mined by parabolised Navien-Stokes flow analysis. mature fadur, .

Fusgine acoustic loads were tveolpd. Detiled
thermal, static, and dynamic analyses have been

I-

L..• 4
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Fig. 6 Shock waves impinging upon vehicle skin panels.'

Fig. 3 Carh 1nn-carhoon lnvter ftnrchodi panel. ltlliput to v*eil, *

I Il! i/ I ;

S•"::! !/t i/I K i I '717A Z,
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SETINFigure 7 Forebody panel temperature rise for [1000 .

(I ascent.

Fiig. 4 Tilanimum metal malrit pr lijpe % ing %kin panel. Thet ilc'n
carbide flbers In the l15 -3(*r titanium m atri% are 0 .1116 in. (11.15 minl

in diameter.
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Figure 8 Overall Sound Pressure Levvels relativr
to 20 micro Pa due to engine noise at takeoff.
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Figure 9 Forebody panel in-phase and out -of-phase
vibration modes.

Figure 10 Ramp panel carbon-carbon sonic fa
tigue rms stress field.

Tw C,I-.Cu

TP.-t '

FAe ee Itube .

Figure 9I FohrmebAodyaie Pn-phasiie wavd o-o-hae.
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FIgure 12 Random fatigue shaker test data for
rarbon-carbon coupons at 1800 F (980 C).
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Figure 13 Random fatigue data for titanium Beta
21S metal matrix composite coupons.
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APPLICATION OF SUPERPLASTICALLY FORMED AND DIFFUSION BONDED
STRUCTURES IN HIGH INTENSITY NOISE ENVIRONMENTS

R. J. Cummins
J. P. C. Wong

British Aerospace Airbus Limited
NTC, PO Box 77

Bristol BS99 7AR, UK

SUMMARY
Using the SPFDB process

Two specimens, representing an components such as control
aircraft control surface and an surfaces, doors and fairing
access door, have been tested under panels can be formed in a
high intensity acoustic excitation. single operation using
The access door was also subjected prepared blanks. The
to an elevated temperature structure is usually designed
environment of 150"C during this as a multi-cell box using a
test. These specimens uere four-sheet blank. The inner
manufactured as multi-cell box sheets are joined hy welding
configurations by superplastic in order to form the internal
forming and diffusion bonding stiffening construction, see
(SPFDB) to a similar structural Figure 1.
weight as existing aircraft
components produced by alternative One result of this type of
means of construction. The construction is that a small
influence of the spandrel-shaped spandrel-shaped void is formed
void, fonned at the skin/stringer in the skin/stiffener
intersection, is considered on the interface, as shown in Figure
acoustic fatigue perforrance. 2. This void provides tn

inherent stress concentration
1. INTRODUCTION and a probable location for

crack initiation when the
Superplastic behaviour of structure responds to acoustic
certain metals occurs when the excitation. Random vibration
m.atrpriai is of fine grain size endurance tests have been
and at elevated temperature; perfornmau on T-shapod coupon
in an inert atnmosphere it can specimens extracted f'rxn
be subjected to extensive multi-cel] SPFDB titanitun
elongation without pronounced boxes. The test results
localised thinniing. For the confirmed the expected crack
process of diffusion bonding location, see Figure 3, which
the mating surfaces are+ could initiate from either the
brought into intimate contact outer or inner skin surfTce
at elevatexd teCMperature 11nd into the void. However the
atomic diffusion across the overall resistance to acoustic
interface pIrXLuces the bond. fatigue for this feature has
For titanium, diffusion is to be compa-ed against other
aided by the fact that the forms of construction, with
oxide film, which in the case, their inherent design
of other me.tals inhibits features, based on components
diffusion, is absort.ed within designed to a similar weight.
the metal at high ttz•npeature•. This paper describes the test
As both supe,'plast ic forming experince and su mmarises some
and diffusion bonding occur at general design considerat ions
the s1vW% tomperatur, in on the application of SPFDB
titanium (92;'C to 9qrO'C) the titanium structures.
combination of the two
processes is often exploitdl.

Prrrei , uai o ,wpr.,.iwm m 'I" •.e 4.Atxlh 1.odi, om Atonnflt .i t D¢a" es d in IjlcAvhaimr. Notw',i, Almv I 9W.
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2. SUPERPLASTIC FORMED AND provided a suitable means for

DIFFUSION BONDED (SPFDB) TEST mounting the component for

COMPONENTS test.

As the SPFDB process requires 2.2 Aircraft Access Door Panel

an expensive tool for forming, This multi-cell box structure

a relatively large one-off was manufactured from a

research specimen four-sheet blank having single

concentrating on the curvature with thrae

skin/stiffener feature would longitudinal stiffeners and

have been expensive, so use twvo frames formed from the

was made of available aircraft four central core sheets. The

development tooling. This has inner skin was cut away over

the advantage that the the cells leaving a continuous

specimen was fully cap-strip over the stiffeners

representative of an aircraft and frames, see Figure 5.

component although containing Attachment to adjacent

more complex features than structure was by a single row

required frnii a general of fasteners around the

research basis. In addition, peripheral door flange. For

information was available for test the specimen was mounted

both components fixmx acoustic in a fully representative door

tests on similar geomietry surround structure and was

components using different attached by fasteners on all

constructional methods. four edges so that the

skin/stiffener modes were the

2.1 Aircraft Control Surface major responses which were

poi er) excited.
This was a multi-cell wedge
shaped box structure having 27 3. EXCITATION ENVIRONMENT
internal ribs and a single

longitudinal spar' forn•id from The applicable environment for

the two central core sheets of the control surface panel,

the blink. Tlhe stiffeners were based on the actual aircraft

terminated short of' the ptuiel. location, would be a maximum

trailing edge to allow gas overall sound pressure level

flow between cells during the (OASPL) of 142 dB broad band

forming process. 'This was noise loading with relatively

achieved by the welding low temperature (< 100'C)
pattern applied to the inner exposure. However, as it was

two sheets of the SPF-DB blank typical of a four-sheet

which also produceKId a flar'd multi-cell box construction

effect at the stiffener which could be used In a high

rIn-out. noise envini-ment, it was
decided to test using a broad

The overall dillwŽnsions art. band excitation of about 160

shown in Figure 4. As with dB OASPL, see Figure 6. Ibis

moast airvraft control surfaces was with the aim of provoking

the co•.ponent was hinged tu•d failures at the skin/stiffener

attached along one edge, to intersection due to the stress

allow for control movement, by concentration caused by the

3 fittings with hinge lugs. spandrel-shal-ed void.

The central hinge fitting was
bolted into a recessed area,
see Figure 11. These fittings
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'Me access door panel was resonance tests to identify

tested at a representative structural response modes the

elevated temperature of 150°C panel was subjected to the

using a higher noise level of fatigue endurance test. The

165 dB OASPL of broad band first damages were detected

excitation but with some high after 24 hours of testing and

level tones present, see although associated with the

Figure 6. The intention of skin/stiffener junction the

this test was to perform a initiation was from the end of

direct comparison in the same the internal stiffener close

environment with another to the panel trailing edge.

access door employing the Damage was initiated at

current aircraft construction, several similar locations

This was a light alloy where the stiffeners were

fabricated framework of terminated and no damage

traditional skin/stiffener initiated from the

construction with a titanium spandrel-shaped void in the

sheet skin and all attachments skin/stiffener intersection.

with solid rivets. As for many cases of acoustic
fatigue damage the initiation

The original panel was tested was due to a detail design

first followed by the SPFDJB feature. Endurance testing on

version at the same siren the panel was continued until

location. Both specimens were 30 hours where the damages had

exposed to 40 hours of propagated to the extent shown

acoustic excitation wILth the in Figure 7.
outer skin at grazing
incidence in the PMT working Non-destructive examination

section. The thermal confirmed that there were no

environment was supplied by a internal cracks along the

bank of quartz-tungsten skin/stiffener junction,
electric heaters which were damage had initiated near the

arranged to apply the heat to panel trailing edge in the

the inside of the specimens stiffener termination feature.

due to the difficulty of Some subsequent propagation of

operating the heaters within the cracks was then along the

the PW working section. T'he skin/stiffener junction as
specimens were allowed to shown in Figure 7.
reach xi stable temperature of
150'C (300"F) before The panel was attached at the
commencing the acoustic three hinge fitting locations
loading, along one edge with the other

edges free to represent the
All specimnens were excited at actual boundary conditions.
grazing incidence in a 'The structures response test
progressive wave tube ([VI'). demonstrated that the control
For the access door panels the surface panel was able to
R[Wr used a Stentor Noise respond more readily to the
Generator' as the noise source overall modes occurring in the
whereas the tests on the lower frequency range as well

control surf'ace panels as being excited by the

employed LIV-EPT200 skin/stiffener panel modes
generator,. occurring in a highcr

frequency range, see Figure 8.

4. TF~s PERFLOMANCE

4.1 Control Surface Panel

After the preliminary
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The deflections at the 4.3 Discussion

component trailing-edge would In general the SPFDB titanium

give rise to high stress structures provide better

concentrations at the stiffener resistance to accidental and

terminations, debris damage than
carbon-fibre composite

In a comparable aircraft structures and better

installation the control repairability. For example

surface panel was manufactured carbon-fibre composite flaps

from carbon-fibre. The two situated behind landing gears

components were of similar may be subjected to a stone

weight but had a major design damage on the skins which

difference in that the central would then be readily

hinge attachment on the SPFDB propagated under the acoustic

design required only 6 excitation. However, like all

fasteners, making use of the constructions subjected to

material strength of titanium. high noise environment the

The carbon-fibre component detail design is of the prime

used 31 fasteners to spread importance as this is usually

the loading which greatly where the damage occurs. The

increased the number of spandrel shaped void itself,

potential damage initiation which is formed at the

locations. However there were skin/stiffener interface in

no suitable acoustic endurance SPFDB structures manufactured

test data to provide a by the 4-sheet technique,

comparison between appears to be no more of a

carbon-fibre and SPFDB, problem than those introduced
by other means of fastening,

4.2 Access Door Panel in similar weight structures.

In the aircraft situation this In the final comparison, if

panel was subjected to a all structures can withstand

combined high noise and high the noise loading and meet the

thermal environment, weight requirement, it is the
cost of manufacture which will

Tlhe SPFDB access door survived dictate the chosen method.

the test with no detectable
damage after, visual, 5. CONCLUSIONS

ultrasonic flaw and x-ray
inspection. The titanium The SPFDB access door

skinned aluminium alloy demonstrated a clear advantage

specimen sustained damage at in performance compared to the

three locations, as shown in fabricated structure based on

Figure 9, which had resulted a similar component weight.

in extensive propagation by As the purpose of the test was

the end of 40 hours endurance. to compare the two

In addition a number of the construction methods the SPFDB

countersunk fastener heads panel was not tested to

were found to be damagte. failure.

Damages to the central
stiffener area and cracking in Neither of' the tests on the

the cleat at the lower- ege of' SPFDB components provoked a

the forward stiffener are failure involving the

shown in Figure 9. spandrel-shaped void feature
of the skin/stiffener
intersection.
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From this available test
evidence the main design ii) superior acoustic fatigue
advantages for using SPFDB resistance to aluminium
construction in a high noise alloy fabricated
environment are: structure when designed

for the same weight.
i) the ability to withstand

a higher temperature
environment than standard
carbon or glass-fibre
composite and aluminium
structures.

A Typical Aircratt Structure

Four Sheet SPF/DB
The Core Sheets* are
joined at the locations
where internal stiffeners
are required

BLANK PREPARATION

-~Edge welding produces
a gas-tight 'pack'

Platen Press

Platers healedl to riepait
tnpriuoto OboL g15025 4

* * *Outer skin formsi first under gas
Applied load to react pressure to limits of tool cavity

to gas pressure SKIN FORMING

FIGURE 1 (a) SPFDB FORMING FOR MULTI-CELL CONSTRUCTION

V.f
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Core is then inflated Cellular structure begins to form

WEB FORMING

FIGURE 1 (b) SPFDB FORMING FOR MULTI-CELL CONSTRUCTION

E'xCITATION
SDIRECTION

TYPICAL CRACKS AT THE
SPANDREL-SHAPED VOID

SPANDREL-SHAPEDý
VOID

CRACK INITIATION
S]SITES

FIGURE 2 DETAIL OF SKIN/STIFFENER FIGURE 3 TYPICAL DAMAGE LOCATIONS FOR
INTERFACE COUPON SPECIMENS

JI
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F - END HINGE FITTING

CENTRE HINGE
-IFITTING

4 E RECESSED AREA

END HINGE FITTING

L ~640 mm

I --

* FIGURE 4 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE SPFDB TITANIUM SPOILER
(BOTTOM SURFACE SHOWN)

i

J4
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E
E

500 mm

FIGURE 5 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE ACCESS DOOR PANEL
(ORIGINAL ALUMINIUM DOOR PANEL SHOWN)

r 160 dB OASPL 165 dB OASPL

a) SPOILER PANEL b) ACCESS DOOR PANEL

FREOUENCY (HI) FREQUENCY (Hz)

FIGURE 6 ACOUSTIC EXCITATION: 1/3 OCTAVE BAND SPECTRUM

,• u ilvmmm . mm nun u, •
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A) CRACK LOCATION ON THE SPECIMEN PANEL

3

a) CRACK LOCATIONS

mm i 100 100oo

TRAILING EDGE

b) LOCATION I

mm

r "

PANELI EDGE

TRAILING EDGE

c) LOCATION 2 d
d) LOCATION 3

FIGURE 7 DAMAGE LOCATIONS FOR SPOILER PANEL
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195.2 Hz

a) TYPICAL SPOILER RESPONSE MODE IN LOWER b) TYPICAL SPOILER RESPONSE MODE IN
FREQUENCY RANGE HIGHER FREQUENCY RANGE

FIGURE 8

I3

a) LOCATIONS OF ACOUSTIC FATIGUE DAMAGE

// K.:: .. o,
I t' I

b) LOCATION 2
c) LOCATIONS I AND 3

FIGURE 9 DAMAGE LOCATIONS FOR THE FABRICATED ALUMINIUM
ACCESS DOOR PANEL
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AN OVERALL APPROACH OF COCKPIT NOISE VERIFICATION IN A MILITARY AIRCRAFT

R. Gluzio

AIENIA Urr'Azjenda Fitnireccarrica s p a
Corso Marche, 41
(10146lorniro -Italia

M. Norces
AFRMACCIII sp~a

Via Pujolo Foresio

210140 Venegono Superiors: (VA) - Italia

SUMMARY reduc~e the overall noise owud presýsure level (OASPI') rInside,

the cockpit andl to unprove the ilualit of noise-, related to
flire presenta paper d~ie the applicable concepts fer Cockpit subjective huniair percepfir~ 1tion oook. at pilot's car
noise verificationt in it inilitars .irrcralls

ilis target niaN he reacied throu~gh a carefull tise. ot'technical
A desigir-to-noise proceduve i,, outlined and tire overall solriiiorrs for noise~w aind vbratiotori cotrol III oi d- t opion 0IIII
requireirents for niedical, nirtelligihrlitI~ and operational aspecis costs aiid titefiicf ot the proiect
are dceplsl discLussed, itwcluding the proporsitionr ol*:ki adetikate
iindex til quanutf tie qiialrt. of noise at prints' Cal

2. COCKPIr NOISE IMIPACTS
Guidelines lor cockpit inoisw-%ontinl, to be applied diriing tire

design phase of' tile protec, ate gr'.wi together %% thil the Cockpit iroise niripact, till Ilig gIrt 1ncf rur 11es r.1% N 'utitirrar isd
c\pected berrehits if) tire thiiee tollos ting aspects

Advawced noise control nirreasuiir aid noitim nicitienrsr rrrg(% .rl~ o owIdicdlcr

teclriiqiies are al-A, dealti %%all arid aispe txlic cas otl kcockpitlrliaotiis. ltdt .ti t fci rurcrrr
now isevt icatroni I, dcilesred i-AIti.reltdto i drl 'rt;r

1. INTRODUICTION s.. edicaloitpects

C(ocklit tiorre en itlonnitlirt iltl ttrit 111arN arrcnstih liar, 116%ctlk IU1 11t1i-4 irne ~ilk-I ito .1 k ttill 1tratnhillof 501111.1 Ptc'Nw c. el.t
bitotiel tof grcat coticerilor theflight IncinbtINh werrc opsclahit,14% duainOlsti Arid tIcpteqnic conItent rita. :aaws uk tit lwlattitg tot
nirrinls. hot the r1 isk ot hat ng handical thiat noise C'kpit~tue can tiic I'cnnItwrrent Ilhuesliold shrill. I,\ MtI Ii nhrh souall%

causeC IIhietetot tnhi(Cjte nhLIrItro is teqined, bs dcltgtt erigitnwen Iwc~etzW bs A resenniblt cvt c:alleJ lerutiriuar lIttiehild
tot the dk-h'ct% to the costollit ilt a final psordir Aiihnh titsvf shItrV I I ISI
the 104URCnlW0ts 01 teceril irtr1LrU% sttkandard 20All air itc
negrilatrotri Qimed tor chlnntnar healting Irnralri:1 th'rc hIWAId I lic IIS. risirall% e~. 111 al . % lin the ootadotien tw tc.,
wid to pcovitde Itild qitalit ol 111u61ri11%m Imal a 1ictfrwttttNI ott% i.ubttevt 4at11 tlwCIre esios to tnigh riiotte kwre
.rtvndtetahlc e n ois niroturrtrr i Iaill to hec ixuwcd aird *lisaljrca it thle aridliianeiili I"est icIvre trid attet arr

hionts. ofiot-oftnoti 'psu
At ati segici tedn tJwosi rerlitrin ltontu sitriowal

'44"ittiriti n de'lott Anid rtlual lqPtut~(~tc to. satc Niciglti I,* I time :o' I shoot t1 tji'al pstc how uhip alto swninis it all
itrott kmtiol tnieatanes in lawo;i .0 rili'visel teauircowri. to "s the atadibie tiue".shd tot a limta, It/, lxae trtew ha'ing a
additionial fuecl. wemqatsl hlod 'w allviloni c. sfulinent. has. trW*WA t"Csun of 2I'l iP'A Notn..al hcaritns aimblWotni
Ohari d surnin wzu-w the helinet rolle ftut rnrpuat it:ntrIor it, otweobi'etd to theeshold diblth it dUt

mull% the cliestit onr Ma daMae frialed to teer~ue nsard
IIintoltiuratelk slrattipal 44 lnthit '1 .aItt lcstil itn art nu1teAw nit lecl oi oi"se atc atase into aw-riln Ih% the oserall A.%Ivtlhtwn
rk"1141 noiW 'n the li't lttwtwrnc ra34e. oinher stariatd ulauiad picsswe kidain JItA. Icqitcictatoig the owisltiw o14 all
lihueltie oflle lislw attemroatti'itr Joue to !.aePast tie catsu trAI%.Ui coittthtiwoo. hut 11insngk%- s eniarnits to lnt.
wual. landslacusiast tttstrks of Lai atwn likes It, Il coupled1 -Atth livtes-stb nmitse , I%-UM441) 'tis )i thjt it nt4 e.1' k.onersl rof
san~twral eeft.maicc hwitio conwC'airitals Inwauowit, dILA apgaousimats the hiarnan

hearingt khatiarttiks fce nmikatnate unaidm Ilends
A wsreopm t-ios aposisihd i% then to 1w (ullomaes.
,tWtin#tfu a the piclirninarn design 14 of ý the: airciall. to

1'reirif.e ifi d .S..aqaIN-241 tM 'Iaiife -, A. i(astite i Gswad we Asti nOh .¶aflu tesri "r- in IAAv~gitmirt V.,ru Aids 1Y9'
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At present nine, duec to thec lack of coll~ccid or published data,

* ~it is veix dillicult to e~actl\ qilaiti fN this ellct of noise on a
____________________________________________________ ilditarN aircraft pilot

-. .. . .* + Studies atiitempting to correlate objective mea~siuremenits %% ilt

Thmhkit Sum Il' le..iispiunse ate currci~ttl III Course III the atitonltivu e

. . .i&dstr% Nevertheless the derived iiidexs (miaiiil\ the

N ~~Coiiij.,xtte Rating of h'cterence, CRP', and its niod~i icat ions,
tiidSN~i2nd A IA lInternational Coniference onl VehicleC Comftort-

___________________________________________________ October 14-16, 1992) result of ;5xxr aipplicatioin hýr nlilitaix

aircratl noise qualitN description

2' I~ r'~ i III the present work the I oie Correcte.d Perceived Noise lev~el

OINII i. defined in hFAR Part It, and ICAO Anne\ 16 for
colinierci II airerahl ini ck:iiissitiil regulation anid certificatioin

2.2. Intelligibility avecct p~iuiso. anid ret'ictiitg the humiaii auiisalce It' SOUIiid at

dilltrcrit frequiencies and le~ chs, Itas beeni ouiid to proidec
Ambiiient noise Ina.% degi ad, cOnniiiiiiicatiOii c~aus ig speechl ILItlICICiit correlatioin mth pilot noisxe qtitiaiii rellirtiiig
iiitcrtetc'ice and itiiiitiiig p1111) peloruaiiict: its ilikoic Attnioil~n
iieeds to IV. gwil enI' speechi udcr~taiidiiig thiis could he relaited it, tic Iv~cific natuite oht lc aircial

cskpsit itosi x. s% liciec diai.cici xi .c 0t 1inipli xi ciicxs oi illiid
Spcvcli intclligihilmIts Ix iiaiiils icliied \'sCI tonitiiiiiiiiikdii'ii hliiciictio,,' are not Inwircci, and to 0il ispic:a 'l coinii xhtia

Ms l", itr in pcciic .oI high nosie ccl' tii the sotae lyiiid, at CAIt caisIC lcic 'x iiclii111cii 'He dic sh.iiiitii
'cli~ticdon ihic picheficd tickliciiic, 'iim), 11551, 215 is and -li~ill

lII Ille an ilunlot c l.ea g titg not- i mlld~ xsiic lcxit lcx clx ini

all at these toiu proctiicd trelca~iucic, I, tallcd lrtckicd 3i. THE ~I;Nr-o~ APPROA(II
SpeeCh:I liiieci~clnce I cscl IPS1II

A~ 10Icaixi.s , o'pit demtiki s-tnoise .ippistuchi I, xuiiiiai uixes tit
A pl'.ctikal aliproisss tiniiOn 011,10 11ii 11d C x CC! III ixO lski \ IxliLLI itie isli,i% 'im o I IVignic 2t) 2, %itcic ili: ltillo'sýiiig Il~LawxAex.
to m-aw lecwli iii VS11 llus 4 illiu tv li' -t, l PS1 ttlilx ouiltlined

*tctjiiiicticiits adcilitionl

SI%% ii iiittkic : ti.ei .. iiet~incx e a A., quuillited kt'ihe ould iexlis n I i li-i'it .1 s )id on 'Aiii!.11 aa, ,it~ Invaxusietd
!dK" 511 ISpe hi Initi~tcctki: I emC cl. M111 ti i i thc wii i chui ,. dati,

sawleagg 0tu shej .,tuiil pmC-Aut cm lel kit all in thc ihuecv .otame etti;gix--in i t~ lexi1g 11,11Wuidai~sxt' ~~i hSI

luiNA tit, I2il i itt I 2!X nI"u 14ix MIt MO ,a~ t4 1" I ixi Iii Lk~tottkl "%Ilig .e). ,.hiili~i siii~ tes its
.illfloviiutelm SO! esikil, IP511 nlnuo t all it iexl,iie.1" bca~au1t

PI!%I and 511 .rtltma are s'tiuntixsii iiicxt tsi tame-is takc - .uiI~.d niCjwCftiienttx .twinS Jtt4aim 4an0 [light

.,kiwumnns. ii in ;'tc.%ime tit tii,'i .ctaiw*
fm~iitumtlieit. NI lltisati,'t

WWlII kk'iIUniniixAtIofl %stein% i Xtr Lli~l iOW ri~tligh$!NIis r .i wi- iiii, stm tius Imi. it lw%,2 ,uis

Asiwunmei otmtniuoiia,.'wo' in lvca-^-tbc M nt,t , I-iis etvisuwd n mic

itsaeulh tine Atssa ir.%, Indes Jki .ksit mticsn l adwim
Mmtsi I Rl" snw hemic IC% .IIlx eiiainslei~ b'ls 141sw It wi,tnd,,INex Ow tI-4 motin;setsantu "Mi ItIt

di-sigii Ilglilvvtý I iii q¶ltIJ1M$ Wi~,-~t5 VbJs txtwtlt, oft the

2-3 Optwruiiios milptiti

the apljxsaltiv -LmUJa. and the siitilisatio w i W~xutile 4

14t .,W%111ie,11 tix..e :uenusti .aIV ol! .htnt.,tlil Ina5- 'UitIMI-t Jwiys the 14irats.al haw In lami. lwntl ihe

.*Lm 4Ati~tel,41 t mmk I.ss.VJtVAC ii:sam ' cmgllmwmebs -4 thre A114'Jitu' us*.st.J siIalt kmrmed fo

,rslian 'mw tc. le Ak istot . t~ins,tt auitinat) fh401s
Ilwr hummn ictn It.. rsulm keik...I m~ itunr mhtse-tiliin t- blii.%jtv~ts* t- Ow U tan-Imt! ctr~usphsl1s

th,,.tWs),s ,.. 1. `1wi 3and 141""11,41l

,miwull Uit a lsmdut an .-samn ut, tva ire red~ in .ailc of IbK klutie aitmulumti'h a"dzecd w~ cowte a WyeF jre1ixt a~m(
a..msueml hnuhanmis iih Ih'MK ~Icrs msan malot mac usta mw o~r .4tm4m s 01td.alla'wsm
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environment at pilot's ear that can have impacts both on the passengers of United States Air Force (USAF) aircralls to
hearing damage risk and on the quality of noise. prevent hearing damage, keep) effective ptrtbonnance and avoid

damage or unwantedi responses of the w~hole humiti oort.N
Theý design-to tnoise approach Aill be deeply discussed in the
follo%%ing Chapters. 4.1.1. CONTINUJOUS BROADI)BNI) NOISEJ

~~ Daily exposures to continuous noise shiall not exceed 84 dMA,
~~ t in the frequency range 2 5-2t00tt0t lIz, for 8 hours.

I L!J~W ~ "For different noise levels, I., tite limniting daily duration (IDDI)
- * -i-----Of exposure is to be detennitted front the equation:

* s~coa) 4111 - 2)) (hours) =2 %

'~v ..... hich is based onl the assumIIptionl that an increase of the
overall level of 4 dI3A halves tdte allowable exi-isure tume.

No limit oI 'c\Ixsuire is stited fir, noise levels below% 78 dLIA.
41111 ~~ whilst levels htighter than 115 dl A are tiever allowed

hl :.ý ok0 it - c~f ~t-d,,-- lIn case oftdaily exposure to noise tields dilteriiig Iin level and
duration the fltal I ailY EXpoISIire II FD)sli all be calculated b%

,Ading the fractions
4. COCKPIT NOISE REQIJIRE NIENTS

Observed Dl)sil% Di )ratsi t O) A
Requiuremntets conicerning cockpit iioise design and ven hicatton _____ -

max be found iii Mil-Std-1t789A "Sounid Pressure l~evels Ii LnniiiikDrto D

Ai. :rafls", supe'rsedinig Mil-S-t0tXXO6 f~r all thle ex1lxoures In an'% one 00!lda

Requtirementts are .onfinied it) the niaximnuti alltmable soutid I III- shall not eceLed uIIintx lI
Pt essure level 11or hearinig conservation atid satistactorN
C0oIMICii 10etio. Nothuing is skild sHIVut pi lOt LOIIII'Ort Criteria F-or tflighit Ilitin'ibr the II )l crutel ni shtall be based (4t airctall

usage alld otissuori protilles at flight lcoiidthituil during %% Iich
A sunintirv of cockpjit ntoise reqiiirciiieits I'mir atighter aircratl noise levels aic ehkct ivels cssisiatt %%it all the required
is reported iii able 201 aI suit ta S~ stemsi e% g cii'. iuniiieital contitrol ASsteili.

__________________________________________________________________ defrosting Sss tit.ll tcWli 1) In oealtioS Calcuklations shill Include

( -(KPIr NOISF:RQ IIA uNs lnise pnsIticed b% the lit-I-Iiglt Hetitel inig I 'tube t1 II H') anid
estetinal store", sshere alppliable

ItIlAkING I)AMiAG ( )0MUMI(AIi))NN I lo Ilie all~oskable tLuiil iiismi)Si, fini thle saute pilot, sI ill

I' '"W lwii. .. 11411,1V Ip lseitoise I itlitte hemvl ceo kik I, I s'ck'til ot less to: g
MIU.1i.L~aili .~., ~,,*,.., .~,giullire I. shall not esC\esI t -Ii ~ll 11 Ikwik natiiis flv~iesl. lese
If~tI*lsp~ "~' ~ .. ~ ~ and %hall I%: treated as at s"su iinu'iis Wal'.aldtvs in011C

Sclainate chiteima lot ,eL's-atesl 11i110'e'. s'. ilt and o uiln'nt
Ii4IS~i~IM ~ k~i 15. 1tl~led l mte gles as, Ituntionl 1) lcsel all'i 'dwiall.'

III tlidel to ie'lCnc itd'.ctsetkst ot high lewcls s'I aUUW on
the -Ahln Iksl% to ltuiti (it 144¶1s IM wlit d iA, 'a hichwi is

4A, hfearIng damtige 11~, is spe..ilid ILK 111% LA~ta~e twi' lit the tIerUenc.% ruoge I

Mil.Std. I7H9A, definies tile al lossaile A\. ssighIitd isuwut

pressure levels aind C\lx-suiIc little, it the cat kantal o1 LtC55 azid
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4.2. Communication - frequenicy transfer function of the comunrcnicat,'rn s;ystem at
different volume controls;,

'lhree criteria are specified for the assessment of -amibient noise;
commnunication intelligibility in the presence of noise Iin a hedtsonatnuin
minitary aircrsaftatenat

Al verification procedure lor air-to-ground and air-to-air radio
4.2.1. ARTICUI.A11N IxNDEX comm-unication and interphone communication shall also take

Iltec Articulation Index (A[) is a design criterion useful for into account for the oxygen miask transmission loss.

predicting and resolving potential commnunication systemis
Initelligibility problems quite early in the design proess. 4.2.2. MODIFIED klIVIYM TbST

'lhc Modified Rhyme Test (MRT) is a verification criterion for
For a two seat lighter aircraft the A] criterion, applyl.ing to
pilot/copilot and cunimitlliicaticti eq4uipment, mia% he the worst case noise contditions.

- JIl Il711 VIF radio coninmuinicatioii Aý -, () 5 [li MRI is baswd onl the utidertSatidinlg perLCIntagC Of

- Intcrphove cunnmcn4:1cation Al ? 0 1 mnottsyllabic english %%ords by. operatiotnal persointel, roiitinelN
utsed bN talkers and listeners, Ili a noise field that simulates the

IFable 2011I re:ports the Speech iiitelligibilit Lassociated to the% aLtuol aircraf't noi~se at the flight miembers position. Scores less
Al au than 701% are considered uniacceptable. Fable 20,111 shows a

cotnixvirion betseei: Al and MR'I criteria

ARTiCI.IA~tO 10 til NDX Siwk(cl Ut10It.t.(IGH11i.iiY A description oft the Ni( I testing is contained Iin AFAMRI,

tr~~ii : i :: ii t t~aisi~nws~ iariiats ,ii rs R-KJ~-2i, rcliortting oii a lacilit. located at UISAF ii~cdical
cenutre (Ohioi, called Vt KRlFS ( VOice Connunit~iation

ir~nn 1 5 siisrat sanhI. IResearchi Evaluation Ss steiti

Iro 0 4,) t g- l~x,0vilA niethod tsr nseasuriiig the uiieIligibilih(it'o spe~ech over

I 1W,,1 Wh bhl coituinincation ss stens, is go en iii ANSI S1 2

D ie Al ihill be c~ilculated Iin a.ci'i daiice ýitli the third tate ( ,%I l NIC 1,10 HN s4
titind calculation metehodicl reoited ili ANSI SA and usiing

predictd tit iticasuied noiise spet~iir A N sial csplaiiatioi ot' j.11k.j \ I f A
the calculation ptocedle is gwile Ill I igurec 201 ~Q~Il ~

Icai NOtttsis~'i. i

Mi.3 sa AIAW kwvbIIqjKtId(iIV t

to urissun areasa tit plulws tit %110 hic r1e ale:
11twiial sir Jksirable

i .a.. '.~ a. ~ ~ ~Rciltiriticniu In altw gise tin u Litn .l %11 1 l0s11 .) haict I-W4 O

At selilikatrwi pru..dlre I,*r gssssad-i~ari Waitt ;wunaiutsn Vvritaialivii Isitw he dine t"s analssil

kiwsismnuii'sAtIoa shalt sssikr o~lte Ilvs Its ingw

Wkkt ni~ti XII taII 111tiui the nis.'o I.in tsr'Ie Ios (sinita0,1 ion re,i' bel-Acsss Sit and 1511 . 11% rIses 'ir sk'Ired

c'assih sjiatitit the itpccsh -1-Miisul lo bc uws-s kAN.l I N ui invu tOw opiloiti c nmuksi th Ickc ohsls difii erul lestl% sit

rcx~tlh ant tdali'cd speesh sýsevukiti at I tin Ifoln tht, talkct ns i ti%%iiuklonw Aokittfqi l

muthmlI
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A II

waýC-

4.3. Comfort

'111 subjective nloise percep' ioný fitii a ilitarn aircraft cockpit iI RIQ IN( it,j

noise- verificationi procedure, shall be considered ats mutch ats
mtedical and communiiiucatioin Iimpacts (S 5. ~oII d s1.lll( ll.

Noise characteristics atl pilot's ear inaN result misatist'ctr
even it no heariiig damage risk and good comiiiuniicatioin have _________________

beveiidPNLT IdBI NOISE QUALITY
hti most aniioving no(ise characteristics, despite ani acceptable 91)45 k~t5F~Sieil

0% erall leve , ere toiial iI\, sharpness and spettral distribuAtion - to,1 941 to 91 \'cN g-ds
I Mittlm and carcups, role on thiis matter, ats alreads said before, Ir, 95 in 10 -
15is hind1111ilietwital Ililportailce rtrii M lo4 10 S kimcrid Aaslpahlc

A suggested %erificatioii tool couitd be the PNI, I tilde\ that . ftl~m 105 t , 1t Magm I 1.atil~fadon

like AM A, is af %weighted st-and presuire level Ni bsvd of thle No%
curses) anid couiiibiiies hiiinain ain~wllos an ito Iuloiidtes, ,ilsi \iS'h5,l 0 05101

&w~miliiitiig tot tolialts1 cliaiacterisiic ot itoise

HI gre 211 5 sltows boo the lwiaiim m oatiisaw es0e cmiie s. COCKPIT NOISE PREI)ICTIONS
climlges as Iwmictiol i (t iiois leswel I lie l'cic~eis NovAe I evel

WNI I ýLalc iiidicates thait a ctviiige otit 1I MAW halwwvs Awt (ilcivit state-olt-th-l,-it doe, not aillos.t pi VIAiiii all ethsiis
doahiles thfe amakk's A aieiiid JcIcilate picdiciihii 01 citkklit mislc

A simple mtatwietuitical ttaiis~siiomllo %%,s deseloled that When daiitai hom iliil at timats .lie maitable thev piobleii is

imcgltctit tile Now, %alt~siic s ow alilillsl anhw 1/ skids C K~ind rthlei sitinplited kiiiles Viiiltls111 ,iic toiesexii ill (lie atii'liai

sl.5ectilIi it) give if sIc 5ill-Iliiilei liiiowaticc smltic ill lwici%tCd 'sstelil altankgotnit Awl sItoisg iil~kitficatioiis tit %Clckiit iohliiie
toiost deibl WtIdI) lie licelesslt (c g tiiiit'oiliiiiio,'ii4t a sliiijle seat tighlei

aliialtt ((ito a It%( salcti

A spmmil pen 'ltlot daisesst i.'ic I (Slih Saims %%illithilte

liecjiietics atnd thwileh 4 lcoe lit IvcwI ml beiscii thle toile Ikiiid (ukolatmlo niethols~d to piedict estet nal noiseW eC~tlig tile
anid the: ; adiacnt icywi.i Nhiislo I,4 adided to tile IN I tit tockpit sllttolidling sti titune ime oiil mas labte to t alimited
aw;col~uit to the tolle seilisig týa IM1 let 1,tic %it tilehtiitiiait nmtilvt A1 moice, I I C tot bitleit bolllutimi 1115cer tillie. tet
leic inig [tstm ich fillal fcsuli ot tile stIIliiI~tdiioi is life toile nlloi' C\te~llial stoiC iioiW. W\11 its 015.4 iesatniglt thle
kotiecticsl nosiet iiw lsc\,l I PNI I i modkwoinw;iii Cowtitiffo ilk l wiv iivpai thiStl it ighi dmnilitu

ltaiissi o tile AlenlmiAcmtntiiu v\!xilcilc le-Aribud tit
Chapitc 9), thle PN1. I %alucs s.2itl repkwiliJ ftt I able 20i IV vis IbI qjuote Jirl of \esteittil ilvitSA thatist 1 Iltttsitted ItlsIJC the

stetdlot thle ewlluatilk" tih nlois %iitlhit a1llts cdi esXlwpil Ihlutnglt ill plutlsis INegulated hif %timtictu it amll-lttssill

lossý aild 1%5.1 cockpti1 110isC W11itlk11elit III ttcdliilill ii11olll0lwllc
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Stnicturc-bomne noise is instead the major component bilt it is landing gear bay, weapon bay, IFRP bay for retractable
very difficult to be predicted in level, installations).

FEM/I3EM (Finite Element ModelflioundarN Element Model) Canopy transmission loss shall be comparable with fuselagc
techniques represent a numerical tool for an acceptable sidewalls one. Plexiglas or polycarbonatc canopies shall have a
acoustic design of the projcct. Thcse techniques are currently medium thickness not lower than II mnu (better 12 tmr) with
usedf as a "what-if" methodology, that means that the model is higher values for large surfaces, Bullet-resisting solutions will
used to evaluate trial modifications of the project until an offer both higher protection from outside noise and higher
acceptable noise and vibration reduction is achieved, damping for canopy vibrations radiated noise. Cockpit noise

penalties are to be expected when the ejection seat system
Elven if large models are used the FEMII3EM qualitative requires canopy transparency with high brittleness
assessment may be considered of sufficient confidence for the characteristics.
low frequency range (up to 200 lz.) hut the predicted noise
levels are still questionable. The advantage is the possibility to Windscireen and canopy shall incorporate additional seals to
improve the acoustic design of the project ignoring the exact the pressurisation one if high velocity air penetration in the
quantification of the exciting sources, coupling slots is expected to occur.

6. DESIGN RECOMMNENDATIONS 6.1.2. STRi(Trt'ttE-iiRNF NOISE CONTROL,

Strcti-bornie noise- shall be controlled by avoidiiig the use of
Mail) attetntion for cockpit itoise control Shall h e put ill thle large panels and attempting to inicrease as much as possible,
structural, aerodlINiaini aiid etivironinental control s.vsteiti comnpatiblY w ith %%eight restrictioits, the frequency of' the
design fundamental vibration modes, both of siingle painels aitd of

assemibled structure.
Aerods*iiattic and einvirotinmental control s~ 'stein design
recomtmendat ions are usuallIs based onl experience I ligli frequency vibrations are unlikely to be coiupled wvith

cockpit volumne acoustic modes and tma be better controlled
Structural designt recoiimientdatioiis mia be a result of' using souttd absorbing and viscoclastic daminpig inatorials
lfFM/ItM anals sis. Nevertfieless tile imathiemiatical modelling
of the structure results to be available NNhen the aircraft design Viscoclastic danipinig materials acts to dissk, ate the vibrational
has beeni flulh ' Ndeveloped, therefore noise atnd vibration eiiergy in the structure that radiates as soiund. D~atmping
problenms whbich require majlor redesigii actionistire etncounitered siiplie55e5 lli~iiiil. resoiianit miiotioni, oin, of resonance forced

hent nmodifications are dithicult to be initrodiiced, uniless delays vibrationsstire slightly attentuated by the paratllel eflcct of'
in the design cycle and costs increase tire accepted. stifliness aind ituass inii.rcasiimg.

Viscoelastic: selectiont shall account for frequenc:'y, temperature
6.1. Structural design recommendatioins atid thiickniess uf the fxtiiel it)i be attenuated Constraiited-laver

daimpinig s~ssteits shall be pirefe'rred to free-layer onies as niore
'ile structural design shlil conisider both tratis'ttited noitse ritergy is dissipated by shear delbrntatioit of die daittpiitg lay er.

aleuinaiid source nitosc reduction f*lue fillomniig fIt the free-laser systemt einergy is dsiltda euto
guideltites ntaN be stated exteiisioni aind coitpressiont of the ditiaiunig las er

6.1.1I. ,stk-MONtk NOISE (ONS l I~ free-laser daminitg s~steiiis aire attached directifN to the
4ninttire sat flice a itli a bonidinig agent, conistrained la, Ner

Cockpit surroutiditug structure shall mattch tfile right daitiping s% steiiis aire botided oil a coiistrainiiing lasyer so to tbnit
conmpromlise of high mtass anid loss sttifhitss it) otb~r ail a satids,icli Ahlen attached ito the structuire
accepitabile burnler tiniislliloss)I to aiti-fkinie transtiittled
noise fronti outside f-or tfle cituient standard oif nit frate I aige painels, like floor atid bulkheads, shall have high
structuires this comptonitentt oif cockliti ioisc isN iot of priitai) characteristics of siilliiess and damping to reduce sound
Miiiifirtaiiie so the mitiial ufesigii niaN eclude pecui ar soluitionis radiatotio Satidss ich solutions, consisting uft io sheet ofilmetal
ligaitist iiii-btttit ioiw Noise baitlets; ciii be quickl% -wJ tiha viscoelastic inner laser. are to be- prelened for patiels
itntegrated tutu the ithennal insiulat itn treatienit t meittimed IbN %%V.01 L . expectef ito be Al significatit noiseso0.'
lfoiritttpc tests

.0tu artt' daiiuniiig characteristics otif ciiiifottiits ilt cottifiosite
Cockpit stirroutditig strikitie shall K, ai s mucýh ats possible rlo~tenouma. i be iticiisd bs placilt iig SYNC( RF plih iii
insulated froti conpiartineitils or ha~s bt specific nouis.c bh: ac tile tso skit
sovire-s aire located (c g; etvirounineital contitul s~ steitlwbu. gullt
s,i%, Itc ) oir high itois levels lire expected to bie reached (e gt
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No physical connections shall be allowed between cockpit floor absorbing material properly protected to avoid air flow
or bulkheads and ducts or pipes with high velocity internal abrasion.
flowý

Outlets air velocity shall be kept to a minimum. Jet related
Avionics bay doors shall he cured in order to maximise sealing noise is not significant but noise resulting from the interaction
and to avoid backlash and hammering of the locking levers. between flow and guide vanes or grilles shall be controlled by

the application of sound absorbing material.

6.2. Aerodynamic design recommendutions If the pressure ratio of flow regulating valves exceeds 1.75
(internal flow almost supersonic) the exit flow velocity shall be

The aerodynamic design shall be addressed to minimise progressively reduced by placing a porous septun of sintered
potential noise sources and to keep them as weak as possible. metallic material (retimet) just downward the valve.

Alignment of avionics bay doors, windscreen and canopy with Sound tonalities that are expected to propagate in thef air
airframe structure shall be cured to avoid both vortex shedding distribution line shall be attenuated by sound absorbing
and air penetration. material inside ducts. Radiated sound from ducts shall be

controlled using vibration damped solutions.
Engine air intake shall be preferable located far awa. from the
cockpit. The diverter profile for a subsonic aircraft shall avoid Rami-air inlet ducts shall be positioned far away fronm the
large flow accelerations that can generate shock waves and cockpit and if long ducts are imposed by space restrictions
flow separation with great mechanical excitation of the cockpit intake NACA type shall be preferred to the SC(X)O type, that
surrounding structure. Mass air flow spillage and related cal excite the inlet duct like an organ pipe.
vortex generation, usually occurring in flight for engine intake
of fixed geometry, shall not impinge the fuselage otherwise ait
adquate shield plate shall be introduced. 6.4. Space provision for additional measures

Fixed non retractable ItRI' installations require a proper Space provision for future modifications of the project that may
aerodynamic design of the root fairing to avoid local sonic be rcqluired by flight measurements shall be fbreseen ill the
flow, shock waves and flow separaitoni nevertheless overall ititial design to avoid possible rcjections or the modification
cockpit noise increments of 2+3 dBt may be found. enibodiimtentt ott cost-effective considerations basis.

Tlhe aerodynamic design of excrescences, antenate and This iianly applies to the enviroimtental control system if
avionics system fairings located near the cockpit shall follows plenum chambers have not been considered in the initial
the same criteria detailed for the IFRP fairing. design or when an increase of air distribution ducts diameter

will be required to introduce sound absorbing material.

6.3. Environmental control system design recommendations Moreover the introduction of viscoclastic daimping materials
and sotmd absorbing materials on some fuselage panels may

The air distribution hle of the environmental control system result impossible in retrofit if not considered iii advance.
requires proper design cecomumnendations to avoid that an
optimnised mass air flow, based on enviromtneatal control
requirements, results ii a tox) high flow velocity for low noise 7. COCKPIT NOISE MEASUREMENTS
levels.

"llus is a yen delicate ploii as mn st emtutents should be as
rlhe air velocity in the system should preckrabh• not exceed 15 more objective as possible
ni/s and should be kept to be the same as far as possible

Mil-Std-1789A suggests that measutreimnts shall be taken at
Iihfurcations shall be foreseen before duct restrictions and air pilot's ear position with pilot al'ient, i' possible. lbis is
flow accelerations. obviously mplossible for a single seat fighter aircrafl and only

theoretically posssiblc fir a tao wua,cr; mu fact, due to the small
Flow balance orifices or elements producing a discrete volume of thie cockpit, the Pbsence of one pilot call Inoditll the
disturbance shall be located at least X dianteters upstream of acoustics of cavity
the outlet

Microphones, tape recorders and aimlysers shall counlomn to the
Niunber of elements producing discrete disturbance ut the requirenments of ANSI SI 2, SI 4, SI 6, SI 110. SI II, SO I
distribution systent should be kept to a numinmin.

All tape recorded data shall be analysed ill third octave build
Plenum chambers to reduce propagating noise shall bie and a correction shall be ituade for the fre.quency response of
considered; the imterior surfaces shall be covered with sound the mseasuretmeut and analysis sNstemt
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Instrumented helmets should be used only for qualitative or of the proicci, enabled to quantify tie produced benefits on
semi-objective purposes as they can furnish variable medical, intelligibility and operational aspects.
measurements from flight to flight as function of test pilot use
in tightening his helmet. Two contributions were found to be dominant in thc noise

spectrumi at rear pilot's ear and responsible of possible impacts
The use of a bead simulator, when possible, wvill be the best onl flight members for medceal, intelligibility and comfort
solution in termis of objectivity of nmeasurements. aspects at high perfonmance flight conditions~ The first

contribution was the structure-home noise originating by
boundar ' layer turbulence, mass air flow spillage from engine

8. ADVANCED NOISE CONTROL MEASURES intake impinging the fuselage (close to the rear pilot station),
flow acceleration on the diverter profile and IFRP (fixed non

The de~manding performance required from a modemn combat retractable installation) root fairing eftectsý the second one was
aircraft results in little mass or volume available for passive a pure ',one introduced by the defrosting system, rather
noise attenuation. aiuioving at forward position only for moderate flight speed.

The cockpit noise is typically on the order of 110+120 dBl Figure 201.6 reports a schematic view of the aircraft and the
OASPL, w~ith highest levels in the 250 and 500 octave bands, noise sources location.

The attenuation provided bN the helmet is generally 'vflor at low% TWO SEATER FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

frequencies so the result is sit unpleasant working environment
for tile pilot atid a degradation of communication quality

Speech intelligibility canl be Impaired by the noise picked uip W 1aa
by thme talker's microphone (reproduced iii the listener's
earphone) land by the noise reaching the ear directly through
thle helmet.

Noise cancelling microphones help to reduce noise in the first 7
caseý in the second case anl Active Noise Reduction (ANP.)
sN stel Canl be use~d at low% frequecylc to comlplemnent tile pas'sive
earphone noise attenuation ait hugh firequency.

Ieobjective of' thme ANR s 'ystemn is to create a quieter vigwc 2no 1- w~ater lighter airc.it v'heliicm5swvW si flot.a ssMS t

eniviromnnent at the car and clearer commstunicationu capability
l'luis goal is achieved by cammcelliimg thle acoustic noise with anl Cockpit nmoise measureienets %%ere collected using conventional

out-of-pluase noise. Instrutmentation ]in addition. iii order to sublectively evaluate
and objectively qtsanitif noise and Iiitelligibility at pilot's ear,

Ily usiing miniature microphones miounted inside special anl artifictal head measuring technique was successfully
earciips of thme headset, the systemn monitors tile acotistic adopted tising the I IMS 113 I IIFAI ACOUJSTIC SYSIE.M
environmenmt tit the pilot's ear Laid compatres it with the Ibius is a head and torso simulator having humiant average
communumicatiotn siginil TIle difterencc '.ctvseut tile Ivii signtals characteristics (geometry and impedance) in particular withi
is., used tol generate tile out-of-plIaents' ! respect to the ear characteristics (see Figure 2t0 7)

Somec ANR s~ stemmis are close to fuliialou ir use iii modern Ikesigned hiinr excperimettiual tests inl tte field oif

military comubat aircraft , with a light %%eighut theN by-pass all telecomnmuntcations, I IMS 113 is equipped with artificial
the low frequetucy cockpit ntoise, problems that are diff~icult to imoutth, ear simulators with I t&K 4165 microphones (phase
be controlled usitig passive mmeasures mnatchied), preaiiplilicrs, eqiwli/ers (to keep comipatibility Aith

conveittioniil ituasutring sy stetms). batten paickage (2 hours
autottoniny) digital recorder (remiote control and high dynamnics

9. A SPECIFIC CASE Illo d~l), play-buck tunt with electrostatic headphones

Recent experiences oii a high subsuimi Is~o seat lighter aircrall, The frequency transfer liunctiomis of' aircraft systemt
derived fronti tile single seat version, ullossed to collect data comsnunicatiouis (t~llll-/VIIF Radio and IC). useful for
both for mnimise sources, identification untd cockpit noise- Articulation index calctuliations, were measured with thle I IMS
verilication 11.3 system, similarly time head and torso simulator was used in

nlight for the binaural recording of noise and conmmunication

Moreover the use of pasive tnot*: control mteasures, ideitihed~l aignals at recur pilot's ear atid to performnn Modified Rh~ille: lests
as cost-eflixtive wvith relation to the current development state (to evaluate minterphonme and growid-to-air radio communicationt

quality usinig the play-buck sy~stem)o Ilehinet atteituation was
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verifi~'d and adjusted be-fore each flight test to reproduce a Thermal insulation blankets onl sidcewalls, floor and rear

miediumn earcups force previouslyN Identified ito be %Nearing bulkhtead. already having good sounid absorptioni

comfortable chiaracteristics, were modified by introducing a noise barrier

pol~ineric sheet.
An ANR experinientai kit %isc also installed inside the
standard helmect and evaluated inI laboratory tests uiid Itt-flight NOISEINSU.iKi102NKI

using the HMS U1. system itI spite of soiiie problemts of ANR
systemn tuning, a good attenuation wýas measured at lox%
frequency making the noise envirotnmtent more conifbormuble. ___

The numerical result "syn confirmed byv thme subjective
impressions afler the listening of'recorded data.

HEADphone (2363)

Iterior cockpit liniinigs %%ere drilled cusiniig holes diaimeteir and
p ,lh s funictioni of lininig distanCce Iroiti(the sniucti,, ilelh

tined fiequentie ss~is kept its lowerT its poissible wbout 511(I lie)

HEAD llis mtodilficat ion contributed tit reduce cockpit reverb-eration
Wi-)K,,- , tjilit 2 dl ((ASPI.. is measured diiritig [till pusser eiigiiie nuiis

H4ET (11(1242)1tra position

HDRIV I (S410)
DATA ItcoJe,

9.1. Cockpit noise~ insulaiohin kit

Du i)ti toilie advaticed des eloltittett title of (lie tiotect laiglc

qaallif d ditrtfug groutu~d atnd Ifight tests Oiltilie Sinigle Weat 0%F L BE-NEIT: 2 3 dhlA
verstogi, no hcavNI inoiicalifjitii oft (le structurc %%ftil possibile do,p-n.dhipm ilight ym

tiiltuicts utit etuittne pert orittince %%ere justified ton ciist-efhiclive

Iluerefore stincture-btorte toitise \%is conturifled tising pai55iV Ihle pure tonie atit t frekitutens ot 500 1i Ittintrihiccd b\ tilie
measures anid tImprovitig the Il-RI' moot f~itirtg design liitull defroistitng SiNcl sttu IilMIS Ii. plmiutilathl sitittg ilt fionti

mtotre attenttiont %tis placed diurinig atitrall assemibling fit) (iSIfitIi anid l0\% flight steed, usci citiiple'tlk caticellcd bN
tItItiutIIise "nSOCi atnseeuiud cittip\til tttusgnl'ginteu utteus oit augligh itticlificituiit (Ii t11C tnitus ii disit ubiutit uioitc

Ilic lalý till of1 (lie nituse tiist,ttiitio kit idlouti It, Kg I is ['lie tutodifilufuitio (see I- igirei (10 \%a Ots attitculaied as filhiolo%

schttiaiculls;wl silokwd iii I igitte 2it 8, Mlille I tIvue 2i it eiit 1
xll -duc t diattietei itciteusitg, toi keel) (lie suite sectiot areas stud

lie nitodificatitit tif the 11RP' tloot fairinig u tc illiued t flto% %celscities sot to it esci te le oitttiiiul tutuss sir lhut
cockpit niu itteduicttit uif 2. 111 1 )ASII , depetndintg tile(I distribution,
[light speced suttitid bstithittig ittatem ili iwiscio (toi it (tle it tenuationt, a

lit continatitlie stitiettire tuditied Souind. ciitstuttd-li Nuflepocci\isslde 1 %l l l\

kiscitelhistit. dauiipiiug itiaterials \%hiere laimgel aptited owltet (lielo

ciuckpit stirfuititdiiii sti tctitte, 0%I thi(lie eceplitti utl % CiN sittl'
bulkhteads
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1)1(1 sI I~ Ii iN Figure 20,. 12 for the rear cockpit position and spieuI aircraft

tiniiSoiti profiles.

SOCII i AllsiiHI~ii; MAIVIRIAL

TONE REDUCTION':10dBIi
Ground Almac Trai.ning

Fig-m 20 111 - Moii Suction Wi ,eciec-ic iidniunnn; tr toae TYP'ICAiL AIRCRAiFT MiSSili PRiOfliI

incrlm I rearun c-ccitp
9.2. Overall belelt

Figure 204 11 report~s the noise Iiisuilation kit beiiefits ill teis 9.4 Communication intelfigjibitv" %erification
of' tNpical iioise spectrum ni~iificiitiiii iind I-l IA ( ASI
reduction at rear pilot's car Meausuremieiuts %%ere taukcu ositli tile
I IMS 113 sv stetii 9.4.1. kRHTICI I Al ION IN-I*F

Articiulationt luldeN s ete calculauted [or tile I I lllV1 II radio
NOISE INSULATION KIT BENEFITS cituluctiimso siell alid IC so stein oil (le hiusis olIicrilaslu ed

NOISE AT REAR PfLorS EAR Idata A swtitlesis of'results is Nhuo\ed inl Figuire 20) 13 for the
rear cockpit anud a ranicg ill' cuuiikillItuuuCatuulollt\stuluis vouillite

aiN MIAS5l F conitrol
TSASEi.( SOUiND PROOF

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " sPF H ~ i. sm. Ci~t-.- ,n..

fe tll"

I"Ot r\\I I iIiu Il rih IiillO
I-~ oi 7ii S

IIN?

I~210 100e 211 11 N - n'cl t it ý1TarlIT O ,l

IT Ni

NkGAA AU PltD(.

- t. 5. a, 'a ~ b)

flii ins1141 l k it Im upac t o lid. I.- a'oa l !-~lle of

dah.rm orswih o is o~rarnghadiap i sovd ll I-iW Z II ie , 0l, n 1,1r iedOia .k9t

t jiiiiiiIL elrftc
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9.4.2. MODIVIED RHYME TEST measurements and the defined specification requiremnents for

Intelligibility tests, according to ANSI .S3.2 method, wer in- the active noise control system.,

flight carried out, for the sound proof configuration, using the
HMS 11.3 play-back system. ANR SYSTEM EFFECTS

A preliminary phase for listeners skill to talkcers pronunciation L NIEA ERPLT A
wais necessary, being required the understanding of ~ f
monosyllabic english words by subjects of no english mother Ali
tongue. ~i

During flight at stabilised flight speed, corresponding to the Jj~
worst noise environment, two different lists of 50 words were K tI
pronounced by the pilot (front cockpit), using the IC system, ALI i
and by a ground operator, using the LWF radio communication mNJKAaAIM o

system. Volume controls were selected to -12 dill. All words si aa smsa sucRO
were recorded by the IIMS 11.3 data recorder and were -

successively listened, using the play-back systemn, by a limited - ' -

sample of 5 subjects having available, for each listened word, a a)
list of six words within which to select the right one. T'he MRI

scores, corrected for chance, showed good correlation with the .
J~N ROOF ISSUE TESIS SPECAN RONcalculated Al values at same conditions ... ..

9.5. Pilot comfort verification

In spite of a proved compliance to hearing damage risk and
conmmunication requirements, pilot reportings on noise quality'
wein only favourable up to flight speeds quite close- to the ___________

boundary. IAi

b)
TIbis led to found a possible Index, to coITCelAte the Objective Figitre 25 14 - ANR henc~li, at remS pilot's car a) lyricl spvdns,ti %halle
meiasurements with the pilot subjiective perception of noise, m~dif-ii,,., h) ,51A ASPi. reduction
and a relevant scale of values, for a comfortable noise
environment quantification. Similar imtpacts ott the allowabli! nuimtber of typical daily.'

mtissionis, articulation inidex and pilot comfort are reported on
Best correlation wsere found usitig the PI'NT indexý the Figuares 20.15, 20.16 and 20 17, respectively.N
calculated values atid the suggested itoise qiuilitt, s-cale are
reported in Paragraph 9.6.

P. AN (I F-1SP. NN ON

40 n LJNNAKEIJ.

9.6. Active Noise Reduction %sytem evaluatIon
,L

Ani experimeneital ANR kit was in-flight investigated after z
laboratory tests. Measureiietits vleic takii vsiati thc I IMS 11.3 (

system. Some tuning problems at a frequeiicN of' WX I Iz %%ere
identified despite a inure proinisinig specificationi requirement

Nevertheless a good attenuation %%as imieisuied at lowi mir,wmsi Attack riin
frequency. making the ntoise enviroiiment moore comfiirtable tY`iiAi AtIll-Ai MISSIO N PROM11iTn

TIhe impacts on hearinig danutagi and comtmmunuicatioin hgwc 2015 I ANN hereisninn srsls It daily nnusaitintiflwibe inctenvfi (rem

inelligibility were inistead not as expected because of the noise ,-Lri)

lesels increment in the 1I/1 octave band cenitred on XWI) lU.

Figure 20) 14 reports the ANR beinefits in ternts of' typical noise-
specnunut modification and dilA )ASPI. rediictiont at tear
pilot's ear, bath conisidering the experimtental kit flight test
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[soN POOr sF . ANR oN SP. ANR headset. Design recommendations to contain the cockpit noise

I STD HEDsz-r T.STF.D KIT SP-EC EQ.I problem have been given and an adequate index to quantify the

noise quality has been proposed,
SPEECH

INTFIJJGI•IUTY

Passive control measures can alleviate the overall level at
- EOCWENT pilots ear and improve the allowable number of daily missions

S- with no risk of hearing handicap. Some benefits on

- - -communication intelligibility and noise quality are also

nproduced.

07 ..... Active Noise Reduction system appears to be the more

GOOD promising tool for low frequency noise control. The relevant

o . --o .. .. -o. . - -. . . . benefits in terms of allowable nunber of daily missions,

INOICATEO AIR SPEED KIB! communication intelligibility and quality of noise are

a) remarkable.

SPEECH
1ITEI.IiGh•iIJrY

I (

200 300 40D Soo
b)

Figure 20 16 - AN R cl1 cc u - AlI % indicated 4ir speed Irea -kpit), a) U1 IFVIIF

rshi communlcahron, b) inicrhne ,-ornmunl acalt

, OU) NIIPRiItF SP . ANR(ON SIP. ANII ON

511) HEADSET TMIISEI) KIT 5, pI"EU,

to lMtnSI y

95)I I - Iii lhl (.Ia Ma"1 V- lP.

.o 15

500 300 400 500
INDICATED AIR SPMED 11(t.1

hg I ? 21) 17 ANk hn-fits •4flIII O j

10. CONCLUSIONS

'lfe applicable concepts lor cockpit noise vernficaicoa I, a

nilitah . aircrall have been described giving emphasis to the

applicable reqluirements Iltr medical, iitelligibilh, and

operational Inmpacts oil flight mncinibrs

Structurc-bonin noise has bcn identified to be tie dominant

source and the most amuiovig comipoinent, as xxoor attenuation

at loss frequency is to be expected fromn pilot's standard
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Noise Transmission and Reduction in Turboprop Aircraft
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Abstract

There is considerable interest in reducing the cabin noise
environment in turbo-prop aircraft, Various approaches 24 PT I IN

have been considered at deHavilland Inc., including pas- PT

sive tuned-vibration absorbers, speaker-based noise can- 0

cellation, and structural vibration control of the fuselage. ,-,, , , ,

These approaches will be discussed briefly. In addition to .i7 PIT In .1

controlling the noise. a method of predicting the internal
noise is required both to evaluate potential noise reduction
approaches, and to validate analytical design models. In-
stead of costly flight tests, or carrying out a ground simu-
lation of the propeller pressure field, a mach sinmpler recip-
rocal technique can be used. A capacitive scanner is used
to measure the fuselage vibration response on a deHavil.- h-tspnt-i.

land Dash-8 fuselage, due to an internal noise source, The
approach is validated by comparing this reciprocal noise Figure 1: DIeHavilland Dash-8 aircraft.
transmission measurement with the direct measurement. There are several options available for noise reduction.
The fuselage noise transmission information is then com- The structure can be modified by stiffening frames, or
bined with computer predictions of the propeller pressure thickening skin, however, this yields substantial weight
field data to predict the internal noise at two points, penalty for a given noise reduction. Passive acoustic or

structural damping is not useful because the response
I Introduction is primarily forced, rather than resonant. Narrowband

damping approaches using tuned vibration absorbers have
Numerous researchers, and many aircraft manufactuing yielded reductions of 10 dB (2], but the improvement is
companies have investigated approaches for reducing the limited by the difficulty of keeping them tuned in a vary.
noise within the cabin of commercial turbo-prop aircraft ing environment, The simplest active technique is syn-
(see, for example [I-i],) The methods considered include chrophasing. which should certainly be used, Flight tests
structural modifications (1], passive damping (1. 3], and of active control of the internal sound field have yielded
active noise (4,6], or vibration control [5,T], De.Havilland 10 dB reductions (4,6], however, many microphones and
Inc. (DHI) has tested tuned vibration absorbers (TVA's) speakers are required to obtain this performance. An al-
and active noise cancellation systems, and is involved in ternative active approach is to reduce the acoustic tran*-
investigating an active vibro-acoustic system, Prior to mission of the fuselage using active structural control [m5.],
flight testing, these and other approaches must be evaiu- Both for model-based design, and for evaluation, these
ated both on models, and in preliminary ground testing, techniques require a method for determining the cabin
It is therefore necessary to characterise the aircraft cabin noise caused by the propellers Flight tests are ultimately
noise properties. The research proeginm at DHI therefore required, but in the erly development stages of a potel.

involves two aspects, one on noise reduction techniques, tral noise reduction techniquea they are undets rable be.

and the other on modeling, model validation, and noise cause they are expensive. A ground simulation of the
evaluation, propeller noise field incident on the fuselage surface is

Externally generated cabin noise sources include bound- possible (9), however this technique requires a complex
ary layer flow noise, acoustic excitation of the fuselage two-dimensional array of many loudspeakers with mutual
from the propeller, and structure-borne noise due to en- phases Lad gains correctly adjusted to reproduce the cor.
gins vibration and flow distortion over the wing (8], For reet pressure distribution. This approach is limited in ap.
the deHavilland Dash-$ airtraft shown in Figure 1, the plkabiity, because the simulation will always be Imper.
proximity of the propeller disc to the fuselage results In feet, and may also be quite expensive. Computer mod.
the narrowband acoustic excitation of the fuselage being eUing of the propeller noise fUid, structural dynamics, and
the dominant source of noise., acoustic field can be used to predict the interior noise,

however, these modelsi must still be validated by experi.
Prtsmued at AGAIMD T'tlb N"lin'it oritht Sruemuas snad Nthivrusia meat at some point in the design process.
Panel, Spviatsis 's Motinsfon Impact osAcoustiw Lu•atson ,tureraft
Struets•us, LUltihammor, Norway, lita 19M An alternative approach to experimentally determioing

Prswmaed .. a S3. ,,im a 'Is, u tAcva,,,r Le; m Ah.,* Sbmwam,' I. JUeaw. . N hW • ft TP1.i
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(a) (b) to determine the minimum number required to obtain a

useful prediction.

I ,.2 Noise Reduction Techniques

".,.,, deflavilland Inc. has been a pioneer in the production
- .of regional aircraft with low exterior noise [17]. For a

number of years, it has been recognized at dellavilland
Inc. that cabin noise levels in turbo-prop regional aircraft

Figure 2: Schematic of reciprocal (a) and direct (b) mea- must be reduced until they approach those of turbofan
surement arrangement. powered airliners. Various passive and active methods of

cabin noise reduction have been investigated.
the cabin noise is to use a reciprocal technique. This
approach is much simpler to implement than the directp The most obvious approach is to first apply control to the
simulation of the propeller noise field. For a linear, pas-, relative speeds of rotation of the propellers. This strategy,
sive system, the response at one point due to a source at known as synchronizing, minimizes the annoyance of mod-
a second point is the same as the response at the second ulation, or beating", of the propellers. It is then recog.point due to a source at the first [10, 11]. Hence, rather nized that the sound fields of the individual propellers canthan measuring the noise transmission from an external be made to interfere destructively by controlling the rel-

thane measuringlthe noiseptransmissionhifromraneeyternal
pressure source to a point in the interior of the aircraft, ative phase angle of the propellers. This strategy, known
one can measure the surface vibration of the fuselage due as synchrophasing is clearly just a relinement of propeller
to a point noise source inside the aircraft. This informa- synchronizing and both are almost always used. The pro-
tion can be combined with computer predictions of the peller manufacturer designs and builds an effective control
propeller pressure, to predict cabin sound levels, One ad- unit which the airframe manufacturer then integrates into
vantage of such a technique is that once the noise trans- the aircraft, Noise reductions of several dB(A) are possi-
mission data have been obtained, the internal noise can ble, with minimal associated weight penalty and cost,
be predicted for any pressure distribution, corresponding Typically, the optimization of the angle has been based
to different engine rpm or flight conditions, on flight test data, Microphone information can be taken

A reciprocal approach for examining jtructure-borne with the propellers running at different speeds, in order to
sound transmission into aircraft has been suggested by separate out the effects of each propeller, A second test

with the propeller speeds switched yields model informa-\'•r (12, .1]. who gives an experimental validation compar- infrbt rplesa ohsed.Oeniaino

ing the direct and reciprocal transfer functions between tion for both propellers At h o ra speeds. Optilya tios ml
a point force and internal sound piessure. Mason and the relative angle is then otraightfrward. Only a small
Fahy (14- 16] developed a reciprocal approach for measur- change in the optimal phase angle i observed depond.
ing transmission front external sound pressure to inter- inn on whether the cost function is the peak sotnd prvs-
nal noise. The approach subdivides the surface area into sure level, or the mean--iluare level, This is illustrated
small scan elements, and uses a capacitive measurement in Figure 3, where the variation in peak noise, and in
of the surface vibration on each element, The technique total acoustic power are shown as a function of the rel.
was validated on a box, with excellent agreement obtained ative phase angle between the propellers, for a Dash-m
between direct and reciprocal measurements. The recip. Series 100 aircraft.
meal technique was then used for noise evaluation on Scale The transmission of propeller noise into the cabin is a fuse.
models of aircraft-like structures 1iI). tion of the design of the fuselge shell structure (frames,
This paper gives a summary of the noise reduction lech. stringers, shins, etc0 and of both the struceturl design
niquts considered at Dill. and then describes the collab- ind attachmnents of the interior abins. Pidewall panels.
ormaive research irvolving the National Research Conn. etc.). Rigorous optimtiation tchnkiques (1i) and Tagutchi
cil of Canada (NRC) and deHavilland Inc. on reciprocal jot Design of Experiments) techniques 1191 can be used
noise transmission measurements. This resoach extends to design fuse•lae and interior structures with lower noos
the work of previous authors by developing, valdailltg, transmissilo propoertie. This strategy will be followed in
and demonstrating a reciprocal approach for Measuring futuor DHI delmans. Ooen sigrnicant cabin noise reduc-
sound transmission through the fuselage on a fuID-l1e tions can be achieved only at the expease of some increawe
aircraft, As in Mason and Fahy'o work, a monopol snd in wight. The cat 6s minimal if this Mrategy fowts part
soureV is located inside the fuselag,. Sn d non-contactinllg of the Initial design process.
capacliive probe is used to measure the eterlnal suti ,e S•bimstantlil effort has been nvested in developing Pas.
vibration. The arrangement i shown Schematically In FIg sive luted vibratlio ahorbor ITVA) system (f both the
ure .. To verify reiprolity, the direcl transfer uctOi Das-h Si iOU and Series M aircraft. Thm system
is also measured, msing a horn de•sn•d to ilsonify a sin- have ben Nlit tested, aWd ar currently available in pro
gle elemettra of the fuselage surface. Excellent agreementa ductWo aircraft. Noie rdeducimn of several df A I arehas been obtlined between direct anid reciprocal meas•ur- Aitaled•o h a total woeig penlty of tie of Ikilograsm.
ment, "alot with ihe cat of the aWooatld hardwia",
The aircraft surface is scanned. and the data obtained I'e TVA is a on dnev of freedom e lng.masmmdmlmper
is eombined with proapller ressurle he ibrnatim to s.stem with a resonancet s nw unwant•d frequene acy.
predirt the intierlo noise at two licalions, The prediction ally either the Me psosg frequeny i lPrI or it BPF
agr, well with measured light lest data. Finally. the at culoo e*ine rpm. Nomeally, TVA's at Ua uttlod on
total number of scan elpments used 6 lradually red d, W s lag fnam. In the vicinity of the fresoant fr eeri

V.
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typically included in the cost function of an ANC system.

An alternative active approach that is currently being in- S
vestigated by DIII and NRC is to use structural actuators
to control the fuselage vibration [7]. The active vibro-
acoustic system is also shown in Figure 5, where a cutitro!
force is used to reduce the structural vibration that cre-
ates the sound. This approach has the advantage that
few actuators are needed, since the vibratiou need only
be controlled where the propeller disturbance is highest.
This immediately translates into a weight saving. Further
advantages can be realixed if feedback of structural mo-
tion 6s used rather than of the internal sound held. Similar a 4 6 0 O

noise reductions can be achieved, but with a siampler, less
intrusive system. Because the transfer functions involved
are simpler, robustness is improved, and simple control
laws can be used. Simulationo with a simple analytical -

model iodic~te that a noise reduction of 10 dHA can be
achieved with a relatively small number of pieoelectrie
actuators bonded to fuselage frames 11]. (iptimisation of
actuator andi sensor nunmbers and loc-ations will be dreter

mined basedl on a measurement model
As with the other noise reduction tecnittues. design times YO W L
atud therefore cost can be reduiceti with a detailed analyt-
ical model. Such a model call onlly be used reliably foe
design if it is valaiWae by measure dlar at some toint is
the desin ptocerso Th'lerefore. it is necsary to ronider ftlges 4: Fuselag btian elementA fo. whic oo tralw
simple appr~hoae to owiaiait measuredI data for MOde mision is measulred. The area underv the W.ighjbos
val~idatio. Thle rveiplooiy ltehnique descr ibdhrevin cans shroud it left blank. Flmet son 4l0tt&4 se~re not
a4s be use for evaluation of noise rVedntia techniqueso sra"ned Ie ptotwiler plase is MArkL Witk a solw
inl ground teting119 lint.

WOterna point l.4OWN in VFJure Jb) IhW transferl fuac-
R~~wlprawltyk ~ eP,/P. 1% the response th6t is reu1ir to Pqrsit" inter,

sal1 nose 'Ile FrV4004*41 W, asure-meat is lrt*M 4n jinter
nal &Vcimti volumer %vikwity "Mtvas of 0trengt Q. I" tOeRowicpfoctsy wasfirst shown to hod i viatlag systeits h a oum eotvQ ntesrei son

to ord Rayleigh (101 In IN?), and it hold In any lie ,Vmaw a)thoia %*416 r. lunetion Q. JQ oi s usd nse
eat,~idit JasAv Thiste it**& Nowiti racldra vt 4"- l 10*te#64

'The arreraft fuseage Will half, %~m noon-haew. dampialg Wi the dircti owooroitwiteet beca it *. oa"" to urea-
mechnaapra. utw the e06 f thee ON thle felrstt , sure h reso m w ~ow "1 -Alagjo sutfrfc lement thant is uits

laitmsbp i sitd T~ fudateetl it.~*i that the1 ap avsi 606~ 'in itl that *ehin rats a stnght 4d
Stenast founeru frast a ies"Iat 44ant p46Int to a"W4 i' tw . rr"prutty give ht*%14 the" tw" triansfe hlanta..
at aiahof *. theo amw " the It&&*#fe flnots"t Walith suc ra

tow p ordut uS the input #Wd trpet variab ll' sat eahh
V W s pfullottlial to tegie lbajwO ant, the sYspte where bothb 44uanttrte aW Inactil*ns of lrer0i~ie oet*

tha. piupetfl .5 qY4Watn *. WWer Otlnsaia4 becase, it Prt" ttbaiy beam 6*6w 611 Q.P.m and t.V illosst h

t~.euad t nterl o na~it nts.-O M -'rsnt due to the pitt Ii.** the Otiretlal pttsmo 4 dilsoetbsn. then Ih Oetewna4
pelle FWMIese he, 00Olth e .A eare Atht ~sfe4 khil Mbti wan heorld c&Q "S 1Wuud asli" the '4. Vte- the -Vca

toIerAOe in 11"te C M ti - timi f 0 6the *a s wap.senuie as

11W~ ansI an the fuselat. iftrcua dnAmOw Vaiugato P10
in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1s the"W4i Maitoobw khe flv. 1r*0u i h asn. a etd ntl

pinlls, pmenr- held OF* hihsts"oivi catrfai low VW44W e, 1 heM him ilI S.bem uwi laanhp.estppw
VW6ao #&So these sa *asu wn ech iwl lPAW 1 116 - 0 OMVfut the, ruIn&.f fWunctOn QI1Q. heat "ea uncM~s.
is Niea used Tb.O t0t4l tuuMed nutb in. alatalnar Ie cOrN; p a a ideeSh n as.a ed i a
NWmAO ths laheatia "kt the ewupet.. pisthel Ow 1nt vuieth was boi P11 i he mb m. .eAflOW
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accurate pte,,ictizai ma,- b-ý 1hrge . However, if only the
approxiatnel d~iE'-r~-cie in noise level betwe~i-two cases is
needed, then an adequate prediction of 11, could be ob-
tainied by measu,-ing Q. over a much smaller number of 6" Speakers
elements.

The reciprocal method can also be used to evaluate
structure-borne noise. The internal sound pressure due to
an externally applied point force is p,/fý. By reciprocity,
this transfer function satisfies

L. __ f 1 3
hý Q. 3

where v,1Q. is the response from the internal volume ye- Figure 7: Schematic of dodecahedron noise source used
locity source to a point velocity measurement taken usinig for reciprocal measurements.
an acccelerometer located at the point of force application, the enclosed volume, the equivalent spherical radius is 7.5
'This result could be used to evaluate the contribution to iniches, which is smaill compared to the wavelengths of in.
the interior noise due to engine imbalance and wving vi- terest. Calibration tests indicated that this configuratioii
bration loads being transmitted into the internal acoustic operates as a uniform monopole source between 50 andi
field through the wing-box. 500 Hsz, except at distances on the order of the equivaleint

4 Exper~isnet Equipment raditus or smaller.

The sound source was calibrated in an anechoic chamiber
The full-scale dlemonstration of the reciprocal approach using a reciprocal Approach. The transfer fuiiction front
for nioise transmission measu renientts involves a monopole lthe drive current la applied to the dodrcahledron source.
nioise source located iiiside the aircraft, and a capacitive to the voltage response E,, of aist auxiliary speaker was
scainiir to measure lthe extcrnai tuselage vibration. This measured, Next, the dodecathedron was replaced by a mi-
measures thi. I cansfer function Q,/Q, is Eqncitioii (1) oir crophone, aicd the sound pressure Ad at that location due
(2ý). '[lie! approach was validated hy comparing this tramis- to the drive current 1.. applied to the Auxiliary loudspeaker
fer function for one' element to the directly measured trants- WAS measured. Reciprocity gives that I~./a= 1Pd!),-
fer functioni, p,/p, in Eqjuation (1I). 'l'lw direct tieasure- sinice both EJ.' Iand Q4P4 represent power flow into the
itient reitiired a horii designed to insonify a 4ingle elemtent Acoustic systemo. T[le calibratioii curve for the dode-cahe--
of the aircraft. fuselage. rlite Arrangement oft ther sensors dron sound source is therefore given b
aiud sources in Ilite two approaches is shown in Figure 2, flQ ,jI
The equlilutent is described 4%i detail below. -,ItL. ,

4.1 Aircraft Misolagts 4.3 Capachtnuersn Prohos
'[lite experimenttal aircraft is at dellavillatud Dash 8 St.-ics
10t0 fuselage without wvip ng td u'mtupc'nnage. 'ritetinterior Vibrational volumte velocity oft the *-vt*'rnul MicffAve i. knew
is 'greeti'; there is no trim or seats, Although lite internal sured with A hand-held aliaviliaure pfbr hhown itt Fiu-ý
insulatiotn is puresent. As at result, there is less Acoutstic wind ure A. T he prciha ha" at cotncave surlin't tot iatch the fuste.
structural dainpitug thtant would b'litpresenlt itt ant actual flage cuivature, And dinuensiotis equal it, a oinle setit walCh.-
airceaft, r[ite Aircraft was supported duting the "teits by mleht. The area-arerallina effect of the probe to ehesiratule,
all overheadd crane attached to tlte fore atid Alt edges of since Ounly those featuri's of the vibration that trlansuuit
the wying boux oct eithlc' side of the fuselage, '[he aircraft uonid effectively below 3t00 Ils aer Isf interest,
was prevented frsom swingming by foant-finedl support statnds 'The flolatig In capacitance causeds Icy fuselaget leottion i.
thfla allowed scanninccg oft lthe untierside oi the Aircraft, l'his eeteAsure'd by the circulit in fIgture s. 9 The lolItutt pInt
systemu provides A reproditcible' eiethoci of supporting the Wallt voltager between the Probe and Aircraft 6s use lto
Aircraft that is reptresentativ'e of lthe true flight conditions, improve sensitivity. 1h16 doesi n11ote p-A haitard to the
'rite externial Karfacc' of tile fuselage between the fore and operator, elitle to the higth itapedlance Of the circuit, The
Aft endsi of lthe hcasengi-tr compaeurtmtent wast mtarked tif capacitance plate ts shielded tit reduce noise, And the& alit-
itnto scan elemenets .10A intches Axially byv A inches circunt- craft is grounded,
ferettiall1y. The clintecisiotis Were selectled so that the #+- Ikh probe hast four feel With bnilt-tn L.VI)rl' esrsa
vilicnt bioundaries arte dch~ined bly the fuselaget f1`11110s sail springs to give at heasutle of the Pift'4lo~r, beingi Applied
stringers. T[le fratuts Antid stringi-ra. dominate lthe struc- h'hi6 Inflorrmatin t. dihiky~ecl on a ot of hFI)'s to that% the,
tutral llytua-eicis of the todses that couple with the internal operiator canl euauatlda onstliant hoIdiiag Ph-%nrs', and4
Antid extertnal Acoustic held, and therefore', details, of the therefore constkant o0w-tel A ither-Mhtiticn is 0,001inchest,
?,kiii vibration iii bietween ftraitte are irrelevant. 'rho M-ati vorresPosllfng to a tacasurrtnent error of to 14 dRl. Ikr-
c'lt'teniis aire labelled A through QJ Axially, and tt1 throsilh radials Of curvature of tho 0404k n fislllage chang"Ies t 41 s-
Oiiicrunfeetil prcsinratsly the floor level, okad the po~tisltlit osf each lowsa

can be Adjusted to inarnalanl ike corieret olcte-t while iiltalin
4.2 Mottcspohrr goiuad Sounrecs data in this regtion.

"rite initernal stoundl source is a d*e~hetn hown '[he probse was* callibitned usingt 60 stigfhktweigkl platie
schroiustically in Figture T. with twelve too Watt speak- Wilit lthe Sante curvature, anid with wit ktst bendingi tiscie,
tirs each centred on A proeeitag of sides II iniches. "A"e on ahove the (f40RiVqntA' of isgiewest 'Il'k Vahlibat"o Plate
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Aluminum shaied Ainneift skin

R ~ t4 ao~-Microphone ptotae
Fo~am loataion,

- Figurcr I0 n-ShenlatiC of external sound source used for
reciprocit %-rification.

Yra , i i

450

Figilre' 11: Miagnit ude ofl direct (MIteclc) antd raitrco.
cal1 ic~tahed) naaertuut of tilh, re-iecucie frout .t pintae
force tot internal nejit.

Atircraft.

Fis~ure t \eeeattittltc e a~aeean~' prlce.fot cirfce. lriceular t.are in thIe tleeaige eel tilt- horn uuuut lIse p~aid to
Faixtait Itat Notiostute-clirts. ivsit prb itttr e ,he atillclity tif the, eAt- lortwevtu the hrit hanil the aircraft.

The W41 Ua 4 ucu i eeuti hetc11111 an alutnitmint uhiocid that 41td
not quttae touch the at1ructeira, andi a flexittle rctbbe-r hc~ea

"~ ~ -. -- The rulletet eoultaeeea the Ittrucltare. Iaut 1lsie- not alter tilt,-A f 4 cytuanoeu jauaat arI cu to ism higth vonnipticaee, Fvrt

Co.* No#.5 g etc to til nboth iakagi fromt the- wa). 4ant radiatton fromi the-

I I I I Aelle' of the horn, Tlhe teucul. ita Af a eai of thc, alsore oil
.1 j j rac-arlcy Atiemnentuc imuiratud that the, total force apfcleac tot

uthkretivrtee nver jai othear eleanec-uiuea I roughly one third tit
a thiet appliAl to thea dooieaerciael c-ement. lahuua it t ik elyB thAit

rigitte r" 91 ca~ane irolor vie( nit the, eatran.-ouri etrivatiess fronm the hores lo the primary
Va. tnuuucu'ei 4#1 A toahaare, aso nt i the outitl tfhe pfobe- eatinree of tacajtnyletowsc-e the dire-ct anti1 vriproeail
coccegiate-ul with tic. ettipeit el ac'-~eite ucnl ct moilt i t ueaeufetue-titea
the. tclatc It .1tn o-1set of is jl wtuihat, the gcrcalo tontgcut rt
Atcprcinit.toteA lccV/nct With antt 1001`0e- 1n .-orit-ii r tcapewyVetile4iitdllt
stir lin the- or c lot kintic weueccwc Nisirinelfctsit arte the- irder
act the mdAwl ostiostotu 1.161. atucti can1 thec-fresi be tticceetl. !ceeerial rKww hrtce-a Weit' lwie'lcstttei ci" the IDaph it Note-

late' to WItaty that the s~tottvi A~4 clcwai c'peoe'ttil. aINti that
1.4 ~xt'rneet eietit~ Sinesthe eutiviletuen llw tadgsitewtc the- clevnakesa teehaxtio" 4144

did not itatall alter the Iteantalee luicatesno lowaing tucipateecee
It. takeate thv owscpteieat agca1c1ach. the, twiata-itne'0w I'c ta) tcunpar"aeu sit the' cc-ts asti teoaipeotal itisistt

o hnii~o plceueterloe-c . 'soe ei,tne'at woe-r wneanureu di. k leinaltiesten 1n 61144ntici itoo iintriar to Figture, I I, Tko-
1a-u41 twitteing a hum4 44lanign."I te, in#**it,% a 411nthe eiie'm-tn 41ata ware nbtaaes"'e "iiga hat 4 o i ntl locate " cell to flott
Of 1th acr taift fitwissit0 otheawn fthoni16Atteli e Isi m lt vi t hu e1tee016a161 "Infist 0,at a -400)0 pointf, andt an aec.-le-rotsc-

Ihbo olenlale ecastio "I the hWetk Atr huc-e wtorh loscmni. tic rhum.'i Icet to imnAteannu theaearat thowicansi Thar meu-SpOena urdatoter

agae-W ' 1nl 4ett otW the 40 144ts M gesale at ther nsAaet Of 11001t 10IMRialpucclt Otu-e VVIArthenhat fthe* hi- oeetc as
the hucte -%e gitualce with A tt exi6cen wanlo * ac* n t6o1 Mwlaata Itc-u its atritct. 14tt iote 4preica) anti a "Is " eeIte t1e ceraot lcas cut

a ~~1 4the. %te a lose , c "Ine shir fee-sentoo 4 sha-let io tOpe Nc lon he thea tate-rita) isacac natolrec-
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lo g Figure 13: Propeller pressure field magnitude, dB withtrespect to peak, on port side of aircraft, x BPPF. The
s II area under the wing-box shroud is left blank. Elements

"In shown dotted were not scanned.
• W count either the reflected field nor any other installation
s• effects. This footprint information is shown superimposed

25P .-;_ 3 on a "map" of the scan elements, in Figure 13. T'lhe cel-
Fm.Swf (51 tre of the distribution is higher on the aircraft on the port

side (where the propeller tips art' downsweeping) than on
Figure 12: Element reciprocity verification, near lo- the starboard side. The peak pressure is also higher on

catiot. Direct transfer function (solid) and recipro- the port side. The spatial drop off of the pressure front
cal (dashed). Both magnitude and phase are shown, the peak is far more rapid at higher harmonics, and hence

it is the distribution at the blade passage frequency that
Results comparitg the transfer function between external determiins which elements need to be scanned,
presure excited by tile horn and internal pressure, anti A few elements could not be scanned due to surface pro-
between internal volume velocity geuvratedt by the tdodec-- trusions either in that elemnent, or in adjacent elements oil
ahedron source Anld the external surface vibration ien. which the scanner feet lie. This probletnt could Ile allevi-
stare by the capacitanct'e probe are shown in Figure 12, ated if the offset was determined and naiintained based on
The magnitude anti phase is shown for an interior loca. the actual offoet of the plate, rather than oil the offset of
tion close to the excitation point. Excellent agreenment the feet.
is obtained. Note that while it is only the magnitude of
the final predictiot p, that is imuportant, the phase of The aircraft cboss.sction in Figure 2 is drawn to scale; it
the transfer functions that ase used to make this estitnate is inport'nt to note that the radius of curvature tf the
are critical in order to cocrectly performn the sum in Equa- aircraft is not constant. rhe offset of the scanner hath to
tion (U) Furthermore, the gtood phase agreement provides be individuadly adjusted for three rows of elenentes near
additional verification of the Accuracy of reciprocity, the floor on either side, where the radius of curvature is

only 21ft, ats compared with 53" above this, An tl 62" below.

6 Semi Rnnltits 6.2 Internal Noise Pr•dIctIon,

6.1 Procdurv The infornatiai•t cAlected for each scan eletnent calt be
TWO dodtec'lhtilrou Noise wiltifees were kK,.l in Ihe, ( - tuncombined with tille propeller pressure field infornmation to

Lte.intlerior; one near the pexk Of tlh' Ipst piprelhIr preo. pnedict the internal noise at the dotlecahedron noise source

,utre edid, and a second on the starboard ilr f the Aif . locations, Once the rodnnecd data Are Available, ally aiui-
cat ah ippoxintately otans propeller dhameter aft, teb .il. ber of pirssure casest ca be considered, The response was

fteuit i tsowerey at te hropeleadhih t Itof a setedasen Vottpumed for both the blade passage freluency and thewterir •it'?tsi were at Inhe head hekiht of is %e,=ted 11,110"

gtr. The c•ap•atanc'e probe was then used to measure the next harmonic for two eugnpe speeds.
transfer function fruitt the itnternal vtAunse velocity tener. Elements for which no data wtere Available, due to the wing
uted by epch dolecahlesdrot tso the fuselte vulumice thekity sthroud were itnored: it s Assu•e•l that there is little trans-

on 41t) of the external swan elements, mnilston through the extra skin layer. Elements for which
2lOny thTe elemrntst oN whieh the applieds pompeller pre.. sno dais were available due to A probleits in scanniing the

surev e luwis within approsaitnatel) 1 dl of the peak eltent wer recotstructed bas On the acetate over ex-

jiressutV were ,,Uatdes. The proppeller pressure informatiton ittisibbhurinl Cements.
"uses) wao obtained flom the propeller manufactursr, And Vox each ease, the internal noise that would have re-ulted
"i Nbses) o• a fIre fNeld tnol evaluated at the sitrlsee Of had the diaturlhaee frequency dlhfferett by a few percent• -'; .rithe aiemirat fuvw•iw , Aft a nt~nll, she P" Wred d p reuurel, was coutpulvd. The owastued d&1& were u e" as different,q', will he rortrvalive, filtt the m odel d lo hot tale into av- frntquretnrt in additio to thatdatal tltt , atver the ef-

_______________A;
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Figure 14: Normalized internal noise prediction at Ioca- Figure 15: Normalized intern;ol noise prediction using
tion I (solid) and location 2 (dashed). At 1 xBPF (uip- fewer elements. Using all information (solid), only those
per) acd 2 x B PF (lower). The frequency of ititrest is elements with .t least 15 dl3 below the peak pressuree
shown by the dot ted line. 0o1rI emi (da~hed), only elements with 10 dBi (dash-dot)

an.J mil * those with 7.5 dBi (dotted). Data is for Ioct-

BPFa I u. l IlT rtio r , at I x I3PF (upper) and '2 x IT~ (lower).
near fr ear far

lowver rpm 2.1 --4.9 2,7 -15 -Predlicted Noise (liff)
higher rpm 0.0 2.1 -2.3 -3.0 1I1 level elements 1' 'F 2 xBPF

kept 11 PF ' xIBP F near far near far
Table 1: Average predicted intetnal noise levels for dififer- All 451) 450 0tt0 Ott0-00.0 0.0

ent engine rpmi, at I andi 2 xliPF, andi at a near internal -15 377 306 1.0 0.2 -t0.,1 1.9
point andi a far one, (113(A) with respect to tile I x BPF -10 2921 I8f 0.7 0.6 1.9 S. 6
respotnse at the near location for the higher rpm.. -7.5 2.)02 12) U -0.5 1.9 1. 2 6. 9

-51 9 5 5.3 -1.9 1.8 7.1 5.7

fects of the freq~uency variation on the loading distributtion
were nut accouontetd for. Tlhe reasons for including addi. Table 2: Change iii predicted noise using fewer elements.
tional scanned da~ta are twofold, First, error* iti the data Of particular interest is the nutttLer of el ettetts that must
atl a single frequency wotuld produce- poor predlictions at be scatnned to develop an atleqtiate ttoise prediction. 'Ille
thtat frecettlvl(Y. 'UhiS is particularly itupourtant near 60 HA effort involved could be greatly retduced if fewer elemnent~s
whtere electrical noise aiffects the resqtlts. Secontd, the vartrt were required. The tnoise prediction ink Figure 14 usetl all
4tion in interral noise over nearby frequencies is; itnticative of the transmission attt pressture information. available ott
(if the variation that coultd be expectetd between aircraft the aircraft, [or a total of 450 elementts, For one of the pro.
or betweetn different operating conditions. Modal freqtten. peller pressure cases, Figure IS shows the sante predictiotn
cies are likely to vary by several phercent, and theref;,re, the uigonly those elemenets on which the piressure fiehld was
variation in the response of a stitgle atrcraft over a similar uihet.ng voaesonfrth ae i hc hs
freqtuencty range is ropr~esetative of the variation ink re- highestht. urveseared lshow hn for (1t 1 caeoinwhc thos ea

tomthtmybe obt-vdbetween araf.Hence, 0 ovure were dropped, Ies" than M ItdII, anttd less than
average respotnse over neigthbouring frequencies is a better 7.5 dBl. 'rhe numnber of rleinvittts used, attd thle chattge
lhrillctithh of the internall nioise than the prediction at only in the average noise pretdicted for these cases are shown
thle destired freiluettcy, in Tabile 2. lin gen~ral, the reduction in elemenetts kept to

'iguore 14 shows the internal noise predicted fur the. higher tlte 15 dli level does not substantially allte the prediction.
of the two engirne t1411 cases consideredi, (fr a ranlge of fir- Sotme degtrasatiot. occurs at the 1t) dlB level, Anti with a
1iu1cies6 about tile blade hhassame0 freqluency (IIPF) and further reduction lin eleattents, tlike predlictiont quality suf-
x liF. Trhe magnitude is nomnualmed by the average rt- [era further, This table implies that fewer elements thant

4poikeilk a the first location. lhe prediction varieso by as the total used herein could be scanned, while still pro.
touch'l as It) till front the Average valuesi, whicht Are shlown viding an adequate prediction. Furthermore, even with
in table I. 1'hr average levels were svoiaputedl with a tri- the least nunthet of Plentents considered. the trends itt the
onultubar weighting on the nearby frequencoy pointt&, and are ktata are still noticeable. Thus to establish how much re-
C01amistrat with thwse neasttred for these hsrntonitics on ac- duction has be~en obtained by A particular noise reduction
ttaal Aircraft ion fight, Trhe apecit entries In this table are airbornte, a sntall nunther of elementt tnay ble adequate,

lotas important ast the observed! trends. Oit average, the
nssiss at the near locaition was 4.2 dBtA higher than that 7 Cultls
At the far location. The response at the blade passame
fret~urnry was 21. dHlA higher than that at the next har. Varic-us approahes to cabin twise reduction have beea
atwafic. And the response at higher enitino rptm was on considered at telelavilland Inc, All of the approaches have
average 0t.9 dliA higher than at the lower sl-eed, drawbacks, however, a vihro-kaclustic approah involvilig
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structural actuators holds promise. [6] Borchers, 1. U., Renger, K., Paillard, J1., Billoud.
A reiprcal echiquewasuse to easre ±e nise G., Koers, P., and Doppenberg, E., "Selected Flight

transmission charactcristics of an aircraft fuse'age. This TetDaanCorlSyemRstsfthCE
approach can be used for validating computer inedels, or BIEERMAAC td. nItrNie
for evaluating noise reduction methods. The fuselage was (Leuven, Belgium), August 1993, pp. 59-64.
*iivided into a number of scant elements, and the transfer [7] MacMartin, D. G., "Piezoelectric Control of Air-
function between interior noise and the response on each craft Cabin Noise," in Third Inter-national Congress
element was combined- with a specified external propeller o i-rn tutr-on os,(otel
pressure field to predict the interior noise at specified lo- Canada), June 1994.
cations. The approach uses a aionoipole noise source in- [8] Mixsoni, J. S. and Powell, C. A., "Review of Re-
side the airc~aft, and a capacitance probe to measure the cent Research on Interior Noise of Propeller Air-
luselage surface response. The approach was validated craft," in AWIA NASA 9'Acroncouslics Confer-
by conmparing the direct transfer function for one element euce, (Williamsburg, VA), Oct. 1984. (AIAA Paper
with the reciprocal measurement. Excellent agreement be-. 84-2349).
tween these mleasureentl~s was obtained. [9] Niacksteins, H. J1., Borchers, I. U., Renger, K., and

T1he total timue taken to perform the scan could be reduced Vogt, X., "The Dornier 328 Acoustic Test Cell (ATC)
-for Interior Noise Tests and Selected Test Results,"by reducing the number of elements used. A reasonable in DGRA..l 4i .eroaC0ustiC8 CofrneMa

prediction of internal noise is obtained if only those exter- i GRAA 4ofrae
cal elements on which the propeller pressure field is withbin 1992. (D)GLR/AlAA-92-02-164).
10 dB of the peak are measured. Further improvements [10] Rayleigh, J1. W., "Some General Theorems Relating

coud b mae wth lihtr sannr t reuceopea. to Vibrations," in Proc. of the L~ondon Alathciuuti-
tor strain, or an automated system 'or moving thle scan- tSoitVl4.17.eeashoyofSn,
tier. A low bandwidth active control of the offset dlistance Vol. 1, pp. 104-- 110, Dover Publications, 1945.

* would also reduce thle rrquirements in the operator, and [11] te't Wolde, T[., "Ott the V~alidity and Application of
improve accuracy. The data also indicate that the prohe Reciprocity in Acoustical, Mechano-Aconstical and
used hicrein provided tianecessary' circumferential resolu- other Dynviamical Systems," Acusticu, Vol. 28, 1973,
tion, however, a larger probe woutld have beeni unwieldy. PP. 23-32.
Additional noise sources, or au automnated approach to [12] V6r, 1, L,, "Soen( Uses of Reciprocity in Acoustic

* moving thos, used, would be useful in obtaining noise pre- Measurements andi Diagtosis," iii Inicr.Noisqe, (Mu-
dictiotrs throughout the cabin, nich), Sept. 1985, pp, 1311-1314.

[13] Bleranek, L.. L.. andl VWr. 1, L., Noise and V-ibra-
Acknwledeitints ion Conitrol Enginer-ring. Principles and A ppli'u-
Acknwingwuitstionsq, Wiley, New York, 1992.)

The reciprocity work was a collabirative research and [14] Masotn, J. M. and Fahty, F. J.,l"evelopment of a
d,,velopment project withI NRC itud dell avillamid Itic. Reciprocity Technique for the Prediction of Propel-
Dr. Frank Slisigvrlautd at NRCt played atm inst rumtental role lor Noise l'aTsm111issiomtl thIirough Aircraft Fuselages,"
in developing this technique. 'FThe assistautmc of L uc II ur- Noise ('ot.lrol Engincering Journmal, Vol.3A4, No. 2,
tubise, Michael llairanowski, and numerous othetrs at NRC March'April 19901, pp. 43 52.)
is greatly appreciated. Work on noise reductiontiat 1)111 [15] Mason. .1. M ... A Rcciprocity Technique for thit Char.
itivolved Rajph Garcea, Hay Woug, and many ut hers, rmcu isation of Solimid 'b'ansfnaicion silt) Aircraft

fuselages, l~m .thesis, Untiversity of Southampton,
Rofeironeetslmy 199(1.

(16] Fishy, F'. J., "T'he Rteciprocity Pritnciple andi Appli-
[1] Jihat, It, 11., Sobiesiicnsaki. L. andi Nilixo, J.1 S., cations in Vibro-Aconstics," in Procrtilinqgs of the

"Reduct ion of Aircraft Cabin Ntoise by Fuselage !ud jntrr-nationmal (onyrt-Ns on Brecent lDevelopiuncits
Stru-t ural Optimnisatiomi." iii Noisexpo. 1977, pp. 40t- ins Air. find Sr'liebn Sound find Vibivilion,
45. (Auburn University), March 1992. PP. 611 618.

(2] Wattermaisn, E. It., Kaptein. 0)., anti Sarint, S, I.- 117] ('icci, F'. andi 'lophii. A. F'., "Noise Level Measure'.
"F'okker's Activities lin Cabhin Noisie ('ontrol for Pro- muents oil a Quiet Short Haul1 'Turboprop 'Irausoilcrt."
liellor Aircraft," SAE Pa4per 830736. 1983. in Husiness Aiurera,1 aleeting, (Wichita, KS), SAE,
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Advanced Statistical Energy Analysis i

K. H. Heron
Defence Research Agency

Famborough, Hampshire GU14 6TD
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I SUMMARY In this paper we postulate that the errors that sometimes
A hign-frequency theory (advanced statistical energy occur when predictive SEA is applied to complex
analysis ( ASEA )) is developed which takes account of structural assemblies are mainly due to an as yet
the mechanism of tunnelling and uses a ray theory un-modelled power transport mechanism. This
approach to track the power flowing around a plate or a 'tunnelling' mechanism conceptually occurs when direct
beam network and then uses statistical energy analysis coupling exists between two SEA sub-systems that are
(SEA) to take care of any residual power. ASEA physically separated from each other by other SEA
divides the energy of each sub-system into energy that sub-systems. This mechanism of indirect coupling must
is freely available for transfer to other sub.systems and not be confused with the power transport mechanism by
energy that is fixed within the sub-system. The theory which plate in-plane motion can couple physically
allows for coupling between sub-systems that are separate bending motions; this latter phenomenon is fully
physically separate and can be interpreted as a series of modelled by existing SEA theory provided the in-plane
mathematical models, the first of which is identical to sub-systems are included in the model.
standard SEA and subsequent higher order models are
convergent on an accurate prediction. Using a structural A very simple form of tunnelling is associated with the
assembly of six rods as an example, ASEA is shown to non-resonant acoustic transmission through a plate and
converge onto the exact results whilst SEA is shown to is already included in existing SEA theory ( see, for
overpredict by up to 60 dB. example, Price & Crockcr4; Leppington et. al.' ).

However this special case is mainly a function of the
2 INTRODUCTION change in the dimension between the plate and the
Statistical energy analysis ( SEA ) has been su~ccssflully adjacent rooms and is not the concem of this paper.
applied to many noise and vibration problems. In
particular SEA has become very useful as a framework Standard predictive SEA assumes zero coupling between
for interpreting a vibro-acoustic data base. SEA often the end plates of, for example, an In-plane assembly of
leads to a better understanding of the problem and SEA three in-line plates. In this paper we develop a theory
can point the way to practical solutions. However when that allows for all sub-systems to be coupled to each
used as a purely predictive theory, without the recourse other, Unlike for the simpler case of non-resonant
to measured data, SEA has not been universally acoustic transmission through a plate. we would
successful. Nevertheless in some cases it has been very intuitively expect this new theory to produce coupling
successful, for example when used to model the loss factors that are not only a function of the power
interaction between the noise In a room and its vibrating transmission coefficients across the various intervening
walls, but when applied to complex structural assemblies line junctions, but are also dependent on the geometry
SEA predictions have often exhibited errors. Then and damping of the intervening plates.
errorm have been thought due to the fact that plates and
beams are usually strongly coupled and one of the In the following sections this theory is developed both
assumptions within standard SEA theory (see. for for beam and plate networks and for want of a better
example Lyon' ) is that all couplings are weak. name we will subsequent refer to this theory as advanced
However. Keane and Price2  conclude that this SEA or simply ASEA . Fundamentally it uses a ray
assumption should be replaced by the necessity that no theory appmach to track the power flowing around the
individual mode within a given sub.system should network and then uses standard SEA to take care of any
dominate the overall response of that sub-system, and residual power,
this requirement can be met eiterd by assuming weak
coupling or by assuming the presence of many 3 FREE AND FIXED ENERGY
interacting modes. Furthermore, if SEA theory is Now all deterministic theories ( modal. analytic, FEM,
developed using the wave approach rather than the etc. ) use field variables such as displacement and
modal apprach this weak coupling assumption does not pMsure and they must therefore include phase in the
appear to be required ( ae for example Heron). model, and the very easence of a high frequency model

is the simplification asasolated with ignoring these phase

Amw*Wve at a Spapouia.on Vwa ~tct Atomck Lands o Aim Al r ucoj &w sa held in UIIhawum. Nonwy. Mwy ION.
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effecis. It is not just the need for computational where e is a column vector of SEA modal energies, P is
efficiency which drives us to this assumption but as a column vector of input powers, M is a diagonal matrix
Hodges & Woodhouse' point out as we move to higher of modal overlap factors, and A is a matrix of coupling
frequencies any deterministic approach becomes loss factors. That is
increasingly sensitive to the details of the physical
structure under investigation, to such an extent that the
results will be influenced by the deviations from the Mi,. - ,n-, (2)
ideal design which inevitably occur in construction and
such deviations are unknown. Thus all such deterministic where (o is the frequency, n, is the modal density of
approiches are rejected in this paper without further sub-system i and YI, is the energy loss factor for
consideration; power accounting and the use of the sub-system i; furthermore for a three sub-system model
sub-system energies as the field variables are the A is given by
mainstays of SEA, and ASEA will be developed using
the same philosophy. 1

SThe tunnelling phenomenon that we arc attempting to t//-n', n01 2qz +nIM l "1'12 R3 (3)
model is associated with the transport of power, from r
sub-system I to sub-system 3 via an intervening --n'l'- n b 2., +n'sl1"
sub-system 2 without at the same time inducing any
increase in the 'free energy' of the intervening where "I, is the usual SEA coupling loss factor.
sub-system, and we must now consider what we mean
by free energy. Of course the more usual SEA matrix equation can be

recovered by combining the A and the M matrices in (1).
With free energy we mean that part of the total The reason for the above formulation will become
sub-system energy that is available for transport to other apparent as we develop ASEA theory, but for now it is
sub-systems. In standard SEA all sub-system energy is worth noting that each of the three terms in (1) now
free energy. Conversely the fixed energy of a sub-system have a clear physical meaning; the left hand side term
is that part of the total sub-system energy that is not incorporates all the power transport and coupling effects
available for transport to other sub-systems. This and the two right hand side terms model all the power
postulate that the total energy of a SEA sub-system can sources and all the power sinks respectively.
be partitioned into a free and a fixed part is fundamental
to ASEA theory. Furthermore, if all the equations in (1) are added

together we have, by power balance, that the sum of all
Returning to the three tn-line plate assembly example, the right hand side terms is zero, and this is true for all
we can now consider the following power flow possible P and thus for all possible e. Fiance each
mechanism. Free power associated with the free energy individual column of A must always sum to zero, which
of sub-system I strikes the line junction between plate I is of course a trivial deduction from SEA. Indeed,
and plate 2, this causes some power to transmit into assuming SEA reciprocity. A is a symmetric matrix and
plate 2 and as this power transports across plate 2 it will thus each individual row of A must also sum to zero.
decrease in magnitude due to the damping mechanisms However, it is important to note that this row sum rule
of plate 2. It is this loss of power that is self evidently is a consequence of power balance and SEA reciprocity
not available for further transport duties and must be whereas the column sum rule is solely a consequence of
accounted for by a fixed energy field within plate 2. the much more fundamental requirement of power
Finally some part of this transported power will strike balance.
the line junction between plates 2 and 3 where it will
cause power injection into plate 3, and at this level of 5 ASIA BASICS
complexity such power will feed into the free energy In developing ASPA theory we will, as described above,
field of plate 3. split the total energy field within each sub-system into

two pma a free energy field with a modal energy of t,
4 SEA BASICS and a flied energy field with an 'equivalent' modal
Firstly we will find that it is helpful to rewrite the ener& ofd,'Theterm'modalenery' isusedbecaueof
standard SEA matrix equation ins more convenient form its histor link with clinical SEA theory, however the
for subsequent extension to ASEA such that reader might find it easetr to think of the modal energy

a a measure of the energy density of a sub-sysmem with
AeP ewhich It is closely related for sub-systems made up of

simple boeas, plates or rooms

iL - - .I

,1.
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Using the column vectors e and d as the field variables,
ASEA can be encapsulated by the following two matrix Ae P (9)
equations

Ae = P - Me A_ £+A)(M-B)-'M (10)

free power free power free power

to free input lost (4)
and

power

transfer e e

Finally by applying the same power balancing argument
of Section 4 we can easily deduce the important property

Be Q - Md that each individual column of A + B must always sum
free power fixd poper fixed power to zero.

to fired input lost
6 ASEA AND BEAM NETWORKS

power

transfer In a beam network each beam will consists of four
sub-systems associated with its two bending wavctypes,

and in order to better understand these equations we its compressional wavetype and its torsional wavetype.
have attached a physical description to each of the terms. In this Section. for clarity of presentation, we will only
The above equations form the basis for ASEA theory consider a network of rods with each rod having only
and this paper is mainly concerned with the calculation one wavetype. Provided we allow for this one wavetype
procedure for the A and the B matrices, to be conceptually of any type, for example by not

assuming that the group velocity is equal to the phase
It may be thought that the somewhat arbitrary use of M velocity, then the extension to a beam network is
in the second equation involves an assumption but this straightforward.
is not so since we have yet to specify the precise
defin -n of B and Q, and the requirement to conform Consider now the free energy field of rod j. represented
with equation (5) creates those definitions, by its modal energy e,. Then the total free energy of this

rod, E. is given by
Once A, B, P and Q are known the responses can be
calculated from e + d, using exactly the same procedures
that we currently use when calculating SEA responses Ej (12)
from e. It should be noted that the A matrix of ASEA
theory is not the same as the A matrix of standard SEA and the energy density of this free energy is E1 divided
theory, by L,, where L, is the length of rod j. Now by assuming

that this energy field is made up of equal amounts of
RFom equations (4) and (5), e + d is given by incoherent power, P,, flowing both from left to right and

from right to left along the rod (equivalent to the
random incidence assumption in two. and three.

aed a M"'(QR) (6) dimensional sub-systems ) we have

where

R -(M-11)(M.A)"P (7) (13)

Now for the classical excitation of 'rain on the roof' Q
is zero, and with this simplification equation (6) can be wheo , is the group velocity of rodj.
rewritten as

l[urthermore since for all one dimensIal sub-systems

( A)(M -f)"M(e. , a P (8)

and this equation can be considered to b the
'equivalent' tuidard SEA matrix equatio such that If

' A.'z
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L• cj (18)

we can combine equation (12) and equation (13) to
obtain the standard SEA result that (e ) exp(LxM (19)exp c )- - exp( -•M,) (9

Pi " TF where M, is the modal overlap factor of rod i. Thus

Thus for unit modal energy the power available at each
end of rod j, P, say, for potential transportation to the P,., - exp( -xrf)Pj (20)
other rods, is simply 1/2x.

where P, is the power striking the far end of rod i. The
We can now proceed with the calculation of the power lost during this crossing, Ph say, is given by
elements of the matrices A and B. Initially all these are
set to zero and the calculation is based on using the (21)
elements of these matrices as accumulators. We start by p , p(
taking a particular end of a particular rod and ultimately
repeat the calculation for both ends of every rod. This lost power must now be subtracted from element

(i. j ) of matrix B; matrix B rather than matrix A since
The power available per unit modal energy P. at this this power is self evidently unavailable for further
particular end of rod j will conceptually be all transport duties. On the other hand P,' is available for
transferred from rod j, and thus P,, must now be added further transport duties, and indeed we can continue the
to element ( j, j ) of matrix A; add rather than subtract calculation from equation (16) using P,, rather than P,,.
because the transfer terms have been conventionally Of course within this cycle of the calculation we can
placed on the left hand side of equation (4) and equation only modify column j of either matrix A or matrix B
(5). since all of the initial available power comes from rodj.

This whole process can be stopped at any stage and
Now we take this available power, P,, say, and multiply having stopped any remaining power. P, say, must then
it by the appropriate transmission or reflection be subtracted from element (i , j) of matrix A, This
coefficient. This is then the power at the connected end latter step is essential to maintain power balance and
of a particular receiving rod, rod i say, and this power is conceptually uses a standard SEA approach to sweep up
now ready for transportation across this rod; rod i can be and account for the residual power P,,; it also ensures
the same rod as rod j to take carc of the reflected wave that all the columns of A + B sum to zero as required by
and indeed the following calculations must be performed power balance.
for all rods connected to the chosen end of rod j
including rod j itself. This start power, P, say, is 7 ASA AND PLATE NETWORKS
thusgiven by The above theory can be extended to plate networks

although its actual implementation could well turn out to

l ~ (16) be computationally expensive, as compared to standard
, P. SEA. However. ASEA plate theory will hopefully

guarantee an accurate prediction and the fact that it may
where; is the power transmission coefficient for power not become a practical tool because of the computational
flowing from rod j to rod 1. load should not deter us from its development. Its use as

a tool for the validation of more approximate theories is
It is worth keeping in mind at this point the standard very Important since currently no accurate high
SEA theory which would proceed in the following frequency theory exists for eiral structural assemblies.
manner

SWhem with rods we calculated the A and the B
Sq.i-, -P - •'J (17) matrices by starting with a particular end of a particular

Srod and with beams we would start with a particular end

of a particular beam and with a particular wavetype,
and thus with plates we must start with a pirtkular edge of a
Retuming to ASEA theory, power will flow acmrs rod parlicular plate and not only with a particular wavetype
I and will decay a It does so with the exponential factor but also with a particular incidence angle at the chesn
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edge. In standard SEA the eventual integral over allLk
angles of incdence is carried out implicitly within the (27 .)
model such that the formula for an SEA plateto plate
coupling loss factor is a function of the random
incidence transmission coefficient as given below in
equation (27). In ASEA we can only perform the where the random incidence transmission coefficient
integral over all possible angles of incidence, 180 given by
degrees, at the end of the A and B calculation; although
by converting this integral into a suitably weighted sum
we can easily incorporate it into the calculation -' T,(•()sin(*,)d*, (28)

procedure. Unfortunately line junction transmission
coefficients tend to vary a lot with angle of incidence
due mainly to the complex interaction effects of the Returning to ASEA theory, geometric calculations must
various wavetypes and it is often necessary to perform now be made in order to track the wave as it is
these calculations over many angles of incidence: transported across sub-system i. This can result in more
typically at every integer degree. than one edge of the plate supporting sub-system i being

illuminated and furthermore an illuminated edge need
For a random diffuse energy field in sub-system j of a not be illuminated along its entire length, both of these
plate the intensity, I, say. is given by effects must be calculated.

The damping factor, equivalent to the factor e" of
e (22) equation (19), is also more complicated here. Different
4n "parts of the wave will travel different distances, however

for polygon shaped plates a damping factor averaged
where k, and ej are the wavenumber and modal energy over all possible path lengths between two edges can be
respectively of the wavetype associated with sub-system used and this is given by
j. The power per unit modal energy striking an edge of
length L at a grazing angle of incidence 4, is thus C

e'__e " • (29)

aK -b'c
SLkasin(*,) (23)

P., _rXwhere

and as before this must now be added to element (j , j) K W W * , 2X M' (30)
of matrix A. C "

We set

and where a and b arm the maximum and minimum path

P4,* (24) lengths.

Finally
however et is now a function of #j and the transmitted
wave angle has to be calculated using trace wavenumber P DP1  (31)
matching such that

andkm(#) koc~o (3) an P0. p.,.p,, (32)

Again At this point it is worth keeping in mind the
stadard SEA theory which for plates proceeds a wdP issublracted from element (i.j)ofmatrixfin
follows before.

8 COMPARISON WITH ANALYTICAL
X-104 P,,d, (26) RSULTS

ASEA produc a dlfftent result dependent on the

and this number of trwisfeu of power aros a sub-syslem that
we am modelling. hibi number which is alo one Im

u III lI iaml m nml
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than the number of juri;tions crossed we will call the material with the far ends of the chain left unsupported
ASEA level number, and with a level number of zero or free. The rod material is such that its longitudinal
ASEA always produces results identical to standard SEA phase, or group, velocity is 5000 m s". The six rods are
since both B and d are then zero. Advanced SEA can of lengths 23, 28,25,24, 29 and 21 m and their
thus be thought of as a serics of approximations, cross-secional areas are such that their mass per unit

lengths are I, 10,3,7, 8 and 2 kgm' respectively.
An energy damping value of 2% was chosen for the

ASEA,(w SEA), ASEA., (33) SEA modelling, and viscous damping with an equivalent
critical damping ratio of 0.01 chosen for the exact

with the expectation that this series converges on the model. The structure was always driven with a unit force
required result. on the first rod.

It is important to understand why we have this clear The exact results were calculated by Keane' and form
expectation that if the series (33) converges at all it must a full deterministic analysis for point excitation, they are
converge onto the 'correct' result; correct in the sense of based on calculating the power flow across the assumed
giving the best high frequency result possible. point connections between the rods for a given unit point

force excitation on the drive rod. These response data
Consider the calculation procedure for ASEA with a were then numerically averaged over all excitation
very large level number; the level number chosen to be positions on the drive rod, rod 1, and over all
so large as to cause the A matrix to be effectively zero. frequencies within the chosen frequency hundwidth of
Then the ASEA calculation procedure is nothing more 50 tlz.
than my tracing with all phase related effects ignored, or
in other words simple power flow analysis. But unless Figures 1, 2. 3 and 4 show the results for the averaged
we wish to encroach on the low frequency deterministic response on the four rods furthest from the drive rod; the
domain, any high frequency theory must at least make results for rods I and 2 are not shown because SEA and
the asmumption, explicitly or implicitly, that all phase all levels of ASEA lie very close to the exact results for
effects be ignored. Now with this assumption, and this these rods. All the displayed responses have been
assumption alone, we can deduce ASEA for an infinite normalisad to unit mean square response velocity at the
level number. ( Self evidently this would also be true for drive point on rod 1.
a simple power flow analysis, the subtle difference is
that ASEA hopefully converges much faster due to the As can be ceen SEA. or equivalently ASEA. is not an
different treatment of the 'remainder' terms, which are adequate model at the higher frequencies; at 10 kil
ignored in a simple power flow analysis but are injected SEA over predicts the response of Rod 6 by over 60 dB.
Into a SEA procedure whose results are added to the On the other hand. as expected, ASEA always predicts
truncated power flow analysis during an ASEA accurately provided we are willing to calculate to a high
calculation. ) Thus we fully expect that, if ASEA enough level number. For a chain of rods driven at one
converges at all, and if an accurate high frequency end the rule of convergence appears tobe that the ASEA
theory exists at all ASEA will converge onto the best level number should be at let the rod number minus
theoretical result possible, two. This is not so surprising a result since such a level

number ensures a direct coupling exist in the AS.A
To show this convergence for a particular case we have model between the drive rod and the response rod. The
chosen a very simple assembly consisting of six different convergence of ASEA is not necessarily monotonic with
reds all in a line. In principle an membly of plates level number as can be een in Figure 4 whore AS.A
could equally well have been chosen, however exact gives a slightly better result than ASEA$,
results are extremely difficult to compute for plate
assemblies at high frequencies and thus we have chosn 9 CONCLUSIONS
an assembly of rods. The inline configuration has been
deliberately chosen to highlight the enors in a simple A high frequency theory ( ASEA ) has been presented
SEA calculation and the stusequent correction of these which takes account of the mecaism of tunnelling.
eo by ASEk The inability of SEA to predict such a This mechanism which requires the introduction of
contrived configuration is understandable mW does not coupling between SEA sumsstems that we physkidly
detract from the usefliness of SEA when applied to saratMe is modelled by creating a new st of basi
more realistic structures, but It should be considered as AMBA eqateins ad dividing the energy of a sub-system
a warning that the accuracy of SEA is stnucture into UMy that is freely available ror trUsfe to other
dependent. sub-systems ad en that is fixed within the

The cult between the rods is such that conceptually
the whole structure could be made from a single place of Theas equations am prntd and an attempt ha been

9-r
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made to give their component parts physical meaning.
The calculation procedure is presented for modelling•i ~ either a general beam network or a general plate
network. ASEA is interpreted as a series of mathematical

i~i aeithersaqgenthgeralba ntorke more ar cnegeneaplteo

models, the first of which is identical to standard SEA
and subsequent higher order models are convergent on
the desired result.

Using a structural assembly of six rods as an example,
ASEA is shown to converge onto the exact results whilst
SEA is shown to overpredict by up to 60 dB.
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1. SUMMARY steering system and exhaust (if a passenger car is shown
inrfigure 1.

In order to investigate the contribution of individual
sources and source transmission paths, a method Hereto. in-operation (on the road, in thight) measured
referred to as "Transfer Path Analysis" hi bee vibration and pressure respon-se data are combined with
deeIOk~Cd. Its formulation ito address stulrchri laboratory mcasuremcnts of frequency response
noise problems is outlined in detail and illustrated with ttanctionis. From these data, the operational forces at
an example from the car industry. Current research in caxh of the mounts are estimiated and the. partial
this context is briefly reviewed, including the case of prcisurc (or vibtratioin). cau~sed by each of the
reciprocity techniques and the air-homne noise problem. transmission paths is calculated as a function oft

frequency. The complexity of this analysis is to a kisge

L. PRE.FACE~ extent dikninated by the dioakens.-on of the vshbraoousic
operational response. The actual procedures. both (tir

The optimisainit with respect to interior noie is the sningl surce and the multivariate noise problem.
currently a toic of Smuat conwcer for the automnotive wr 4tisc~isd in mome detail in the secions below.
industry. An ssential element in this prucess is to
obtan a correc understanding of the varuwam*nis The results obatained by wue a transmission path
Owners which are pmesnt. and of the ways. in Wisbch anallyss are typially used in irkiuble*Nimisiin ow
these MWOer are Pprop*atd 10 the enial" recIVer prototype im eineent. to idecnitiy svriticAl mounts and

kwaloxdominant awccr and to invostiowt the wInfluene of the
s~lo'ausas, ssam ich.XxraceirtAK on the percev4d

Wherat the physial "atmr of the importan muse nouiseI
geueali"S *WtMe ate in genera 0-V-knosin and
inhernt to the vehicle ujicationi ipos'r itrain notse and Cutrren mwsarh fociocte tim valkidiatin the axwuracof
V61111111" Of whelrniineati ond UA in0 M AMs prolpelle Of hii irmi forwuc Otithe iolutiri of indUQIAst probleii.
fan nowe, turtulent bayti ntswiis n aircaft. _ i. the nd tin exi~teni it to 00 ther lw C.es 1%e4
COrrec quantfleatio 01 these %*Mte strngths,1% Mnd the
quantficatwin of the Portia contrltNAWtwit of h c tito these One of the ninw sinpnawtn acuracy ckeknw it' ibt
source to the OVeral MWs level M in srwrA a ml orrect sifte"I ation o4 the ort~ing tforcs "nto the
vmbila-e fiowI %. Which rminescitiC"al usait invesion

To Wdskes thasa prulem. a mcbuiksgih~ly. releasd to a
Ttmassl Path Am4l-Ai. has been tkvekiWd andl Thec ttestesswa inluk the use ol krecagnocity mrChn"qW
i"VInetiatd. which 36%ati *4 21csey ft the W1100 10a~sinn MMo mrur th aw"' st WM FA 16.7JIL the
of W qidi of~w tdoat: individWual oin r s hrenth and a 4,jamtiflcaft uit' aw-hewn,' %%we conauhutusw 141. the
PJArta 016W cointrifitio zwlysss 1111 So (w. the tr~anse of strAluWekuvn %,VWs througth connected
mtetho has k.% appliedl IWiialt to the Anayss ol v tmrnw s 112. 1 %L and the ph)-wal ienrrpmatwwiof
w'twctrek'ww ft prhiblenss ' he tawwoii 'MW the uasWMQWio Path p unnea"ia 11If. t111
qlstucl"A ume aof esmcid" xs' the "ai %*03wo acout
%)%kem bsy ineaiu 011 ftliiws% U11' th 11CM Ali. the 4aheahlicaiy Wthe mawikidliu to "wni the
tyactcly ech daisesio at eah mou- kcatiual th" opiwn carlpeifiuaho ofI an ctive mum' erWeil syaro
defines a warawnissaii path. Typi cul pkfips we "sn vilvtim redWumtin btte moun kxwaton is a
COSin udWAKMn teAseMd tlq S W Mnuwo p0%s.1 toi of Ift1.l.
vatraaintmns. and ca mad vilvaucn trnsmitdW
fthr kg .win.. wAits. Awbceiatic ftum awmai

Of thie %Wlurc'hmu annu gtta 01 COSMICe. witeCk.

Ph-~$ rram a Stsqwum so 'hras .4 Awmw ,ugh an Aaecss Somm*o av Mik *At ivwutn. Mn 19W
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3. SINGLE SOURCE TRANSMISSION PATH
ANALYSIS X, X.

When considering ni-pal/I different possible FI ý

transmission paths over which energy coming from a - ',:
single reference source, can be transmitted into the car L '

body. the total operational pressure p at a given target -F

location in the cavity can be written ,s a summed
contribution of the "partial" pressures p, related to It is sufficient to take into account a number of

each given transmission path i . The determination of responses equal to the nmnber of forces that has to be

these partial pressures is based upon the combination of estimated (n = m), but by taking into account more

an estimate of the operational force fj in the given resprnses (m > n). the set of equations is over-

transmission path. together with the mechanic- determined, and better furce estimates will be obtained
acoustical transfer function between the target pressure in a least squares sense. The inversion is based upon

response and a force applied at the body side of the singular value decomposition algorithms, which allow

considered transmission path P/F.' to artificially increase the conditioning of the inversion
151.

•,p,,Ih (I
p= i p, 4. MULTIPLE REFERENCE TRANSMISSION

i=1 PATH ANALYSIS

or For a multi-source problem as fcor instance a roau .ioise
problem, the previous approach is not valid. Therefore

(2) the transmission path analysis is preceded by a principal

component decomposition in which the multi-reference
problem is split up into several orthogonal single
reference problems. Each oi these individual problems

In practice, the noise transfer functions are measured are then tackled with the previous single reference
after disassembling the source from the car body, approach. The total contribution of a single

transmission path to the overall noise level is then
It is difficult to obtain direct measurements of the cal aeis th e oM a noiseon eve l is the

operaling forces. The complex dynamic stiffness calculated as the RMS summation of each of the

technique is one methixology to obtain these individual principal component contributions 121.

operational foices, They are calculated based upon the Pactically spoken, during the road tests, a set of
following relation: reference accelerometers is chosen that serve as phase

references for all other measurement locations. Cross.

K= - .. ,,.) powers are calculated between all measured

accelerations and this reference set of accelerometers,

with K the measured complex dynanic stiffness of the The reference signals are in general partially ctorelated

mounting elements (obtained in 3 dircctions) as a It) each other, and by a principal ctomponet

function of freqency: �,,- t,..) the relative de'mtpositiwt of this reference set, alln wicswrelated
orthogonal reference vector et is obtained, to which all

operational displacement over the mount. This olther responses at the "slave' measurement locations ae
methodology is quite straightforward but does require related, represented by a set of single reference crts.
the (tedious) characterisation o(f the mounting elements powers. Let .%, denlolt the reference signals anid " tile
ill special test sel-ups. other measurement locations, then:

An alternatlive technique is bascd upon the measurement Islr i.iu (5)
of the impedance matrix, containing FRFs between [ ilb,.,.]ll"
accelerations measured at the .ody side of all paths and
forces, applied at all paths. By inverting this matrix, and Is.] I [S,, Iu I)
multiplying it with the vector of the corresponding body
side operational accelerations, estimates ol' thei .,, I being the reference autopower matrix. S.-,- I the
operational forces are obtained. daiil utpwf mrx o he incpl(diagonall auttotiwer matrix o tl he princ'ipal

ctmptsitttly. andis js. and Is'•[xl howe infg re.

matrices With refernces or prfincipal com,.onents.
resrecively. This is schemnatically Othown in figure 2.
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A clear phase relationship exists between all response transfer function measurements. Anothcr advantage is
locations and each principal component. These single that a large number of transfer functions can be
referene cross-powers can be weighted with the measured simultaneously to several mountir3s in all
autopower of the principal component, resulting in so directions.
called "virtual" spectra. With these spectra. specified at
all response locations of interest, a single reference A basic requirement for reciprocity is linearity. The
transmission path analysis can be carried out for each sound field in the cavity is usually found to be linear in
principal component. Combining all the results in an the range of sound pressures during operation and
RMS way results in an estimate of the overall pressure. transfer function measurements. Yet, the linearity of the

structure (cabin, body or chassis) is less evident, and
Let nrpco be the number of significant principal tion-linear stiffness effects and friction damping can
components, then for each principal component j. one cause deviations.

can wite:This can be critical since linearisation around normal
.,~'7) working conditions will not take place. The velocity

P, X= ~r 4v amplitudes in the cavity and in the structure will differ
even more from normal operation during reciprocal FRF
measurement than during the classical direct

whereas for each transmission path i measurement.

"'~(p/ 2 (X)Fortunately it is found in measurements that the
F, linearity of direct and reciprocal FRF measurement is

acceptable in general. Figure 4 shows typical direct FRF
measurements on a car lxxly/cavity system over a 30 dB

This is indicated in figure 3. Assessing the influence of excitation range. The deviation of the peak values
one transmission path, an RMS summation must he remains les,; than 3 dB between 30 and 500 Hz. For the
carried out for the partial pressure results in one measurements performed with acoustical (reciprocal)
transmission path. over all principal cornponeiits. excitation, the linearity is even better, as can be seen in

figure 5. Further investigation has confinned that the
S. USIROF MICHANICAL-ACOUSTI linearity deviations are mainly of a structural nature.

RECIPROCITV

It can be interesting (to use an alternative approach fo The next Important requirement coniceriis the conditions
the measurements of mcchanical-acoustic transfer given ini equuitio 0), lin a direct iniasurenwnt. the
functions: reciprocal measurements,1% volume velocity ut the receiving mnicrophonecs should

approximate ien'. This condition is easily nmet by all
The resptonse it( structures and sound fields can be- modern condlnser microphones. The second conditrio
reciprocal. This basically means, that the same relationIs that the force at llw niountings should approximate rcro
between input and output11 quantitieis are measured when is equially necessary for reciprocal and direct
the excitation energy is brought Into the systemt at the meut.%u"iWnts. This condition 141t~ more sent"u
output tidle. In literature, several applic~ations (if ctnseifunceics. It mcans that the motintingi should he
reciprocal measurements on a Wid rag of de-coupled during the measurements, and, as a result, a
constructions, from pruducion machinery lto aircraft. cmesm imutn ftedieln n he
have heen reported 11.71. For mcaia-cutc *ulesot stcsa~
transefe function mcasiuremens tm %aw bodic%, truck 1 MCi sIIM4WcssP~N oMj~CWt

cahm. ec.,the ollwin fcbktD1% ~d:attached mountingx. The mounttings must then he
relatively compliant. like rubber hbushing and elastic

,. 2~.couplings. If the- mounting remains coupled. the
Q * tollbwing condition should he met:

Q6 being the volume elocitly at microphone kication K < I (NI

it011)d*the reciprocal qitatiity.K' (/
A typical example ul a conipariamn between dmie and

1Ve system i% excited by an aout'ii. wouree in the cahin reciprocal mcawiurements in a vw is given in figure 6, It
and !he rospmwre awe measured as accelerations at the shoss agreements beter than .1 dli between 40 and 4ME
nwwnings. The practical advantage 4f this aproah is 14. '11w difflemiens lk*lw %14) 11*sm to be related to
that the aceelortimeiers at the mountings for the the limited lIncwoiy. The agreement becomes better
oft"Itiew measurements4 can again be ued foM the when the dairc meaxurenient at very low frce is Used.
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The differ, nces at higher frequencies are more related to most probably the only way to proceed, at least for the
the accuracy of direct force measurements. structural behaviour, for high modal density in this

frequency range renders the identification of a valid
6. AIR-BORNE SOURCE QUANTIFICATION experimental modal analysis model nearly impossible.

When considering the relevance of the procedure Nevertheless, the explanation why a certain
discussed above to study structure-borne noise transmission path is important in a specific frequency
transmission paths, it is currently being investigated region would in principle require the correlation of the
how the method can be applied or adapted to quantify operational data with a modal system model. To
acoustic sources and air-borne transmission paths. overcome this problem, alternative methods, directly

based on the decomposition of FRF measurements in
The required data arc now the acoustic source strengths, their principal components ("principal field shapes")
char& terised by their volume velocities, in normal have been investigated and proven to yield useful results
operation. and the acoustic frequency reslx)nse functions in practical cases I 10. 11.
relating local volume velocities at the source location to
the sound pressures at the target receiving microphones. The same issue of not having a valid modal model in the

"h.' frequency range of interest also arises when design
~P= th n•l~tP1 , (e),modifications are to be evaluated to reduce the

P 1 P LQ1J contribution of a specific transmission path by
mt,,ifying the vibro-acouslic transfer characteristics.

In principle, the hlater FRF dalla can bc ohain*d by To overcome this problem, design optimisation methodsreplacing the sources with loudspeakers. However, inlacing c h sourchs wth loudspeakere s.ic However, in for structural modification and substructure coupling are
many cases, such as the one where the acoustic source 'is investigated, which make use of FRF data only 112,131.
spalially distributed, and due to a complex radiation
surface (e.g. an engine block or exhaust, or a tyre), thisis impractical to do. This is essential when e.g. the transmission of vibrations

itbetween stiffly connected substructures is to be

A far more versatile and practical method of evaluated. Alt example of such an application in the

measurement is again hLwed on the application of area of space microgravity experiment set-ups is shown

reciprocity, Hereto, a sound source is placed at the ii figure 9.

targeted receiver location (e.g. the position of the head 8 CASE STUDY
of a passenger in the vehicle, or an exterior microphone
used to quantify the radiated noise). and sound pressures
can he measured in a fine grid around the radiating 8.1 Test Cawe
surfaices Ityres. engintes. exhaust.*..t.. The structural transmission of road vibrations to noise

As far as the source sIrengths arm considered. il I iS.ide, a car have been investigated in the context of the

usually vutually impossible to measure them directly in development of" an active road noise control system by

operation, anid current invstigatios 191 we perfmed vibration control at the suspension car body connections
on• ho)w lcal prssures measured near the sourc.s can be I3.. Several imethots to determine the operational forces

usd in conmhinatim with reciprocal FRF measurements. were investigated.
The re.ctniihaio of s.ourie strengtho s and FRFs into
partial pres.sure responses can then be done in a &IZRood Mesisuremenb
vcttorial way at lower frequencwi's or piwer-only (third
tcavc fix example) way at higher frequcw.'ies. A Stationary condition road tests included ba.dy and
sclhematic, overview o4 the measurement of the suspension side aceleraliton masureents at all
transminsion path FMFx for a truck engine towards an considered transmission paths, together with pre•smr
exlerior ISO microphone is giveo in figure 7. mea.surments at 4 locations in the cavity. Addilional

accckeration measuurenenit were pcifnrmed ot the car
The vrr.sponding derivation ot souce strengths I1m. body, In total It) transmissiom p.4'hs are ctnsidered front
near t Isd •citol, po•.ure,"c measurecInt't and the suspension into the car body 10 coninetiom ptois
rectp. al FRtJ is given in ig.re i9, Results nwmasurd (rear axle, rear shock atsuwt¢hr. 2 front susgensaom
om engine mc(;k.ups are dl.uvd In I4l. connection locations, front shock ahstiber)l, this in 3

directions. Sio refercMe AscelCeitMa poIKtions were
1. INIEI)AN(I: MOI;II.IN(; chown based upon multiple coherence nallysis. Csnw.

pow," averwiging with mrspiec to thee refermn
T1V mctho1s di-scussd Absw all have In coesnrim that acceleratrios was dune, hasred upon stiom 3M averages.
the actual vkbro-aXoustiv ,ysem under .tudy is
charictri¢,sd by FMs. In the higher frequency ranges The set ot 5 referme c aclertinnimete is deco"mpomod
where the atowtic phoeomettn ar III` releva.ce. this is Into its 5 principal or otnhoom al cmponents. and the
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measurements at all measurement locations are represents an over-determined set of equations that is
decomposed in this orthogonal base. This cross-power solved by a pseudo inversion algorithm based upon
matrix decomposition then results into 6 sets of single singular value decomposition. Figure 12 shows the
reference ("virtual") cross-powers, which are scaled with condition number of the 69x30 FRF matrix as a function
the corresponding principal component autopower. of frequency. This reveals that in this particular case the
These are the virtual spectra, which can be used as condition does not pose any problem for the inversion.
simple single reference (complex) spectra in all this in contrast with other applications published
measurement locations. Figure 10 shows the summed elsewhere [4]. In this case, the measurements are
virtual spectra over all measurement points for each of characterised by high damping and high modal
the principal components. This indicates that about 4 coupling, and do not secm to pose any problems in
independent phenomena are important in this road noise terms of conditioning. In order to assess the importance
analysis. For further calculations all 6 principal of the over-determination in the set of equations. also a
components are taken into account. 30x30 inversion is carried out, with only responses

taken into account at all locations where the forces are

8.3 In-Laboratory Measurements to be estimated.

After disassembling the suspension from the car bxoy, Figure 13 shows a comparison of the three strategies for

the acoustical frequency response functions at the 4 the first principal component tor one particular mount

driver and passenger ear locations are measured, by location in the front suspension. This particular mount

using hammer impact excitation at all possible is very stiff compared to other mounts in the front

transmission paths. At the same time, the impedance suspension. Clearly the 69x30 inversion gives similar

matrix is measured, where acceleration measurements amplitude results as compared to the 30x30 inversion.

are performed at all transmission paths, and at some 30 and to the complex dynamic stiffness method. Phase

additional body side measurement localions. This results estimates are much less matching. Figure 14 shows the
in an extensive database of about 2X)0 FRFs. same type of results for a mount with a much lower

representing a fully measured matrix, complex dynamic stiffness. This figure shows that for a
mount with lower stitfness the results of the inversion

The mourning elements bcii'g disassembled from the methodology are deviating from the results of the

suspension and the car htdy, have ben tested ii a complex dynamic stiffness. But it is also clear that the

separate measurement set-up. The complex dynamic over-determined inversion gives results that are closer to
stiffness of all mounts was detemiined in 3 dirtections, the complex dynamic stiffness results than the non-over-

this based upon sinusoidal excitation with the necessary determined inversion. The reason why the low level

static preload, forces, estimated with the inversion method are higher
than the low level forces estimated with the complex
dynamic stiffness method is still under investigation. It

9.4()perational Force lF.slimtaes is clear that bias errors dominate the problem, most

probably due it) bus errors introduced in the impedanceIn order to determnme the operationa:l fowrces, the matrix. There exists ain indication this is due to the

complex dynamic stiffness methodology is used and quality of the FRF mexi surtments, ibised upon hammer

compared to the impedaince niatrix inversion approach.

In the complex dynamic stiffness methodology, for each inipacLt excitation. The direction (f impact is not always
mount muid each direction the dynamic mount stiffness Is easy to control. certainly not in a pructical set-up on amout .rodeac di~cttm he yiimicmoul siff¢•sis ar. This introduces important "virlual cross-coupling

(conmplex) multiplied with the differcntial virtual spectra in ixit iven t 'al"om.

over that particular mount, and this i: repealed fr n the matrix at a given response location.

of the 6 principal compotents, RMS summalion o( the Even though for the highes force" both methods give
obtaiteed forces over all principal components yields•41n reastwoble correspondence in the esainalts, the
cstimale o" the Itoal operating force in that particular operalonabl corres tesp ind by ec i the plexs siffneth
mount location, which gives an indication for actpuaetor rieotnal u obad f ne furbhtr calculacimp st.f
requilrments. Figure I I gives for instance for the r•a•r
mout0i the complex dynamnic stiffnlev iogether with an
estimate of the operating force spectrumn tsluare tool it U STrvasmlxlon Path Analyis Retult
power spct-nIJ denftly), The calculations ftw Ihe transmission path analysis are
With the impedance matris inversoi approach. an bawd upon the forces estimated with the complex

over-dclerminalion strategy is used. The matrix dywttaic stiffness imethod, and upon the mwasured

mcasuted is of dimenminm A'tir): tO forces are to he nwchanwi..Ltistical transfer funcliots. The operational

estimated. and 60 response lom•atams ar considered. ror force spe.'ctra for each principal coimnponent arc

each of the 6 principal cotmponmns, operational o.rntibed with the corrnponding niechane-mum.oual

accleratioin virtual spectra at the above nriiontelk 69 transfer functions, resulting in estimates of the parial

burly ;ik d •easurem,-t ktcaiions am. available. This pr•emre. alk•ta•ed to each o( the livenx tlanlms sixn
paths, fcr each principal compnuent.
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By RMS summation over all 6 principal components of PIANO, BE 5414), for which we hereby want to express
the partial pressures obtained in each of the our gratitude.
transmission paths considered, amplitude estimates can
be obtained for the total partial pressure, that can be I1.REFERENCES
attributed to a specific transmission path. By then
combining all partial pressures over all transmission 1i1 Multipath Sound Transfer from Resiliently Mounted
paths, an estimate of the total operational pressure can Shipboard Machinery, PhD Dissertation. J. Verhey,
be obtained. This estimate can then be compared to the 1986

total measured operational pressure.
121 Development and Integration of an Advanced

Figure 15 shows the transmission path analysis results Unified Approach to Structure Borne Noise Analysis, D.
at the drivers ear for a typical transmission path in the De Vis, W. Hendricx, P.J.G. van der Linden, Second
rear suspension. The upper curves give the calculated International Conference on Vehicle Comfort. ATA,
total as well as measured total operational pressure 1992
(measurement results of two different runs). It is clear
that very good approximations are obtained of the total [31 Suspension Analysis in View of Road Noise
operational pressure with the analysis method. The Optimisation, W. Hendricx, D. Vandenbroeck. Proc. of
lower curves represent the contribution of a specific the 1993 Noise and Vibration Conference. SAE P-264.
mount in the rear suspension to the total pressure in the Travers" City, p. 647-652
cavity, in 3 directions. This particular path is for
instance dominant for the noise in the frequency bands [41 On the Ill Conditioned Nature of Indirect Force
up to 150 Hz. with clear booming effects, Figure 16 then Measurement Techniques, J.M. Starkey, G.L. Merrill,
shows results for another transmission path in the rear Analytical and Experimental Modal Analysis, vol 4 nr
suspension, of which the effect on the interior noise 3. 1989
level is negligible as compared to the previous,

151 Transmission Path Analysis in View of Active
As such a quantification of the imoisc contributions of all Cancellation of Road Induced Noise in Vehicles, K.
the different paths to the total operational pres,sure can Wyckacn, W. Hendricx, accepted for publication at
be made. This quantification allows to rank the different Third International Congress on Air- and Structure-
paths in terms of their importance for the interior noise Borne Sound and Vibration. Montreal. June 13-15,
problem. This ranking can be used for the selection of 1994.
the number and the location of needed actuators, in
order to come to an as eflective as possible noise 161 Using Mechanical-Acoustical Reciprocity fir
reduction in the car interior. Diagnosis of Strutture-Borne Sound in Vehicles, P.J.G,

van der Linden. J.K. Fun, Proc. 1993 Noise and
9. CONCLUSION Vibration Conference, SAE-papcr 931 .0. Traverse

City. May lt. 13. 1993. pp. 625.630.
A methodology to analyse noise and vibration problems
in tcrmis of individual source and transmission path 171 The Reciprocity Principle and Applications in
contributions was presented, Its applicability has been Vibro-Aroaustics. F.J. Fahy, Proc. of the Second
proven s far in several automotive applications, with International Congress tn Recent Developmcnts in Air-
coherent as well as multivariale noist $umoes, and Structure-Borne Sound and Vibralitm. Auburn,

Mach 4-6, 1992, pp. 611-618.
The scope of applications not wily covers the original
engine and road noise problems, where vibrations 181 E.prrimental Procedures fiJr Quantifyini n Sound
transmitted through isolated mounts ar causing the Paths to the Interior of Rjad Vehicles, J.W. Verheij.
noise. Ptsihle apptications are also situated in air-horne Proc. of the Second Internatkonal Conference on Vehicle
noise problems with distrnbuted soure along radlating Comfort. Bologna. October 14-16. 1Q92. pp, 483-491.
surfaces te.g. tyre noise. air-horne engine noise, aircraft
turbulent lnver noiis). as well as in applications where 191 Diagnosis of Pass-By Noise of Road Vehiles.
siffly comnected substructures are transmitting P.J.O. van der Linden. D. Otle, Proc. Fourth
vibaltins fronm ot to the other reg. mnahinery in a International ATA Cwtiference. Flmo.nce. March 16-.1.
protducton envirnmntet, precision mnstrumentatim scs. 19'M. pp. 1268-.1276.
ups, as in space mcrogravity experiments. etc.).

(101 I'dro-A.omutir AnalYsis of Trimmeted Aircrrst
I. ACKNOWLEIIXWMENTS thrcujgh Mohdal and Prinriatl Field Modelling. H. Van

&te Auweter, D. Otte. F. Auglu•lnovics. Prac.
This woak was partially sponmsord by the Eurnlwtan Fifteenth AIAA Aeinkymacs Confkesice. Long Beach,
Commission. in the framework of the BWfTE EURAM Octobe' li-27. 1993. AIAA paper 9.1141M0.
prgpmraits (ANRAVA. BE 593.1. DIANA, BE 44.16. and
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[1 I] Noise and Vibration Analysis in Propeller Aircraft
by Advanced Experimental Modelling Techniques, H.
Van der Auwcraer, D. Otte, Proc. Second International
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4-6. 1992, pp. 129-136.

[121 Prediction of the Dynamics of Structural
Assemblies Using Measured FRF Data: Some Improved
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Grangier, R. Aquilina. Proc. Ninth International Modal
Analysis Conference, Florence, 1991. pp. 909-918.
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Figure I Structure-borne sound paths in a car
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Figure 4 FRF linearity with direct (structural) ..
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Figure 9 Equipment/base substructures in a space -

microgravity experiment set-up ......
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10dB

Figure 13 Estimate of operational force (frst Fige 15 Transmission path analysis results totalPrincipal component) at a path characterised by a mesrdadclutdopainlpesret
high dynamic stiffness :compariso of complex mesue an p uartia contrabtiona ofiportsueant
dynamic stiffness method (dotted line) with dramives sea partha iontreribto susipenstont
impueance matrix inversion method (tr3a(ful:m~ireion dashed in doted: supnso
(dashed line); 30430 (full fine)) (93 fl. -ietodshd ,dfe.z

lods~

Figure 16 Transmission path analysis results :total
measured and calculated opera tional pressure atFigure 14 Estimate of operational force (first drivers seat; Partial contribution of less important

principal component) at a path characterised by a transmission path in rear suspension
low dynamic stiffness :comparison of complex (full:, x-direction. dashed: y, doffed: z)
dynamic stiffness method (dotted line) with
impedance matrix inversion method (69x30
(dashed line): 30x30 (full line)
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Spectrogramn Diagnosis of Aircraft Disasters

Mr. F.W. Slingerland
Chief, Structures & Materials Lab.

IARINRC of Canada
Montreal Road

Ottawa, Ontario KiA 0R6
CANADA

Abstract the Impulsive sound of the event, heard by the CAM.
It is found that this sound is in fact a transduced

Im'pulsive forces applied to an aircraft version of the radial vibrations of the fuselage. TI e
fuselage generate radial vibration waves in the Spectrogram presentation - a *3-D" graph of signal
structure anaiogous to those In a classia thin shell. It strength vs bIh time and frequency, somewhat like a
has been found that these waves are detected by the conltour map, reveals the successive passages of
cockpit area microphone, anid that spectrogramn these dispersive vibration waves past the CAM.
analysis of the microphone recording can provide Pattern analysis o1 the waves provides the information
informat ion on the nature, origin and strength of the mentioned above.
source, whether an explosion or a sudden
decompression. TYPICAL CAM RECORDINGS

The lime traces of four events "heard" by the
CAM are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The voltage scales

INTRODUCTION and time origins are arbitrary. Only one can be

In-flight accidents of aircraft are often difficult- ___ .-

to diagnose. The breakup of an aircraft at high 41
altitude creates a widely dispersed wreckage trail, and 7.
dispersal of such a trail in deep ocean can further limit -

the amount of significant debris which can be ._____.......______________
recovered. For example, undersea debris search is aie 5b 60 and0030
still continuiing at the site of the Air India disaster Tm.mlieod
which occurred in 1985. However the aircraft'stIlight _FIG. Ia: Voltage -Time record of event 1
recorders are relatively easy to recover, using their * A \ J\I A .AAJI\
radio or sonar transponders. This paper describes a
new method of analyzing the cockpit area V. ;:vV.
microphone (CAM) record from the cockpit voiceI.-: : :,1
recorder (CVR) which yields the following Information: 0 2 4 6 9 10
- The cause of the disaster is clearly distinguished as T",mlieod
either a structural failure or an explosive detonation FIG. 1lb: Expanded record, start of event 1
('bomb").
- The causal event is located along the fuselage to an 7- ------

accuracy of I1t02 metres._____
- The event is also located as occurring in the ..... I..-..

passenger or cargo space............................-...
- Information is available from the analysis which, with ....__............__

further experience, should yield the size of the - .--.-.. *.-.. .

explosive charge and the size of any fuselage 0 100 2ieO 30d. 0
peuforation.Tie ilscod
All this information Is derived from a spectrogramn of FIG. 1c: Voltage - Time record of event 12

identified at present, because of continuing litigation
surrounding the events. All have a certain family

Presented1~i at( SV~mpo vitation 'Im)npact r f A couslic Inads (in A ircraft Sit tibanres' held in Lillehannimer, NorwaY, Mfav 1994.
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resemblance. Each begins with a few cycles of almost at observed speeds between three and eight times
pure slnusoid at a frequency between 450 and 700 the speed of sound in air, and these speeds have
Hz, depending on aircraft type and flight attitude. (It been experimentally confirmed by test explosions on
was these slnusoids which led the writer to realize that board (unoccupledl) aircraft, Fuselage vibrations are
these were vibration signatures; not airborne sound thus the first messengers of a remote event.
signals). The records then show a sudden transition

FUSELAGE VIBRATION MODES AND THEIR
PROPAGATION

Classical cylindrtcal shell theory provides a -
useful qualitative understanding of the various modes

--- of radial vibration which may be excited by a localized
0 20 40 so 100 200 300 zone of under - or overpressure. They are

Time, milliseconds characterized by Integral numbers, n, of sine waves
FIG, 2a: Voltage - Time record of event 3 around the circumference and sine waves of any

wavelength along the length. The lower modes,
----- - .. . having n - 0, 2, and 3 are the most commonly

observed, since they couple best to a distributed
pressure zone. Figure 3 shows typical group
"velocities of the n . 2, 3, 4 modes, based on typical

-,1 :aircraft dimensions. The n -0 or ring mode is a
* special case, In that it propagates at only one

,I-" ; .tfrequency, by coupling with axial vibration waves. Its
.7 group velocity Is well above that of the other low-n

modes, and it Is the probable source of the initial
________________.__..........._____ sinusoids in the CAM recordings. The effect of the

g 20 40 6 oo 120 1o . • floor Is to raise frequencies, and to divide each mode

Time, milliseconds into a symmetric and an asymmetric version, with
slightly different propagation speeds at any

FIG. 2b: Voltage. Time record of event 4 frequency. The two ring modes differ in their phase
to much more complex waveforms, which then die relation between outward and inward motion above
away in about 400 ms unless shortened by power or and below the floor, and it appears that the anti-phase
signal loss. Event I ends with a damped sinusoid variant is the one usually excited.
typical of signal disconnect from the CVR - probably
by in-flight breakup. Event 4 terminates very quickly •
probably because of disruption of power supply to
the CAM and/or CVR. Event 3 is a succession of
several distinct impulsive events.

The signal-to-noise voltage ratios of the 250
signatures vary between 7,5:1 and 12:1. However 250 0
the voltage histories are strongly influenced by the
CAM/CVR automatic gain control (AGC) which has
about 35 ms. response time on signal increase and 200.
about 70 ms. on decrease.Past attempts to interpret
these records have been hampered by failure to
recognize AGC action, and by the assumption that N 150.
the microphone was detecting iLborne rather than .
structure-borne sound. The latter merits some u •
explanation. The CAM is attached to the fuselage just r_ 4L
above the pilots' heads. It that part of the fuselage . 0'
vibrates, it radiates sound like a loudspeaker, and this 2
is heard by the microphone. Also the microphone I 0L
itself may be shaken by the vibration, and this 50.
movement creates aitemating pressures on its
diaphragm which are also heard. The microphone is
in fact a very sensitive detector, able to pick up
vibrations from a hand-slap on the fuselage which is 0 0.5 1,0 1,5 2,0
otherwise scarcely audible. Indeed, there have been
cases of perforating bomb explosions aft of the wing, Transit time, ms/m distance travelled
and of multiple tire bursts, which were not heard bythe aircrew. When one considers the tortuous path
that must be taken by an explosive blast/sound wave FIG. 3: Transit times of various modes
from, say, the aft cargo to the cockpit, this Is hardly
surprising. The final proof of the vibratory source of
the microphone signal is that it travels from the source
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SPECTROGRAMS OF CAM RECORDINGS

.o.
""i . ...' I o

I - -

Timemi.lie.ond
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0

050 100 150

Time, milliseconds

FIG. 4: Spectrogram of Event 4

The spectrogram of event 4, an explosion INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
event, is shown In Figure 4° (a coloured version is
on page 26-6). At first it appears to bear no THE INITIAL SINUSOIDS - The positive-pressure
resemblance to the theory of Figure 3, but in tact a direction of the CAM record can be Identified by
series of major and minor peaks can be discerned, analyzing the vowels of any speech present on the
about six per wave, which define the successive recording, from which the positive-going breath
passages of the waves of two "n" modes past the impulses of the larynx can be recovered. The initial
CAM. The wave contours after the earliest one
represent repeated reflection from the ends of the pressure change, or phase, of the first sinewave at
aircraft, and their curvature gradually increases as the the CAM Is related to the directn of initial motion
slow-travelling components fall increasingly behind outward or Inward - at the source. For example, a
the sastest components f decompression in the passenger space decreases

The spectrogram can be formed in various fuselage radius above the floor, and this inward
ways, but the most successful to date has been to motion will be transduced as a positive-going initial
perform a Fourier transform on successive 20-ms. pressure excursion at the CAM. One can identify
Hanning-windowed time samples, overlapped 10 ms.
Production of the spectrogram from these repeated *Only one spectrogram Is shown In the written paper,
spectra was done manually for those shown; It has because of the difficulty of reproduction. Others will
now been mechanized a minicomputer, be shown in colour during the verbal presentation.
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which variant of the ring mode Is oeing observed by For example, the time between first and second
its frequency, and it Is usually the anlisymmetrlc one. contours Is the time taken by the waves to propagate
This means that an explosion In the cargo space Io the rear, then reflect forward to the source point.
below the floor will also give a poslive CAM The time between first and third waves Is that of a full
excJrslon. It Is not possible to sort out, from this round trip. The ratio of the two times Is thus the
datum alone, which event occurred. fractional distance of the event forward of the rear of
FREQUENCY TRENDS OF THE SPECTROGRAM - It the aircraft. Corrections must be applied for wave
will be noled that the locus of first arrivals of the speedup In the nose and tail tapers, and In the stiff
successive waves in Figure 4 rises in frequency; In wing box area, and the time ratios must be measured
other lengthier spectrograms It then falls. This Is repeatedly from various parts of the spectrogram and
directly related to the Internal pressure within the averaged, to eliminate wave contour position errors.
fuselage, since the frequency of the waves, or of the When this is done, the event can be located fore-and-
contours of Figure 3, depends directly on the aft to a precision of less than one metre.
pressure difference across the skin. A localized zone
of pressure Increase or decrease likewise translates The techniques described above have now
Into a frequency Increase or decrease. In the event of been applied to five aircraft disasters - three "bombs'
Figure 4, the fuselage Initially suffered a rapid rise In and two explosive decompressions, and the analyses
pressure, clearly Indicating the detonation of an have always agreed with known data, or In one case,
explosive device. The subsequent fail of frequency, with the results of other lines of Investigation. A
hence pressure, present In other bomb series of nine test explosions aboard a Boeing 707
spectrograms, Indicates fuselage perforation and aircraft, using accelerometers and pressure sensors,
pressurization loss. Spectrograms of structural have confirmed the maximum propagation speeds of
failures causing decompression are mared by a fuselage viration observed during the disaster
monotonic fall In frequency right from the start, with analyses. Iv is intended io apply to these records the
no Initial rise. Both these trends are shown In Figure new computer programs for spectrogram generation,
5 for three 'bombs" and two decompressions. The to obtain further Information on propagation speedstwo types of event are clearly distinguishable, of an the modal frequency components.

1,5k Ev 4,d ode. bomb FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Event 1, 2nd mode, bomb A new algorithm for spectrogram generation -
the Wigner distribution (2), Is being examined with a
view to Improving spectrogram readability. The

Eve 2, spectrogram method is being combined with the "In-
bo-b • 2. blast" computer model (4) to permit estimations of the

lk - size of the explosive charge (for bomb events),
.Event 4, 1st mode, bomb and/or the size of fuselage perforation. It is intended

_ , m , to apply the method to events originating in a wing.
"" for which the vibration wave pattern is more

Event 1,1sf mode, bomb complicated.
. Event:,5 1..It is to be hoped that the next generation of

-.... , decomp. CAMs and CVRs will retain, and possibly enhance,
U- 500 Event 3, decoi•p. the ability to use cockpit microphone records for

"vibration spectrogram analysis.

CONCLUSIONS0 100 200 300

Time from nose of 1st wave, milliseconds 1. The CAM recording of an aircraft which Is

FiG. 5: Spectrogram frequency shifts for subjected to the impulsive forces of adecompression or an explosion, contains
various events structure-bonme sound signatures associated

Note that the pressureirequency with the radial vibration of the fuselage.
relationship Is the same for events either below or 2. These radial vibrations may be non-dispersive
above the floor. Thus this evidence, combined with (ring mode) or dispersive (other modes).
the Initial phase of the ring mode sinusoids, allows us 3. Analysis of the recording In the form of a
to locate the event above or below the floor. It spectrogram of amplitude versus both
remains to determine its fore and aft position. frequency and time reveals repeated wave
WAVE SPACINGS AND CURVATURE - If/When the passages up and down the aircraft at speeds
propagation speeds of the various vibration modes from three to eight times the speed of
become known by experiment, then the curvature of airborne sound.
the first wave arrival contour would indicate the 4. Analysis of frequency trends and time
distance to the source (it began as a straight vertical spacing of the waves provides extensive
line). However, In the absence of measured speeds, information on the nature, origin, strength
the axial location of the source can still tx, determined and effects of the event which caused them.
from the time-spacing of the successive reflections.
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ADDENDUM

Identification of "Events"

Event Description

1. Air India Boeing 747 fit. 183 lost west of Ireland June 3, 1985 - bomb.

2. Briefcase bomb aboard a Boeing 727-200 on flight iRome - Athens. March 1986.

3. (Nameless!) Aft pressure bulkhead failure.

4. Pan Am Boeing 747 fit. 103 lost over Lockerbie. Scotland, December 21. 1988 -
bomb.

5. Mac-D. DC 10 (Turkish) rear cargo door loss near Paris France. March 3, 1974.
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14, Abotract

A broad bind of differentt activitiesi was addressed in the Specialists Meeting held by the
Structures and Miaterial% Pawld of AGARI) in May 191M4

Topics dealing witht the acoustic tnviroonlent in sub., super- atnd hylt-amril: flow regimes.
innovativs- structural design tec:hniques andi material% I'm fatigue fcsistant structurvs.
E.xpcrimetital and analytical tools for evaluation to( the hehaviour of structures in anl
tcoustically and thermally advor. rc tiirounment.
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